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Preface
The 16th Conference on the Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication and Cryptography was hosted by the University of Latvia, and held online from July 5–8, 2021.
Quantum computation, quantum communication, and quantum cryptography are subfields
of quantum information processing, an interdisciplinary field of information science and
quantum mechanics. The TQC conference series focuses on theoretical aspects of these
subfields. The objective of the conference is to bring together researchers so that they can
interact with each other and share problems and recent discoveries.
A list of the previous editions of TQC follows:
TQC 2020, University of Latvia, Latvia
TQC 2019, University of Maryland, USA
TQC 2018, University of Technology Sydney, Australia
TQC 2017, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, France
TQC 2016, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
TQC 2015, Université libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium
TQC 2014, National University of Singapore, Singapore
TQC 2013, University of Guelph, Canada
TQC 2012, University of Tokyo, Japan
TQC 2011, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
TQC 2010, University of Leeds, UK
TQC 2009, Institute for Quantum Computing, University of Waterloo, Canada
TQC 2008, University of Tokyo, Japan
TQC 2007, Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Nara, Japan
TQC 2006, NTT R&D Center, Atsugi, Kanagawa, Japan
The conference consisted of invited talks, contributed talks, a poster session, and a business
meeting. The invited talks were given by Scott Aaronson (UT Austin), Srinivasan Arunachalam (IBM T. J. Watson Research Center), Cécilia Lancien (Institut de Mathématiques de
Toulouse and CNRS), and Kai-Min Chung (Academia Sinica).
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Frédéric Magniez
Abstract

We study the problem of finding K collision pairs in a random function f : [N ] → [N ] by using a
quantum computer. We prove that the number of queries to the function in the quantum random
oracle model must increase significantly when the size of the available memory is limited. Namely,
we demonstrate that any algorithm using S qubits of memory must perform a number T of queries
that satisfies the tradeoff T 3 S ≥ Ω(K 3 N ). Classically, the same question has only been settled
recently by Dinur [22, Eurocrypt’20], who showed that the Parallel Collision Search algorithm of
van Oorschot and Wiener [32] achieves the optimal time-space tradeoff of T 2 S = Θ(K 2 N ). Our
result limits the extent to which quantum computing may decrease this tradeoff. Our method is
based on a novel application of Zhandry’s recording query technique [41, Crypto’19] for proving
lower bounds in the exponentially small success probability regime. As a second application, we
give a simpler proof of the time-space tradeoff T 2 S ≥ Ω(N 3 ) for sorting N numbers on a quantum
computer, which was first obtained by Klauck, Špalek and de Wolf [29].
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Introduction

The efficiency of a cryptographic attack is a hard-to-define concept that must express the
interplay between different computational resources [38, 11, 12]. Arguably, the two most
used criteria are the time complexity, measured for instance as the number of queries to
a random oracle, and the space complexity, which is the memory size needed to perform
the attack. Time-space tradeoffs aim at connecting these two quantities by studying how
much the time increases when the available space decreases. Devising security proofs that
are sensitive to memory constraints is a challenging program. Indeed, very few tools are
available to study the impact of space on the security level of a scheme. A recent line of
work [35, 27, 25] has made some progress for the case of classical attackers with bounded
memory. The development of quantum computing asks the question of whether the access to
quantum operations and quantum memories may lower the security levels. The answer is
unclear when taking space into account. Indeed, many quantum “speed-ups” come at the
cost of a dramatic increase in the space requirement [16, 6, 30]. A central question is whether
a speed-up both in terms of time and space complexities is achievable for such problems?
© Yassine Hamoudi and Frédéric Magniez;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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Quantum Time-Space Tradeoff for Finding Multiple Collision Pairs

The focus of this work is to provide time-space tradeoff lower bounds for the problem of
finding multiple collision pairs in a random function. The search for a single collision pair is
one of the cornerstones of cryptanalysis. Classically, the birthday attack can be achieved
by the mean of a memoryless (i.e. logarithmic-size memory) algorithm using Pollard’s rho
method [33]. On the other hand, the quantum BHT algorithm [16] requires fewer queries to
the random function, but the product of its time and space complexities is higher than that
of the classical attack! In this paper, we address the problem of finding multiple collision
pairs. This task plays a central role in low-memory meet-in-the-middle attacks [32, 22], with
applications to double and triple encryption [32], subset sum [23, 21], k-sum [37], 3-collision
[28], etc. Recently, it was used to attack the post-quantum cryptography candidates NTRU
[36] and SIKE [4]. The Parallel Collision Search algorithm of van Oorschot and Wiener [32]
can find as many collision pairs as desired in a time that depends on the available memory.
The question of whether this algorithm achieves the optimal classical time-space tradeoff
has been settled positively by Chakrabarti and Chen [18] (for the case of 2-to-1 random
functions) and Dinur [22] (for the case of uniformly random functions). In the quantum
setting, no time-space tradeoff was known prior to our work.
We point out that time-space tradeoffs have been studied for a long time in the complexity
community [14, 9, 13, 39, 10, 3, 31]. The few results known in the quantum circuit model
are for the Sorting problem [29], Boolean Matrix-Vector and Matrix-Matrix Multiplication
[29], and Evaluating Solutions to Systems of Linear Inequalities [8]. Apart from our work,
all existing quantum tradeoffs are based on the hardness of Quantum Search. We use the
machinery developed in our paper to give a simpler proof of the tradeoffs obtained in [29].

1.1

Our results

The Collision Pairs Finding problem asks to find a certain number K of disjoint collision
pairs in a random function f : [M ] → [N ] where M ≥ N . A collision pair (or simply
collision) is a pair of values x1 ̸= x2 such that f (x1 ) = f (x2 ). Two collisions (x1 , x2 ) and
(x3 , x4 ) are disjoint if x1 , . . . , x4 are all different. We measure the time T of an algorithm
solving this problem as the number of query accesses to f , and the space S as the amount
of memory used. We assume that the output is produced in an online fashion, meaning
that a collision can be output as soon as it is discovered. The length of the output is not
counted toward the space bound and the same collision may be output several times (but it
contributes only once to the total count). The requirement for the collisions to be disjoint
is made to simplify our proofs later on. We note that a random function f : [N ] → [N ]
contains (1 − 2/e)N disjoint collisions on average [24].
Classically, the single-processor Parallel Collision Search algorithm [32] achieves an optimal
e 2 N ) for any amount of space S between Ω(log
e
[22] time-space tradeoff of1 T 2 S = Θ(K
N)
e
and O(K).
In the quantum setting, the BHT algorithm [16] can find a single collision in time
e 1/3 ) and space S = O(N
e 1/3 ). In Algorithm 2, we adapt it for finding an arbitrary
T = O(N
e 2 N ). This is the same tradeoff as classically,
number K of collisions at cost T 2 S ≤ O(K
e 2/3 N 1/3 ), hence the
except that the space parameter S can hold larger values up to O(K
existence of a quantum speed-up when there is no memory constraint.
e
e 2/3 N 1/3 ),
▶ Proposition 17 (restated). For any 1 ≤ K ≤ O(N ) and Ω(log
N ) ≤ S ≤ O(K
there exists a bounded-error quantum algorithm
that can find K collisions in a random
p
e
function f : [N ] → [N ] by making T = O(K N/S) queries and using S qubits of memory.
1

The notation e is used to denote the presence of hidden polynomial factors in log(N ) or 1/ log(N ).
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The BHT algorithm achieves the optimal time complexity for finding one collision [2, 40].
Our first main result is to provide a similar lower bound for the problem of finding K disjoint
collisions. We prove that the optimal time complexity is T ≥ Ω(K 2/3 N 1/3 ). This bound
is matched by Proposition 17 when S = Θ(K 2/3 N 1/3 ). More precisely, we show that the
optimal success probability decreases at an exponential rate in K below this bound. This
property is of crucial importance for proving our time-space tradeoff next. We note that,
similarly to [40], the bound is independent of the size M of the domain as long as M ≥ N .
▶ Theorem 9 (restated). The success probability of finding K disjoint collisions in a random
function f : [M ] → [N ] is at most O(T 3 /(K 2 N ))K/2 + 2−K for any algorithm making T
quantum queries to f and any 1 ≤ K ≤ N/8.
Our second main result is the next time-space tradeoff for the same problem of finding K
collisions in a random function. We summarize the tradeoffs known for this problem in
Table 1. We note that T 2 S ≥ Ω(K 2 N ) is always stronger than T 3 S ≥ Ω(K 3 N ) since T ≥ K.
▶ Theorem 10 (restated). Any quantum algorithm for finding K disjoint collisions in a
random function f : [M ] → [N ] with success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff
of T 3 S ≥ Ω(K 3 N ), where 1 ≤ K ≤ N/8.
We obtain that T ≥ Ω(N 4/3 ) quantum queries are needed to find almost all collisions when
S = O(log N ), whereas T = N classical queries are sufficient when there is no space restriction.
We further show that any improvement to this lower bound would imply a breakthrough for
the Element Distinctness problem, which consists of finding a single collision in a random
function f : [N ] → [N 2 ] (or, more generally, deciding if a function contains a collision). It is
a long-standing open question to prove a time-space lower bound for this problem. Although
there is some progress in the classical case [13, 39, 10], no result is known in the quantum
setting. We give a reduction that converts any tradeoff for finding multiple collisions into a
tradeoff for Element Distinctness. We state a particular case of our reduction below.
▶ Corollary 14 (restated). Suppose that there exists ϵ > 0 such that any quantum algorithm
e ) disjoint collisions in a random function f : [10N ] → [N ] must satisfy a
for finding Ω(N
e 4/3+ϵ ). Then, any quantum algorithm for solving Element
time-space tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≥ Ω(N
e 2/3+2ϵ ).
Distinctness on domain size N must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≥ Ω(N
We point out that T S 1/3 ≥ Ω(N 2/3 ) can already be deduced from the query complexity
of Element Distinctness [2] and S ≥ 1. We conjecture that our current tradeoff for finding K
e 2 ) for Element
collisions can be improved to T 2 S ≥ Ω(K 2 N ), which would imply T 2 S ≥ Ω(N
Distinctness (Corollary 16). This result would be optimal [6].
Finally, we adapt the machinery developed in our paper to study the K-Search problem,
which consists of finding K preimages of 1 in a function f : [M ] → {0, 1} where f (x) = 1
with probability K/N for each x. Several variants of this problem have been considered in
the literature before [29, 7, 34], where it was shown that the success probability must
√ be
exponentially small in K when the number of quantum queries is smaller than O( KN ).
Our proof is the first one to consider this particular input distribution, and it is arguably
simpler and more intuitive than previous work.
▶ Theorem 18 (restated). The success probability of finding K ≤ N/8 preimages of 1 in a
random function f : [M ] → {0, 1} where f (x) = 1 with probability K/N for each x ∈ [M ] is
at most O(T 2 /(KN ))K/2 + 2−K for any algorithm using T quantum queries to f .
As an application, we reprove the quantum time-space tradeoff for sorting N numbers [29].
▶ Theorem 24 (restated). Any quantum algorithm for sorting a function f : [N ] → {0, 1, 2}
with success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of T 2 S ≥ Ω(N 3 ).
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Quantum Time-Space Tradeoff for Finding Multiple Collision Pairs

Table 1 Complexity to find K disjoint collisions in a random function f : [M ] → [N ].

Upper bound:

Classical complexity

Quantum complexity

e 2N )
T 2 S ≤ O(K
e (log N ) ≤ S ≤ O(K)
e
when Ω

e 2N )
T 2 S ≤ O(K
e (log N ) ≤ S ≤ O(K
e 2/3 N 1/3 )
when Ω

Parallel Collision Search [32]

Proposition 17

T 2 S ≥ Ω(K 2 N )

T 3 S ≥ Ω(K 3 N )

[22]

Theorem 10

Lower bound:

1.2

Our techniques

Recording Query Technique. We use the recording query framework of Zhandry [41] to
upper bound the success probability of a query-bounded algorithm in finding K collision
pairs. This method intends to reproduce the classical strategy where the queries made by
an algorithm (the attacker) are recorded and answered with on-the-fly simulation of the
oracle. Zhandry brought this technique to the quantum random oracle model by showing
that, for the uniform input distribution, one can record in superposition the queries made by
a quantum algorithm. Our first technical contribution (Section 3) is to simplify the analysis
of Zhandry’s technique and, as a byproduct, to generalize it to any product distribution on
the input. We notice that there has been other independent work on extending Zhandry’s
recording technique [26, 20, 19]. Our approach does not require moving to the Fourier domain
(as in [20] for instance). It is based on defining a “recording query operator” that is specific to
the input distribution under consideration. This operator can replace the standard quantum
query operator without changing the success probability of the algorithm, but with the
effect of “recording” the quantum queries in an additional register. We detail two recording
query operators corresponding to the uniform distribution (Lemma 5) and to the product of
Bernoulli distributions (Lemma 20).
Finding collisions with time-bounded algorithms. Our application of the recording technique to the Collision Pairs Finding problem has two stages. We first bound the probability
that the algorithm has forced the recording of many collisions after T queries. Namely, we
show that thepnorm of the quantum state that records a new collision at the t-th query is on
the order of t/N (Proposition 7). This is related to the probability that a new random
value collides with one of the at most t previously recorded queries. The reason why the
collisions have to be disjoint is to avoid the recording of more than one new collision in one
query. By solving a simple recurrence relation, one gets that the amplitude of the basis
√ states
that have recorded at least K/2 collisions after T queries is at most O(T 3/2 /(K N ))K/2 .
We note that Liu and Zhandry [30, Theorem 5] carried out a similar analysis√for the multicollision finding problem, where they obtained a similar bound of O(T 3/2 / N )K/2 . The
second stage of our proof relates the probability of having recorded many collisions to the
actual success probability of the algorithm. If we used previous approaches (notably [41,
Lemma 5]), this step would degrade the upper bound on the success probability by adding a
term that is polynomial in K/N . We preserve the exponentially small dependence on K by
doing a more careful analysis of the relation between the recording and the standard query
models (Proposition 8). We adopt a similar approach for analyzing the K-Search problem in
Appendix A.
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Finding collisions with time-space bounded algorithms. We convert the above time-only
bound into a time-space tradeoff by using the time-segmentation method [14, 29]. Given a
quantum circuit that solves the Collision Pairs Finding problem in time T and space S, we
slice it into T /(S 2/3 N 1/3 ) consecutive subcircuits, each of them using S 2/3 N 1/3 queries. If
no slice can output more than Ω(S) collisions with high probability then there must be at
least Ω(K/S) slices in total, thus proving the desired tradeoff. Our previous lower bound
implies that it is impossible to find Ω(S) collisions with probability larger than 4−S in time
S 2/3 N 1/3 . We must take into account that the initial memory at the beginning of each slice
carries out information from previous stages. As in previous work [1, 29], we can “eliminate”
this memory by replacing it with the completely mixed state while decreasing the success
probability by a factor of 2−S . Thus, if a slice outputs Ω(S) collisions then it can be used to
contradict the lower bound proved before.
Element Distinctness. We connect the Collision Pairs Finding and Element Distinctness
problems by showing how to transform a low-space algorithm for the latter into one for the
former (Proposition
√ 12). If there is a time-T̄ space-S̄ algorithm for Element Distinctness
e ) collisions in a random function f : [N ] → [N ] by
on domain size N then we find Ω(N
√
repeatedly sampling a subset H ⊂ [N ] of size N and using that algorithm on the function f
restricted to the domain H. Among other things, we must ensure that the same collision does
not occur many times and that storing H does not use too much memory (it turns out that
4-wise independence is sufficient for our purpose). We end up with an algorithm with time
T = O(N T̄ )√and space S = O(S̄). Consequently, if the Element Distinctness problem on
domain size N can be solved with a time-space tradeoff of T̄ S̄ 1/3 ≤ O(N 1/3+ϵ ), then there
e ) collisions that satisfies a tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≤ O(N 4/3+ϵ ).
is an algorithm for finding Ω(N

2

Models of computation

We first present the standard model of quantum query complexity in Section 2.1. This
model is used for investigating the time complexity of the Collision Pairs Finding problem in
Section 4, and of the K-Search problem in Appendix A. Then, we describe the more general
circuit model that also captures the space complexity in Section 2.2. It is used in Section 5
and Appendix B for studying time-space tradeoffs.

2.1

Query model

The (standard) model of quantum query complexity [17] measures the number of quantum
queries an algorithm (also called an “attacker”) needs to make on an input f : [M ] → [N ] to
find an output z satisfying some fixed relation R(f, z). This model is presented below.
Quantum Query Algorithm. A T -query quantum algorithm is specified by a sequence
U0 , . . . , UT of unitary transformations acting on the algorithm’s memory. The state |ψ⟩ of
the algorithm is made of three registers Q, P, W where the query register Q holds x ∈ [M ],
the phase register P holds p ∈ [N ] and the working register W holds some value w. We
represent a basis state in the corresponding Hilbert space as |x, p, w⟩QPW . We may drop the
subscript QPW when it is clear from the context. The state |ψtf ⟩ of the algorithm after t ≤ T
queries to some input function f : [M ] → [N ] is
|ψtf ⟩ = Ut Of Ut−1 · · · U1 Of U0 |0⟩
pf (x)

where the oracle Of is defined by Of |x, p, w⟩ = ωN

|x, p, w⟩ and ωN = e

2iπ
N

.
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The output of the algorithm is written on a substring z of the value w. The success
probability σf of the quantum algorithm on f is the probability that the output value z
obtained by measuring the working register of |ψTf ⟩ in the computational basis satisfies the
relation R(f, z). Thus, if we let Πfsucc be the projector whose support consists of all basis
2
states |x, p, w⟩ such that the output substring z of w satisfies R(f, z), then σf = Πfsucc |ψTf ⟩ .
Oracle’s Register. Here, we describe the variant used in the adversary method [5] and in
Zhandry’s work [41]. It is represented as an interaction between an algorithm that aims at
finding a correct output z, and a superposition of oracle’s inputs that respond to the queries
from the algorithm.
The memory of the oracle is made of an input register F holding the description of a
function f : [M ] → [N ]. This register is divided into M subregisters F1 , . . . , FM where Fx
holds f (x) ∈ [N ] for each x ∈ [M ]. The basis states in the corresponding Hilbert space are
M
|f ⟩F = ⊗x∈[M ] |f (x)⟩Fx . Given an input distribution
p D on the set of functions [N ] , the
P
oracle’s initial state is the state |init⟩F = f ∈[N ]M Pr[f ← D]|f ⟩.
The query operator O is a unitary transformation acting on the memory of the algorithm
and the oracle. Its action is defined on each basis state by O|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ = (Of |x, p, w⟩)|f ⟩.
The joint state |ψt ⟩ of the algorithm p
and the oracle after t queries is equal to |ψt ⟩ =
P
Ut OUt−1 · · · U1 OU0 (|0⟩|init⟩) = f ∈[N ]M Pr[f ← D]|ψtf ⟩|f ⟩, where the unitaries Ui have
been extended to act as the identity on F . The success probability σ of a quantum algorithm
on an input distribution D is the probability that the output value z and the input f obtained
by measuring the working and input registers of the final state |ψT ⟩ satisfy the relation R(f, z).
In other words, if we let Πsucc be the projector whose support consists of all basis states
2
|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that the output substring z of w satisfies R(f, z), then σ = ∥Πsucc |ψT ⟩∥ .

2.2

Space-bounded model

Our model of space-bounded computation is identical to the one described in [29, 8]. We use
the quantum circuit model augmented with the oracle gates of the query model defined in the
previous section. The time complexity, denoted by T , is the number of gates in the circuit.
In practice, we lower bound it by the number of oracle gates only. The space complexity,
denoted by S, is the number of qubits on which the circuit is operating. The result of the
computation is written on some dedicated output qubits that may not be used later on,
and that are not counted toward the space bound. In particular, the size of the output can
be larger than S. Furthermore, we assume that the output qubits are updated at some
predefined output gates in the circuit.
We notice that, by the deferred measurement principle, any space-bounded computation
that uses T queries can be transformed into a T -query unitary algorithm as defined in
Section 2.1. Thus, any lower bound on the query complexity of a problem is also a lower
bound on the time complexity of that problem in the space-bounded model. This explains
our use of the query model in Section 4 and Appendix A.

3

Recording model

The quantum recording query model is a modification of the standard query model defined
in Section 2.1 that is unnoticeable by the algorithm, but that allows us to track more easily
the progress made toward solving the problem under consideration. The original recording
model was formulated by Zhandry in [41]. Here, we propose a simplified and more general
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version of this framework that only requires the initial oracle’s state |init⟩F to be a product
state ⊗x∈[M ] |initx ⟩Fx (instead of the uniform distribution over all basis states as in [41]).
Construction. The range [N ] is augmented with a new symbol ⊥. The input register F of
the oracle can now contain f : [M ] → [N ] ∪ {⊥}, where f (x) = ⊥ represents the absence of
knowledge from the algorithm about the image of x. Unlike in the standard query model,
the oracle’s initial state is independent of the input distribution and is fixed to be |⊥M ⟩F
(which represents the fact that the algorithm knows nothing about the input initially). We
extend the query operator O defined in the standard query model by setting
O|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ = |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩

when f (x) = ⊥.

Given a product input distribution D = D1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ DM on the set [N ]M , the oracle’s initial state in the standard query model can be
p decomposed as the product state
P
|init⟩F = ⊗x∈[M ] |initx ⟩Fx where |initx ⟩Fx := y∈[N ] Pr[y ← Dx ]|y⟩Fx . The “recording
query operator” R is defined with respect to a family (Sx )x∈[M ] of unitary operators satisfying
Sx |⊥⟩Fx = |initx ⟩Fx for all x as follows.
▶ Definition 1. Given M unitary operators S1 , . . . , SM acting on F1 , . . . , FM respectively,
consider the operator S acting on all the registers QPWF such that,
X
S=
|x⟩⟨x|Q ⊗ IPWF1 ...Fx−1 ⊗ Sx ⊗ IFx+1 ...FM .
x∈[M ]

Then, the recording query operator R with respect to (Sx )x∈[M ] is defined as R = S † OS.
Later in this paper, we describe two recording query operators related to the uniform
distribution (Lemma 5) and to the product of Bernoulli distributions (Lemma 20).
Indistinguishability. The joint state of the algorithm and the oracle after
 t queries in the
recording query model is defined as |ϕt ⟩ = Ut RUt−1 · · · U1 RU0 |0⟩|⊥M ⟩ . Notice that the
query operator R can only change the value of f (x′ ) (contained in the register Fx′ ) when it
is applied to a state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that x = x′ . As a result, we have the following fact.
▶ Fact 2. The state |ϕt ⟩ is a linear combination of basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ where f contains
at most t entries different from ⊥.
The entries of f that are different from ⊥ represent what the oracle has learned (or
“recorded”) from the algorithm’s queries so far. In the next theorem, we show that |ϕt ⟩
is related to the state |ψt ⟩ (defined in Section 2.1) by |ψt ⟩ = IQPW ⊗x∈[M ] Sx |ϕt ⟩. In
particular, the states |ψt ⟩ and |ϕt ⟩ cannot be distinguished by the algorithm since the reduced
states on the algorithm’s registers are identical.
▶ Theorem 3. Let (U0 , . . . , UT ) be a T -query quantum algorithm. Given M unitary
operators S1 , . . . , SM acting on the oracle’s registers F1 , . . . , FM respectively, let R denote the recording query
operator associated with (Sx )x∈[M ] , and define the initial state

|init⟩F = ⊗x∈[M ] Sx |⊥M ⟩. Then, the states

 |ψt ⟩ = Ut OUt−1 · · · U1 OU0 |0⟩|init⟩

 |ϕ ⟩ = U RU
· · · U RU |0⟩|⊥M ⟩
t

t

t−1

1

0

after t ≤ T queries in the standard and recording query models respectively satisfy
|ψt ⟩ = T |ϕt ⟩

where

T = IQPW

O

Sx .

x∈[M ]
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Proof. We start by introducing the intermediate operator R̄ = T † OT . Observe that for any
basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ the operators R̄ and R act the same way on the registers QPFx and
they do not depend on the other registers. Thus, we have R̄ = R. We also observe that Ui
and T commute for all i since they depend on disjoint registers. Consequently, we have that


|ψt ⟩ = Ut OUt−1 O · · · U1 OU0 · T |0⟩|⊥M ⟩
since T |0⟩|⊥M ⟩ = |0⟩|init⟩

= T T † Ut O · T T † Ut−1 O · · · T T † U1 O · T T † U0 · T |0⟩|⊥M ⟩
since T T † = I

= T Ut T † · O · T Ut−1 T † · O · · · T U1 T † · O · T U0 |0⟩|⊥M ⟩
by commutation

M
= T Ut R̄Ut−1 · · · U1 R̄U0 |0⟩|⊥ ⟩
by definition of R̄

M
= T Ut RUt−1 · · · U1 RU0 |0⟩|⊥ ⟩
since R̄ = R
= T |ϕt ⟩

by definition of |ϕt ⟩.
◀

4

Time lower bound for Collision Pairs Finding

In this section, we upper bound the success probability of finding K disjoint collisions in the
query-bounded model of Section 2.1. The proof uses the recording model of Section 3. We
first describe in Section 4.1 the recording query framework associated with this problem. In
Section 4.2, we study the probability that an algorithm has recorded at least k ≤ K collisions
after t ≤ T queries. We prove by induction on t and k that this quantity is exponentially
small in k when t ≤ O(k 2/3 N 1/3 ) (Proposition 7). Finally, in Section 4.3, we relate this
progress measure to the actual success probability (Proposition 8), and we conclude that the
latter quantity is exponentially small in K after T ≤ O(K 2/3 N 1/3 ) queries (Theorem 9).

4.1

Recording query operator

We describe a recording operator that corresponds to the uniform distribution on the set
of functions f : [M ] → [N ]. In the standard query model, the oracle’s initial state is
P
|init⟩F = ⊗x∈[M ] √1N y∈[N ] |y⟩Fx . Consequently, in the recording model, we choose the
unitary transformations S1 , · · · , SM to be defined as follows.
▶ Definition 4. For any x ∈ [M ], we define the unitary Sx acting on the register Fx to be

P
|⊥⟩Fx
7−→ √1N y∈[N ] |y⟩Fx





P
√1
7−→ |⊥⟩Fx
Sx :
y∈[N ] |y⟩Fx
N



P
P

py
py
 √1
7−→ √1N y∈[N ] ωN
|y⟩Fx for p = 1, . . . , N − 1.
y∈[N ] ωN |y⟩Fx
N
These unitaries verify T |⊥M ⟩ = |init⟩ where T = ⊗x∈[M ] Sx , as required by Theorem 3.
The recording query operator is R = SOS (Definition 1) since S † = S. The next lemma
gives an explicit characterization of the action of R on a basis state.
▶ Lemma 5. If the recording query operator R associated with Definition 4 is applied to a
basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ where p ̸= 0 then the register |f (x)⟩Fx is mapped to
P
ω py

if f (x) = ⊥
 y∈[N ] √NN |y⟩
pf (x)

 ωN

N

pf (x)

|⊥⟩ +

1+ωN

N

(N −2)

pf (x)

|f (x)⟩ +

P

y∈[N ]\{f (x)}

py
1−ωN
−ωN
N

|y⟩

otherwise

and the other registers are unchanged. If p = 0 then none of the registers are changed.
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P
Proof. By definition, the unitary Sx maps |⊥⟩Fx 7→ √1N y∈[N ] |y⟩ and |y⟩Fx 7→ √1N |⊥⟩ +
P
P
−p′ y b′
p′ y
√1
|p ⟩ where y ∈ [N ] and |pb′ ⟩ := √1N y∈[N ] ωN
|y⟩. Thus, the action on
p′ ∈[N ]\{0} ωN
N
the register Fx is:
P
P py
P py
S
O
S
If f (x) = ⊥ then |f (x)⟩Fx 7−
→ √1N
|y⟩ 7−→ √1N
ωN |y⟩ 7−
→ √1N
ωN |y⟩.
y∈[N ]

If f (x) ∈ [N ] then |f (x)⟩Fx =
O

|pb′ ⟩ 7−→
S

7−
→

1
N

√1 |⊥⟩
N

+

√1
N

P
p′ ∈[N ]\{0}

pf (x)

P

|y⟩ +

ωN
√

y∈[N ]

N

√1
N

P
p′ ∈[N ]

y∈[N ]
−p′ f (x) b′ S
ωN
|p ⟩ 7−
→ √1N |⊥⟩

−p′ f (x) \′
ωN
|p + p ⟩

pf (x)

|⊥⟩ +

ωN
√

P
N

p′ ∈[N ]\{0,p}

=

√1 |⊥⟩
N

−p′ f (x)

ωN

y∈[N ]

+

√1
N

p′ ∈[N ]\{0}

pf (x)

+

ωN
√

p′ ∈[N ]\{p}

pf (x)

|pb′ ⟩ =

ωN
N

ωN

−p′ f (x)

P
N

−p′ f (x)

P
ωN

pf (x)

|⊥⟩ +

1+ωN

|pb′ ⟩

(N −2)

N

pf (x)

|f (x)⟩ +

P
y∈[N ]\{f (x)}

py
1−ωN
−ωN
N

|y⟩.

◀

We note that the recording operator R is close to the mapping |⊥⟩Fx 7→

P

y∈[N ]

ω py
√N |y⟩
N

pf (x)

and |f (x)⟩Fx 7→ ωN |f (x)⟩ (if f (x) ̸= ⊥) up to lower-order terms of amplitude O(1/N ).
This is analogous to a “lazy” classical oracle that would choose the value of f (x) uniformly
at random the first time it is queried.

4.2

Analysis of the recording progress

We define a measure of progress based on the number of disjoint collisions contained in the
oracle’s register of the recording model. We first give some projectors related to this quantity.
▶ Definition 6. We define the following projectors by giving the basis states on which they
project:
Π≤k , Π=k and Π≥k : all basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that f contains respectively at
most, exactly or at least k disjoint collisions (the entries with ⊥ are not considered as
collisions).
Π=k,⊥ and Π=k,y for y ∈ [N ]: all basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that (1) f contains exactly
k disjoint collisions, (2) the phase multiplier p is nonzero and (3) f (x) = ⊥ or f (x) = y
respectively.
We can now define the measure of progress qt,k for t queries and k collisions as
qt,k = ∥Π≥k |ϕt ⟩∥

(1)

where |ϕt ⟩ is the state after t queries in the recording model. The main result of this section
is the following bound on the growth of qt,k .
▶ Proposition 7. For all t and k, we have that qt,k ≤

t
k

  4 √t k
√

N

.

Proof. First, q0,0 = 1 and q0,k = 0 for all k ≥ 1 since the initial state is |ϕ0 ⟩ = |0⟩|⊥M ⟩.
Then, we prove that qt,k satisfies the following recurrence relation
r
t
qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + 4
qt,k .
(2)
N
  4 √ t k
From this result, it is trivial to conclude that qt,k ≤ kt √
. In order to prove Equation (2),
N
we first observe that qt+1,k+1 = ∥Π≥k+1 Ut+1 R|ϕt ⟩∥ = ∥Π≥k+1 R|ϕt ⟩∥ since the unitary Ut+1
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applied by the algorithm at time t + 1 does not modify the oracle’s memory. Then, on any
basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩, the recording query operator R acts as the identity on the registers Fx′
for x′ ̸= x. Consequently, the basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in |ϕt ⟩ that may contribute to qt+1,k+1
must either already contain k + 1 disjoint collisions in f , or exactly k disjoint collisions in f
and p ̸= 0. This implies that
X
qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ +
∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥.
y∈[N ]

We first bound the term ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥. Consider any basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in the
support of Π=k,⊥ and |ϕt ⟩. The function f must contain at most t entries different from ⊥
P
ω py
by Fact 2. By Lemma 5, we have R|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ = y∈[N ] √NN |x, p, w⟩|y⟩Fx ⊗x′ ̸=x |f (x′ )⟩Fx′ .
Since there are at most t entries in p
f that can collide with the value contained in the register Fx ,
we have ∥Π≥k+1 R|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥ ≤ t/N . Finally, since any two basis states in the support of
Π=k,⊥ remain orthogonal
p
p after Π≥k+1 R is applied, we obtain that ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤
t/N ∥Π=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤ t/N qt,k .
We now consider the term ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥ for any y ∈ [N ]. Again, we consider any
basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in the support of Π=k,y where f has at most t entries different from ⊥.
pf (x)
pf (x)
P
ω
1+ωN
(N −2)
|f (x)⟩ + y′ ̸=f (x)
According to Lemma 5, we have R|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ = NN |⊥⟩ +
N
′

pf (x)

py
1−ωN
−ωN
N

|x, p, w⟩|y ′ ⟩Fx ⊗x′ ̸=x |f (x′ )⟩Fx′ . As before, there are at most t terms in
√ this sum
that can be in the support
√ of Π≥k+1 . Consequently, ∥Π≥k+1 R|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥ ≤ 3 t/N and
∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤ 3 t/N ∥Π=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥.
p
√
P
We conclude that qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + t/N qt,k + y∈[N ] 3 t/N ∥Π=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤ qt,k+1 +
qP
p
p
p
p
2
t/N qt,k + 3 t/N
t/N qt,k + 3 t/N qt,k , where the
y∈[N ] ∥Π=k,y |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤ qt,k+1 +
◀

second step is by Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality.

4.3

From the recording progress to the success probability
2

We connect the success probability σ = ∥Πsucc |ψT ⟩∥ in the standard query model to the
final progress qT,k in the recording model after T queries. We show that if the algorithm has
made no significant progress for recording k ≥ K/2 collisions then it needs to “guess” the
positions of K − k other collisions. Classically, the probability to find the values of K − k
collisions that have not been queried is at most (1/N 2 )K−k . Here, we show similarly that if a
unit state contains at most k collisions in the recording model, then after mapping it to the
standard query model (by applying the operator T of Theorem 3) the probability that the
output register contains the correct positions of K collisions is at most N 2 (4K 2 /N 2 )K−k .
K−k
▶ Proposition 8. For any state |ϕ⟩, we have ∥Πsucc T Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥ ≤ N 2K
∥Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥.
N
Proof. We assume that the output of the algorithm also contains the image of each collision
pair under f . Namely, the output z is represented as a list of K triples (x1 , x2 , y1 ), . . . ,
(x2K−1 , x2K , yK ) ∈ [M ]2 × ([N ] ∪ {⊥}). It is correct if the input function f : [M ] → [N ]
(in the standard query model) satisfies f (x2i−1 ) = f (x2i ) = yi ̸= ⊥ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ K, and
the values x1 , x2 , . . . , x2K are all different. By definition, the support of Πsucc consists of all
basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that the output substring z of w satisfies these conditions.
We define a new family of projectors Π̃a,b , where 0 ≤ a + b ≤ 2K, whose supports consist
of all basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ satisfying the following conditions:
(A) The output substring z is made of K triples (x1 , x2 , y1 ), . . . , (x2K−1 , x2K , yK ) where
the xi are all different.
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(B) There are exactly a indices i ∈ [2K] such that f (xi ) = ⊥.
(C) There are exactly b indices i ∈ [2K] such that f (xi ) ̸= ⊥ and f (xi ) ̸= y⌈i/2⌉ .
For any state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in the support of Π̃a,b , we claim that

∥Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥ ≤

1
√
N

a 

1
N

b
.

(3)

Indeed, we have T = ⊗x′ ∈[M ] Sx′ and by Definition 4 the action of Sxi on the register
P
|f (xi )⟩Fxi is |f (xi )⟩ 7→ √1N y∈[N ] |y⟩ if f (xi ) = ⊥, and |f (xi )⟩ 7→ √1N |⊥⟩ + (1 − N1 )|f (xi )⟩ −
P
1
y∈[N ]\f (xi ) |y⟩ otherwise. The projector Πsucc only keeps the term |y⌈i/2⌉ ⟩ in these sums,
N
which implies Equation (3).
P
Let us now consider any linear combination |φ⟩ = x,p,w,f αx,p,w,f |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ of basis
states that are in the support of Π̃a,b . We claim that
r
∥Πsucc T |φ⟩∥ ≤

2K
N

a+b
∥|φ⟩∥.

(4)

First, given two basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ and |x̄, p̄, w̄⟩|f¯⟩ where z = ((x1 , x2 , y1 ), . . . , (x2K−1 ,
of w, if the tuples x, p, w, (f (x′ ))x′ ∈{x
x2K , yK )) is the output substring
/ 1 ,...,x2K } and

′
¯
x̄, p̄, w̄, (f (x ))x′ ∈{x
/ 1 ,...,x2K } are different then Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ must be orthogonal to
Πsucc T |x̄, p̄, w̄⟩|f¯⟩. Moreover, for any z = ((x1 , x2 , y1 ), . . . , (x2K−1 , x2K , yK )) that satis2K−a
fies condition (A), there are 2K
(N − 1)b ≤ (2K)a+b N b different ways to choose
a
b
(f (xi ))i∈[2K] that satisfy conditions (B) and (C). Let us write w⃗x = {x1 , . . . , x2K } when the
output substring z of w contains x1 , . . . , x2K . Then, by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and Equation (3), we get that
X

∥Πsucc T |φ⟩∥2 =

x,p,w,(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w
/

⃗
x



x,p,w,(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w
/

X

=

a+b



1
N

a 



X

∥Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥

2



(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x

≤ ∥|φ⟩∥2 · (2K)a+b N b
2K
N

|αx,p,w,f |

2

(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x



αx,p,w,f Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩

(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x

X

≤

2

X

⃗
x

1
N2

b

2

∥|φ⟩∥ ,

which proves Equation (4). The support of Π≤k is contained into the union of the supports of Π̃a,b for a + b ≥ 2(K − k). Thus, by the triangle inequality, ∥Πsucc T Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥ ≤
q a+b
P
P
2K
∥Π̃a,b Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥
a+b≥2(K−k) ∥Πsucc T Π̃a,b Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥. This is at most
a+b≥2(K−k)
N
by Equation (4). Finally, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the q
fact that the supports of

P
2K a+b
the projectors Π̃a,b are disjoint, we obtain that ∥Πsucc T Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥ ≤
a+b≥2(K−k) N
qP

2K K−k
2
∥Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥.
◀
a,b ∥Π̃a,b Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥ ≤ N N
We can now conclude the proof of the main result of this section.
▶ Theorem 9. The success probability of finding K disjoint collisions in a random function
f : [M ] → [N ] is at most O(T 3 /(K 2 N ))K/2 + 2−K for any algorithm making T quantum
queries to f and any 1 ≤ K ≤ N/8.
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Proof. Let |ψT ⟩ (resp. |ϕT ⟩) denote the state of the algorithm after T queries in the
standard (resp. recording) query model. We recall that |ψT ⟩ = T |ϕT ⟩ (Theorem 3).
√
Thus, by the triangle inequality, the success probability σ = ∥Πsucc |ψT ⟩∥2 satisfies σ ≤
∥Πsucc T Π≥K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ + ∥Πsucc T Π≤K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ ≤ ∥Π≥K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ + ∥Πsucc T Π≤K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥. Using
 p
K/2
√
T
Proposition 7 and Proposition 8, we have that σ ≤ K/2
4 T /N
+ N (2K/N )K/2 ≤
√
O(T 3/2 /(K N ))K/2 + 2−K/2−1 . Finally, the upper bound on σ is derived from the standard
inequality (u + v)2 ≤ 2u2 + 2v 2 .
◀

5

Time-space tradeoff for Collision Pairs Finding

We use the time lower bound obtained in Section 4 to derive a new time-space tradeoff for
the problem of finding K disjoint collisions in a random function f : [M ] → [N ]. We recall
that the output is produced in an online fashion (Section 2.2), meaning that a collision can
be output as soon as it is discovered. The length of the output is not counted toward the
space bound. We allow the same collision to be output several times, but it contributes only
once to the total count.
▶ Theorem 10. Any quantum algorithm for finding K disjoint collisions in a random
function f : [M ] → [N ] with success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of
T 3 S ≥ Ω(K 3 N ), where 1 ≤ K ≤ N/8.
Proof. Our proof relies on the time-segmentation method for large-output problems used in
[14, 29] for instance. Fix any quantum circuit C in the space-bounded model of Section 2.2
running in time T and using S > Ω(log N ) qubits of memory. The circuit C is partitioned
into L = T /T ′ consecutive sub-circuits C1 ∥ C2 ∥ · · · ∥ CL each running in time T ′ = S 2/3 N 1/3 ,
where Cj takes as input the output memory of Cj−1 for each j ∈ [L]. Define Xj to be the
random variable that counts the number of (mutually) disjoint collisions that C outputs
between time (j − 1)T ′ and jT ′ (i.e. in the sub-circuit Cj ) when the input is a random
PL
function f : [M ] → [N ]. The algorithm must satisfy j=1 E[Xj ] ≥ Ω(K) to be correct.
We claim that the algorithm outputs at most 3S collisions in expectation in each segment
of the computation. Assume by contradiction that E[Xj ] ≥ 3S for some j. Since Xj is
bounded between 0 and N we have Pr[Xj > 2S] ≥ S/N . Consequently, by running Cj on the
completely mixed state on S qubits we obtain 2S disjoint collisions with probability at least
S/N · 2−S in time T ′ (this is akin to a union-bound argument). However, by Theorem 9,
no quantum algorithm can find more than 2S disjoint collisions in time T ′ = S 2/3 N 1/3
with success probability larger than 4−S+1 . This contradiction implies that E[Xj ] ≤ 3S
for all j. Consequently, there must be at least L ≥ Ω(K/S) sub-circuits in order to have
PL
2/3 1/3
N
the running time of C is
j=1 E[Xj ] ≥ Ω(K). Since each sub-circuit runs in time S
2/3 1/3
1/3
1/3
T ≥ Ω(L · S N ) ≥ Ω(KN /S ).
◀
As an illustration of the above result, we obtain that any quantum algorithm for finding
N/8 disjoint collisions in a random function must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≥
Ω(N 4/3 ). We prove that any improvement to this lower bound would imply a breakthrough
for the Element Distinctness problem.
▶ Definition 11. The Element Distinctness problem EDN on domain size N consists of
finding a collision in a random function f : [N ] → [N 2 ].
It is well-known that the query complexity of Element Distinctness is T = Θ(N 2/3 ) [2, 6].
However, it is a long-standing open problem to find any quantum time-space lower bound
(even classically the question is not completely settled yet [39, 10]). Here, we show that
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any improvement to Theorem 10 would imply a non-trivial time-space tradeoff for Element
Distinctness. This result relies on a reduction presented in Algorithm 1 and analyzed in
Proposition 12 (the constants c0 , c1 , c2 are chosen in the proof).
Algorithm 1 Finding collisions by using ED√N .

Input: a function f : [N ] → [N ] containing at least c0 N collisions.
Output: at least c1 N collisions in f (not necessarily disjoint).
1. Repeat c2 N times:
√
a. Sample a 4-wise independent hash function h : [ N ] → [N ] and store it in
memory.
√
b. Run an algorithm for ED√N on input f ◦ h : [ N ] → [N ]. If it finds a collision
(f ◦ h(i), f ◦ h(j)) check if h(i) ̸= h(j) and output the collision (h(i), h(j)) in
this case.

▶ Proposition 12. Let N be a square number. If there is an algorithm solving EDN in
time TN and space SN then Algorithm 1 runs in time O(N T√N ) and space O S√N , and it
finds c1 N collisions in any function f : [N ] → [N ] containing at least c0 N collisions.
Proof. We choose c0 = 40, c1 = 1/104 and c2 = 8. We study the probabilities of the following
events to occur in a fixed round of Algorithm 1:
Event A: The hash function h is collision free (i.e. h(i) ̸= h(j) for all i ̸= j).
Event B: None of the collisions output during the previous rounds is present in the
image of h.
√
Event C: The function f ◦ h : [ N ] → [N ] contains a collision.
Event D: The algorithm for ED√N finds a collision at step 2.b.
Algorithm 1 succeeds if and only if the event A ∧ B ∧ C ∧ D occurs during at least c1 N
rounds. We now lower bound the probability of this event happening.
P
For event A, let us consider the random variable X = i̸=j∈[√N ] 1h(i)=h(j) . Using
√ 
that h is pairwise independent, we have E[X] = 2N N1 ≤ 12 . Thus, by Markov’s inequality,
Pr[A] = 1 − Pr[X ≥ 1] ≥ 12 .
For event B, let us assume that k < c1 N collisions (x1 , x2 ), . . . , (x2k−1 , x2k ) have
been output so far. For any i √∈ [k], the probability that both x2i−1 and x2i belong to
√

{h(1), . . . , h( N )} is at most 2N N22 ≤ N1 since h is pairwise independent. By a union
bound, Pr[B] ≥ 1 − Nk ≥ 1 − c1 .
For event
C, let us consider the binary random variables Yi,j = 1f ◦h(i)=f ◦h(j) for
√
P
i ̸= j ∈ [ N ], and let Y = i̸=j Yi,j be twice the number of collisions in f ◦ h. Note that we
may have Yi,j = 1 because h(i) = h(j) (this is taken care of in event A). For each y ∈ [N ],
let Ny = |{x : f (x) = y}| denote the number of elements that are mapped to y by f . Using
that h is 4-wise independent, for any i ̸= j ̸= k ̸= ℓ we have,
P

Ny2

y∈[N ]

Pr[Y
=
1]
=

2
i,j

N


P
Ny3
y∈[N ]
Pr[Y
=
1
∧
Y
=
1]
=
3
i,j
i,k

N





Pr[Yi,j = 1 ∧ Yk,ℓ = 1] = Pr[Yi,j = 1] · Pr[Yk,ℓ = 1].
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√

N
2

P


Consequently, E[Y ] =
X
Var[Y ] =
Var[Yi,j ] +
{i,j}

≤

X

y∈[N ]
N2

Ny2

X

and

{i,j}̸={i,k}
2
E[Yi,j
]

X

+

{i,j}

X

Cov[Yi,j , Yi,k ] +

Cov[Yi,j , Yk,ℓ ]

{i,j}∩{k,ℓ}=∅

E[Yi,j Yi,k ]

{i,j}̸={i,k}

√  P
√  P
2
3
N
N
y∈[N ] Ny
y∈[N ] Ny
=
+
3
2
3
N2
N3
where we have used that Yi,j and Yk,ℓ are independent when i =
̸ j =
̸ k =
̸ ℓ. The term
P
2
′
2
N
is
equal
to
the
number
of
pairs
(x,
x
)
∈
[N
]
such
that
f
(x)
= f (x′ ). Each
y∈[N ] y
P
collision in f gives two such pairs, and we must also count the pairs (x, x). Thus, y∈[N ] Ny2 ≥
P
P
(1 + 2c0 )N . Moreover, y∈[N ] Ny3 ≤ ( y∈[N ] Ny2 )3/2 . Consequently,

Var[Y ]
≤
E[Y ]2

1+

√

P
y∈[N ]
N2

N

√

N
2

P


y∈[N ]
N2

Ny2

Ny2

1/2

√
4(1 + 1 + 2c0 )
≤
.
1 + 2c0

Finally, according to Chebyshev’s inequality, Pr[Y = 0] ≤ Pr[|Y − E[Y ]| ≥ E[Y ]] ≤
√

Var[Y ]
E[Y ]2 .

1+2c0 )
Thus, Pr[C] = 1 − Pr[Y = 0] ≥ 1 − 4(1+1+2c
.
0
For event D, we have Pr[D | A ∧ B ∧ C] ≥ 2/3 assuming the bounded-error algorithm
for solving ED√N succeeds with probability 2/3.
The probability of the four events happening together is Pr[A∧B
|A∧B
∧
 ∧C ∧D] = Pr[D
√
4(1+ 1+2c0 )
2
1
≥
C]·Pr[A∧B∧C] ≥ Pr[D|A∧B∧C]·(Pr[A]+Pr[B]+Pr[C]−2) ≥ 3 · 2 − c1 −
1+2c0
1/250. Let τ be the number of rounds after which c1 N collisions have been found (i.e.
A ∧ B ∧ C ∧ D has occurred c1 N times). We have E[τ ] ≤ 8c1 N , and by Markov’s inequality
Pr[τ ≥ c2 N ] ≤ 250c1 /c2 ≤ 1/3. Thus, with probability at least 2/3, Algorithm 1 outputs at
least c1 N collisions in f .
◀

We use the above reduction to transform any low-space algorithm for Element Distinctness
into one for finding Ω(N/ log N ) disjoint collisions in a random function. Observe that
Algorithm 1 does not necessarily output collisions that are mutually disjoint. Nevertheless,
there is a small probability that a random function f : [M ] → [N ] contains multi-collisions
of size larger than log N when M ≈ N [24]. Thus, there is only a log N loss in the analysis.
▶ Proposition 13. Suppose that there exists a bounded-error quantum algorithm for solving
Element Distinctness
on domain size N that satisfies a time-space tradeoff of T α S β ≤

2(γ−α)
e N
O
for some constants α, β, γ. Then, there exists a bounded-error quantum algorithm
for finding Ω(N/ log N ) disjoint collisions in a random function f : [10N ] → [N ] that satisfies
e γ ).
a time-space tradeoff of T α S β ≤ O(N
Proof. We use the constants c0 , c1 , c2 specified in the proof of Proposition 12. First, we note
that a random function f : [10N ] → [N ] contains c0 N collisions and no multi-collisions of
size larger than log(N ) with large probability [24]. Consequently, any set of c1 N collisions
must contain at least c1 N/ log N mutually disjoint collisions with large probability. Assume
now that there exists an algorithm solving ED√10N in time T√10N and space S√10N such
α β
e γ−α ). Then, by plugging it into Algorithm 1, one can find
that T√10N S√
≤ Ω(N
10N

c1 N/ log N disjoint collisions in a random function f : [10N ] → [N ] in time T = O N T√10N

e γ ).
and space S = O S√10N . We derive from the above tradeoff that T α S β ≤ O(N
◀
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As an application of Proposition 13, we obtain the following result regarding the hardness
e ) collisions.
of finding Ω(N
▶ Corollary 14. Suppose that there exists ϵ > 0 such that any quantum algorithm for
e ) disjoint collisions in a random function f : [10N ] → [N ] must satisfy a timefinding Ω(N
e 4/3+ϵ ). Then, any quantum algorithm for solving Element
space tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≥ Ω(N
e 2/3+2ϵ ).
Distinctness on domain size N must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of T S 1/3 ≥ Ω(N
We conjecture that the optimal tradeoff for finding K collisions is T 2 S = Θ(K 2 N ), which
e 2 ) for Element Distinctness.
would imply an optimal time-space tradeoff of T 2 S ≥ Ω(N
▶ Conjecture 15. Any quantum algorithm for finding K disjoint collisions in a random
function f : [M ] → [N ] with success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff
of T 2 S ≥ Ω(K 2 N ).
▶ Corollary 16. If Conjecture 15 is true, then any quantum algorithm for solving the
Element Distinctness problem with success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff
e 2 ).
of T 2 S ≥ Ω(N
e 2 N ). In order
We describe a quantum algorithm that achieves the tradeoff of T 2 S ≤ O(K
to simplify the analysis, we do not require the collisions to be disjoint.
Algorithm 2 Finding K collision pairs in f : [N ] → [N ] using a memory of size S.

e
1. Repeat O(K/S)
times:
a. Sample a subset G ⊂ [N ] of size S uniformly at random.
b. Construct a table containing all pairs (x, f (x)) for x ∈ G. Sort the table
according to the second entry of each pair.
c. Define the function g : [N ] \ G → {0, 1} where g(x) = 1 iff there exists x′ ∈ G
such that f (x) = f (x′ ). Run the Grover search algorithm [15] on g, by using
the table computed at step 1.b, to find all pairs (x, x′ ) ∈ G × ([N ] \ G) such
that f (x) = f (x′ ). Output all of these pairs.

e
e 2/3 N 1/3 ), there
▶ Proposition 17. For any 1 ≤ K ≤ O(N ) and Ω(log
N ) ≤ S ≤ O(K
exists a bounded-error quantum algorithm
that can find K collisions in a random function
p
e
f : [N ] → [N ] by making T = O(K
N/S) queries and using S qubits of memory.
Proof. We prove that Algorithm 2 satisfies the statement of the proposition. For simplicity,
we do not try to tune the hidden factors in the big O notations.
The probability that a fixed pair (x, x′ ) satisfies (x, x′ ) ∈ G × ([N ] \ G) for at least
one iteration of step 1 is Ω(K/S · S/N · (1 − S/N )) = Ω(K/N ). Since a random function
f : [N ] → [N ] contains Ω(N ) collisions with high probability, the algorithm encounters Ω(K)
collisions in total. Thus, if the Grover search algorithm never fails we obtain the desired
number of collisions.
The expected number of pre-images
of 1 under g is O(S). Consequently, the complexity
of
√
√
e
Grover’s
search
at
step
1.c
is
O(
SN
).
The
overall
query
complexity
is
T
=
O(K/S
·
SN
)
=
p
e
e
O(K
N/S), and the space complexity is O(S).
◀
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A

Time lower bound for K-Search

In this section, we illustrate the use of the recording model to upper bound the success
probability of a query-bounded algorithm on a non-uniform input distribution.
▶ Theorem 18. The success probability of finding K ≤ N/8 preimages of 1 in a random
function f : [M ] → {0, 1} where f (x) = 1 with probability K/N for each x ∈ [M ] is at most
O(T 2 /(KN ))K/2 + 2−K for any algorithm using T quantum queries to f .
We show that, similarly to the classical setting where a query can reveal a 1 with
probability
K/N , the amplitude of the basis states that record a new 1 increases by a factor
p
of K/N after each query (Proposition 22). Thus, the amplitude
of the basis states that
√
K/2
have recorded at least K/2 ones
. This implies that
√ after T queries is at most O(T / KN )
any algorithm with T < O( KN ) queries is likely to output at least K/2 ones at positions
that have not been recorded. These outputs can only be correct with probability O(K/N )K/2
(Proposition 23).

A.1

Recording query operator

We describe a recording operator that encodes the distribution that gives f : [M ] → [N ]
where f (x) = 1 with probability K/N independentlypfor each x ∈ [M ]. p
In the standard
 query
model, the oracle’s initial state is |init⟩ = ⊗x∈[M ]
1 − K/N |0⟩Fx + K/N |1⟩Fx for this
distribution. Consequently, we instantiate the recording model as follows.
▶ Definition 19. For any x ∈ [M ], define the unitary Sx acting on the register Fx to be
Sx |⊥⟩Fx = |+⟩Fx ,
Sx |+⟩Fx = |⊥⟩Fx ,
Sx |−⟩Fx = |−⟩Fx
p
p
where α = 1 − K/N , β = K/N and |+⟩Fx = α|0⟩Fx + β|1⟩Fx , |−⟩Fx = β|0⟩Fx − α|1⟩Fx .
We have T |⊥M ⟩ = |init⟩ when T = ⊗x∈[M ] Sx as required by Theorem 3. The recording
query operator is R = SOS since S † = S, and it satisfies the next equations.
▶ Lemma 20. If the recording query operator R associated with Definition 19 is applied to a
basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ where p = 1 then the register |f (x)⟩Fx is mapped to

2


2αβ 2 |0⟩ −
2α2 β|1⟩ if f (x) = ⊥
 (1 − 2β )|⊥⟩ +

2αβ 2 |⊥⟩ + (1 − 2α2 β 2 )|0⟩ +






−2α2 β|⊥⟩ +

2α3 β|1⟩

if f (x) = 0

2α3 β|0⟩ + (1 − 2α4 )|1⟩

if f (x) = 1

and the other registers are unchanged. If p = 0 then none of the registers are changed.
Proof. By definition, the unitary Sx maps |⊥⟩Fx 7→ |+⟩, |0⟩Fx 7→ α|⊥⟩ + β|−⟩, |1⟩Fx 7→
β|⊥⟩ − α|−⟩. Thus, the action on the register Fx is
S
O
S
If f (x) = ⊥ then |f (x)⟩Fx 7−
→ |+⟩ 7−→ α|0⟩ − β|1⟩ 7−
→ (α2 − β 2 )|⊥⟩ + 2αβ|−⟩.
S
O
S
If f (x) = 0 then |f (x)⟩Fx 7−
→ α|⊥⟩ + β|−⟩ 7−→ α|⊥⟩ + β(β|0⟩ + α|1⟩) 7−
→ 2αβ 2 |⊥⟩ + (1 −
2α2 β 2 )|0⟩ + 2α3 β|1⟩.
S
O
S
If f (x) = 1 then |f (x)⟩Fx 7−
→ β|⊥⟩ − α|−⟩ 7−→ β|⊥⟩ − β(β|0⟩ + α|1⟩) 7−
→ −2α2 β|⊥⟩ +
2α3 β|0⟩ + (1 − 2α4 )|1⟩.
◀
If α ≫ β, the above lemma shows that R is close to the mapping |⊥⟩Fx 7→ |⊥⟩ − 2β|1⟩,
|0⟩Fx 7→ |0⟩ + 2β|1⟩, |1⟩Fx 7→ −|1⟩ + 2β(|0⟩ − |⊥⟩) up to lower order terms of amplitude O(β 2 ).
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Analysis of the recording progress

The measure of progress is based on the number of ones contained in the oracle’s register.
We first give some projectors related to this quantity.
▶ Definition 21. We define the following projectors by giving the basis states on which they
project:
Π≤k , Π=k and Π≥k : all basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that f contains respectively at most,
exactly or at least k coordinates equal to 1.
Π=k,⊥ and Π=k,0 : all basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ such that (1) f contains exactly k coordinates
equal to 1, (2) the phase multiplier is p = 1 and (3) f (x) = ⊥ or f (x) = 0 respectively.
We can now define the measure of progress qt,k for t queries and k ones as
qt,k = ∥Π≥k |ϕt ⟩∥

(5)

where |ϕt ⟩ is the state after t queries in the recording model. The main result of this section
is the following bound on the growth of qt,k .
▶ Proposition 22. For all t and k, we have that qt,k ≤

t
k

  4 √ K k
√

N

.

Proof. First, q0,0 = 1 and q0,k = 0 for all k ≥ 1 since the initial state is |ϕ0 ⟩ = |0⟩|⊥M ⟩.
Then, we prove that qt,k satisfies the following recurrence relation
r
qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + 4

K
qt,k .
N

(6)

  √ k
From this result, it is trivial to conclude that qt,k ≤ kt 4√NK . In order to prove Equation (6), we first observe that qt+1,k+1 = ∥Π≥k+1 Ut+1 R|ϕt ⟩∥ = ∥Π≥k+1 R|ϕt ⟩∥ where Ut+1
is the unitary applied by the algorithm at time t + 1. Then, on a basis state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩, the
recording query operator R acts as the identity on the registers Fx′ for x′ =
̸ x. Consequently,
the basis states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in |ϕt ⟩ that may contribute to qt+1,k+1 must either already contain
k + 1 ones in f , or exactly k ones in f and f (x) ̸= 1, p = 1. This implies that
qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ + ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,0 |ϕt ⟩∥.
We first bound the term ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥. Consider any state |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in the
support of Π=k,⊥ . By Lemma 20, we have Π≥k+1 R|x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ = −2α2 β|x, p, w⟩|1⟩Fx
⊗x′ ̸=x |f (x′ )⟩Fx′ . Since any two basis states in the support of Π=k,⊥ remain orthogonal
2
after
p Π≥k+1 R is applied, we obtain that ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ = 2α β∥Π=k,⊥ |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤
2 K/N (1 − K/N )qt,k .
3
Similarly, for |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ in the support of Π=k,0 we have ∥Π≥k+1 R|x, p, w⟩|f
p⟩∥ = 2α β
3
by Lemma 20. Consequently, ∥Π≥k+1 RΠ=k,0 |ϕt ⟩∥ = 2α β∥Π=k,0 |ϕt ⟩∥ ≤ 2 K/N (1 −
K/N )3/2 qt,k . We can now conclude the proof,
r
qt+1,k+1 ≤ qt,k+1 + 2

r 
r


3/2
K
K
K
K
K
1−
qt,k + 2
1−
qt,k ≤ qt,k+1 + 4
qt,k .
N
N
N
N
N
◀
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A.3

From the recording progress to the success probability
2

We connect the success probability σ = ∥Πsucc |ψT ⟩∥ in the standard query model to the
final progress qT,k in the recording model after T queries. We show that if the algorithm has
made no significant progress for k ≥ K/2 then it needs to “guess” that f (x) = 1 for about
K − k positions where the Fx register does not contain 1. Classically, the probability to find
K − k preimages of 1 at positions that have not been queried would be (K/N )K−k . Here,
we show similarly that if a unit state contains at most k ones in the quantum recording
model, then after mapping it to the standard query model (by applying the operator T
of Theorem 3) the probability that the output register contains the correct positions of K
K−k
preimages of 1 is at most 3K K
.
N
q K−k
K
∥Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥.
▶ Proposition 23. For any |ϕ⟩, we have ∥Πsucc T Π≤k |ϕ⟩∥ ≤ 3K/2
N
Proof. Let |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ be any basis state in the support of Π≤k . The output value z is a
substring of w made of K distinct values x1 , . . . , xK ∈ [M ] indicating positions where the
input f is supposed to contain ones. By definition of Π≤k , we have f (xi ) ̸= 1 for at least
K − k indices i ∈ [K]. For each such index i, after applying T = ⊗x′ ∈[M ] Sx′ , the amplitude
q
q

K
K
of |1⟩Fxi is K
(if
f
(x
)
=
⊥)
or
i
N
N 1 − N (if f (xi ) = 0) by Definition 19. Consequently,
r
∥Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥ ≤

K
N

!K−k
.

(7)

P
Fix any state |ϕ⟩ and denote |φ⟩ = Π≤k |ϕ⟩ = x,p,w,f αx,p,w,f |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩. Let us write
w⃗x = {x1 , . . . , xK } when the output substring z of w contains
 x1 , . . . , xK . For′ any two basis
′
¯
̸= x̄, p̄, w̄, (f¯(x ))x′ ∈w
states |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ and |x̄, p̄, w̄⟩|f ⟩, if x, p, w, (f (x ))x′ ∈w
then
/ ⃗
/ ⃗
x
x
¯
Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩ is orthogonal to Πsucc T |x̄, p̄, w̄⟩|f ⟩. There are 3K choices for |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩
once we set the value of (x, p, w, (f (x′ ))x′ ∈w
) since it remains to choose f (x′ ) ∈ {⊥, 0, 1} for
/ ⃗
x
′
x ∈ w⃗x . By using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Equation (7), we get that
2

∥Πsucc T |φ⟩∥2 =

X

X

x,p,w,(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w
/

⃗
x

≤

x,p,w,(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w
/

⃗
x

≤ ∥|φ⟩∥2 · 3K

(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x



X



K
N

αx,p,w,f Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩

X

|αx,p,w,f |

2

(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x



X

∥Πsucc T |x, p, w⟩|f ⟩∥

2



(f (x′ ))x′ ∈w

⃗
x

K−k
.
◀

We can now conclude the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 18. Let |ψT ⟩ (resp. |ϕT ⟩) denote the state of the algorithm after T queries
in the standard (resp. recording) query model. According to Theorem 3, we have |ψT ⟩ =
T |ϕT ⟩. Thus, by the triangle inequality, the success probability σ = ∥Πsucc |ψT ⟩∥2 satisfies
√
σ ≤ ∥Πsucc T Π≥K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ + ∥Πsucc T Π≤K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ ≤ ∥Π≥K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥ + ∥Πsucc T Π≤K/2 |ϕT ⟩∥.
p
 p
K/2
K/2
√
T
Using Propositions 22 and 23, we have that σ ≤ K/2
4 K/N
+ 3K/2
K/N
≤
√
K/2
−K/2−1
O(T / KN )
+2
. Finally, the upper bound on σ is derived from the standard
inequality (u + v)2 ≤ 2u2 + 2v 2 .
◀
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Time-space tradeoff for Sorting

We use the time lower bound obtained in Appendix A to reprove the time-space tradeoff
for the Sorting problem described in [29, Theorem 21]. The input to the Sorting problem is
represented as a function f : [N ] → {0, 1, 2} (we do not need to consider a larger range for
the proof). A quantum algorithm for the Sorting problem must output in order a sequence
x1 , . . . , xN ∈ [N ] of distinct integers such that f (x1 ) ≥ f (x2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ f (xN ) with probability
at least 2/3.
▶ Theorem 24. Any quantum algorithm for sorting a function f : [N ] → {0, 1, 2} with
success probability 2/3 must satisfy a time-space tradeoff of T 2 S ≥ Ω(N 3 ).
Proof. The proof is a modified version of [29, Theorem 21] adapted to our version of the
K-Search problem. Given a circuit C that runs in time T and space Ω(log N ) ≤ S ≤ N/64,
we partition
it into L = T /T ′ consecutive sub-circuits C1 ∥ C2 ∥ · · · ∥ CL each running in time
√
′
T = SN /4. Assume by contradiction that a circuit Cj outputs the elements of ranks
r, r + 1, . . . , r + 2S − 1 for some r ≤ N/2. We use Cj to solve the K-search problem for
K = 2S as follows. Given an input g : [N/2] → {0, 1} to the K-search problem where
K
g(x) = 1 with probability N/4
for each x, define the function f : [N ] → {0, 1, 2} where



 2
f (x) =
g(x − r + 1)


 0

if x < r,
if r ≤ x < r + N/2,
if x ≥ r + N/2.

Note that the function g contains at least 2S preimages of 1 with probability at least 2S/N .
Thus, if the circuit C is run on the input f , then the indices output by the sub-circuit Cj must
contain the position of 2S preimages of 1 with probability at least 2/3 · 2S/N . Consequently,
by running Cj on the completely mixed state on S qubits we can find 2S preimages of 1
under g with probability at least 2/3 · 2S/N · 2−S in time T ′ . However, by Theorem 18, any
such algorithm must succeed with probability at most 4−S+1 . This contradiction implies
that there √
must be at least L
√ ≥ Ω(N/S) sub-circuits in C. Thus, the running time of C is
T ≥ Ω(L · SN ) ≥ Ω(N 3/2 / S).
◀
The time-space tradeoffs for the Boolean matrix-vector product [29, Theorem 23] and
the Boolean matrix product [29, Theorem 25] problems can be reproved in a similar way.
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1

Introduction

Pseudorandomness is a key concept in complexity theory and cryptography, capturing the
notion of objects that appear random to computationally-bounded adversaries. Recent works
have extended the theory of computational pseudorandomness to quantum objects, with
a particular focus on quantum states and unitary transformations that resemble the Haar
measure [19, 13, 12].
Ji, Liu, and Song [19] define a pseudorandom state (PRS) ensemble as a keyed family
of quantum states {|φk ⟩}k∈K such that states from the ensemble can be generated in
polynomial time, and such that no polynomial-time quantum adversary can distinguish
polynomially many copies of a random |φk ⟩ from polynomially many copies of a Haarrandom state. They also define an ensemble of pseudorandom unitary transformations
(PRUs) analogously as a set of efficiently implementable unitary transformations that are
computationally indistinguishable from the Haar measure. These definitions can be viewed
as quantum analogues of pseudorandom generators (PRGs) and pseudorandom functions
(PRFs), respectively. The authors then present a construction of PRSs assuming the existence
of quantum-secure one-way functions, and also give a candidate construction of PRUs that
they conjecture is secure.
Several applications of PRSs and PRUs are known. PRSs and PRUs are potentially
useful in quantum algorithms: in computational applications that require approximations
to the Haar measure, PRSs and PRUs can be much more efficient than t-designs, which
are information-theoretic approximations to the Haar measure that are analogous to t© William Kretschmer;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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Editor: Min-Hsiu Hsieh; Article No. 2; pp. 2:1–2:20
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wise independent functions.1 Cryptographic applications are possible, with [19] giving a
construction of a private-key quantum money scheme based on PRSs. Recent work by
Bouland, Fefferman, and Vazirani [12] has also established a fundamental connection between
PRSs and any possible resolution to the so-called “wormhole growth paradox” in the AdS/CFT
correspondence.

1.1

Main Results

Given the importance of PRSs and PRUs across quantum complexity theory, in this work
we seek to better understand the theoretical basis for the existence of these primitives. We
start with a very basic question: what hardness assumptions are necessary for the existence
of PRSs,2 and which unlikely complexity collapses (such as P = PSPACE or BQP = QMA)
would invalidate the security of PRSs? Viewed another way, we ask: what computational
power suffices to distinguish PRSs from Haar-random states?
At first glance, it appears that an “obvious” upper bound on the power needed to
break PRSs is QMA, the quantum analogue of NP consisting of problems decidable by a
polynomial-time quantum Merlin-Arthur protocol (or even QCMA, where the witness is
restricted to be classical). If Arthur holds many copies of a pure quantum state |ψ⟩ that
can be prepared by some polynomial-size quantum circuit C, then Merlin can send Arthur
a classical description of C, and Arthur can verify via the swap test that the output of C
approximates |ψ⟩. By contrast, most Haar-random states cannot even be approximated by
small quantum circuits. So, in some sense, PRSs can be “distinguished” from Haar-random
by quantum Merlin-Arthur adversaries.
There is a subtle problem here, though: QMA is defined as a set of decision problems
where the inputs are classical bit strings, whereas an adversary against a PRS ensemble
inherently operates on a quantum input. As a result, it is unclear whether the hardness of
breaking PRSs can be related to the hardness of QMA, or any other standard complexity
class. Even if we had a proof that BQP = QMA, this might not give rise to an efficient
algorithm for breaking the security of PRSs.
One way to tackle this is to consider quantum adversaries that can query a classical oracle.
If we can show that PRSs can be broken by a polynomial-time quantum algorithm with
oracle access to some language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , we conclude that if PRSs exist, then L ̸∈ BQP.
A priori, it is not immediately obvious whether oracle access to any language L suffices for
a polynomial-time quantum adversary to break PRSs. For our first result, we show that a
PP-complete language works. Hence, if BQP = PP, then PRSs do not exist.
▶ Theorem 1 (Informal version of Theorem 15). There exists a polynomial-time quantum
algorithm augmented with a PP oracle that can distinguish PRSs from Haar-random states.
This raises the natural question of whether the PP oracle in the above theorem can be
made weaker. For instance, can we break PRSs with a QCMA or QMA oracle, coinciding
with our intuition that the task is solvable by a quantum Merlin-Arthur protocol? In our
second result, we show that this intuition is perhaps misguided, as we construct a quantum
oracle relative to which such a QMA reduction is impossible.

1

2

t-designs are also sometimes called “pseudorandom” in the literature, e.g. [27, 14]. We emphasize that
t-designs and PRSs/PRUs are fundamentally different notions and that they are generally incomparable:
a t-design need not be a PRS/PRU ensemble, or vice-versa.
Note that PRUs imply PRSs, so we focus only on PRSs for this part.
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▶ Theorem 2 (Informal version of Theorem 18 and Theorem 21). There exists a quantum
oracle O such that:
(1) BQPO = QMAO , and
(2) PRUs (and hence PRSs) exist relative to O.
Let us remark how bizarre this theorem appears from a cryptographer’s point of view.
If BQP = QMA, then no quantum-secure classical cryptographic primitives exist, because
such primitives can be broken in NP. So, our construction is a black-box separation between
PRUs and all quantum-secure classical cryptography – a relativized world in which any
computationally-secure cryptography must use quantum communication. Theorem 2 thus
provides a negative answer (in the quantum black box setting) to a question of Ji, Liu, and
Song [19] that asks if quantum-secure one-way functions are necessary for PRSs. One could
even view our result as evidence that it might be possible to base the existence of PRSs and
PRUs on weaker assumptions than those usually used for classical cryptography.

1.2

Application: Hyperefficient Shadow Tomography

An immediate corollary of our results is a new impossibility result for shadow tomography.
Aaronson [2] defined the shadow tomography problem as the following estimation task: given
copies of an n-qubit mixed state ρ and a list of two-outcome measurements O1 , . . . , OM ,
estimate Tr(Oi ρ) for each i up to additive error ε. Aaronson showed that, remarkably,
this is possible using very few copies of ρ: just poly(n, log M, 1ε ) copies suffice, which is
polylogarithmic in both the dimension of ρ and the number of quantities to be estimated.
Aaronson then asked in what cases shadow tomography can be made computationally
efficient with respect to n and log M . Of course, just writing down the input to the problem
would take Ω(4n M ) time if the measurements are given explicitly as Hermitian matrices, and
listing the outputs would also take Ω(M ) time. But perhaps one could hope for an algorithm
that only operates implicitly on both the inputs and outputs. For example, suppose we
stipulate the existence of a quantum algorithm that performs the measurement Oi given
input i ∈ [M ], and that this algorithm runs in time poly(n, log M ). Consider a shadow
tomography procedure that takes a description of such an algorithm as input, and that
outputs a quantum circuit C such that |C(i) − Tr(Oi ρ)| ≤ ε for each i ∈ [M ].3 Aaronson
calls this a “hyperefficient” shadow tomography protocol if it additionally runs in time
poly(n, log M, 1ε ).
Aaronson gave some evidence that hyperefficient shadow tomography is unlikely to
exist, by observing that if hyperefficient shadow tomography is possible, then quantum
advice can always be efficiently replaced by classical advice – in other words, BQP/qpoly =
BQP/poly. However, Aaronson and Kuperberg [4] showed a quantum oracle U relative to
which BQPU /qpoly ̸= BQPU /poly, which implies that hyperefficient shadow tomography is
impossible if the observables are merely given as a black box that implements the measurement.
The proof of this oracle separation amounts to showing that if the oracle U either (1)
implements a reflection about a Haar-random n-qubit state, or (2) acts as the identity, then
no poly(n)-query algorithm can distinguish these two cases, even given a classical witness of
size poly(n).

3

Note the slight abuse of notation here, as the shadow tomography procedure can err with some small
probability, and C itself might be a probabilistic quantum circuit. For simplicity, we assume that the
shadow tomography procedure always succeeds and that C is deterministic in this exposition.
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One can consider stronger forms of query access to the observables. For instance, in
the common scenario where each observable measures fidelity with a pure state, meaning
it has the form Oi = |ψi ⟩ ⟨ψi |, then in addition to the ability to measure overlap with |ψi ⟩,
one might also have the power to produce copies of |ψi ⟩. Note that the ability to prepare
|ψi ⟩ is generally much more powerful than the ability to recognize |ψi ⟩, the latter of which
is equivalent to oracle access to the reflection 1 − 2 |ψi ⟩ ⟨ψi |. For example, Aaronson and
Kuperberg’s oracle separation of QCMA and QMA [4] amounts to building an oracle relative
to which certain quantum states can be recognized efficiently but cannot be approximately
prepared by small quantum circuits. Other black-box separations of state preparation and
state reflection are known, e.g. [9], so one might hope that this type of query access could be
substantially more powerful for shadow tomography as well.
Nevertheless, our results imply that black-box hyperefficient shadow tomography is
impossible even in this setting where we have state preparation access to the observables.
This follows from the simple observation that hyperefficient shadow tomography of this form
would suffice to break PRS ensembles with a QCMA oracle.
▶ Theorem 3. If a hyperefficient shadow tomography procedure exists that works for any
list of observables of the form |ψ1 ⟩ ⟨ψ1 | , . . . , |ψM ⟩ ⟨ψM | given state preparation access to
|ψ1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψM ⟩, then all PRS ensembles can be broken by polynomial-time quantum adversaries
with oracle access to QCMA.
Proof sketch. For a given PRS ensemble {|φk ⟩}k∈K , we have state preparation access to
the observable list {|φk ⟩ ⟨φk |}k∈K by way of the generating algorithm of the PRS. Hence,
we can run hyperefficient shadow tomography using this observable list on copies of some
unknown state |ψ⟩. Suppose that this produces a quantum circuit C such that |C(k) −
1
for each k ∈ K. Observe that the problem of deciding whether
Tr(|φk ⟩ ⟨φk |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|)| ≤ 10
9
there exists some k such that C(k) ≥ 10
is in QCMA. If |ψ⟩ is pseudorandom, then such a
k always exists (whichever k satisfies |ψ⟩ = |φk ⟩), whereas if |ψ⟩ is Haar-random, such a k
exists with negligible probability over the choice of |ψ⟩. Hence, these two ensembles can be
distinguished by feeding C into this QCMA language.
◀
The above theorem also relativizes, in the sense that if the shadow tomography procedure
only accesses the state preparation algorithm via a black box O, then hyperefficient shadow
tomography lets us break PRSs in polynomial time with oracle access to O and QCMAO .
Since Theorem 2 gives an oracle relative to which BQPO = QCMAO = QMAO and PRSs
exist, we conclude that hyperefficient shadow tomography is impossible with only black-box
state preparation access to the observables.

1.3

Our Techniques

The starting point for the proof of Theorem 1, which gives an upper bound of PP on the
power needed to break pseudorandom states, is a theorem of Huang, Kueng, and Preskill
[17] that gives a simple procedure for shadow tomography.
▶ Theorem 4 ([17]). Fix M different observables O1 , O2 , . . . , OM and an unknown n-qubit
mixed state ρ. Then there exists a quantum algorithm that performs T = O(log(M/δ)/ε2 ·
maxi Tr(Oi2 )) single-copy measurements in random Clifford bases of ρ, and uses the measurement results to estimate the quantities Tr(O1 ρ), Tr(O2 ρ), . . . , Tr(OM ρ), such that with
probability at least 1 − δ, all of the M quantities are correct up to additive error ε.
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If {|φk ⟩k∈K } is a family of PRSs, then by choosing Ok = |φk ⟩ ⟨φk | for each k ∈ K to
be the list of observables, we can use the above algorithm to determine whether ρ is close
to one of the states in the PRS ensemble. A Haar-random state will be far from all of
the pseudorandom states with overwhelming probability. Hence, Theorem 4 implies the
existence of an algorithm that distinguishes the pseudorandom and Haar-random ensembles,
by performing a polynomial number of random Clifford measurements and analyzing the
results. The key observation is that the Clifford measurements can be performed efficiently,
even though the resulting analysis (which operates on purely classical information) might be
computationally expensive.
Next, one could try to argue that the computationally difficult steps in the above algorithm
can be made efficient with a PP oracle. However, we take a different approach. We adopt
a Bayesian perspective: suppose that with 50% probability we are given copies of a Haarrandom state, and otherwise with 50% probability we are given copies of a randomly chosen
state from the pseudorandom ensemble. We wish to distinguish these two cases using only
the results of the random Clifford measurements as observed data. One way to do this is
via the Bayes decision rule: we compute the posterior probability of being Haar-random or
pseudorandom given the measurements, and then guess the more likely result. In fact, the
Bayes decision rule is well-known to be the optimal decision rule in general, in the sense that
any decision rule errs at least as often as the Bayes decision rule (see e.g. [11, Chapter 4.4.1]).
Hence, because the algorithm of Huang, Kueng, and Preskill (Theorem 4) distinguishes the
Haar-random and pseudorandom ensembles with good probability, the Bayes decision rule
conditioned on the random Clifford measurements must work at least as well at the same
distinguishing task.
Finally, we observe that using a quantum algorithm with postselection, we can approximate
the relevant posterior probabilities needed for the Bayes decision rule. This allows us to
appeal to the equivalence PostBQP = PP [1] to simulate this postselection with a PP oracle.
Technically, one challenge is that the postselected quantum algorithm requires the ability
to prepare copies of a Haar-random state, even though a polynomial-time quantum algorithm
cannot even approximately prepare most Haar-random states. The solution is to replace the
Haar ensemble by an approximate quantum design, which we argue does not substantially
change the success probability of the algorithm.
For our second result (Theorem 2), the oracle construction we use is simple to describe.
The oracle O consists of two parts: a quantum oracle U = {Un }n∈N , where each Un consists
of 2n different Haar-random n-qubit unitary matrices, and a classical oracle P that is an
arbitrary PSPACE-complete language. We prove that Theorem 2 holds with probability 1
over the choice of U .
Showing that PRUs exist relative to (U , P) is reasonably straightforward. The proof uses
the BBBV theorem (i.e. the optimality of Grover’s algorithm) [10], and is analogous to showing
that one-way functions or pseudorandom generators exist relative to a random classical oracle,
as was shown by Impagliazzo and Rudich [18]. We only rigorously prove security against
adversaries with classical advice, though we believe that the recently introduced framework
of Chung, Guo, Liu, and Qian [16] should yield a security proof against adversaries with
quantum advice.
Slightly more technically involved is proving that BQPU ,P = QMAU ,P . To do so, we
argue that a QMA verifier is not substantially more powerful than a BQP machine at learning
nontrivial properties of U . More precisely, we argue that if a QMA verifier V makes T queries
to Un for some n ∈ N, then either (1) n = O(log T ) is sufficiently small that poly(T ) queries
to Un actually suffice to learn Un to inverse-polynomial precision, or else (2) n = ω(log t) is
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sufficiently large that with high probability, the maximum acceptance probability of V (over
the choice of Merlin’s witness) is close to the average maximum acceptance probability of V
when Un is replaced by a random set of matrices sampled from the Haar measure. We prove
this as a consequence of the extremely strong concentration of measure properties exhibited
by the Haar measure [22].
This allows a BQPU ,P machine to approximate the maximum acceptance probability of
U ,P
V
as follows. In case (1), the BQPU ,P machine first queries Un enough times to learn a
unitary transformation Uen that is close to Un , and then hard codes Uen into a new QMAP
e that simulates V by replacing queries to Un with calls to U
fn . In case (2), the BQPU ,P
verifier V
e instead simulating V by replacing
machine similarly constructs a new QMAP verifier V,
queries to Un with unitaries chosen from an approximate polynomial design.4 In both cases,
e defines a QMAP problem. Because P is PSPACE-complete, BQPP = QMAP = PSPACE,
V
and therefore this problem can be decided with a single query to P.
The astute reader may notice that this proof works for more general choices of P: it
shows that for any oracle P, if BQPP = QMAP , then BQPU ,P = QMAU ,P with probability 1
over the choice of U . An interesting consequence is the special case when P is trivial.
▶ Corollary 5. If BQP = QMA, then BQPU = QMAU with probability 1 over the choice of U .
In words, if BQP = QMA in the unrelativized world, then the complexity classes also
coincide relative to a collection U of Haar-random oracles. Or, viewed another way, separating
BQP from QMA relative to U requires separating them in the unrelativized world. This is in
stark contrast to the case of random classical oracles, where we can prove unconditionally
that for a uniformly random oracle O, BQPO ̸= QMAO (and indeed, NPO ̸⊂ BQPO ) with
probability 1 over O [10].

1.4

Open Problems

Can we prove a similar result to Theorem 2 using a classical oracle, for either PRUs or PRSs?
Attempting to resolve this question seems to run into many of the same difficulties that arise
in constructing a classical oracle separation between QCMA and QMA, which also remains
an open problem [4]. For one, as pointed out in [4], we do not even know whether every
n-qubit unitary transformation can be approximately implemented in poly(n) time relative
to some classical oracle. Even if one could resolve this, it is not clear whether the resulting
PRUs or PRSs would be secure against adversaries with the power of QMA. For instance,
we show in Appendix C that an existing construction of PRSs, whose security is provable in
the random oracle model [13], can be broken with an NP oracle.
What else can be said about the hardness of learning quantum states and unitary
transformations, either in the worst case or on average? A related question is to explore the
hardness of problems involving quantum meta-complexity: that is, problems that themselves
encode computational complexity or difficulty. Consider, for example, a version of the
minimum circuit size problem (MCSP) for quantum states: given copies of a pure quantum
state |ψ⟩, determine the size of the smallest quantum circuit that approximately outputs |ψ⟩.
If PRSs exist, then this task should be hard, but placing an upper bound on the complexity
of this task might be difficult in light of our results. We view this problem as particularly
intriguing because it does not appear to have an obvious classical analogue, and also because of
4

Technically, this requires choosing a random element of the polynomial design for each x ∈ {0, 1}n by
means of a random oracle, so we use Zhandry’s strategy [28] to simulate T quantum queries to a random
oracle using a 2T -wise independent function.
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its relevance to the wormhole growth paradox and Susskind’s Complexity=Volume conjecture
in AdS/CFT [12, 25, 24]. A number of recent breakthroughs in complexity theory have
involved ideas from meta-complexity (see surveys by Allender [6, 7]), and it would be
interesting to see which of these techniques could be ported to the quantum setting.
What other complexity-theoretic evidence can be given for the existence of PRSs and
PRUs? Can we give candidate constructions of PRSs or PRUs that do not rely on the
assumption BQP ̸= QMA? To give a specific example, an interesting question is whether
polynomial-size quantum circuits with random local gates form PRUs. Random circuits are
known to information-theoretically approximate the Haar measure in the sense that they
form approximate unitary designs [15], and it seems conceivable that they could also be
computationally pseudorandom.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Notation

Throughout, [n] denotes the set of integers {1, 2, . . . , n}, and [n, m] denotes the set of integers
{n, n + 1, n + 2, . . . , m}. If x ∈ {0, 1}n is a binary string, then |x| denotes the length of
x. For X a finite set, we let |X| denote the size of X. If X is a probability distribution,
then we use x ← X to denote a random variable x sampled according to X. When X is a
finite set, we also use x ← X to indicate a random variable x drawn uniformly from X. A
function f (n) is negligible if for every constant c > 0, f (n) ≤ n1c for all sufficiently large n.
We use negl(n) to denote an arbitrary negligible function, and poly(n) to denote an arbitrary
polynomially-bounded
pfunction.
We use ||M ||F = Tr (M † M ) to denote the Frobenius norm of a matrix M . We denote
by ||A||⋄ the diamond norm of a superoperator A acting on density matrices (see [5] for a
definition). For a unitary matrix U , we use U · U † to denote the superoperator that maps a
density matrix ρ to U ρU † .
We use S(N ) to denote the set of N -dimensional pure quantum states, and U(N ) to
denote the group of N × N unitary matrices. When N = 2n , we identify these with n-qubit
states and unitary transformations, respectively. We use σN to denote the Haar measure on
S(N ), and we let µN denote the Haar measure over U(N ). We write U(N )M for the space
of M N × M N block-diagonal unitary matrices, where each block has size N × N , and we
also identify U(N )M with M -tuples of N × N unitary matrices. We use µM
N to denote the
product measure µM
(U
,
U
,
.
.
.
,
U
)
=
µ
(U
)
·
µ
(U
)
·
·
·
µ
(U
)
on
U(N
)M .
1
2
M
N
1
N
2
N
M
N
We assume familiarity with standard complexity classes such as BQP and PP, including
relativized versions of these classes that can query a quantum or classical oracle. For
completeness, we define some of the relevant complexity classes and related notions in
Appendix B.
We use superscript notation for algorithms that query oracles. For instance, AU (x, |ψ⟩)
denotes a quantum algorithm A that queries an oracle U and receives a classical input x and
a quantum input |ψ⟩.

2.2

Quantum Information

We require the following well-known fact, which bounds the distance in the diamond norm
between two unitary superoperators in terms of the Frobenius norm of the difference of the
two matrices. We provide a proof in Appendix A.
▶ Lemma 6. Let U, V ∈ U(N ). Then ||U · U † − V · V † ||⋄ ≤ 2||U − V ||F .
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We use the notion of an ε-approximate quantum (state) t-design, which is a distribution
over quantum states that information-theoretically approximates the Haar measure over
states.
▶ Definition 7 (Approximate quantum design [8]). A probability distribution S over S(N ) is
an ε-approximate quantum t-design if:
(1 − ε)

E

|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|

⊗t

|ψ⟩←σN

≤

E

|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|

|ψ⟩←S

⊗t

≤ (1 + ε)

E

|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|

⊗t

|ψ⟩←σN

and:
E

|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| =

|ψ⟩←S

E

|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| .

|ψ⟩←σN

Similarly, we require ε-approximate unitary t-designs, which are approximations to the
Haar measure over unitary matrices. The definition of ε-approximate unitary t-designs is
more technical, so we point to [15, Definition 2] for a formal definition. While there are
several definitions of approximate t-designs used in the literature, for this work it is crucial
that we use multiplicative approximate designs for both states and unitaries, meaning that
the designs approximate the first t moments of the Haar measure to within a multiplicative
1 ± ε error (as opposed to additive error).
Efficient constructions of approximate unitary t-designs over qubits are known, as below.
▶ Lemma 8. Fix ε > 0. For each n, t ∈ N, there exists m(n) ≤ poly(n) and a poly(n, t)time classical algorithm S that takes as input a random string x ← {0, 1}m and outputs a
description of a quantum circuit on n qubits such that the circuits sampled from S form an
ε-approximate unitary t-design over U(2n ).
Proof sketch. Fix an arbitrary universal quantum gate set G with algebraic entries that is
closed under taking inverses (e.g. G = {CNOT, H, T, T † }). Brandão, Harrow, and Horodecki
[15, Corollary 7] show that n-qubit quantum circuits consisting of poly(n, t) random gates
sampled from G, applied to random pairs of qubits, form ε-approximate unitary t-designs.
So, S just has to sample from this distribution, which can be done with poly(n, t) bits of
randomness.
◀
Note that this also implies an efficient construction of ε-approximate quantum (state) tdesigns, as if S is an ε-approximate unitary t-design over U(N ) then S |ψ⟩ is an ε-approximate
quantum t-design for any fixed |ψ⟩ (e.g. |0n ⟩).
Essentially the only property we need of approximate t-designs is that they can be used
in place of the Haar measure in any quantum algorithm that uses t copies of a Haar-random
state (or t queries to a Haar-random unitary), and the measurement probabilities of the
algorithm will change by only a small multiplicative factor.
▶ Fact 9. Let S be an ε-approximate quantum t-design over S(N ), and let A be an arbitrary
quantum measurement. Then:
h 

i
h 

i
h 

i
⊗t
⊗t
⊗t
(1−ε) Pr
A |ψ⟩
= 1 ≤ Pr A |ψ⟩
= 1 ≤ (1+ε) Pr
A |ψ⟩
=1 .
|ψ⟩←σN

|ψ⟩←S

|ψ⟩←σN

▶ Fact 10 ([15]). Let S be an ε-approximate unitary t-design over U(N ), and let AU be an
arbitrary quantum algorithm that makes t queries to some U ∈ U(N ). Then:




(1 − ε) Pr AU = 1 ≤ Pr AU = 1 ≤ (1 + ε) Pr [A = 1] .
U ←µN

U ←S

U ←µN
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We require the following concentration inequality on the Haar measure, which is stated
in terms of Lipschitz continuous functions. For a metric space M with metric d, a function
f : M → R is L-Lipschitz if for all x, y ∈ M , |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ L · d(x, y).
▶ Theorem 11 ([22, Theorem 5.17]). Given N1 , . . . , Nk ∈ N, let X = U(N1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ U(Nk )
be the space of block-diagonal unitary matrices with blocks of size N1 , . . . , Nk . Let µ =
µN1 × · · · × µNk be the product of Haar measures on X. Suppose that f : X → R is
L-Lipschitz in the Frobenius norm. Then for every t > 0:




(N − 2)t2
,
Pr f (U ) ≥ E [f (V )] + t ≤ exp −
U ←µ
24L2
V ←µ
where N = min{N1 , . . . , Nk }.

2.3

Cryptography

A family of functions {fk }k∈K where fk : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is called t-wise independent if
for every distinct x1 , x2 , . . . , xt ∈ {0, 1}n and every (not necessarily distinct) y1 , y2 , . . . , yt ∈
{0, 1}m :
Pr [fk (xi ) = yi ∀i ∈ [t]] = 2−mt .

k←K

Efficient constructions of t-wise independent functions are known, in the sense that one can
sample a random fk from a t-wise independent function family and make queries to fk in
poly(t, n, m) time [28]. Our primary use of t-wise independent functions is in simulating
random oracles: 2t-wise independent functions can be used in place of a uniformly random
function {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m in any quantum algorithm that makes at most t queries to the
random function; see Zhandry [28, Theorem 6.1] for more details.
We use the following definitions of pseudorandom quantum states (PRSs) and pseudorandom unitaries (PRUs), which were introduced by Ji, Liu, and Song [19].
▶ Definition 12 (Pseudorandom quantum states [19]). Let κ ∈ N be the security parameter.
Let D be the dimension of a quantum system and let K be the key set, both parameterized by
κ. A keyed family of quantum states {|φk ⟩}k∈K ⊂ S(D) is pseudorandom if the following
two conditions hold:
(1) (Efficient generation) There is a polynomial-time quantum algorithm G that generates
|φk ⟩ on input k, meaning G(k) = |φk ⟩.
(2) (Computationally indistinguishable) For any polynomial-time quantum algorithm A and
T = poly(κ):
h 

i
h 

i
⊗T
⊗T
Pr A |φ⟩
= 1 − Pr
A |ψ⟩
= 1 = negl(κ).
k←K

|ψ⟩←σD

▶ Definition 13 (Pseudorandom unitary transformations [19]). Let κ ∈ N be the security
parameter. Let D be the dimension of a quantum system and let K be the key set, both parameterized by κ. A keyed family of unitary transformations {Uk }k∈K ⊂ U(D) is pseudorandom
if the following two conditions hold:
(1) (Efficient computation) There is a polynomial-time quantum algorithm G that implements
Uk on input k, meaning that for any |ψ⟩ ∈ S(D), G(k, |ψ⟩) = Uk |ψ⟩.
(2) (Computationally indistinguishable) For any polynomial-time quantum algorithm AU
that queries U ∈ U(D):




Pr AUk (1κ ) = 1 − Pr AU (1κ ) = 1 = negl(κ).

k←K

U ←µD
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We generally take the key set K = {0, 1}κ and choose D = 2n for some n = poly(κ) in
the above definitions. We sometimes call the negligible quantities in the above definitions
the advantage of the quantum adversary A.
In this work, we consider security against non-uniform quantum algorithms with classical
advice, which means that the adversary is allowed to be a different polynomial-time quantum
algorithm for each setting of the security parameter κ ∈ N. Without loss of generality, such
an adversary can always be assumed to take the form of a uniform poly(κ)-time quantum
algorithm A (1κ , x), where x ∈ {0, 1}poly(κ) is an advice string that depends only on κ.

3

Breaking Pseudorandomness with a Classical Oracle

In this section, we prove that a polynomial-time quantum algorithm with a PP oracle can
distinguish a PRS from a Haar-random state. First, we need a lemma about the overlap
between a fixed state |φ⟩ and a Haar-random state |ψ⟩.
▶ Lemma 14. Let |φ⟩ ∈ S(N ), and let ε > 0. Then:


Pr
| ⟨ψ|φ⟩ |2 ≥ ε ≤ e−εN .
|ψ⟩←σN

Proof. This follows from standard concentration inequalities, or even an explicit computation,
using the fact that | ⟨ψ|φ⟩ |2 is roughly exponentially distributed for a random state |ψ⟩. See
e.g. [15, Equation (14)]
◀
The formal statement of our result is below.
▶ Theorem 15. For any PRS ensemble {|φk ⟩}k∈K of n-qubit states with security parameter
κ, there exists a PP language L, a poly(κ)-time quantum algorithm AL , and T = poly(κ)
such that the following holds. Let X ← {0, 1} be a uniform random bit. Let |ψ⟩ be sampled
uniformly from the PRS ensemble if X = 0, and otherwise let |ψ⟩ be sampled from the Haar
measure σ2n if X = 1. Then we have:
h


i
⊗T
Pr AL |ψ⟩
= X ≥ 0.995.
X,|ψ⟩
⊗T

Proof. We first describe A. For some T to be chosen later, on input |ψ⟩ , A measures each
copy of |ψ⟩ in a different randomly chosen Clifford basis. Call the list of measurement bases
b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bT ) and the measurement results c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cT ). A then feeds (b, c) into
a single query to L, and outputs the result of the query. This takes polynomial time because
there exists an O(n3 )-time algorithm to sample a random n-qubit Clifford unitary, and this
algorithm also produces an implementation of the unitary with O(n2 / log n) gates [20, 3].
The PP language L we choose for the oracle is most easily described in terms of a
PostBQP algorithm B(b, c) (i.e. a postselected polynomial-time quantum algorithm, as in
1
Definition 23), by the equivalence PostBQP = PP [1].5 Let S be a 17
-approximate n-qubit
quantum T -design (Definition 7) such that a state can be drawn from S in poly(κ) time
(because n, T ≤ poly(κ), the existence of such a design follows from Lemma 8). B begins by
initializing the state:
i
h
i 1
h
1
⊗T
⊗T
ρ̂ = |0⟩ ⟨0| ⊗ E |φk ⟩ ⟨φk |
+ |1⟩ ⟨1| ⊗ E
|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|
.
2
2
k←K
|ψ⟩←S

5

Note that any promise problem in PostBQP is also in PP [1], and any promise problem in PP can be
extended to a language in PP because PP is a syntactic class. Hence, we might as well take a language
in PP instead of a promise problem.
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B measures all but the leftmost qubit of ρ̂ in the basis given by b, and postselects on
observing c (i.e. B outputs ∗ if the measurements are not equal to c). Finally, conditioned
on postselection succeeding, B measures and outputs the result of the leftmost qubit that
was not measured.
It remains to show that A distinguishes the pseudorandom and Haar-random state
ensembles. For the purpose of this analysis, it will be convenient to view ρ̂ as an approximation
to the state:
h
i
h
i 1
1
⊗T
⊗T
ρ = |0⟩ ⟨0| ⊗ E |φk ⟩ ⟨φk |
|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|
,
+ |1⟩ ⟨1| ⊗
E
2
2
k←K
|ψ⟩←σ2n
where the ε-approximate T -design S is replaced by the Haar measure σ2n . Indeed, we will
essentially argue the algorithm’s correctness if the state ρ̂ is replaced by ρ, and then argue
that this implies the correctness of the actual algorithm.
For each k ∈ K, define Ok = |φk ⟩ ⟨φk |. Note that if X = 0 (i.e. |ψ⟩ is pseudorandom),
there always exists a k such that Tr(Ok |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|) = 1, namely whichever k satisfies |ψ⟩ = |φk ⟩.
On the other hand, by Lemma 14 and a union bound, if X = 1 (i.e. |ψ⟩ is Haar-random),
n
Tr(Ok |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|) < 13 for every k ∈ K, except with probability at most |K| · e−2 /3 ≤ negl(κ)
over |ψ⟩.
n
If we choose M = |K|, ε = 13 , and δ = 0.001−|K|·e−2 /3 , then by Theorem 4 there exists a
quantum algorithm that takes as input the results (b, c) of T = O(log |K|) = O(κ) single-copy
random Clifford measurements, uses the measurement results to estimate Tr(Ok |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|) for
n
each k up to additive error 13 , and is correct with probability at least 0.999 + |K| · e−2 /3 . In
particular, this algorithm can distinguish the pseudorandom ensemble from the Haar-random
ensemble, by checking if there exists a k such that the estimate for Tr(Ok |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|) is at least
2
3 . Call this algorithm C, so that Pr[C(b, c) = X] ≥ 0.999.
We will not actually use C, but only its existence. By the optimality of the Bayes
decision rule [11, Chapter 4.4.1], because C uses (b, c) to identify a state |ψ⟩ as either Haarrandom or pseudorandom with probability 0.999, an algorithm that computes the maximum
a posteriori estimate of X also succeeds with probability at least 0.999. In symbols, let
pi = Pr[X = i | b, c], which we view as a random variable (depending on b and c) for each
i ∈ {0, 1}. Then Pr [arg maxi pi = X] ≥ 0.999.
Next, observe that Pr [arg maxi pi = X] = E [Pr [arg maxi pi = X|b, c]] = E [maxi pi ], by
the law of total expectation.
Hence,
by Markov’s inequality (and the fact that 12 ≤ maxi pi ≤


1), we know that Pr maxi pi ≥ 34 ≥ 0.996. In other words, the Bayes decision rule is usually
confident in its predictions, so to speak.
Notice that pi equals the probability (conditioned on postselection succeeding) that B
outputs i if it starts with ρ in place of ρ̂. For i ∈ {0, 1}, define p̂i analogously as the postselcted
output probabilities of B itself: p̂i = Pr [B(b, c) = i | B(b,
To argue that A is
 c) ∈ {0, 1}].
2
correct with 0.995 probability, it suffices to show that Pr maxi p̂i ≥ 3 ∧ arg maxi p̂i = X ≥
0.995, as in this case the PostBQP promise is satisfied and the output of L agrees with X.
We have that:




2
3
Pr max p̂i ≥ ∧ arg max p̂i = X ≥ Pr max pi ≥ ∧ arg max pi = X
i
i
3
4
i
i




3
≥ 1 − Pr max pi <
− Pr arg max pi ̸= X
i
4
i


≥ 0.996 − Pr arg max pi ̸= X
i

≥ 0.995
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1
Above, the first inequality follows from the assumption that S is a 17
-approximate T -design,
because the acceptance probability of a postselected quantum algorithm can be viewed as
the ratio of two probabilities:

pˆi =

Pr[B(b, c) = i]
.
Pr[B(b, c) ∈ {0, 1}]

Fact 9 implies that both the numerator and denominator change by at most a multiplicative
1− 1
2
1
factor of 1 ± 17
when switching between ρ and ρ̂. So, if pi ≥ 34 , then pˆi ≥ 34 · 1+ 17
1 = 3 . The
17
second inequality follows by a union bound, and the remaining inequalities were established
above.
◀
We remark that the above theorem also holds relative to all oracles, in the sense that
if the state generation algorithm G in the definition of the PRS (Definition 12) queries a
classical or quantum oracle U , then the corresponding ensemble of states can be distinguished
from Haar-random by a polynomial-time quantum algorithm with a PostBQPU oracle.

4

Pseudorandomness from a Quantum Oracle

In this section, we construct a quantum oracle (U , P) relative to which BQP = QMA and
PRUs exist.

4.1

BQP = QMA Relative to (U , P)

We start with a lemma showing that the acceptance probability of a quantum query algorithm,
viewed as a function of the unitary transformation used in the query, is Lipschitz.
U
▶ Lemma 16. Let A
be quantum algorithm that makes T queries to U ∈ U(D), and define

U
f (U ) = Pr A = 1 . Then f is 2T -Lipschitz in the Frobenius norm.

Proof. Suppose that ||U − V ||F ≤ d. By Lemma 6, this implies that the distance between U
and V in the diamond norm is at most 2d. The sub-additivity of the diamond norm under
composition implies that as superoperators, ||AU − AV ||⋄ ≤ 2T d. By the definition of the
diamond norm, it must be the case that |f (U ) − f (V )| ≤ 2T d.
◀
The next lemma extends Lemma 16 to QMA verifiers: we should think of V as a QMA
verifier that receives a witness |ψ⟩, in which case this lemma states that the maximum
acceptance probability of V is Lipschitz with respect to the queried unitary.
▶ Lemma 17. Let V U (|ψ⟩) be quantum algorithm that makes T queries to U ∈ U(D) and
takes as input a quantum
state |ψ⟩ on some fixed (but arbitrary) number of qubits. Define

f (U ) = max|ψ⟩ Pr V U (|ψ⟩) = 1 . Then f is 2T -Lipschitz in the Frobenius norm.
Proof. Note that f is well-defined because of the extreme value theorem. Define fψ : U(D) →
R by:


fψ (U ) = Pr V U (|ψ⟩) = 1 ,
so that f (U ) = max|ψ⟩ fψ (U ). Lemma 16 implies that fψ is 2T -Lipschitz for every |ψ⟩. Let
U, V ∈ U(D), and suppose that |ψ⟩ and |φ⟩ are such that f (U ) = fψ (U ) and f (V ) = fφ (V ).
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Then:
|f (U ) − f (V )| = |fψ (U ) − fφ (V )|
= max{fψ (U ) − fφ (V ), fφ (V ) − fψ (U )}
≤ max{fψ (U ) − fψ (V ), fφ (V ) − fφ (U )}
≤ 2T ||U − V ||F ,
where the third line uses the fact that fψ (V ) ≤ fφ (V ) and fφ (U ) ≤ fψ (U ), and the last line
uses the fact that fψ and fφ are 2T -Lipschitz.
◀
We are now ready to prove the first main result of this section, that BQPU ,P = QMAU ,P .
▶ Theorem 18. Let U = {Un }n∈N be a quantum oracle where each Un is chosen randomly
n
from µ22n . Let P be an arbitrary PSPACE-complete language. Then with probability 1 over U ,
BQPU ,P = QMAU ,P .
Proof. First, some notation. We view each Un alternatively as either a unitary transformation
on 2n qubits, or as a list of 2n different n-qubit unitary transformations Un = {Unm }m∈{0,1}n
indexed by n-bit strings.
Let L ∈ QMAU ,P , which means that there exists a polynomial-time QMAU ,P verifier
U ,P
V
(x, |ψ⟩) with completeness 23 and soundness 13 . Without loss of generality, we can
1
amplify the completeness and soundness probabilities of V to 11
12 and 12 , respectively. Let
p(n) be a polynomial upper bound on the running time of V on inputs of length n.
We now describe a BQPU ,P machine AU ,P (x) such that, with probability 1 over U , A
computes L on all but finitely many inputs x ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Let d = ⌊log2 13824|x|p(|x|)2 + 2 ⌋.
For each n ∈ [d], A performs process tomography on each Un , producing estimates Uen such
1
that ||Uen · Uen† −Un ·Un† ||⋄ ≤ 12p(|x|)
for every n, with probability at least 23 over the randomness
1
of A.6 Let S be the algorithm from Lemma 8 that samples from a 12
-approximate unitary
kn
p(|x|)-design on n qubits, given as input a random seed r ← {0, 1} where kn = poly(n, |x|).
e P (x, |ψ⟩) that simulates V U ,P (x, |ψ⟩) by replacing queries to
Consider a QMAP verifier V
e samples a function fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}kn from
U as follows. For each n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)], V
a 2p(|x|)-wise independent function family. Then, for n ∈ [d], queries to Un are replaced
by queries to Uen . For n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)] and m ∈ {0, 1}n , queries to Unm are replaced by
queries to S(fn (m)) (i.e. the mth unitary in Un is replaced by an element of the p(|x|)design, selected by fn (m)). Consider the QMAP promise problem Le corresponding to Ve
with completeness 23 and soundness 13 . Since QMAA ⊆ PSPACEA for all classical oracles A,
e
Le ∈ PSPACEP = PSPACE, so A can decide L(x)
with a single query to P. A does this, and
e
outputs L(x).


We now argue that for any x, with high probability over U , Pr AU ,P (x) = L(x) ≥ 23 . It
will be convenient to define several hybrid verifiers:
V1 = V.
n
V2 : For each n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)], chooses a matrix Un ← µ22n . Simulates V1 , replacing
queries to Un by Un for n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)].

6

There are many ways to accomplish this. For instance, one can use the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism
and quantum state tomography [23] to estimate the Choi state of Un to inverse polynomial (in 2n ) error
en can then be compiled to a circuit using
in trace distance. The estimated unitary transformation U
2O(n) 1- and 2-qubit gates [26]. Since n ≤ d = O(log |x|), this can be done in polynomial time.
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V3 : For each n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)], samples a function gn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}kn uniformly
at random. Simulates V2 , replacing queries to Unm by by queries to S(gn (m)) for
n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)] and m ∈ {0, 1}n .
V4 : For each n ∈ [d + 1, p(|x|)], samples a function fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}kn from a
2p(|x|)-wise independent function family. Simulates V3 , replacing queries to gn by fn .
V5 : Simulates V4 , replacing queries to Un by queries to Uen for n ∈ [d]. Note that V5 and
e are equivalent, and that of these hybrids, V5 is the only one whose output depends on
V
fn ).
the randomness of A (by way of U
For i ∈ [5] and a fixed choice of U , define:
acc(Vi ) = max Pr [Vi (x, |ψ⟩) = 1] ,
|ψ⟩

which is well defined by the extreme value theorem. We now bound |acc(Vi ) − acc(Vi−1 )| for
various i:
By Lemma 17, because V makes at most p(|x|) queries, we know that acc(V1 ), viewed as
a function of (Ud+1 , Ud+2 , . . . , Up(|x|) ), is 2p(|x|)-Lipschitz in the Frobenius norm. Hence,
1
, we have that:
by Theorem 11 with N = 13824|x|p(|x|)2 + 2, L = 2p(|x|), and t = 12




1
(N − 2)t2
Pr |acc(V1 ) − acc(V2 )| ≥
≤ 2 exp −
U
12
24L2

1 
13824|x|p(|x|)2 · 144
= 2 exp −
96p(|x|)2
= 2e−|x| .
The factor of 2 appears because Theorem 11 applies to one-sided error, but the absolute
value forces us to consider two-sided error.
1
Fact 10 and the assumption that S samples from a 12
-approximate unitary p(|x|)-design
1
implies that for any fixed |ψ⟩, |Pr [V2 (x, |ψ⟩) = 1] − Pr [V3 (x, |ψ⟩) = 1]| ≤ 12
. This in
1
turn implies that |acc(V2 ) − acc(V3 )| ≤ 12 .
Zhandry [28, Theorem 6.1] shows that a quantum algorithm that makes T queries to a
random function can be exactly simulated by the same algorithm with T queries to a
2T -wise independent function, so acc(V3 ) = acc(V4 ).
1
Because ||Uen · Uen† − Un · Un† ||⋄ ≤ 12p(|x|)
for each n ∈ [d] with probability at least 23 over A,
from the definition of the diamond norm [5] and because V makes at most p(|x|) queries,
1
it holds that PrA |acc(V4 ) − acc(V5 )| ≥ 12
≤ 13 .
Putting these bounds together, we have that, except with probability 2e−|x| over U :


h
i
e |ψ⟩) = 1 ≥ 2 ≥ 2
L(x) = 1
=⇒
Pr max Pr V(x,
A
3
3
|ψ⟩

h
i 1 2
e |ψ⟩) = 1 ≤
L(x) = 0
=⇒
Pr max Pr V(x,
≥ .
A
3
3
|ψ⟩
This is to say that A correctly decides L(x), expect with probability at most 2e−|x| over U .
P∞
4
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, because i=1 2i · 2e−i = e−2
< ∞, A correctly decides L(x)
∗
for all but finitely many x ∈ {0, 1} , with probability 1 over U . Hence, with probability 1
over U , A can be modified into an algorithm A′ that agrees with L on every x ∈ {0, 1}∗ , by
simply hard-coding those x on which A and L disagree.
Because there are only countably many QMAU ,P machines, we can union bound over all
L ∈ QMAU ,P to conclude that QMAU ,P ⊆ BQPU ,P with probability 1 over U .
◀
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PRUs Relative to (U , P)

We proceed to the second part of the oracle construction, showing that PRUs exist relative to
(U , P). We begin with a lemma establishing that the average advantage of a polynomial-time
adversary is small against our PRU construction. Here, we should think of {Uk }k∈[N ] as the
PRU ensemble.
▶ Lemma 19. Consider a quantum algorithm AO,U that makes T queries to O ∈ U(D) and
U = (U1 , . . . , UN ) ∈ U(D)N . For fixed U , define:




adv(AU ) := Pr AUk ,U = 1 − Pr AO,U = 1 .
O←µD

k←[N ]

Then there exists a universal constant c > 0 such that:

 cT 2
adv(AU ) ≤
.
E
N
U ←µN
D
Proof. Our strategy is to reduce to the quantum query lower bound for unstructured search.
Intuitively, if A could identify whether O ∈ {U1 , . . . , UN } or not, then A could be modified
into a quantum algorithm B that finds a single
marked item from a list of size N . Then the
√ 
BBBV theorem [10] forces T to be Ω
N .
More formally, we construct an algorithm B(x) that queries a string x ∈ {0, 1}N as follows.
+1
B draws a unitary V = (V0 , V1 , . . . , VN ) ∈ U(D)N +1 from µN
. Then, B runs A, replacing
D
queries to O by queries to V0 , and replacing queries to Uk ∈ U by V0 if xk = 1 and by Vk if
xk = 0.
Let ek ∈ {0, 1}N be the string with 1 in the kth position and 0s everywhere else. We
have that:




 O,U



 U ,U

U
k
adv(A ) = E
Pr A
=1 − E
Pr A
=1
E
U ←µN
D

U ←µN
D

k←[N ]

U ←µN
D



N

= Pr [B (ek ) = 1] − Pr B 0



=1

O←µD



k←[N ]

cT 2
.
N
Above, the first line applies linearity of expectation, the second line holds by definition of B,
and the third line holds for some universal c by the BBBV theorem [10].
◀
≤

The next lemma uses Lemma 19 to show that the advantage of A is small with extremely
high probability, which follows from the strong concentration properties of the Haar measure
(Theorem 11).
▶ Lemma 20. Consider a quantum algorithm AO,U that makes T queries to O ∈ U(D) and
U = (U1 , . . . , UN ) ∈ U(D)N . Let adv(AU ) be defined as in Lemma 20. Then there exists a
universal constant c > 0 such that for any p,
2 !


(D − 2) p − cT 2 /N
U
Pr
adv(A ) ≥ p ≤ 2 exp −
.
384T 2
U ←µN
D
Proof. By Lemma 16, adv(AU ) is 4T -Lipschitz as a function of U , because adv(AU ) can be
expressed as the the difference between the acceptance probabilities of two algorithms that
each make T queries to U . Combining Lemma 19 and Theorem 11, we obtain:
2 !
2


(D
−
2)
p
−
cT
/N
.
Pr adv(AU ) ≥ p ≤ exp −
384T 2
U ←µN
D
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Similar reasoning yields the same upper bound on PrU ←µN
adv(AU ) ≤ −p , so we get the
D
final bound (with an additional factor of 2) by a union bound.
◀
Completing the security proof of the PRU construction amounts to combining Lemma 20
with a union bound over all possible polynomial-time adversaries.
▶ Theorem 21. Let U = {Un }n∈N be a quantum oracle where each Un is chosen randomly
n
from µ22n . Let P be an arbitrary PSPACE-complete language. Then with probability 1 over U ,
there exists a family of PRUs relative to (U , P).
Proof. Fix an input length n ∈ N. We take the key set K = [2n ] and take the PRU family to
n
be {Uk }k∈K , where Un = (U1 , U2 , . . . , U2n ) ∈ U(2n )2 . In words, the family consists of the
2n different Haar-random n-qubit unitaries specified by Un .
Without loss of generality, assume the adversary is a uniform polynomial-time quantum
algorithm AO,U ,P (1n , x), where x ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) is the advice and O ∈ U(2n ) is the oracle
that the adversary seeks to distinguish as pseudorandom or Haar-random.
By Lemma 20 with N = D = 2n and T = poly(n), for any fixed x ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) ,
AO,U ,P (1n , x) achieves non-negligible advantage with extremely low probability over U . This
1
is to say that for any p = poly(n)
:

Pr

n

Un ←µ22n

Pr

k←[2n ]



A

Uk ,U ,P

n



(1 , x) = 1 −

Pr

O←µ2n



A

O,U ,P



n




≤ exp −

2n
poly(n)

(1 , x) = 1

≥p

.

By a union bound over all x ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) , AO,U ,P (1n , x) achieves
larger
 advantage

2n
than p for any x ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) with probability at most 2poly(n) · exp − poly(n)
≤ negl(n).
Hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, A achieves negligible advantage for all but finitely many
P∞
input lengths n ∈ N with probability 1 over U , as n=1 negl(n) < ∞. This is to say that
{Uk }k∈K defines a PRU ensemble.
◀
We expect that using the techniques of Chung, Guo, Liu, and Qian [16], one can extend
Theorem 21 to a security proof against adversaries with quantum advice. Some version of
[16, Theorem 5.14] likely suffices. The idea is that breaking the PRU should remain hard
even if A could query an explicit description of O and explicit descriptions of Uk for k ∈ [2n ],
which is a strictly more powerful model. But then this corresponds to the security game
defined in [16, Definition 5.12], except that the range of the random oracle is U(D) rather
than the finite set [M ].
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Proof of Lemma 6

Proof. Let {λi : i ∈ [N ]} denote the eigenvalues of U V † . Then we have:
||U − V ||2F = Tr (U − V )(U − V )†



= Tr(2I − U V † − V U † )
= 2N −

N
X

(λi + λ∗i )

i=1

=

N
X

(2 − 2Re(λi ))

i=1

≥ max(2 − 2Re(λi )),
i

(1)

where Re(λi ) denotes the real part of λi . The last line holds because the eigenvalues
of a unitary matrix have
√ absolute value 1. Aharonov, Kitaev, and Nisan [5] show that
||U · U † − V · V † ||⋄ = 2 1 − d2 , where d is the distance in the complex plane between 0 and
the polygon whose vertices are λ1 , . . . , λN . From this we may conclude:
p
||U · U † − V · V † ||⋄ ≤ max 2 1 − max{Re(λi ), 0}2
i
p
≤ max 2 2 − 2Re(λi )
i

≤ 2||U − V ||F ,
where the first inequality uses the fact that either all of the eigenvalues have positive real
components and therefore d ≥ mini Re(λi ), or else d ≥ 0; the second inequality substitutes
1−max{x, 0}2 ≤ 2−2x which holds for all x ∈ R; and the third inequality substitutes (1). ◀

B

Complexity Classes

▶ Definition 22. A promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) is in QMA if there exists a polynomialtime quantum algorithm V(x, |ψ⟩) called a QMA verifier and a polynomial p such that:
1. (Completeness) If x ∈ Lyes , then there exists a state |ψ⟩ (called a witness or proof) on
p(|x|) qubits such that Pr [V(x, |ψ⟩) = 1] ≥ 32 .
2. (Soundness) If x ∈ Lno , then for every state |ψ⟩ on p(|x|) qubits, Pr [V(x, |ψ⟩) = 1] ≤ 13 .
Aaronson [1] defined PostBQP as follows, and showed that PostBQP = PP.
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▶ Definition 23. A promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) is in PostBQP if there exists a
polynomial-time quantum algorithm A(x) that outputs a trit {0, 1, ∗} such that:
1. If x ∈ Lyes ∪ Lno , then Pr [A(x) ∈ {0, 1}] > 0. When A(x) ∈ {0, 1}, we say that
postselection succeeds.
2. If x ∈ Lyes , then Pr [A(x) = 1 | A(x) ∈ {0, 1}] ≥ 23 . In other words, conditioned on
postselection succeeding, A outputs 1 with at least 23 probability.
3. If x ∈ Lno , then Pr [A(x) = 1 | A(x) ∈ {0, 1}] ≤ 31 . In other words, conditioned on
postselection succeeding, A outputs 1 with at most 13 probability.
Technically, the definition of PostBQP is sensitive to the choice of universal gate set
used to specify quantum algorithms, as was observed by Kuperberg [21]. However, for most
“reasonable” gate sets, such as unitary gates with algebraic entries [21], the choice of gate set
is irrelevant. We assume such a gate set, e.g. {CNOT, H, T }.
We consider versions of BQP, QMA, and PostBQP augmented with quantum oracles,
where the algorithm (or in the case of QMA, the verifier) can apply unitary transformations
from an infinite sequence U = {Un }n∈N . We denote the respective complexity classes by
BQPU , QMAU , and PostBQPU . We assume the algorithm incurs a cost of n to query Un so
that a polynomial-time algorithm on input x can query Un for any n ≤ poly(|x|). In this
model, a query to Un consists of a single application of either Un , Un† , or controlled versions
of Un or Un† .
The quantum oracle model includes classical oracles as a special case. For a language
L, a query to L is implemented via the unitary transformation U that acts as U |x⟩ |b⟩ =
|x⟩ |b ⊕ L(x)⟩.

C

PRSs with Binary Phases

In this section, we sketch a proof that a PRS construction proposed by Ji, Liu, and Song [19]
and shown secure by Brakerski and Shmueli [13] can be broken efficiently with an NP oracle.
The PRS family is based on pseudorandom functions (PRFs). Let {fk }k∈K be a PRF family
of functions fk : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} keyed by K. The corresponding PRS family is the set of
states {|φk ⟩}k∈K given by:
X
1
|φk ⟩ = n/2
(−1)fk (x) |x⟩ .
2
n
x∈{0,1}

For simplicity, suppose that each fk is balanced, meaning that |fk−1 (0)| = |fk−1 (1)| = 2n−1 .
Consider the quantum circuit below:
|0⟩

•

H

|ψ⟩

/

|0⊗n ⟩

/

×

H ⊗n

H ⊗n

×

H ⊗n

⊗n

⊗n

|φk ⟩
Observe that if |ψ⟩ = |φk ⟩, then this circuit produces the state |0⟩ |φk ⟩|+⟩ √+|+⟩
from
2
a single copy of |φk ⟩. Notice that if we measure the resulting state in the computational
basis, then we observe |0⟩ |x⟩ |y⟩ with nonzero probability for x, y ∈ {0, 1}n if and only if
fk (x) = fk (y). This is because the amplitude on this basis state is given by:

⟨x| ⟨y|

|φk ⟩ |+⟩

⊗n

+ |+⟩
√
2

⊗n

|φk ⟩

=

(−1)fk (x) + (−1)fk (y)
√
.
2n 2
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Furthermore, this shows that we in fact sample a uniformly random pair (x, y) such that
fk (x) = fk (y).
Suppose that given a state |ψ⟩ which is either pseudorandom or Haar-random, we repeat
this procedure poly(n) times to obtain a list of pairs {(xi , yi )}. It is an NP problem to decide
whether there exists a k such that fk (xi ) = fk (yi ) for all i. If |ψ⟩ = |φk ⟩ for some k then
this NP language always returns true, while if |ψ⟩ is Haar-random, this NP language returns
true with negligible probability, so long as we take sufficiently many samples (xi , yi ).
In the case where fk is not perfectly balanced, we simply observe that the above procedure
still works with good probability so long as fk is close to a balanced function. But PRFs must
be close to balanced functions, in the sense that for most k ∈ K, it must be possible to change
a negl(n) fraction of the outputs of fk to turn it into a balanced function. Otherwise, the
PRF family could be distinguished efficiently from random functions, which are negl(n)-close
to balanced with high probability.
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Sample Efficient Algorithms for Learning Quantum Channels in PAC Model

1

Introduction

In computational learning theory, the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model of
Valiant [30] gives a complexity-theoretic foundation of what it means for a concept class to
be (efficiently) learnable. In the most basic setting of PAC learning model, we want to learn
a set of Boolean functions, C = {c : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}, called the concept class. The goal of
a learning algorithm A is to guess the identity of an unknown target concept c∗ ∈ C from
samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, where {x1 , x2 , . . . } are inputs randomly drawn from
a distribution D that is unknown to A. Specifically, with error parameters ϵ and δ, for all
concept c∗ ∈ C and probability distribution D, A is required to, given access to the samples
{(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, with probability 1 − δ, come up with a hypothesis h ∈ C that
is ϵ-close to c∗ , i.e. Prx←D [c(x) ̸= h(x)] ≤ ϵ. Such a learning algorithm is called a proper1
(ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for the concept class C. Of course, we would like the learner A to be as
efficient as possible in terms of both sample complexity (i.e., the number of samples A needs
to access) and time complexity, and ideally, polynomial in the input length n and the error
parameters ϵ−1 and log(1/δ). Since its introduction in the 80’s by Valiant, PAC learning
theory has been deeply studied to characterize when efficient learning is or is not possible.
Following Valient’s PAC learning model on Boolean functions, generalization to different
kinds of concept classes has been proposed, including Boolean functions on continuous
spaces [13], probabilistic Boolean functions [20, 2], functions with {0, . . . , n} outputs [26, 11],
and real valued functions [10].
With quantum computers coming closer and closer into reality, it is natural to generalize
the PAC learning model to quantum channels, capturing the learnability of quantum circuits
or devices that we might build in the near future. Note that quantum states has an inherent
“unlearnability”, as manifested by the no-cloning theorem and uncertainty principle. Therefore
this study of learnability of quantum channels has an interesting interaction between classical
learning theory and quantum information theory.
Formally, we define the PAC learning model for quantum channels as follows: Let the
concept class C be a finite set of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels. We are
trying to learn an unknown quantum channel, the target concept c∗ ∈ C. In order to do
this, we are given samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, where {x1 , x2 , . . . } are classical
descriptions of the input quantum states to the quantum channel c∗ and {c∗ (x1 ), c∗ (x2 ), . . . }
are the corresponding quantum states outputted by c∗ . The inputs are drawn from a
distribution D unknown to the learner. Because of the no-cloning theorem, it is hard to
justify holding both the inputs and outputs as unknown quantum states, so we assume that
we have full classical description of the input state and keep the outputted states as unknown
quantum states, meaning that we hold a copy of the quantum state c∗ (xi ) rather than the
full classical description of it. A proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for the concept class C of quantum
channels is a quantum algorithm that for all concepts c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, takes the
description of C and T samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . (xT , c∗ (xT ))} as input2 and
with probability 1 − δ, outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C that is ϵ-close to the target concept c∗ ,
where the distance between two concepts h, c∗ depends on the input distribution D and is
defined as ∆(h, c∗ ) = Ex∈D [∆tr (h(x), c∗ (x))], i.e. the expected trace distance between the
outputs averaged over D.

1

2

Proper means that the hypothesis h must be inside the concept class C, whereas an improper learner
can output any h as the hypothesis. All learners in this paper are proper, and we sometimes omit the
term “proper”.
Note that D is not part of the input and is unknown to the learner.
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We gave two algorithms for learning quantum channels in PAC model that in a sense
generalize the classical Occam’s razor algorithm [12]. In particular, our algorithms have
poly log sample complexity in the size of the concept class. The first algorithm has sample
complexity


log |C| + log(1/δ)
,
O
ϵ2
but requires the outputs to be pure states. The second algorithm has sample complexity

 3
log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
,
O
ϵ2
while outputs can be mixed.
The Occam’s razor algorithm [12] is a classical PAC learner for any finite sized concept
class C with sample complexity O(log |C|). The idea of the algorithm is simple: keep taking
samples, check which concepts in the concept class do not agree with the samples and exclude
them. One can show that every time a sample is taken, a constant fraction of the concepts
that are ϵ-far away from the target concept will be excluded, so an ϵ-close hypothesis can be
found in O(log |C|) samples.
Although the Occam’s razor algorithm is simple, generalizing it to our PAC model for
quantum channels is troublesome. The main difference is that when learning quantum channels, the outputs from the target concept are copies of unknown (possibly high dimensional)
quantum states. By the nature of quantum mechanics, if we just have a few copies of a
high dimensional quantum state, we can only learn a tiny fraction of information contained
in the quantum state. Since we don’t really know what the outputted state is, we cannot
simply “exclude all channels that do not output this state.” Instead, we need to carefully
design the measurement we take on the outputted states, getting the information useful in
distinguishing the quantum channels in our concept class. Note that the sample complexities
of both of our algorithms do not depend on the dimension of the outputted states.
As a possible application of our result, our algorithms for learning quantum channels in
PAC model can be viewed as a sample-efficient way to do quantum process tomography [23]
when we know that the target quantum processes comes from a finite set and only care
about being correct on average over an input distribution. For example, if we try to PAClearn a polynomial sized quantum circuit of n-qubits, since there are only 2poly(n) possible
polynomial sized circuits, our result shows that we can learn it in poly(n) samples, an
exponential improvement over a naive process tomography that has no restriction on concept
class size and inputs.
Note that this work studies the sample complexity instead of time complexity of learning.
Just like various other cases in theoretical computer science where the oracle-based complexity
does not match the time complexity of a problem, sample complexity and time complexity of
learning quantum channels in PAC model is unlikely to match. In particular, Arunachalam
et al. [5] showed that there is no polynomial time algorithm for learning TC0 or AC0 circuit
even knowing D is uniform unless LWE can be solved in polynomial time by a quantum
computer.

1.1

Approximate State Discrimination

As stated previously, the most challenging part of our algorithms is how to extract information
from unknown outputted quantum states to distinguish the channels. We isolate and study
this problem by focusing on the special case where the channels are “constant,” i.e. every
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channel in the concept class outputs a fixed quantum state irrespective of the input 3 . Since
the input does not matter, we don’t need to write it down anymore, so the samples are
just copies of the fixed unknown quantum state, and since a concept is fully specified by its
unique output state, we might as well describe the concept class as a set of quantum states.
In this special case, learning quantum channels in PAC model becomes an interesting hybrid
of quantum state discrimination [6, 25, 24, 8, 29] and quantum state tomography [15, 27],
and we named it the approximate state discrimination problem. The approximate state
discrimination problem is formalized as follows: Let S be a known finite set of d-dimensional
density matrices. We want to learn an unknown target state σ ∈ S using as few identical
copies of σ as possible. A quantum algorithm is an (ϵ, δ)-approximate discriminator of S if,
for all σ ∈ S, it takes the description of S and T copies of σ as input and with probability
1 − δ outputs a state ρ ∈ S with ∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ ϵ. This problem is called approximate
state discrimination because it is the same as the state discrimination problem except that
ϵ-approximate answers are allowed.
Since approximate state discrimination is a special case of PAC learning quantum
channels4 , it can also be solved with


log |S| + log(1/δ)
O
ϵ2
samples if S consists of pure states and
 3

log |S|(log |S| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
samples if S consists of mixed states.

1.2

Related Works and Independent Work

There are several works in the literature that study the sample complexity of PAC learning
with different ways of generalization to quantum information. Cheng, Hsieh, and Yeh [14]
studies the sample complexity of PAC learning arbitrary two outcome measurements, where
the inputs are quantum states, and the learner has complete classical description of them.
They show an upper of sample complexity linear in the dimension of the Hilbert space. Note
that one can trivially get a lower bound of similar order by noticing that Boolean functions
is a subset of two outcome measurements. Arunachalam and de Wolf [4] studies the sample
complexity of PAC learning classical functions with quantum samples and shows that there
is no quantum speed up. See [3] for a survey of quantum learning theory.

1.2.0.1

Independent Work

Independent to our work, in [7], Bădescu and O’Donnell formulate the problem of quantum
hypothesis selection. Quantum hypothesis selection can be viewed as a generalization of
our approximate state discrimination problem where the unknown state σ might not be in
the hypothesis set |S|, and the learner what to find the state in |S| that is closest to the

3
4

The outputs of different concepts are still different.
We choose not to write up stand-alone algorithms for the approximate state discrimination problem as
it will be very similar to that of PAC learning quantum channels. However, the reader can read the
analysis of our algorithms with constant output assumptions to easily get the intuition behind them.
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unknown state σ (see Theorem 1.5 of [7] for the formal definition). This is similar to the
agnostic learning model [18, 21]. Let η be the minimum distance from the unknown state to
something in |S|, Bădescu and O’Donnell givean algorithm that finds some ρ ∈ S such that
3
∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ 3.01η + ϵ using O log |S|+log(1/δ)
samples. Since quantum hypothesis selection
ϵ2
is a generalization of approximate state discrimination, Bădescu and O’Donnell’s algorithm
supersedes our algorithm for approximate state discrimination for the mixed state.
However, it is important to note that Bădescu and O’Donnell’s algorithm requires many
identical copies of the unknown state and thus does not generalize to our main result of PAC
learning of quantum channels because every channel output might be a different state. On the
other hand, as will shown in the following technical overview, our approach for approximate
state discrimination involves a binary search through gap amplification and pretty good
measurement and generalizes naturally to the PAC learning of quantum channels.
In [1], Aharonov, Cotler, and Qi introduced the notion of quantum algorithmic measurement, which broadly captures the query and computational complexity of quantum
experiments, including those that generate unknown identical quantum states. In [19],
Huang, Kueng, and Preskill compared the complexity of classically or quantumly training a
machine learning model for predicting outcomes of physical experiments.

1.3

Technical Overview

The intuition behind both of our learning algorithms start with looking at the tensor product
of all outputted states. The fidelity between such tensor produces decays exponentially in the
number of samples drawn, so with enough samples , the tensor products from ϵ-far concepts
will become almost orthogonal (see Lemma 4), so intuitively, we should be able to distinguish
between them.

1.3.0.1

Pure State algorithm

In the case where the channels always output pure states, we have a rather simple algorithm.
The key part is a theorem by Sen [28] on high dimensional random orthonormal measurements,
which states that if we do a measurement of random orthonormal basis on two pure states,
with high probability5 , the trace distance between the distribution of measurement outcome
is lower bounded by a constant times the trace distance between those two states (see
Theorem 11). This result might seem counter-intuitive, but remember that a random
orthonormal measurement in d dimension has d possible outputs instead of 2. With this
theorem in hand, the algorithm is rather easy: take enough samples to amplify the distance
between outputted states and do a random orthonormal measurement on each sample. Choose
the hypothesis as the channel that most likely to give the measurement result.

1.3.0.2

Mixed State algorithm

Our thought process on designing a learner for the channels that output mixed states is
the following. In this case, Theorem 11 does not give us a useful result, so we need to find
something else. Noticing the connection to the quantum state discrimination problem, we
turned to pretty good measurement (PGM, Definition 3), a well studied tool for solving the
quantum state discrimination problem. However, the lack of minimum distance between our
outputted states is pretty pathological to PGM, so it was pretty easy to self-reject all our

5

The probability goes to 1 as the dimension goes to infinity.
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Figure 1 (a) Pathological case when trying to cut the concept class into two sets. (b) Cutting
the concept class into three sets.

attempts. Following that, we sought guidance from the analysis of classical Occam’s razor
algorithm, where a constant fraction of concepts are ruled out by each sample. We tried to
divide the concept class into two sets, then do a PGM to distinguish those two, so we can
recurse this into a binary search. Cutting the concepts into two sets does not work either
because there can be concepts really close to any cut, which again is pathological to PGM.
At this point, we realized that we need to have some kind of minimum distance for our PGM,
so we cut the concept class into three sets, Syes , Sno , and Sunknown . We set a minimum
distance γ between elements of Syes and Sno , so those two sets can be distinguished. This is
the idea that works out. See Figure 1 for a graphical representation.
To follow our intuition in the previous paragraph, we give a definition about the distance
between two sets of quantum states. Actually fidelity is more useful than trace distance,
so we give the following definition of fidelity between sets of quantum states, which is the
maximum fidelity among all pairs:
F (Syes , Sno ) = max {F (σ, ρ)|σ ∈ Syes , ρ ∈ Sno }

1.3.0.3

Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem (BSD)

The key component our mixed state algorithm is solving what we called (η, N )-Bichromatic
State Discrimination Problem (BSD). The (η, N )-Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem
is defined as follows: given complete information of two sets of quantum states, Syes and Sno ,
with fidelity F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η and size Syes ≤ N , Sno ≤ N , and one copy of an unknown
quantum state σ, the goal is to decide whether σ ∈ Syes or σ ∈ Sno . A quantum algorithm
solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ if for all Syes and Sno such that F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η, Syes ≤ N ,
and Sno ≤ N , given complete information about Syes and Sno and one copy of an unknown
quantum state σ as input to the algorithm, the algorithm output a yes/no answer satisfies
the following two conditions6 :
1. If σ ∈ Syes , the learner outputs yes with probability (1 − δ).
2. If σ ∈ Sno , the learner outputs no with probability (1 − δ).
See Figure 2 for some graphical intuition of BSD.
Note that BSD only requires maximum fidelity between the two sets; two states from the
same set can be arbitrarily close. This does not violate quantum state discrimination lower
bounds because the solver only needs to discriminate between the two sets.
We are able to show that BSD can be solved with good enough parameter:

6

The learner can output anything if σ does not come from either of the two sets.
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might be close

Figure 2 Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem.

▶ Theorem 1. There exist an algorithm that solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ = N 2 η.
The proof idea of Theorem 1 is trying to apply PGM on Syes ∪ Sno . We start with
the observation that the result of [6] and [9], which gives an upper bound on PGM’s error
probability of mistaking one state as other states, can be generalized to an upper bound on
PGM’s error probability of mistaking one subset of states to its complement subset (See
Appendix C). This almost gives us the required error bound for BSD, except that the PGM
result is for the average case, where σ is drawn from some probability distribution, so we
turned it into a worst case result with the minimax argument of [17].

1.3.0.4

Back to Learning Quantum Channels

With BSD solved, we can get an algorithm that recursively exclude a constant fraction
of the concept class. In each recursion, the algorithm partition the remain concepts into
three sets, Syes , Sunknown , and Sno . Ideally, Syes and Sno both occupy a constant fraction
of the remaining concepts and have minimum distance γ = Ω(1/ poly log |C|). Noticing
that the fidelity between tensor products of outputs decays exponentially with number of
samples by lemma 4, the BSD between O(log |C|/γ) samples of Syes or Sno can be solved
with high probability. If the target concept is in Syes , the BSD solver will return yes with
high probability, and if the target concept is in Sno , the BSD solver will return no. If the
target concept is from Sunknown , the BSD solver might return anything, but what we can be
sure is that, if the BSD solver returned yes, the target concept is not from Sno , and if the
BSD solver return no, the target concept is not from Syes . Therefore, we can always exclude
either Syes or Sno as possible target concept.
There is another complication in that the distance between the concepts depends on
the unknown distribution D and thus cannot be calculated. In stead, we use the empirical
PT
distance between concepts, ∆emp (c1 , c2 ) = T1 i=1 [∆tr (c1 (xi ), c2 (xi ))], where {xi } are the
inputs points we drawn in each recursion. Our calculation shows that that the error incurred
from this change of distance measure is negligible.

1.3.0.5

Partition Sub-algorithm

It is not always possible to have an ideal partition where Syes and Sno are both constantfraction sized7 and separated by the gap γ. Therefore, we designed a classical partition
sub-algorithm (Algorithm 1) to handle these exceptions.

7

By “constant-fraction sized” we mean “occupies a constant fraction of the remaining concepts”.
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An example where the ideal partition is not possible is the extreme case where every
concept in the concept class is literally identical to each other. Note that in this extreme case
can be trivially solved by output anything in the concept class as the hypothesis because
everything is ϵ-close to c∗ .
Our partition sub algorithm builds on the intuition of what happened in the above
extreme case. More specifically, our partition algorithm will not reserve a constant-fraction
sized Sno if a significant fraction of C is clustered around a concept. In such case, we choose
the cluster as Syes with a γ-thick “shell” of Sunknown around it. If we measured no, we can
rule out Syes , which is a constant fraction of |C|. If we measured yes, we can output the
center of the cluster as the hypothesis, and we tune γ so that everything in either Syes or
Sunknown is ϵ-close to the center. This completes our algorithm for mixed state outputs.

1.4

Lower Bounds and Agnostic Model

We complement our positive results on the sample complexity of PAC learning quantum
channels with two simple lower bounds. First, by adapting a lower bound argument in [15],
we prove that Ω̃((log |C|)/ϵ2 ) samples are necessary to PAC learn quantum channels when
the outputs are pure states, showing that our positive result is tight in the dependency on
|C| and ϵ. In particular, for the dependency on ϵ, this is in contrast with the classical results
on the sample complexity for PAC learning concepts with Boolean outputs, where a tight
Θ((log |C|)/ϵ) sample complexity is known [22, 16].8
Agnostic model is a learning model closely related to the PAC model, and the two models
have similar sample complexity [18, 21]. In the agnostic model, the samples comes from
a concept cs that is not necessarily inside the concept class C. Accordingly, the goal of
the learner is to find, with ϵ-distance error, the target concept c∗ ∈ C that is closest to cs .
We introduce the agnostic model for learning quantum channels, see section B.2 for details.
Interestingly, in stark contrast to our algorithms that have dimension-independent
sample
√
complexity for learning quantum channels in PAC model, we found an Ω( d) lower bound
on the sample complexity for learning quantum channels in agnostic model with output
dimension d. Thus, in the agnostic model, learning quantum channels requires number
of samples polynomial in the dimension, so it is not possible to efficiently learn quantum
channels with large output dimension. Also, our negative example is in fact classical in
nature, consisting of two concepts that output classical distributions, so learning classical
distributions efficiently in agnostic model in large dimension is also impossible. However,
since quantum pure states are not generalizations of classical distributions, the possibility of
sample efficiently learn quantum channels with pure state output in agnostic is still open.

2

Preliminary

Throughout this paper, log is base 2 and ln is base e.√
†
We use ∥·∥1 to denote the
ptrace norm ∥A∥1 = tr A A. We use ∥·∥2 or ∥·∥F to denote
†
the Frobenius norm ∥A∥2 = tr(A A).
Denote the trace distance and fidelity between two distribution D1 , D2 as ∆tr (D1 , D2 )
and F (D1 , D2 ), where the trace distance is equal to the total variation distance. Denote the
trace distance and fidelity between two quantum states ρ1 , ρ2 as ∆tr (ρ1 , ρ2 ) = 12 ∥ρ1 − ρ2 ∥1

8

The classical results show that the sample complexity is characterized by the VC dimension of the
concept class C. In the case that C is finite, log |C| is a trivial upper bound on the VC dimension.
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√ √
and F (ρ1 , ρ2 ) =
ρ1 ρ2 1 . For a quantum state σ and a quantum measurement M , denote
M (σ) as the output probability distribution when applying M on σ.
Note that fidelity and trace distance are related by
p
1 − F ≤ ∆tr ≤ 1 − F 2 .
For two quantum channel concepts c1 , c2 , define the distance between them with respect
to D as
∆(c1 , c2 ) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c1 (x), c2 (x))] .
We say that c1 , c2 are ϵ-close if ∆(c1 , c2 ) ≤ ϵ and ϵ-far if ∆(c1 , c2 ) ≥ ϵ. For two sets of concepts
S1 and S2 , define the distance between them as ∆ (S1 , S2 ) = min {∆(c1 , c2 )|c1 ∈ S1 , c2 ∈ S2 }.

2.1

Chernoff Bound

We use the following standard multiplicative version of Chernoff bound.
▶ Theorem 2. Let X1 , . . . , XT ∈ [0, 1] be independent random variables with E[Xi ] = µi .
P
P
Let X = (1/T ) i Xi , µ = (1/T ) i µi and α ∈ (0, 1). We have
Pr[|X − µ| ≥ αµ] ≤ 2−Ω(α

2.2

2

T µ)

.

Pretty Good Measurement

The pretty good measurement (PGM) is defined as follows:
▶ Definition 3 (pretty good measurement). Let {σi } be a set of density matrices and {pi } a
probability distribution over {σi }. Define
Ai = pi σi , A =

X

Ai .

(1)

i

The PGM associated with {σi }, {pi } is the measurement {Ei } with
Ei = A−1/2 Ai A−1/2 .

3

(2)

Problem Definitions

In this section we describe the PAC model of learning quantum channel and approximate
state discrimination.

3.1

Classical PAC Learning Model

We start with a review of the classical PAC learning model.
In the classical probably approximately correct (PAC) learning model, a learner tries
to learn a target concept c∗ ∈ C from a known concept class C, which is a set of Boolean
functions c : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, with respect to an unknown distribution D over the input
domain {0, 1}n . Specifically, the learner is given access to a sample oracle Oc∗ ,D , which
generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )), where each xi ← D is drawn according to the distribution
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D, and outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C.9 The distance between two concepts c and h under the
distribution D is defined as ∆D (c, h) = Ex∼D |c(x) − h(x)|. The goal of the learner is to find
a hypothesis h with sufficiently small distance ∆D (c∗ , h) to c∗ .
A learning algorithm A is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for a concept class C if the following
holds: For every c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an
h ∈ C such that ∆D (c∗ , h) ≤ ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of A
is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The proper
(ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity over
all learners. A Θ̃((log |C|)/ϵ) sample complexity is known [22, 16].10

3.2

Learning Quantum Channels in PAC model

We now generalize classical PAC learning to the context of learning quantum channels. As
above, we consider a learner trying to learn a target concept c∗ ∈ C from a known concept
class C with respect to an unknown distribution D. Here, we consider the concept class C
as a finite set of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels, and D as a distribution over
the Hilbert space of dimension d1 . Precisely, the learner is given access to a sample oracle
Oc∗ ,D and outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C. The oracle Oc∗ ,D generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )),
where each xi ← D is the classical description of a state drawn according to the distribution
D, and c∗ (xi ) is the (potentially mixed) quantum state outputted by c∗ on input xi .
The distance between two concepts c and h under the distribution D is the expected trace
distance ∆(c, h) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c(x), h(x))]. The goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis
h ∈ C with sufficiently small ∆(c∗ , h).
A quantum learning algorithm A is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for C if the following
holds: For every c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an
h ∈ C such that ∆D (c∗ , h) ≤ ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of A
is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The proper
(ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity over
all learners.

3.3

Approximate State Discrimination

Let S be a finite set of d-dimensional density matrices. We want to learn a target state σ ∈ S
using as few identical copies of σ as possible. A quantum algorithm is an (ϵ, δ)-approximate
discriminator of S if it takes the description of S and T copies of σ as input and with
probability 1 − δ outputs a state ρ ∈ S with ∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ ϵ, for any σ ∈ S.
Note that approximate state discrimination can be viewed as a special case of PAC learning
quantum channels with constant output, so the algorithms for PAC learning quantum channels
in Section 4 and Section 5 trivially works for approximate state discrimination.

4

PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Pure State Output

See Appendix A

9

The requirement that the hypothesis h is in the concept class C is referred to as proper learning. We
focus on proper learning since our algorithms satisfy this property.
10
We use Θ̃ to denote Θ with log factors. The classical results show that the sample complexity is
Θ ((d + log 1/δ)/ϵ), where d is the VC dimension of the concept class. In the case where |C| is finite,
log |C| is a trivial upper bound on d, and there are concept classes whose VC dimension d matches
log |C|.
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PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Mixed State Output

The random orthonormal measurement approach in Section 4 does not work since two high
dimensional mixed states with constant trace distance between them can have negligible
Frobenius distance between them. Instead, We follow the intuitions detailed in Section 1.3. We
define the bichromatic state discrimination problem (BSD), solve BSD with PGM techniques
, and build our learner algorithm with the BSD solver and a partition sub-algorithm.
Before we show the algorithms for bicromatic state discrimination, let us first show that
we can efficiently amplify the distance between concepts by taking samples.
▶ Lemma 4 (concept distance amplification). Let c be a quantum channel concept ϵ-far from
the target concept c∗ . Let {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT } be T inputs drawn from the distribution D. With
probability 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) over {xi } drawn, we have


O
O
2
F
c(xi ),
c∗ (xi ) ≤ 2−Ω(T ϵ )
(3)
i∈[T ]

i∈[T ]

and



∆tr 

O

c(xi ),

i∈[T ]

O

2

c∗ (xi ) ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(4)

i∈[T ]

Proof. By Chernoff bound, with probability 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) ,
X

∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )) ≥

i

1
T ϵ.
2

(5)

Then by Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,
X
1
(∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )))2 ≥ T ϵ2 .
4
i

(6)

Then the amplified fidelity is bounded by
!
O
O
F
c(xi ),
c∗ (xi ) = Πi F (c(xi ), c∗ (xi ))
i

i

q
2
1 − (∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )))
"
#
2
1X
2
∗
≤ exp −
(∆tr (c(xi ), c (xi ))) = 2−Ω(T ϵ ) ,
2 i
≤ Πi

(7)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x . And the amplified trace distance is


!
O
O
O
O
2
∗
∗
∆tr 
c(xi ),
c (xi ) ≥ 1 − F
c(xi ),
c (xi ) = 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .
(8)
i∈[T ]

i∈[T ]

i

i

◀
Lemma 4 means that we can amplify the distance between tensor products of samples
from quantum channels as efficiently as we do on samples of fixed quantum states. This means
that PAC learning quantum channels is really similar to approximate state discrimination
even in the mixed state case.
Now back to BSD. The bichromatic state discrimination problem (BSD) is defined as
follows:
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▶ Definition 5 (Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem (BSD)). Given complete information
of two sets of quantum states, Syes and Sno , with fidelity F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η and size Syes ≤ N ,
Sno ≤ N , and one copy of an unknown quantum state σ, the goal is to decide whether
σ ∈ Syes or σ ∈ Sno . We say a quantum algorithm solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ if for
all Syes and Sno such that F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η, Syes ≤ N , and Sno ≤ N , given complete
information about Syes and Sno and one copy of an unknown quantum state σ as input to
the algorithm, the algorithm output and yes/no answer satisfies the following two conditions:
1. If σ ∈ Syes , the learner outputs yes with probability (1 − δ).
2. If σ ∈ Sno , the learner outputs no with probability (1 − δ).
The learner can output anything if σ does not come from either of the two sets.
We show the existence of a BSD solver by first showing that PGM over Syes ∪ Sno solves
the “average case” BSD and then turn it into a “worst case” result by the minimax theorem.
First by slightly modifying a result of [9] and [6], We show that PGM can solve the
“average case” BSD:
▶ Lemma 6 (PGM for “average BSD”). Let Syes , Sno be two sets of density matrices and
{pi } be a probability distribution over Syes ∪ Sno . 11 The PGM on Syes ∪ Sno , {pi } satisfies
X X
X X
[pi Pr (P GM (σi ) = j) + pj Pr(P GM (σj ) = i)] ≤
F (σi , σj ). (9)
i∈Syes j∈Sno

i∈Syes j∈Sno

Proof. See appendix C.

◀

We can group together the outputs of the PGM in Lemma 6 and define a binary
P
P
measurement {Eyes , Eno }, where Eyes = i∈Syes Ei , Eno = i∈Sno Ei , and {Ei } is the
PGM. By Lemma 6, the binary measurement solves “average BSD” with error probability at
P
P
most i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ).12
Since the upper bound on error is independent of the distribution {pi }, minimax theorem
guarantees the existence of a measurement that distinguishes between Syes and Sno for any
P
P
distribution {pi } with error probability less than i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj )13 . In particular,
if pi = 1 for some σi ∈ Syes , the probability of the minimax measurement mistaking σi
P
P
as something in Sno is upper bounded by i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ), and vice versa. We
formalize this discussion as the following Theorem.
▶ Theorem 7 (solver for BSD, Theorem 1 restated). There exist an algorithm that solves
(η, N )-BSD with error δ = N 2 η
Proof. Consider the zero sum game between two players where player1 choose a probability
distribution {pi } over Syes ∪ Sno and player2 choose a binary measurement strategy M . The
score of player1 is given by the following error probability14 :
X
X
Pbi−error =
[pi Pr (M (σi ) = no)] +
[pj Pr (M (σj ) = yes)]
(10)
i∈Syes

11

j∈Sno

We will slightly abuse the notation and write i ∈ Syes or j ∈ Sno instead of σi ∈ Syes or σj ∈ Sno .
A careful reader might
P notice that since we only
P want a binary answer, we are essentially distinguishing
the states Ayes =
p σ and Ano =
p σ , and thus the optimal error probability is
i∈Syes i i
j∈Sno j j
characterized by trace distance between Ayes and Ano . However, to our knowledge there is no inequality
in the literature giving a lower bound on trace distance between on linear combinations of density
matrices, so actually, the other direction of the trace-distance characterization is the relevant one:
Lemma 6 gives a new lower bound on ∆tr (Ayes , Ano ).
13
This argument was used in [17]
14
We will slightly abuse the notation and write i ∈ Syes or j ∈ Sno instead of σi ∈ Syes or σj ∈ Sno .

12
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It is easy to check that that strategies of both sides are linear, so we can apply the
minimax theorem to get
X X
min max Pbi−error = max min Pbi−error ≤
F (σi , σj ) ≤ N 2 η,
(11)
M

{pi }

{pi }

M

i∈Syes j∈Sno

where the second inequality is from the promises of (η, N ) BSD, and the first inequality is
P
shown by considering the binary measurement {Eyes , Eno }, where Eyes = i∈Syes Ei , Eno =
P
Lemma 6. This means that there is a measurement M
i∈Sno Ei , and {Ei } is the PGM ofP
P
whose error probability is less than i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ) for all probability distribution
{pi }. In particular, the error probability is at most N 2 η when player1 uses the deterministic
strategy of always choosing some specific state σi ∈ Syes ∪ Sno . Therefore, algorithm of
applying the measurement M solves (η, N )-BSD with error N 2 δ.
◀
Theorem 7 implies that if we amplify the maximum fidelity between Syes and Sno by
Lemma 4 to less than O(1/|C|2 ), we have a constant error probability in distinguishing
whether a state is from Syes or Sno . By lemma 4 this requires Θ log |C|/γ 2 samples if the
distance between Syes and Sno is γ.
Now we present the partition sub-algorithm. Let Cr be the set of remaining concepts that
have not been cut off by the main algorithm. The sub-algorithm partitions the remaining
concepts into three disjoint subsets: (Syes , Sunknown , Sno ), such that |Syes | ≥ 91 |Cr |15 , and
∆(Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = Θ(ϵ/ log |Cr |). The sub-algorithm might or might not found an extreme
case. If no extreme case is found, |Sno | ≥ 91 |Cr |. If an extreme case is found, more than
1
3 |Cr | concepts are ϵ-close to some concept. The sub-algorithm initialized with every concept
in Sno . It then repeatedly picks a concept cc from Sno and adds concepts within the ball
around cc to Syes and concepts in a γ-shell around the ball to Sunknown . The γ-shell of Sno
ensures that ∆(Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ and we choose the radius of the ball so that the number of
concepts added to Syes is greater than half the number of concepts added to Sunknown to
ensure that |Syes | > 12 |Sunknown | in the end. The sub-algorithm keeps adding concepts to
Syes and Sunknown until |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 13 |Cr | or the loop is breaked by an extreme
case. The sub-algorithm reports an extreme case if the number of concepts to be added
to Syes and Sunknown in the current iteration is greater than 13 |Cr |. In this case we know
that more than 13 |Cr | concepts are around cc . If no extreme case is found, since the loop
stops when |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 31 |Cr | and the last iteration cannot add more than 13 |Cr |
concepts to Syes or Sunknown , there are at least (1 − 13 − 31 )|Cr | > 19 |Cr | concepts left in Sno ,
and |Syes | > 13 (|Syes | + |Sunknown |) > 91 |Cr |.
There is another complication in that the distance between the concepts depends on the
unknown distribution D and thus cannot be calculated. In stead, we calculate the empirical
PT
distance between concepts, ∆emp (c1 , c2 ) = T1 i=1 [∆tr (c1 (xi ), c2 (xi ))], which depends on
the input points drawn from D. We also tune ϵ into ϵ/2 to accommodate for the extra error
incurred.
The sub-algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.
▶ Lemma 8. The output of Algorithm 1 satisfies the following conditions:
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno ) is a partition of Cr . ∆emp (Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = ϵ/4 log |Cr |. |Syes | ≥
1
1
|C
r |. If f lag_extreme = f alse, |Sno | ≥ 9 |Cr |. If f lag_extreme = true, ∆emp (c, cc ) ≤
9
ϵ/2, ∀c ∈ (Syes ∪ Sunknown ).
15 1
9

is an arbitrary constant and can be further optimized
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Algorithm 1 partition sub-algorithm.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

Data: concepts class Cr , real number ϵ.
Result: Set of concepts Syes , Sunknown , Sno , boolean variable f lag_extreme,
concept cc
Sno ← Cr , Syes ← ∅, Sunknown ← ∅, f lag_extreme ← f alse, γ ← ϵ/(4 log |Cr |).
while |Syes | + |Sunknown | < 31 |Cr |16 do
cc ← a random concept in Sno ;
Count the number of concept in Sno whose distance to cc is in the interval
[(m − 1)γ, mγ) for all m ∈ [1/γ] and record the number as bm . I.e.
bm ← |{c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [(m − 1)γ, mγ) , c ∈ Sno }|;
P
Find the smallest i∗ ≥ 2 such that bi∗ < 2 i∈[i∗ −1] bi ;
P
1
∗
if
i∈[i∗ −1] bi + bi > 3 |Cr | then
f lag_extreme ← true;
move everything in Syes and Sunknown back to Sno ;
run line 12 once;
Terminate;
end
For the concepts in Sno , move the concepts within distance (i∗ − 1)γ of cc to Syes ,
and move the concepts whose distance to cc is in [(i∗ − 1)γ, i∗ γ) to Sunknown .
I.e. move {c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [0, (i∗ − 1)γ) , c ∈ Sno } to Syes and move
{c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [(i∗ − 1)γ, i∗ γ) , c ∈ Sno } to Sunknown ;
end

Proof. First note that in line 5, γ = ϵ/(4 log |Cr |) ensures that i∗ exists and i∗ ≤ ϵ/(2γ). This
P
can be proved by contradiction: if b∗i ≥ 2 i∈[i∗ −1] bi , ∀i∗ ≤ ϵ/(2γ), then b∗i > 2bi∗ −1 , ∀i∗ ≤
ϵ/(2γ). Together with b1 ≥ 1 because ∆(cc , cc ) = 0, we have b⌊ϵ/2γ⌋ ≥ 2 · 2log |Cr | b1 ≥ |Cr |, a
contradiction.
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno ) is a partition because it is initialized as a partition and we only
moves elements between them. Note that whenever we move something to Syes , we move a
γ-thick shell around it to Sunknown . By triangle inequality of empirical distances between
concepts, ∆emp (Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = ϵ/4 log |Cr | at the end of every step.
P
If no extreme case is found, at each iteration of the loop at line 12, ( i∈[i∗ −1] bi ) concepts
are moved to Syes from Sno , and bi∗ concepts are moved to Sunknown from Sno . Before the last
iteration of the loop |Syes | + |Sunknown | ≤ 31 |Cr |, and the number of concepts moved to Syes
P
and Sunknown in the last iteration is i∈[i∗ −1] bi + b∗i ≤ 13 |Cr |, so |Sno | ≥ (1 − 31 − 13 )|Cr | >
P
P
P
1
1
∗
i∈[i∗ −1] bi in line 5,
i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 3 (
i∈[i∗ −1] bi +
9 |Cr |. Because of the requirement bi < 2
1
bi∗ ) and thus |Syes | > 3 (|Syes | + |Sunknown |) at the end of every loop. Combined with the
loop-termination condition |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 13 |Cr |, we have |Syes | > 19 |Cr |.
If an extreme case is found at line 7, because we moved everything back to Sno , all
concepts in Syes or Sunknown are added in that one call of line 12, and thus they are
all (i∗ γ)-close to cc . Recall that i∗ γ ≤ ϵ/2, so everything in Syes or Sunknown is ϵ/2close to cc . The analysis on |Syes | is a bit subtle. Similar to the previous paragraph, we
P
P
P
1
1
∗
have
bi + bi∗ ). Combined with
∗
i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 3 (
i∈[i∗ −1] bi + bi > 3 |Cr | to
Pi∈[i −1]
1
trigger line 7, we have
i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 9 |Cr |. Since the wiping of Syes and Sunknown at
the beginning of line 7 only opens more possible concepts to be added to Syes , we have
P
|Syes | ≥ i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 91 |Cr |.
◀
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With the partition sub-algorithm described, we detail the main algorithm for mixed state
case in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 algorithm for mixed state case.

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Data: Concept class C, Sampling Oracle Oc∗ ,D
Result: hypothesis h
Cr ← C ;
 2

T ← Θ log |C|(log |C|+log(1/δ))
;
ϵ2
while do
Call Oc∗ ,D T times, getting T samples
{(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . (xT , c∗ (xT ))};
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno , f lag_extreme, cc ) ← (Algorithm 1)(Cr , ϵ);
Construct the measurement M in Theorem 7 between Syes and Sno with the
N
state σi corresponding to concept ci being σi = j∈[T ] ci (xj );
N
M easure_result ← M ( j∈[T ] c∗ (xj )).;
if M easure_result = no then
remove Syes from Cr ;
end
if M easure_result = yes and f lag_extreme = f alse then
remove Sno from Cr .;
end
if M easure_result = yes and f lag_extreme = true then
h ← cc ;
Terminate;
end
end
Now we state and prove our result for mixed state case:

▶ Theorem 9. Algorithm 2 is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for any quantum circuit concept
class C, using
 3

log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
samples.
Proof. By Lemma 8, Algorithm 2 removes at least 19 |Cr | concepts from Cr in each loop
unless it terminates, so it 
terminates in O(log |C|)
 loops at line 16. Combined with the fact
log2 |C|(log |C|+log(1/δ))
samples each loop, its sample complexity
that Algorithm 2 takes O
ϵ2
is
 3

log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
.
As for the correctness of the algorithm, first note that by Lemma 8 the empirical distance
between any pair of concepts in Syes and Sno is at least γ0 = ϵ/(4 log |C|).
Consider any pair of concepts ci ∈ Syes and Cj ∈ Sno , with the corresponding states σi
and σj . By definition of empirical distance,
T
X

∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )) ≥ T γ0

(12)

k=1
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Then by Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,
T
X

2

∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )) ≥ T γ02 .

(13)

k=1

Then the fidelity between σi and σj is bounded by
!
O
O
F (σi , σj ) = F
ci (xk ),
cj (xk )
k

k

= Πk F (ci (xk ), cj (xk ))
q
2
≤ Πk 1 − (∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )))
#
"
1X
2
≤ exp −
(∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )))
2
k

=2

−Ω(T γ02 )

(14)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x .
There are only two possible ways for Algorithm 2 to make an error: first is to remove c∗
from Cr in line 9 or line 12, and second is to output a far-away concept at line 15 because of
the mismatch between empirical distance and true distance.
For the first error, note that c∗ always has empirical distance zero to it self, no matter
what {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT } are sampled. By Theorem 7 and Equation 14 the error probability in
each loop is bounded by
2

Perror,1 ≤ |Cr |2 · 2−Ω(T γ0 ) .

(15)

Apply union bound over O(log |C|) loop we can bound the total error probability by


2
δ |C|2 log |C|
Ptotal error,1 ≤ log |C||C|2 · 2−Ω(T γ ) ≤ O
≤ O(δ)
(16)
poly(|C|)
For the second error, consider a pair of concepts that has distance bigger than ϵ. By
Chernoff bound, the probability that their empirical distance is less than 12 ϵ is less than
2
2−Ω(T ϵ ) . Union bound over all O(|C|2 ) pairs of concepts, we have
Ptotal error,2 ≤ |C|2 · 2−Ω(T ϵ

2

)

≪ Ptotal error,1 .

(17)
◀
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PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Pure State Output

The algorithm follows ideas by Sen [28], who shows that random orthonormal measurement
preserves trace distance between pure states. One can then apply random orthonormal
measurements on each sampled output and take enough samples to amplify the distance
between ϵ-far concepts to 1 − O(1/|C|) and show that the probability for the maximum
likelihood estimate to select a ϵ-far concept over the target concept is less than O(1/|C|).
Take a union bound and we have a bounded error probability.
▶ Theorem 10. Algorithm 3 is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for any concept class C of
quantum channels with pure state outputs, using


(log |C|) + log(1/δ)
O
ϵ2
samples.
Algorithm 3 algorithm for pure state output.
1
2

3

Take T = Θ((log |C| + log(1/δ))/ϵ2 ) samples (x1 , σ1 ), (x2 , σ2 ), . . . , (xT , σT ) ;
Do a random orthonormal measurementa Mi on each output state σi . Let the
measured outputs be {zi } ;
Output the concept h ∈ C that is most likely to give the measured result of line 2:
h = arg max Πi∈[T ] Pr[Mi (c(xi )) = zi ]
c∈C

a

The measurement has d2 outcomes, where d2 is the dimension of output quantum state.

We need the following theorem to prove the correctness of Algorithm 3. First we state
the result 1 of [28] (lemma 4 of arxiv version):
▶ Theorem 11 (random orthonormal measurement [28]). Let σ1 , σ2 be two density matrices√in
Cd . Define r := rank(σ1 − σ2 ). There exists a universal constant k > 0 such that if r < k d
then with probability at least 1 − exp(−kd/r) over the choice of a random orthonormal
measurement basis M in Cd , ∥M (σ1 ) − M (σ2 )∥1 > k ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥F . 17
√
Note that if σ1 , σ2 are pure states, r < 2 < k√ n for large enough n and ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥1 ≤
√
2 ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥F so that ∆tr (M (σ1 ), M (σ2 )) > k/ 2∆tr (σ1 , σ2 ).
The following lemma shows how trace distance of the measured result grows when we
take multiple samples.

17

Recall that M (σ) is the output distribution of the measurement M on state σ.
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▶ Lemma 12 (trace distance amplification). Let X1 , X2 , . . . , XT be T independent distributions and so are Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT . Denote the joint distribution (X1 , X2 , . . . , XT ) as X and
(Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT ) as Y . Suppose that
X
∆tr (Xi , Yi ) = T ϵ,
(18)
i

then
∆tr (X, Y ) ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ

2

)

(19)

Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
X
(∆tr (Xi , Yi ))2 ≥ T ϵ2 ,

(20)

i

Then the joint fidelity is bounded by
F (X, Y ) = Πi F (Xi , Yi )
q
2
≤ Πi 1 − (∆tr (Xi , Yi ))
#
"
2
1X
2
(∆tr (Xi , Yi )) = 2−Ω(T ϵ ) ,
≤ exp −
2 i

(21)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x . And the joint trace distance is
2

∆tr (X, Y ) ≥ 1 − F (X, Y ) = 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(22)
◀

The following lemma analyzes the effectiveness of maximum likelihood estimate.
▶ Lemma 13. For any two distributions D, D ∗ have total variation distance α, Pri∼D∗ (D(i) ≤
D∗ (i)) ≥ α
Proof.
X

0≤

D(i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

=

D(i) − D∗ (i) +

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

D∗ (i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)


1
= 
2


X

(D(i) − D∗ (i)) +

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

(D∗ (i) − D(i)) +

i:D ∗ (i)≤D(i)

X

D∗ (i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

∗

= −α + Pr ∗ (D(i) ≤ D (i))

(23)

i∼D

⇒ Pr ∗ (D(i) ≤ D∗ (i)) ≥ α
i∼D

The third line is true because

P

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i) (D(i)−D

∗

(i)) =

P

i:D ∗ (i)≤D(i) (D

∗

(i)−D(i)).

◀

We think D∗ as the correct distribution and D is a distribution far away, with the
total variation distance between them being α = 1 − ϵ. When we use maximum likelihood
estimation to distinguish D∗ from D, Lemma 13 says that the probability of error is less
than ϵ. Now we are ready to prove theorem 10.
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Proof. Let c∗ be the target concept, and c a concept such that ∆(c∗ , c) > ϵ. Recall that we
took


log |C| + log(1/δ)
T =Θ
ϵ2
samples. For all i ∈ [T ], apply Theorem 11 to the pair of states (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )), we get that
with probability 1 − exp(−kd2 /2) over random orthonormal measurements Mi ,
√
∆tr (Mi (c∗ (xi )), Mi (c(xi ))) > k/ 2∆tr (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )),
(24)
where k is a universal constant. Since you can pad some ancilla states to increase d2 without
changing trace distances if exp(−kd2 /2) is not small enough, we ignore this term. By Chernoff
bound, with probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) over {xi } sampled from D,
(1/T ) ·

X

∆tr (Mi (c∗ (xi )), Mi (c(xi ))) > (1/T ) ·

X

i

i

√
k
k/ 2∆tr (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )) ≥ √ ϵ.
2 2
(25)

So we can apply Lemma 12 to get that with probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) ,
2

[∆tr ({Mi (c∗ (xi ))}, {Mi (h(xi ))})] ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(26)

Now, note that by Lemma 13, the probability that the maximal likelihood estimation
2
(incorrectly) selects c is at most (2−Ω(T ϵ ) + 2−Ω(T ϵ) ). By taking a union bound over all such
c, we get
2

Pr[∆(c∗ , h) > ϵ] ≤ (2−Ω(T ϵ ) + 2−Ω(T ϵ) ) · |C| ≤ δ.

(27)
◀

B

Lower Bounds

In this section we describe two simple lower bounds. One is an Ω((1−δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ)
lower bound on the sample complexity of approximate state discrimination for pure states,
which in turn gives √
lower bounds on the sample complexity of PAC learning quantum channels.
The other is an Ω( d) lower bound on the sample complexity of learning large dimensional
classical distribution in the agnostic model, which in turn lower bounds approximate state
discrimination and PAC learning quantum state in the agnostic model [18, 21].

B.1

Lower Bound for Pure State Case

▶ Theorem 14. The sample complexity of (ϵ, δ)-approximate state discrimination on a set
C of pure states is Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ).
Proof. This lower bound uses the ϵ-packing-net construction of [15]. In Lemma 5 of the
arxiv version of [15], the authors showed the existence of a set C of d-dimensional pure states
with the following three properties: the distance between each state is at least ϵ, the Holevo
information χ0 for states uniformly drawn from the set is O(ϵ2 ln(d/ϵ)), and ln |C| = Ω(d).
With a simple reduction to communication protocol and Holevo theorem, [15] showed that to
2
distinguish states in C with probability δ, (1−δ) lnχ|C|−ln
= Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ)
0
samples are required. Since every state in C is ϵ-far from each other, an (ϵ, δ)-approximate
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discriminator should be able to distinguish each state in C with probability δ, therefore
the discriminator must take Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ) samples. This matches the
sample complexity of our pure state algorithm in terms of ϵ and |C| with some logarithmic
factors.
◀
▶ Remark 15. Unfortunately, running the same argument with the mixed state ϵ-packing
nets of [15] does not give us tighter lower bound, so we don’t have a matching lower bound
for the mixed state case.
▶ Corollary 16. The proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C of pure states
is Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ).

B.2

Agnostic Model

Agnostic model [18, 21] is a learning model related to the PAC model. In agnostic model,
the target concept does not need to come from the concept class. We formally define the
agnostic model for learning quantum channels as follows:
We consider a learner trying to learn a target concept c∗ with respect to an unknown
distribution D. The learner is also given a concept class C. Since the target concept might
not be in the concept class C, the learner tries the output the concept copt that minimize
the distance to the target concept c∗ . Here, we consider the concept class C as a finite set
of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels, and D as a distribution over the Hilbert
space of dimension d1 . Precisely, the learner is given access to a sample oracle Oc∗ ,D and
outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C. The oracle Oc∗ ,D generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )), where
each xi ← D is the classical description of a state drawn according to the distribution D,
and c∗ (xi ) is the (potentially mixed) quantum state outputted by c∗ on input xi .
The distance between two concepts c and h under the distribution D is the expected
trace distance to the target concept ∆(c, h) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c(x), h(x))]. Let copt be the optimal
output, copt = arg min [∆(c, c∗ )|c ∈ C] . The goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis h ∈ C
with ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ ∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ.
A quantum learning algorithm A is a (ϵ, δ)-agnostic learner for C if the following holds:
For every c∗ and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an h ∈ C such
that ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ ∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of
A is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The
(ϵ, δ)-agnostic sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity
over all learners.
We show that there is no efficient quantum agnostic learner in the following theorem.
1
▶ Theorem 17. For all ϵ < 10
and positive integer d, there√exist a concept class C of
dimension 0 to d whose (ϵ, δ)-agnostic sample complexity is Ω( d).
√
Proof. We can get the Ω( d) lower bound with a simple concept class of that only has two
concepts. Both of the concepts are constant channels that output classical distributions.
Consider distributions on d + 1 dimensions e0 , e1 , . . . , ed . The first concept C1 has all weight
on e0 . The second concept C2 has weight uniformly distributed over e1 , . . . , ed . Now consider
the following two set of distribution to be learned. D1 = {D1,i } has weight 1/3 on e0 and
weight 1/d on 2/3 of dimensions e1 . . . , ed . Anything in D1 has distance 2/3 to C1 and
distance 1/3 to C2 , so it should be learned as C2 . D2 = {D2,i } has weight 1/3 on e0 and
weight 100/d on 2/300 of dimensions e1 . . . , ed . Anything in D2 has distance 2/3 to C1 and
distance (1/3 + 99 ∗ 2/300 + 1 ∗ (1 − 2/300))/2 ∼ 0.993 to C2 , so it should be learned as C1 .
However, D1 and D2 both looks pretty much like a uniform distribution on e1 , . . . , ed . To
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distinguish them wepneed to see a collision on e1 , . . . , ed . By a standard birthday
bound,
√
we need at least Ω( d/100) samples to see a collision. Therefore we need Ω( d) samples
to learn classical distributions in agnostic model with constant error. In the regime of
|C| = poly(d), the lower bound means that it’s impossible to find an efficient algorithm of
sample complexity O(polylog |C|).
◀
▶ Remark 18. Note that the construction of Theorem 17 is based on a classical distribution,
so it means that agnostic learning of a classical distribution of many outputs efficiently is
also impossible. To the knowledge of the authors, agnostic learning of classical distribution
of many output has not been studied in the literature. Also note that classical distribution
is not a subclass of pure quantum states, so Theorem 17 does not rule out that quantum
channel with pure state outcomes can be efficiently agnostically learned.
▶ Remark 19. As mentioned in section 1.2.0.1, [7] studied the problem of quantum hypothesis
selection, which can be viewed as a a relax version of agnostic learning, outputting a state h
such that ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ 3.01∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ.
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1

Introduction

This tale originates from Arthur-Merlin protocols, such as complexity classes MA and AM,
introduced by Babai [5]. MA is a randomized generalization of the complexity class NP,
namely the verifier could take advantage of the randomness. AM is additionally allowing
two-message interaction. Surprisingly, two-message Arthur-Merlin protocols are as powerful
as such protocols with a constant-message interaction, whereas it is a long-standing open
problem whether MA = AM. It is evident that NP ⊆ MA ⊆ AM. Moreover, under wellbelieved derandomization assumptions [31, 32], these classes collapse all the way to NP.
Despite limited progresses on proving MA = AM, is there any intermediate class between
MA and AM?
StoqMA is a natural class between MA and AM, initially introduced by Bravyi, Bessen,
Terhal [9]. StoqMA captures the computational hardness of the stoquastic local Hamiltonian
problems. The local Hamiltonian problem, defined by Kitaev [29], is substantially approximating the minimum eigenvalue (a.k.a. ground energy) of a sparse exponential-size matrix
(a.k.a. local Hamiltonian) within inverse-polynomial accuracy. Stoquastic Hamiltonians [10]
are a family of Hamiltonians that do not suffer the sign problem, namely all off-diagonal
© Yupan Liu;
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entries in the Hamiltonian are non-positive. StoqMA also plays a crucial role in the Hamiltonian complexity – StoqMA-complete is a level in the complexity classification of 2-local
Hamiltonian problems on qubits [17, 11], along with P, NP-complete, and QMA-complete.
Inspiring by the Monte-Carlo simulation in physics, Bravyi and Terhal [9, 12] propose
a MA protocol for the stoquastic frustration-free local Hamiltonian problem, which further
signifies StoqMA with perfect completeness (StoqMA1 ) is contained in MA. A uniformly
restricted variant1 of this problem, which is also referred to as SetCSP [3]2 , essentially
captures the MA-hardness.
To characterize StoqMA through the distribution testing lens, we begin with an informal
definition of StoqMA and leave the details in Section 2.2. For a language L in StoqMA,
there exists a verifier Vx that takes x ∈ L as an input, where the verifier’s computation is
given by a classical reversible circuit, viewed as a quantum circuit. Besides a non-negative
state3 in the verifier’s input as a witness, to utilize the randomness, ancillary
qubits in the
√
verifier’s input consist of not only state |0⟩ but also |+⟩ := (|0⟩ + |1⟩)/ 2. After applying
the circuit, the designated output qubit is measured in the Hadamard basis 4 . A problem
is in StoqMA(a, b) for some a > b ≥ 1/2, if for yes instances, there is a witness making the
verifier accept with probability at least a; whereas for no instances, all witness make the
verifier accepts with probability at most b. The gap between a and b is at least an inverse
polynomial since error reduction for StoqMA is unknown.
The optimality of non-negative witnesses suggests a novel connection to distribution
testing. Let p
|0⟩ |D0 ⟩ + |1⟩ |D1 ⟩ be the state before the final measurement, where |Dk ⟩ =
P
Dk (i) |i⟩ for k = 0, 1 and n is the number of qubits utilized by the verifier. A
n−1
i∈{0,1}
straightforward calculation indicates that the acceptance probability of a StoqMA verifier is
linearly dependent on the squared Hellinger distance d2H (D0 , D1 ) between D0 and D1 , which
indeed connects to distribution testing! Consequently, to prove StoqMA ⊆ MA, it suffices to
approximate d2H (D0 , D1 ) within an inverse-polynomial accuracy using merely polynomially
many samples5 .

1.1

Main results

StoqMA with easy witness (eStoqMA). With this connection to distribution testing, it
is essential to take advantage of the efficient query access of a non-negative witness where
a witness satisfied with this condition is the so-called easy witness. For this sub-class of
StoqMA (viz. eStoqMA) such that there exists an easy witness for any yes instances, we are
then able to show an MA containment by utilizing both query and sample accesses to the
witness. Informally, easy witness is a generalization of a subset state such that the associated
state’s membership is efficiently verifiable, and all non-zero coordinates are unnecessarily
uniform. It is evident that a classical witness is also an easy witness, but the opposite is not
necessarily true (See Remark 17). Now let us state our first main theorem:

1
2
3
4
5

It is the projection uniform stoquastic local Hamiltonian problem, namely each local term in Hamiltonian
is exactly a projection. See Definition 2.10 in [4].
Namely, a modified constraint satisfaction problem such that both constraints and satisfying assignments
are a subset.
A witness here could be any quantum state, but the optimal witness is a non-negative state, see
Remark 10.
It is worthwhile to mention that we can define MA [10] (see Definition 7) in the same fashion, namely
replacing the measurement on the output qubit by the computational basis.
Each sample is actually the measurement outcome after running an independent copy of the verifier, see
Remark 12.
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▶ Theorem 1 (Informal of Theorem 15). eStoqMA = MA.
It is worthwhile to mention that easy witness also relates to SBP (Small Bounded-error
Probability) [7]. In particular, Goldwasser and Sipser [22] propose the celebrated Set Lower
Bound protocol – it is an AM protocol for the problem of approximately counting the
cardinality of such an efficient verifiable set. Recently, Watson [42] and Volkovich [40]
separately point out that such a problem is essentially SBP-complete.
Although eStoqMA seems only a sub-class of StoqMA, we could provide an arguably
simplified proof for StoqMA1 ⊆ MA [9]. Namely, employed the local verifiability of SetCSP [3],
it is evident to show eStoqMA contains StoqMA with perfect completeness, which infers
StoqMA1 ⊆ MA. However, it remains open whether all StoqMA verifier has easy witness,
whereas an analogous statement is false for classical witnesses (see Proposition 27).
Reversible Circuit Distinguishability is StoqMA-complete. It is well-known that distinguishing quantum circuits (a.k.a. the Non-Identity Check problem), namely given two efficient
quantum circuits and decide whether there exists a pure state that distinguishes one from
the other, is QMA-complete [26]. Moreover, if we restrict these circuits to be reversible (with
the same number of ancillary bits), this variant is NP-complete [27]. What happens if we
also allow ancillary random bits, viewed as quantum circuits with ancillary qubits which is
initially state |+⟩? It seems reasonable to believe this variant is MA-complete; however, it is
actually StoqMA-complete, as stated in Theorem 2:
▶ Theorem 2 (Informal of Theorem 22). Distinguishing reversible circuits with ancillary
random bits within an inverse-polynomial accuracy is StoqMA-complete.
In fact, Theorem 2 is a consequence of the distribution testing explanation of a StoqMA
verifier’s maximum acceptance probability. We can view Theorem 2 as new strong evidence
of StoqMA = MA. It further straightforwardly inspires a simplified proof of [27]:
▶ Proposition 3 (Informal of Proposition 28). Distinguishing reversible circuits without
ancillary random bits is NP-complete.
Apart from the role of randomness, Proposition 4 is analogous for StoqMA regarding the
well-known derandomization property [21] of Arthur-Merlin systems with perfect soundness:
▶ Proposition 4 (Informal of Proposition 23). StoqMA with perfect soundness is in NP.
Notably, the NP-containment in Proposition 4 holds even for StoqMA(a, b) verifiers with
arbitrarily small gap a − b. It is arguably surprising since StoqMA(a, b) with an exponentially
small gap (i.e., the precise variant) at least contains NPPP [33], but such a phenomenon does
not appear in this scenario.
Soundness error reduction of StoqMA. Error reduction is a rudimentary property of many
complexity classes, such as P, BPP, MA, QMA, etc. . It is peculiar that such property of
StoqMA is open, even though this class has been proposed since 2006 [9]. An obstacle follows
from the limitation of performing a single-qubit Hadamard basis final measurement, so we
cannot directly take the majority vote of outcomes from the verifier’s parallel repetition.
Utilized the gadget in the proof of Theorem 2, we have derived soundness error reduction
of StoqMA, which means we could take the conjunction of verifier’s parallel repetition’s
outcomes:
▶ Theorem 5 (Soundness error reduction of StoqMA). For any polynomial r = poly(n),




1 a 1 b
1 a r 1 br
StoqMA
+ , +
⊆ StoqMA
+ , +
.
2 2 2 2
2
2 2
2
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1.2

Discussion and open problems

Towards SBP = MA. As stated before, it is known MA ⊆ StoqMA ⊆ SBP ⊆ AM [7, 9].
Note a subset state associated with an efficient membership-verifiable set is an easy witness.
Could we utilize this connection and deduce proof of SBP ⊆ eStoqMA?
Owing to the wide uses of the Set Lower Bound protocol [22], such a solution would be a
remarkable result with many complexity-theoretic applications. Unfortunately, even a QMA
containment for this kind of approximate counting
problem is unknown. Despite such smart
p
usage of the Grover algorithm implies an O( 2n /|S|)-query algorithm [2, 8, 39], we are not
aware of utilizing a quantum witness. Furthermore, an oracle separation between SBP and
QMA [1] suggests that such a proof of SBP ⊆ QMA is supposed to be in a non-black-box
approach, which signifies a better understanding beyond a query oracle is required.
Besides SBP vs. MA, it remains open whether StoqMA = MA. It is natural to ask
whether each StoqMA verifier has easy witness. However, we even do not know how to
prove StoqMA(1 − a, 1 − 1/poly(n)) has easy witness, where a is negligible (i.e., an inverse
super-polynomial). In [4], they prove StoqMA(1 − a, 1 − 1/poly(n)) ⊆ MA by applying the
probabilistic method on a random walk, whereas the existence of easy witness seems to
require a stronger structure6 .
Towards error reduction of StoqMA. Error reduction of StoqMA is an open problem since
Bravyi, Bessen, and Terhal define this class in 2006 [9]. We first state this conjecture:
▶ Conjecture 6 (Error reduction of StoqMA). For any a, b such that 1/2 ≤ b < a ≤
1 and a − b ≥ 1/poly(n), the following
holds for any polynomial l(n): StoqMA(a, b) ⊆

−l(n)
−l(n)
StoqMA 1 − 2
, 1/2 + 2
.
As [4] shows that StoqMA with a negligible completeness error is contained in MA, (completeness) error reduction of StoqMA plays a crucial role in proving StoqMA = MA. Instead
of performing the majority vote among parallelly running verifiers, another commonplace
approach is first reducing errors of completeness and soundness separately, then utilizing
these two procedures alternatively with well-chosen parameters. For instance, the renowned
polarization lemma of SZK [36, 6], and the space-efficient error reduction of QMA [19].
Since Theorem 5 already states soundness error reduction of StoqMA, is it possible to
also construct a completeness error reduction? Namely, a mechanism that builds a new
StoqMA(1/2 + a′ /2, 1/2 + b′ /2) verifier from the given StoqMA(1/2 + a/2, 1/2 + b/2) verifier
such that a′ is super-polynomially close to 1. It seems to require new ideas since a direct
analog of the XOR lemma in the polarization lemma of SZK, such as Lemma 4.11 in [6],
does not work here.
StoqMA with exponentially small gap. Fefferman and Lin prove [20] that PreciseQMA is
as powerful as PSPACE, where PreciseQMA is a variant of QMA(a, b) with exponentially small
gap a − b. Moreover, we know that both PreciseQCMA and PreciseMA are equal to NPPP [33],
where PreciseQCMA is a precise variant of QMA with a classical witness of the verifier. It is
evident that PreciseStoqMA is between NPPP and PSPACE, also the classical-witness variant
of this class is precisely NPPP (see Section 3.3). Does PreciseStoqMA an intermediate class
between NPPP and PSPACE, or even strong enough to capture the full PSPACE power?

6

The candidate here is the set S of all good strings (see Appendix B) of the given SetCSP instance, which
is unnecessary an optimal witness. It is thus unclear whether the frustration of S remains negligible.
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Paper organization
Section 2 introduces useful terminologies and notations. Section 3 proves that easy-witness
StoqMA is contained in MA, which indicates an arguably simplified proof of StoqMA1 ⊆ MA,
together with remarks on classical-witness StoqMA. Section 4 presents a new StoqMAcomplete problem named reversible circuit distinguishability, and the complexity of this
problem’s exact variant, which infers StoqMA with perfect soundness is in NP. Section 5
provides error reduction of StoqMA regarding soundness error.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Non-negative states

We assume familiarity with quantum computing on the levels of [34]. Beyond this, we
then introduce some notations which are more particular for this paper: the support of |ψ⟩,
supp(|ψ⟩) := {i ∈ {0, 1}n : ⟨ψ|i⟩ ̸= 0}, is the set strings with non-zero amplitude. A quantum
state |ψ⟩ is non-negative of ⟨i|ψ⟩ ≥ 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1}n . For any S ⊆ {0, 1}n , we refer to the
P
state |S⟩ := √1
i∈S |i⟩ as the subset state corresponding to the set S [41].
|S|

2.2

Complexity class: MA and StoqMA

A (promise) problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) consists of two non-overlapping subsets Lyes , Lno ⊆
{0, 1}∗ . These classes MA and StoqMA considered in this paper using the language of
reversible circuits, as Definition 7 and Definition 9.
▶ Definition 7 (MA, adapted from [9]). A promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) ∈ MA if there
exists an MA verifier such that for any input x ∈ L, an associated uniformly generated
verification circuit Vx using only classical reversible gates (i.e. Toffoli, CNOT, X) on
n := nw + n0 + n+ qubits and a computational-basis measurement on the output qubit, where
nw is the number of qubits for a witness, and n0 (or n+ ) is the number of |0⟩ (or |+⟩)
ancillary qubits, such that
Completeness. If x ∈ Lyes , then there exists an n-qubit non-negative witness |w⟩ such that
Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≥ 2/3.
Soundness. If x ∈ Lno , we have Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≤ 1/3 for any n-qubit witness |w⟩.
⊗n

⊗n

For simplicity, we denote 0̄ := |0⟩ 0 and |+̄⟩ := |+⟩ + for the rest of this paper. We
refer the equivalence between Definition 7 and the standard definition of MA to as Remark 8,
which is first observed by [10].
▶ Remark 8 (Equivalent definitions of MA). The standard definition of MA only allows
classical witnesses, viz. binary strings. To show it is equivalent to Definition 7, it suffices to
prove the optimal witness for yes instances is classical. Notice that Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] =
⟨ψin | Vx† Πout Vx |ψin ⟩ where |ψin ⟩ := |w⟩⊗ 0̄ ⊗|+̄⟩ and Πout = |0⟩ ⟨0|1 ⊗Ielse . Since Vx† Πout Vx
is a diagonal matrix, the optimal witness of Vx is classical.
Analogously, we could define NP using classical reversible gates by setting n+ = 0 in
Definition 7. Now we proceed with the definition of StoqMA.
▶ Definition 9 (StoqMA, adapted from [9]). A promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) ∈ StoqMA if
there is a StoqMA verifier such that for any input x ∈ L, a uniformly generated verification
circuit Vx using Toffoli, CNOT, X gates on n := nw + n0 + n+ qubits and a Hadamard-basis
measurement on the output qubit, where nw is the number of qubits for a witness, and n0
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(or n+ ) is the number of |0⟩ (or |+⟩) ancillary qubits, such that for efficiently computable
functions a(n) and b(n):
Completeness. If x ∈ Lyes , then there exists an n-qubit non-negative witness |w⟩ such that
Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≥ a(n).
Soundness. If x ∈ Lno , we have Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≤ b(n) for any n-qubit witness |w⟩.
Moreover, a(n) and b(n) satisfy 1/2 ≤ b(n) < a(n) ≤ 1 and a(n) − b(n) ≥ 1/poly(n).
Error reduction of StoqMA remains open since this class was defined in 2006 [9] because
this class does not permit amplification of gap between thresholds a, b based on majority
voting. Hence, this gap is at least an inverse polynomial. We leave the remarks regarding
the non-negativity of witnesses and parameters to Remark 10.
▶ Remark 10 (Optimal witnesses of a StoqMA verifier is non-negative). Analogous to QMA,
the maximum acceptance probability of a StoqMA verifier Vx is precisely the maximum
eigenvalue of Mx := 0̄ ⟨+̄| Vx† |+⟩ ⟨+|1 Vx 0̄ |+̄⟩ due to Pr [Vx accepts |ψ⟩] = ⟨ψ| Mx |ψ⟩.
Notice the matrix Mx is entry-wise non-negative. Owing to the Perron-Frobenius theorem
(see Theorem 8.4.4 in [24]), a straightforward corollary is that the eigenvector ψ (i.e., the
optimal witness) maximizing the acceptance probability has non-negative amplitudes in
the computational basis, namely it suffices to consider only non-negative witness for yes
instances. Additionally, it is clear-cut that the acceptance probability for any non-negative
witness |ψ⟩, regardless of the optimality, is at least 1/2 by a direct calculation.

2.3

Distribution testing

Distribution testing is generally about telling whether one probability distribution is close to
the other. We further recommend a comprehensive survey [15] for a detailed introduction.
We begin with the squared Hellinger distance d2H (D0 , D1 ) between
two (sub-)distributions
P p
D0 , D1 , where d2H (D0 , D1 ) := 12 ∥ |D0 ⟩ − |D1 ⟩ ∥22 and |Dk ⟩ = i Dk (i) |i⟩ for any k = 0, 1.
This distance is comparable with the total variation distance (see Proposition 1 in [18]). We
then introduce a specific model used for this paper, namely the dual access model:
▶ Definition 11 (Dual access model, adapted from [14]). Let D be a fixed distribution over
[2n ]. A dual oracle for D is a pair of oracles (SD , QD ):
Sample access: SD returns an element i ∈ {0, 1}n with probability D(i). And it is
independent of all previous calls to any oracle.
Query access: QD takes an input a query element j ∈ {0, 1}n−1 , and returns the quotient
D(0||j)/D(1||j) where D(a||j) is the probability weight that D puts on a||j for a ∈ {0, 1}.
We then explain how to implement these oracles here in Remark 12:
▶ Remark 12 (Implementation of dual access model). The sample access oracle in Definition 11
could be implemented by running an independent copy of the circuit that generates the state
|0⟩ |D0 ⟩ + |1⟩ |D1 ⟩, and measuring all qubits on the computational basis. Meanwhile, the
query access oracle is substantially an efficient evaluation algorithm corresponding to the
quotient D0 (i)/D1 (i) for given index i.
In [14], Canonne and Rubinfeld show that approximating the total variation distance
between two distributions within an additive error ϵ requires only Θ(1/ϵ2 ) oracle accesses
(see Theorems 6 and 7 in [14]). However, suppose we allow to utilize only sample accesses.
In that case, such a task requires Ω(N/ log N ) samples even within constant accuracy (see
Theorem 9 in [18]), where N is the dimension of distributions.
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StoqMA with easy witnesses

This section will prove that StoqMA with easy witnesses, viz. eStoqMA, is contained in MA.
Easy witness is named in the flavor of the seminal easy witness lemma [25], which means
that an n-qubit non-negative state witness of a StoqMA verifier has a succinct representation.
In particular, there exists an efficient algorithm to output the quotient D0 (i)/D1 (i) for given
index i. It is a straightforward generalization of subset states where the membership of the
corresponding subset is efficiently verifiable. We here define eStoqMA formally:
▶ Definition 13 (eStoqMA). A promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) ∈ eStoqMA if there is a
StoqMA verifier such that for any input x ∈ L, a uniformly generated verification circuit
Vx using only Toffoli, CNOT, X gates on n := nw + n0 + n+ qubits and a Hadamard-basis
measurement on the output qubit, where nw is the number of qubits for a witness, and
n0 (or n+ ) is the number of |0⟩ (or |+⟩) ancillary qubits, such that for efficiently computable
functions a(n) and b(n):
p
P
Completeness. There exists an n-qubit non-negative witness |w⟩ := i∈{0,1}n Dw (i) |i⟩
such that Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≥ a(n), and there is an efficient algorithm Qw that outputs Dw (0||i)/Dw (1||i) (or Dw (1||i)/Dw (0||i)) of index 1||i (or 0||i) sampled from the
distribution Dw where i ∈ {0, 1}n−1 .
Soundness. For any n-qubit witness |w⟩, Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≤ b(n).
Moreover, a(n) and b(n) satisfy 1/2 ≤ b(n) < α(n) ≤ 1 and a(n) − b(n) ≥ 1/poly(n).
▶ Remark 14 (Subset-state witnesses require only membership). To show a subset-state witness
|w⟩ is an easy witness, it suffices to decide the membership of supp (|w⟩) for the associated
algorithm Qw . Notice any coordinate Dw (j) in Dw is 1/|supp (|w⟩) | if j ∈ supp (|w⟩);
otherwise Dw (j) = 0. Moreover, if Dw (1||i) = 0 for some i, the corresponding point will
never be sampled. Hence, the quotient Dw (0||i)/Dw (1||i) is 1 if both 0||i and 1||i belong to
supp (|w⟩) (i.e., Dw (0||i) = Dw (1||i) ̸= 0); otherwise the quotient is 0.
Distribution testing techniques inspire an MA containment of eStoqMA, as Theorem 15.
Precisely, employed with the dual access model (see Definition 11) adapted from Canonne
and Rubinfeld [14], we obtain an empirical estimation within inverse-polynomial accuracy
of an eStoqMA verifier’s acceptance probability, where both sample complexity and time
complexity are efficient.
▶ Theorem 15 (eStoqMA ⊆ MA). For any 1/2 ≤ b < a ≤ 1 and a − b ≥ 1/poly(n),

9
7
eStoqMA(a, b) ⊆ MA 16
, 16
.
In [9, 12], Bravyi, Bessen, and Terhal proved StoqMA1 ⊆ MA, utilizing a relatively
complicated random walk based argument. By taking advantage of eStoqMA, we here
provide an arguably simplified proof by plugging Proposition 16 into Theorem 15:
▶ Proposition 16. StoqMA1 ⊆ eStoqMA.
The proof of Proposition 16 straightforwardly follows from the definition of SetCSP (see
Definition 30), namely any SetCSP0,1/poly instance certainly has easy witness, and it is
indeed optimal. We further leave the technical details regarding SetCSP in Appendix B.
How strong is the eStoqMA? Remark 17 suggests eStoqMA seems more powerful than
classical-witness StoqMA (i.e., cStoqMA):
▶ Remark 17 (eStoqMA is not trivially contained in cStoqMA). Classical witness is clearly also
easy witness, but the opposite is unnecessarily true. Even though Merlin could send the
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algorithm QDw as classical witness to Arthur, Arthur only can prepare |w⟩ by a post-selection,
which means cStoqMA does not trivially contain eStoqMA.
Furthermore, the proof of StoqMA(a, b) with classical witnesses is in MA [23] could
preserve completeness and soundness parameters. By inspection, it is clear-cut that this
proof even holds when the gap a − b is arbitrarily small, whereas the proof of Theorem 15
works only for inverse-polynomial accuracy. Further remarks of classical witness’ limitations
can be found in Section 3.3.

3.1

eStoqMA ⊆ MA: the power of distribution testing

To derive an MA containment of eStoqMA, it suffices to distinguish two non-negative states
(viz., approximating the maximum acceptance probability) within an inverse-polynomial
accuracy regarding the inner product (i.e., squared Hellinger distance). It seems plausible to
prove StoqMA ⊆ MA by taking samples and post-processing. However, the known sample
complexity lower bound (See Section 2.3) indicates that (almost) exponentially many samples
are unavoidable. Fortunately, we could circumvent this barrier for showing eStoqMA ⊆ MA,
since easy witness guarantees efficient query access to D0 (i)/D1 (i) for given index i. In
particular, employing both sample and query oracle accesses to D0 , D1 , such approximation
within an additive error ϵ requires merely Θ(1/ϵ2 ) samples and queries! This advantage first
noticed by Rubinfeld and Servedio [35], and then almost fully characterized by Canonne
and Rubinfeld [14]. Recently, this technique also has algorithmic applications used in
quantum-inspired classical algorithms for machine learning [16, 38].
▶ Lemma 18 (Approximating a single-qubit Hadamard-basis measurement). In the dual access
model, there is a randomized algorithm T which takes an input x, 1/2 ≤ b(|x|) < a(|x|) ≤ 1,
as well as access
state before the measurement is
p to (SD , QD ), where the non-negative

P
|ψ⟩ = i∈[2n ] D(i) |i⟩. After making O 1/(a − b)2 calls to the oracles, T outputs either
accept or reject such that:
If 12 ∥ |D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩ ∥22 ≥ a, T outputs accept with probability at least 9/16;
If 12 ∥ |D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩ ∥22 ≤ b, T outputs accept with probability at most 7/16,
where Dk (k ∈ {0, 1}) is a sub-distribution such that ∀i ∈ {0, 1}n−1 , Dk (i) := D(k||i).
Proof Intuition. To construct this algorithm T , the main idea is writing the acceptance
probability pacc of a StoqMA verifier’s easy witness as an expectation over D1 (or D0 ) of
some
p random
p variable regarding coordinates quotients D0 (i)/D1 (i). Note that the quotient
D0 (i)/ D1 (i) could be computed by running the evaluation algorithm Qw (i.e., query
oracle access). Hence, T only require to calculate an empirical estimation of E[X] (see the
RHS of Equation (1)) within 1/poly(|x|) accuracy. Such an approximation could be achieved
by averaging poly(|x|) sample with a standard concentration bound, which is analogous to
Theorem 6 in [14].
Now we proceed with the explicit construction (i.e., Algorithm 1) and analysis.
2

Proof of Lemma 18. We begin with estimating the quantity ∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 /2 ∥D1 ∥1 up
to some additive error ϵ := (a − b)/8. We first observe that
" 
2
2 #
√
√
X 
1
1
D0 (i)
D0 (i)
∥|D0 ⟩+|D1 ⟩∥22
D1 (i)
=
1+ √
1+ √
. (1)
E
2∥D1 ∥1
∥D1 ∥1 =
D1 (i)
D1 (i)
2
i∼D1 /∥D1 ∥1 2
n−1
i∈{0,1}

Since

the

∥|D0 ⟩+|D1 ⟩∥22
2∥D0 ∥1

=E

inner   product
is
√
D1 (i)
1
√
.
D0
2 1+

i∼ ∥D ∥
0 1

D0 (i)

symmetric,

it

also

implies
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Algorithm 1 O(1/(a − b)2 )-additive approximation tester T of

1
2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥22 .

Require : SD and QD oracle accesses; parameters 12 ≤ b < a ≤ 1.
Set m, m′ := Θ(1/ϵ2 ), where ϵ := (a − b)/8;
Draw samples o1 , · · · , om′ from
Dout := marginal distribution of the designated output qubit;
Pm′
Compute Ẑ := m1′ i=1 Zi , where Zi := oi ;
Draw samples s1 , · · · , sm from D;
For i = 1, · · · , m Do

2
√
D0 (si )
1
1
If Ẑ ≥ 2 Then with QD , get Xi := 2 1 + √
;
D1 (si )
2

√
D (s )
;
Else with QD , get Xi := 21 1 + √ 1 i
D0 (si )

End
Pm
1
Compute X̂ := m
i=1 Xi ;
1
If Ẑ ≥ 2 and X̂ Ẑ ≥ 12 (a + b) Then output ACCEPT;
Else If Ẑ < 12 and X̂(1 − Ẑ) ≥ 12 (a + b) Then output ACCEPT;
Else output REJECT;

Notice T only require to achieve
an empirical estimate of this expected value, which suffices

0 (si )
to utilize m = O 1/(a − b)2 samples si from D1 , querying D
D1 (si ) , and computing Xi =
2

√
1
√D0 (si ) ∥D1 ∥1 . We here provide the explicit construction of T , as Algorithm 1.
2 1+
D1 (si )

Analysis. Define random variables Zi as in Algorithm 1. We obviously have E[Zi ] =
∥D1 ∥1 ∈ [0, 1]. Since all Zi s’ are independent, a Chernoff bound ensures
h
i
′
2
Pr Ẑ − ∥D1 ∥1 ≤ ϵ ≥ 1 − 2e−2m /ϵ ,
(2)
which is at least 3/4 by an appropriate choice of m′ .
Note drawing samples from p0 implicitly by post-selecting the output qubit to be 0.
However, due to the inner product’s symmetry and ∥D0 ∥1 + ∥D1 ∥1 = 1, there must exist
i ∈ {0, 1} such that ∥Di ∥1 ≥ 1/2. Hence, the required sample complexity will be enlarged
merely by a factor of 2.
Let us also define random variables Xi as in Algorithm 1. W.L.O.G. assume that ∥D1 ∥1 ≥
2
1/2 ≥ ∥D0 ∥1 . By Equation (1), we obtain Ei∼D1 /∥D1 ∥1 [Xi ] = ∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 /2 ∥D1 ∥1 .
Because the Xi ’s are independent and takes value in [1/2, 1], by Chernoff bound,
"
#
2
2
∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2
Pr X̂ −
≤ ϵ ≥ 1 − 2e−2m/ϵ .
(3)
2∥D1 ∥1
2

Therefore, by our choice of m, X̂ is an ϵ-additive approximation of ∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 h/2 ∥Di1 ∥1
with probability at least 3/4. Note that Xi , Zi are independent, we obtain E X̂ Ẑ
2
|D1 ⟩∥2 .

1
Hence, notice 1/2 ≤ ∥D1 ∥1 ≤ 1 and 1/2 ≤ 21 ∥|D0 ⟩ +
2 ∥|D0 ⟩ +
combining Equations (2) and (3), we obtain with probability 9/16:


2

X̂ Ẑ ≤

X̂ Ẑ ≥



∥|D0 ⟩+|D1 ⟩∥2
2∥D1 ∥1

+ ϵ (∥D1 ∥1 + ϵ) ≤

∥|D0 ⟩+|D1 ⟩∥2
2
2∥D1 ∥1

− ϵ (∥D1 ∥1 − ϵ) ≥



2
|D1 ⟩∥2

=

≤ 1, by

1
2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥22 + ϵ2 + ϵ + 2ϵ ≤

1
2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥22 + 4ϵ;

1
2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥22 + ϵ2 − ϵ − 2ϵ ≥

1
2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥22 − 4ϵ.
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h
It implies that Pr X̂ Ẑ −
If
If

1
2
1
2

1
2

i
2
∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 ≤ 4ϵ ≥ 9/16. We thereby conclude that

2

∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 ≥ a, then X̂ Ẑ ≥ a − 4ϵ and T outputs ACCEPT w.p. at least 9/16.
2
∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 ≤ b, then X̂ Ẑ ≤ b + 4ϵ and T outputs ACCEPT w.p. at most 7/16.

Furthermore, the algorithm T makes m′ + 2m calls for SD and m calls for QD .

◀

It is worthwhile to mention that this construction in the proof of Theorem 15 is optimal
regarding the sample complexity, as Theorem 7 stated in [14].
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 15 by Lemma 18.
Proof of Theorem 15. Given an eStoqMA(a, b) verifier Vx , we here construct a MA verifier
Vx′ that follows from Algorithm 1 in the proof of Lemma 18:
(1) For each call to the sample oracle SDw , we run the eStoqMA verifier Vx (without measuring
the output qubit) with the witness w, and draw samples by performing measurements:
For samples si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) from distribution D, measure all qubits utilized by the
verification circuit in the computational basis;
For samples oj (1 ≤ j ≤ m′ ) from distribution Dout , measure the designated output
qubit in the computational basis.
(2) For each call to the query oracle QDw with index i, find the corresponding index i′ at the
beginning by performing the permutation associated with Vx† on i, and then evaluate the
value Dw (i′′ )/Dw (i′ ) by utilizing the given algorithm associated with this easy witness,
where i′′ is given by flipping the first bit of i′ .
2
(3) Compute an empirical estimation of 12 ∥|D0 ⟩ + |D1 ⟩∥2 as Algorithm 1, and then decide
whether Vx accepts w.
The circuit size of Vx′ is a polynomial of |x| since both sample and query complexity
are efficient. We thus conclude that the new MA verifier Vx′ is efficient, and only requires
O 1/(a − b)2 copies of the witness w, which finishes the completeness case.
For the soundness case, the acceptance probability pacc of the eStoqMA verifier Vx for
all witnesses is obviously upper-bounded by b, regardless of whether such a witness is easy
or not. Furthermore, entangled witnesses are useless since we draw samples by performing
measurements separately. Hence, the maximum acceptance probability of the new MA verifier
Vx′ is also at most b.
◀

3.2

StoqMA with perfect completeness is in eStoqMA

We here complete proof of Proposition 16. By Theorem 15, it infers StoqMA1 ⊆ MA.
Proof of Proposition 16. By Theorem 31, we know that SetCSP0,1/poly is
StoqMA1 -complete, so it suffices to show that SetCSP0,1/poly is contained in eStoqMA1 .
By Lemma 35, given a SetCSP0,b instance C, we can construct a StoqMA (1, 1 − b/2)
verifier. The corresponding subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n , where S satisfies all set-constraints of C, is
an optimal witness. It is left to show that this subset states is an easy witness.
We achieve the proof by inspection. Let S be the set of all good strings of C, then
set-unsat(C, S) = 0. Note x ∈ S is a good string of C iff x is a good string of all setconstraints Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ m), the membership of S thus can be decided efficiently, which infers
the subset state |S⟩ is easy witness by Remark 14.
◀
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Limitations of classical-witness StoqMA

As we have shown StoqMA with easy witness is contained in MA. What about classical
witness, namely cStoqMA? In fact, we could show such a containment that preserves both
completeness and soundness parameters.
▶ Proposition 19 ([23]). For any 1/2 ≤ b < a ≤ 1 and a − b ≥ 1/poly(n), cStoqMA(a, b) ⊆
MA(2a − 1, 2b − 1).
Proof Sketch. We only illustrate the intuition: for any s ∈ {0, 1}n and any reversible
circuit U , we have ⟨s| U † |+⟩ ⟨+|1 U |s⟩ = 12 + 12 ⟨s| U † X1 U |s⟩ since |+⟩ ⟨+| = 12 (X + I). The
detailed proof is left in Appendix A.1.
◀
The proof of Proposition 19 immediately infers the precise variant of StoqMA with
classical witnesses, where the completeness-soundness gap is exponentially small, is equal
to PreciseMA. However, the proof of Theorem 15 no longer works for precise scenarios,
indicating that StoqMA with classical witness seems not interesting.
Furthermore, it is not hard to see that classical witness is optimal for StoqMA1 verifier7 .
However, it does not mean that a classical witness is optimal for any StoqMA1 verifier. In
fact Appendix A.2 provides a simple counterexample by considering an identity as a verifier.
However, this impossibility result is unknown for easy witness yet.

4

Complexity of reversible circuit distinguishability

This section will concentrate on the complexity classification of distinguishing reversible
circuits, namely given two efficient reversible circuits, and decide whether there is a nonnegative state that cannot tell one from the other. With ancillary random bits, this problem
is StoqMA-complete, as Theorem 22. However, this problem’s exact variant, namely assuming
two reversible circuits are indistinguishable with respect to any non-negative witness for
no instances (viz., StoqMA with perfect soundness), is NP-complete (see Proposition 23).
Moreover, Theorem 22 also implies that distinguishing reversible circuits without any ancillary
random bit is NP-complete, which signifies a simplified proof of [27].

4.1

Reversible circuit distinguishability is StoqMA-complete

We begin with the formal definition of the Reversible Circuit Distinguishability problem.
▶ Definition 20 (Reversible Circuit Distinguishability). Given a classical description of two
reversible circuits C0 , C1 (using Toffoli, CNOT, X gates) on n := nw + n0 + n+ qubits, where
nw is the number of qubits of a non-negative state witness |w⟩, n0 is the number of |0⟩
ancillary qubits, and n+ is the number of |+⟩ ancillary qubits. Let the resulting state before
measuring the output qubit be |Ri ⟩ := Ci |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩, i ∈ {0, 1}. Promise that C0 and C1 with
respect to witness state(s) are either α-indistinguishable or β-distinguishable, decide whether
Yes (α-indistinguishable): there exists a non-negative witness |w⟩ such that ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ ≥ α;
No (β-distinguishable): for any non-negative witness |w⟩, then ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ ≤ β;
where α − β ≥ 1/poly(n)8 .

7
8

By combining StoqMA1 ⊆ MA1 and the gadget in the proof of Proposition 36, we could construct a
StoqMA1 verifier such that a classical witness is optimal.
Note ⟨R0 |R0 ⟩ = ⟨R1 |R1 ⟩ = 1 which differs from ⟨D0 |D0 ⟩ + ⟨D1 |D1 ⟩ = 1 previously used in Section 3,
we obtain that the acceptance probability pacc = 12 + 21 ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 1 − 12 · 21 ∥ |R0 ⟩ − |R1 ⟩ ∥22 .
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Since Definition 20 seems slightly inconsistent with known results regarding distinguishing
circuits [26, 27, 37], it is worthwhile to mention a slightly different version (see Remark 21)
of Definition 20, which is co-StoqMA-complete.
▶ Remark 21 (Equivalence Check of Reversible Circuits is co-StoqMA-complete). Consider the
same scenario in Definition 20, and the task is checking whether C0 and C1 are approximately
equivalent (with respect to witness states). More concretely, decide whether ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ ≥ α
for any |w⟩; or there exists |w⟩ such that ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ ≤ β. The co-StoqMA-completeness
straightforwardly follows from the constructions in the proof of Theorem 22.
Now we state the main theorem in Section 4.
▶ Theorem 22 (Reversible Circuit Distinguishability is StoqMA-complete). For any α − β ≥
1/poly(n), (α, β)-Reversible Circuit Distinguishability is StoqMA (1/2 + α/2, 1/2 + β/2)complete.
We will then proceed with an intuitive explanation regarding proof of Theorem 22.
Proof Intuition. The StoqMA-containment proof is inspired by the SWAP test for distinguishing two quantum states [13], since it could be thought of as a StoqMA verification
circuit with the maximum acceptance probability 1. We below provide a procedure (see
Figure 1) to distinguish two reversible circuits C0 , C1 using a non-negative witness, and such
a procedure is apparently a StoqMA verifier. The StoqMA-hardness proof is straightforward:
replacing C0 and C1 by identity and Vx† X1 Vx (see Figure 2), respectively, where Vx is the
given StoqMA verification circuit.

|+⟩

|+⟩

X

|+⟩

|w⟩

|w⟩
0̄

|+⟩

C0

C1

|+̄⟩
Figure 1 RCD is in StoqMA.

0̄

Vx† X1 Vx

|+̄⟩
Figure 2 RCD is StoqMA-hard.

Now we proceed with the technical details.
Proof of Theorem 22. We first show (α, β)-RCD is StoqMA (1/2 + α/2, 1/2 + β/2)-hard.
Consider a StoqMA verifier Vx as Figure 2, let C0 := Vx† X1 Vx where the X gate in the middle
acts on the output qubit, and let C1 be identity. Then for any witness |w⟩, we obtain:

Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] = ⟨w| 0̄ ⟨+̄| Vx† |+⟩ ⟨+|1 Vx |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ ;

⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = ⟨w| 0̄ ⟨+̄| Vx† X1 Vx |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ .

(4)

Note that |+⟩ ⟨+| = (X + I)/2, we thereby complete the StoqMA-hardness proof by Equation (4): Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] = 1/2 + ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩/2.
Now it is left to show the StoqMA (1/2 + α/2, 1/2 + β/2) containment of (α, β)-RCD.
Given reversible circuits C0 , C1 , we construct a StoqMA verifier as Figure 1. Hence, we
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obtain the state before measuring the output qubit (viz. the red dash line):


|0⟩ + |1⟩
1
1
√
Ctrl−C1 · X1 · Ctrl−C0
⊗ |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ = √ |0⟩ |R0 ⟩ + √ |1⟩ |R1 ⟩ := |RHS⟩ .
2
2
2
We thus complete the StoqMA-containment proof:
2
Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] = ∥|+⟩ ⟨+|1 |RHS⟩∥2 = 1/2 + ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩/2.

4.2

◀

Exact Reversible Circuit Distinguishability is NP-complete

We will prove that the exact variant of the Reversible Circuit Distinguishability is NPcomplete. Moreover, it will signify that StoqMA with perfect soundness (even the gap
between thresholds α, 1/2 is arbitrarily small) is in NP.
▶ Proposition 23 (Exact RCD is NP-complete). Exact Reversible Circuit Distinguishability
(RCD), namely (α, 0)-Reversible Circuit Distinguishability for any 0 ≤ α < 1, is NP-complete.
Proof Sketch. It suffices to show an NP containment. By an analogous idea in [21], we
could find two matched pairs (s, r) and (s′ , r′ ) as classical witness, where s, s′ are indices
of non-zero coordinates in the given witness, and r, r′ are random bit strings. Specifically,
for yes instances, there exist two such pairs such that the resulting strings C0 (s, r) 9 and
C1 (s′ , r′ ) are identical; whereas it is evident that no matched pairs exist for no instances.
The details are left in Appendix A.3.
◀
As a corollary, Proposition 23 will imply StoqMA with perfect soundness is in NP:

S
▶ Corollary 24 (StoqMA with perfect soundness is in NP). a>1/2 StoqMA a, 12 = NP.
StoqMA without any ancillary random bit is in NP. In fact, distinguishing reversible
circuits without any ancillary random bit is NP-complete. By analogous reasoning, we
also provide an alternating proof of Strong Equivalence of Reversible Circuits is co-NPcomplete [27]. We leave the detailed proof in Appendix A.4.

5

Soundness error reduction of StoqMA

In this section, we will partially solve Conjecture 6 by providing a procedure that reduces
the soundness error of any StoqMA verifier.
▶ Theorem 25 (restated of Theorem 5). For any r = poly(n),




1 a 1 b
1 a r 1 br
StoqMA
+ , +
⊆ StoqMA
+ , +
.
2 2 2 2
2
2 2
2
Consequently, Theorem 25 infers a direct error reduction for StoqMA1 by choosing
appropriate parameters a, b, r.
▶ Corollary 26 (Error reduction of StoqMA1 ). For any s such that 1/2 ≤ s ≤ 1 and
1 − s ≥ 1/poly(n), StoqMA(1, s) ⊆ StoqMA (1, 1/2 + 2−n ) .
Proof. Choosing a, b such that 1 = 1/2+a/2 and s = 1/2+b/2,
 we have a = 1 and b = 2s−1.

By Theorem 25, we obtain StoqMA 12 + 12 · 1, 12 + 12 (2s − 1) ⊆ StoqMA 1, 12 + 12 (2s − 1)r .
To finish the proof, it remains to choose a parameter r such that r ≥ (n+1)/ log2 (1/(2s − 1)),
since (2s − 1)r /2 ≤ 2−n implies that 2−r log2 (1/(2s−1))−1 ≤ 2−n .
◀
9

A reversible circuit takes (s, r) as an input, and permutes it to the other binary string as the output.
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...

|+⟩

...

w(1)
0̄
|+̄⟩

|+⟩

Vx† X1 Vx

...
...

w(r)

...

0̄

...

|+̄⟩

...

Vx† X1 Vx

Figure 3 AND-type repetition procedure of a StoqMA verifier.

5.1

AND-type repetition procedure of a StoqMA verifier

Proof Intuition. The main idea is doing a parallel repetition of a StoqMA verifier Vx ,
and taking the conjunction (viz., AND) of the outcomes cleverly. More concretely, given a
StoqMA verification circuit Vx where x is in L ∈ StoqMA, we result in a new StoqMA verifier
by separately substituting an identity and Vx† X1 Vx for C0 , C1 (as Figure 2). Notice the
acceptance probability of a StoqMA verifier’s non-negative witness |w⟩, Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] =
1
1
2 + 2 ⟨D0 |D1 ⟩, is linearly dependent to an inner product between states associated with two
distributions D0 , D1 where |D0 ⟩ := |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ and |D1 ⟩ := Vx |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩. We could then
take advantage of this new StoqMA verifier by running r = poly(|x|) copies of these reversible
circuits parallelly with the same target qubit, which is denoted as Vx′ (see Figure 3).
For yes instances, it follows that an inner product of two tensor products of distributions
is equal to the product of inner products of states associated with these distributions, namely,
Pr [Vx′ accepts |w⟩] = 12 + 12 ⟨D0 |D1 ⟩r . However, it seems problematic for no instances, since
a dishonest prover probably wants to cheat with an entangled witness instead of a tensor
product among repetitive verifiers. We resolve this issue by an observation used in the QMA
error reduction [30]: the maximum acceptance probability of a verifier Vx is the same as the
maximum eigenvalue of a projection Π0 Vx† Π1 Vx Π0 where Π1 is the final measurement on
the designated output qubit and Π0 := 0̄ 0̄ ⊗ |+̄⟩ ⟨+̄|. Eventually, an entangled witness
will not help a dishonest prover. This is because the maximum eigenvalue of the tensor
product of the projection Π0 Vx† Π1 Vx Π0 is also the product of the maximum eigenvalue of
this projection.
Finally, we proceed with the proof of Theorem 25.

Proof of Theorem 25. Given a promise problem L = (Lyes , Lno ) ∈ StoqMA(1/2+a/2, 1/2+
b/2). For any input x ∈ L, we have a StoqMA verifier Vx which is equivalent to a new StoqMA
verifier Ṽx as Figure 2, by the StoqMA-hardness proof of reversible circuit distinguishability
as Theorem 22. Namely, Ṽx is starting on a |+⟩ ancillary qubit, applying a controlled-unitary
Vx† X1 Vx on nw + n0 + n+ qubits, and measuring the designated output qubit.
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Let |Rw ⟩ := |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ where |w⟩ is a witness, we obtain

 2

1
1
†
|+⟩ ⟨+|1 √ |0⟩ ⊗ |Rw ⟩ + √ |1⟩ ⊗ Vx X1 Vx |Rw ⟩
= ∥ |+⟩ ⟨+|1 Vx |Rw ⟩ ∥22 .
2
2
2

(5)

By an observation used in the QMA error reduction, namely Lemma 14.1 in [30], we
notice that the maximum acceptance probability of a StoqMA verifier Vx is proportion to
the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix Mx := 0̄ ⟨+̄| Vx† X1 Vx 0̄ |+̄⟩ associated with Vx :
Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] =

1 1
1 1
+ max Tr(Mx |w⟩ ⟨w|) = + λmax (Mx ).
2 2 |w⟩
2 2

(6)

AND-type repetition procedure of a StoqMA verifier. We now construct a new StoqMA
verifier Vx′ using r copies of the witness |w⟩ on r(nw + n0 + n+ ) + 1 qubits. As Figure 3, Vx′
is starting from a |+⟩ ancillary qubit as a control qubit, then applying controlled-unitary
Vx† X1 Vx on qubits associated with different copies of the witness w(i) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
By an analogous calculation of Equation (5), we have derived the acceptance probability
of a witness w(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ w(k) of the new StoqMA verifier Vx′ :

h

i 1 1 
ED
Pr Vx′ accepts w(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ w(r) = + Tr w(i) w(i) Mx⊗r ,
2 2
where Mx is defined in Equation (6). Hence, the maximum acceptance probability of Vx′ :
max
Pr [Vx′ accepts |w′ ⟩] =
′
|w ⟩

 1 1
1 1
r
+ λmax Mx⊗r = + (λmax (Mx )) ,
2 2
2 2

(7)

where the second equality thanks to the property of the tensor product of matrices. Equation (7) indicates that entangled-state witnesses are harmless since any entangled-state
witness’ acceptance probability is not larger than a tensor-product state witness’.
Finally, we complete the proof by analyzing the maximum acceptance probability of the
new StoqMA verifier Vx′ regarding the promises: For yes instances, we obtain λmax (Mx ) ≥ a
since there hexists |w⟩ such that
By Equation (7), we have
i Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≥ 1/2 + a/2.
r
r
⊗r
derived Pr Vx′ accepts |w⟩
= 12 + 12 (λmax (Mx )) ≥ 21 + a2 . For no instances, we have
λmax (Mx ) ≤ b since Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] ≤ 1/2 + b/2 for all witness |w⟩. By Equation (7), we
r
r
further deduce ∀w′ , Pr [Vx′ accepts |w′ ⟩] = 12 + 12 (λmax (Mx )) ≤ 21 + b2 .
◀
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A

Missing proofs

A.1

Proof of Proposition 19: cStoqMA ⊆ MA

Proof of Proposition 19. Given a cStoqMA verifier Vx on n = n′ + n0 + nw qubits where n′
is the number of qubits of a witness, we construct a new MA verifier Ṽx on n = n′ + n0 + nw
qubits: first run the verification circuit Vx (without measuring the output qubit), then apply
an X gate on the output qubit, after that run the verification circuit’s inverse Vx† , finally
measure the first n′ + n0 qubits in the computational basis; Ṽx accepts iff the first n′ bits of
the measurement outcome is exactly s1 · · · sn′ and the remained bits are all zero.
We then calculate the acceptance probability of a classical witness |s⟩ of a cStoqMA
′
verifier Vx , where w = w1 · · · wn′ ∈ {0, 1}n . Notice |+⟩ ⟨+| = 21 (I + X), we obtain
Pr [Vx accepts s] = ∥ |+⟩ ⟨+|1 Vx |s⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ ∥22
=

1
2

+

1
2

⟨s| 0̄ ⟨+̄| Vx† (X ⊗ In−1 ) Vx |s⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ .

(8)

By a direct calculation, the acceptance probability of a classical witness |s⟩ of Ṽx :



Pr Ṽx accepts s = ⟨R|R⟩ where |R⟩ := ⟨s| 0̄ ⊗ In+ Vx† (X ⊗ In−1 ) Vx |s⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ . (9)
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It is evident that |R⟩ is a subset state and supp(|R⟩) ⊆ {0, 1}n+ . Together with Equations
(8) and (9), we have completed
theproof by noticing Pr [Vx accepts s] = 12 + 12 ⟨+̄|R⟩ =

1
1
1
1
◀
2 + 2 ⟨R|R⟩ = 2 + 2 Pr Ṽx accepts s .
Could we extend Proposition 19 from a classical witness to a probabilistic witness
P p
D(i) |si ⟩ with a polynomial-size support10 ? Notice that the crucial equality ⟨+̄| |R⟩ =
si
⟨R|R⟩ utilized in Proposition 19 does not hold anymore, we need an efficient evaluation
algorithm calculating D(i) given an index i. Moreover, we have to calculate each coordinate’s
contribution on the acceptance probability separately, so the accumulated additive error is
still supposed to be inverse-polynomial, which indicates the support size of this probabilistic
witness is negligible for some polynomial.

A.2

Classical witness is not optimal for any StoqMA1 verifier

▶ Proposition 27. Classical witness is not optimal for any StoqMA1 verifier.
Proof. Consider a StoqMA1 verifier Vx that uses only identity gates, then
(1) For all classical witness si ∈ {0, 1}nw , Pr [Vx accepts si ] = 12 since ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 0 where
the resulting state before the measurement is |0⟩ ⊗ |R0 ⟩ + |1⟩ ⊗ |R1 ⟩.
(2) For any classical witness si , sj ∈ {0, 1}nw such that si and sj are identical except for the
first bit, one can construct a witness |s⟩ = √12 |si ⟩ + √12 |sj ⟩, Pr [Vx accepts s] = 1 since
⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 1.
We thus conclude that classical witness is not optimal for this StoqMA1 verifier.
◀

A.3

Proof of Proposition 23: Exact RCD is NP-complete

Proof of Proposition 23. Exact RCD is NP-hard, namely NP ⊆ StoqMA (1, 1/2), straightforwardly follows from the proof of Proposition 36. It suffices to prove that the exact
Let |w⟩
RCD is in NP. By Theorem 22, (2α − 1, 0)-RCD is StoqMA (α, 1/2)-complete.
p
P
be an nw -qubit non-negative witness such that |w⟩ :=
Dw (si ) |si ⟩, then
si ∈supp(w)
Pr [Vx accepts |w⟩] = 12 + 12 ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 12 + 12 ⟨w| 0̄ ⟨+̄| C0† C1 |w⟩ 0̄ |+̄⟩ .
For yes instances, note that ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 2α − 1 and α > 1/2, we have derived
p
X
X
Dw (si )Dw (sj )
⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ =
⟨si | 0̄ ⟨r| C0† C1 |sj ⟩ 0̄ |r′ ⟩ > 0. (10)
n+
2
n+
′
si ,sj ∈supp(w) r,r ∈{0,1}

Since ∀si , sj , Dw (si )Dw (sj ) ≥ 0, there exists si , sj ∈ supp (w) and r, r′ ∈ {0, 1}n+ such that
⟨si | 0̄ ⟨r| C0† C1 |sj ⟩ 0̄ |r′ ⟩ = 1.

(11)

For no instances, combining ⟨R0 |R1 ⟩ = 0 and Equation (10), it infers
∀si , sj ∈ supp (w) , ∀r, r′ ∈ {0, 1}n+ , ⟨si | 0̄ ⟨r| C0† C1 |sj ⟩ 0̄ |r′ ⟩ = 0.

(12)

We eventually construct an NP verifier as follows. The input is the classical description
of two reversible circuits C0 and C1 , and the witness is two pairs of binary strings (s0 , r0 )
and (s1 , r1 ). The verifier accepts iff C0 (s0 , 0n0 , r0 ) and C1 (s1 , 0n0 , r1 ) are identical where
Ci (i = 0, 1) takes (si , 0n0 , ri ) as an input and permutes it as the output. Notice these strings
s0 , r0 , s1 , r1 exists for yes instances owing to Equation (11), whereas they do not exist for no
instances due to Equation (12), which achieves the proof.
◀
10

Such witnesses are clearly easy witnesses, but not all easy witnesses have polynomial-bounded size
support. See the explicit construction in Section 3.2 as an example.
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StoqMA without any ancillary random bit is in NP

▶ Proposition 28. StoqMA without any ancillary random bit is NP-complete.
Proof. It suffices to show that StoqMA without any ancillary random bit (viz. ancillary
qubits which is initially |+⟩) is in NP. As a straightforward corollary of Theorem 22,
distinguishing reversible circuits without |+⟩ ancillary qubit is complete for StoqMA without
|+⟩ ancillary qubit, which is essentially NP according to Section 2.2.
Consider reversible circuits C0 and C1 act on nw + n0 qubits where n0 is the number of
|0⟩ ancillary qubits, we observe that if C0 and C1 are not distinguishable with respect to
any classical witness, then ∃s ∈ {0, 1}nw , ⟨s| 0̄ C0† C1 |s⟩ 0̄ = 1 since reversible circuits C0
and C1 are bijections. Otherwise, it is evident that ∀w, ⟨w| 0̄ C0† C1 |w⟩ 0̄ = 0 provided C0
and C1 are distinguishable with respect to any witness. It is thus sufficient to only consider
classical witnesses for distinguishing C0 and C1 , namely, classical witness is optimal.
Now we provide an NP verifier. The input is the classical description of two reversible
circuits C0 and C1 , and the witness is a nw -bit string s. The verifier accepts iff C0 (s, 0n0 )
is identical to C1 (s, 0n0 ). Note by inspection, the analysis is completed by above showing
classical witness is optimal, which finishes the proof.
◀
By analogous reasoning, we provide an alternating proof of [27] with respect to the variant
of RCD defined in Remark 21.
▶ Proposition 29. Equivalence check of reversible circuits without any ancillary random bit
is co-NP-complete.
Proof. Consider reversible circuits C0 , C1 act on nw +n0 qubits, we observe that if C0 and C1
are not exactly equivalent, then ∃s ∈ {0, 1}nw , ⟨s| 0̄ C0† C1 |s⟩ 0̄ = 0 since reversible circuits
C0 and C1 are essentially bijections. Otherwise, it is evident that ∀w, ⟨w| 0̄ C0† C1 |w⟩ 0̄ = 1
provided C0 and C1 are exactly equivalent. Therefore, classical witness is optimal, and the
remained proof follows from the proof of Proposition 28.
◀

B

SetCSP0,1/poly is StoqMA1 -complete

We start from the definition of SetCSP with frustration:
▶ Definition 30 (k-SetCSPϵ1 ,ϵ2 , adapted from Section 4.1 in [3]). Given a sequence of k-local
set-constraints C = (C1 , · · · , Cm ) on {0, 1}n , where k is a constant, n is the number of
variables, and m is a polynomial of n. A set-constraint Ci acts on k distinct elements of
(i)
(i)
(i)
[n], and it consists of a collection Y (Ci ) = {Y1 , · · · , Yli }of disjoint subsets Yj ⊆ {0, 1}k .
Promise that one of the following holds, decide whether
Yes: There exists a subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n s.t. set-unsat(C, S) ≤ ϵ1 (n);
No: For any subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n , set-unsat(C, S) ≥ ϵ2 (n),
where ϵ1 and ϵ2 are efficiently computable function and ϵ2 − ϵ1 ≥ 1/poly(n).
Now we briefly define a SetCSP instance C’s frustration. We leave the formal definition in
Proposition 34. The frustration of a set-constraint
C regarding a subset S is set-unsat(C, S) =
Pm
Pm  |Bi (S)| |Li (S)| 
1
1
+ |S|
, where Bi (S) is the set of bad strings
i=1 set-unsat(Ci , S) = m
i=1
m
|S|
(i)

i
of Ci , namely ∀s ∈ Bi (S), s|supp(Ci ) ∈
/ ∪lj=1
Yj ; And Li (S) is the set of longing strings of
the subset S regarding Ci .
We will prove Theorem 31 in the remainder of this section.

▶ Theorem 31. SetCSPnegl,1/poly is StoqMA1−negl -complete.
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B.1

SetCSPnegl,1/poly is StoqMA(1 − negl, 1/poly)-hard

To prove Theorem 31, we will first show that SetCSP0,1/poly is StoqMA1 -hard.
▶ Proposition 32 (SetCSP is hard for StoqMA(1 − negl, 1/poly)). For any super-polynomial
q(n) and polynomial q1 (n), there exists a polynomial q2 (n) such that SetCSP1/q(n),1/p2 (n) is
hard for StoqMA (1 − 1/q(n), 1/p1 (n)).
Proof. The StoqMA (1 − 1/q(n), 1/p1 (n))-hardness proof is straightforwardly analogous to
the circuit-to-Hamiltonian construction used in MA-hardness proof of SetCSP in [3]. The only
difference is replacing Y (C out ) = {{00}, {01}, {11}} by Y (C out ) = {{00}, {01}, {10, 11}} in
Section 4.4.2, since the final measurement on the (T + 1)-qubit is on the Hadamard basis
instead of the computational basis. The rest of the proof follows from an inspection of Section
4.4 in [3].
◀
Then Corollary 33 is an immediate corollary of Proposition 32 by substituting 0 for
1/q(n):
▶ Corollary 33. SetCSP0,1/poly is StoqMA1 -hard.

B.2

SetCSPa,b is in StoqMA(1 − a/2, 1 − b/2)

It now remains to show a StoqMA1 containment of SetCSP0,1/poly . We will complete the
proof by mimicking the StoqMA containment of the stoquastic local Hamiltonian problem in
Section 4 in [9]. The starting point is an alternating characterization of the frustration of a
set-constraint Ci in a SetCSP instance C. The proof of Proposition 34 is deferred in the end
of this section.
▶ Proposition 34 (Local matrix associated with set-constraint). For any k-local set-constraint
Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ m), given a subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n , the frustration
|Y (Ci )|

set-unsat(Ci , S) = 1 −

X

X

j=1

(i)
x,y∈Yj

1
(i) ⟨S| (|x⟩ ⟨y|
|Yj |

⊗ In−k ) |S⟩.

Now we state the StoqMA containment of SetCSP, as Lemma 35.
▶ Lemma 35. For any 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, SetCSPa,b ∈ StoqMA (1 − a/2, 1 − b/2). Moreover,
for a subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n such that S = argminS ′ set-unsat(C, S ′ ), the subset state |S⟩ is an
optimal witness of the resulting StoqMA verifier.
The proof of Lemma 35 tightly follows from Section 4 in [9]. We here provide a somewhat
simplified proof using the SetCSP language by avoiding unnecessary normalization.
Proof of Lemma 35. Given a SetCSPa,b instance C = (C1 , · · · , Cm ). For each setconstraint Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ m), we first construct a local Hermitian matrix Mi preserves the
frustration, then construct a family of StoqMA verifiers for such a Mi . For any set-constraint
Ci , we obtain a k-local matrix Mi by Proposition 34 such that for any subset S ⊆ {0, 1}n :
|Y (Ci )|

set-unsat(Ci , S) = 1 − ⟨S|Mi ⊗ In−k |S⟩ where Mi =

X

X

j=1

(i)
x,y∈Yj

1
(i)

|Yj |

|x⟩ ⟨y| .

(13)
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(i)

Moreover, for a set Yj
X

|x⟩ ⟨y| =

of strings associated with the set-constraint Ci , we further have

X

|x⟩ ⟨x| +

(i)

(i)

x∈Yj

x,y∈Yj

=

X

1
2

X

(|x⟩ ⟨y| + |y⟩ ⟨x|)
(i)

x̸=y∈Yj

Vx |0⟩ ⟨0|

(i)

x∈Yj

⊗k

Vx†

1
+
2



X

Vx,y X ⊗ |0⟩ ⟨0|

⊗k−1



(14)
†
Vx,y
,

(i)

x̸=y∈Yj

where Vx is a depth-1 reversible circuit with X such that ∀x, |x⟩ = Ux 0k , and Vx,y is a
†
O(k)-depth reversible circuit with CNOT and X such that ∀x, y, Ux,y 0k 10k−1 Ux,y
.
⊗k
Notice that the resulting local observables in Equation (14) are either |0⟩ ⟨0| (i.e. a single⊗k−1
qubit computational-basis measurement) or X ⊗ |0⟩ ⟨0|
(i.e. a single-qubit Hadamardbasis measurement). To construct a StoqMA verifier, we only allow local observables in form
X ⊗ I ⊗O(k) . Namely, we are supposed to simulate a computational-basis measurement by
ancillary qubits and a Hadamard-basis measurement, which is achieved by Proposition 36.
▶ Proposition 36 (Adapted from Lemma 3 in [9]).
(1) For any integer k, there exists an O(k)-depth reversible circuit W using k |0⟩ ancillary
qubits and a |+⟩ ancillary qubits s.t.

⊗k
⊗k
⊗k
∀ |ψ⟩ , ⟨ψ| |0⟩ ⟨0| |ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ| ⟨0| ⟨+| W † X ⊗ I ⊗2k W |ψ⟩ |0⟩ |+⟩ .
(2) For any integer k, there exists an O(k)-depth circuit V using k − 1 |0⟩ ancillary qubits
s.t.

⊗k−1
⊗k−1
⊗k−1
∀ |ψ⟩ , ⟨ψ|X ⊗ |0⟩ ⟨0|
|ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ| ⟨0|
W † X ⊗ I ⊗2k−2 W |ψ⟩ |0⟩
.
It is worthwhile to mention that the gadgets used in the proof (see Section A.4 in [9]) further
provide proof of MA ⊆ StoqMA that preserves both completeness and soundness parameters.
Let Idx (Ci ) be the set of indices, and let α(j,x,y) be the weight of an index (j, x, y),

 (i)  n
o
Idx (Ci ) :=

α(j,x,y) :=

(j, x, y) : 1 ≤ j ≤ |Yi (C)|, (x, y) ∈
1
(i)

(1 + I(x ̸= y))m|Yj |

Yj
2

(i)

⊔ (x, x) : x ∈ Yj

;

, where the indicator I(x ̸= y)) = 1 ⇔ x ̸= y.

Plugging Proposition 36 and Equation (14) into Equation (13), we have derived


X

⊗k
⊗k
1−set-unsat(Ci , S) =
αl ⟨S| ⟨0| ⟨+| Uk† X ⊗ I ⊗2k Uk |0⟩ |+⟩ ⊗In−k |S⟩. (15)
l∈Idx(Ci )

For a SetCSP instance C = (C1 , · · · , Cm ), by Equation (15), by substituting |+⟩ ⟨+| =
+ I) into Equation (15), we thus arrive at a conclusion that

1
2 (X

Pr [Vx accepts |S⟩] =


m 
1 X
1
1 − · set-unsat(Ci , S)
m i=1
2

=1−

1
· set-unsat(C, S). (16)
2

Note that the set of StoqMA verifiers Vx with the same number of input qubits and witness
qubits is linear, namely a convex combination of l StoqMA verifiers (V1 , p1 ), · · · , (Vl , pl ) can
be implemented by additional |+⟩ ancillary qubits and controlled Vi (1 ≤ i ≤ l). Therefore,
by Equation (16), we conclude that ∀a, b, SetCSPa,b is in StoqMA (1 − a/2, 1 − b/2).
◀
Finally, we achieve proof of Proposition 34:
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Proof of Proposition 34. Given a k-local set-constraint Ci , the set of good strings Gi =
(i)
⊔1≤j≤|Y (Ci )| Yj , and the set of bad strings Bi = {0, 1}|J(Ci )| \ Gi . Also, for any subset
n
S{0, 1} , the set of bad strings in S is Bi (S). By direction calculation, notice that
|Bi (S)|
= ⟨S|
|S|

!
X

|x⟩ ⟨x| ⊗ In−k

|Y (Ci )|

X |L(i)
j (S)|
j=1

|S|

|S⟩

x∈Bi
|Y (Ci )|

!
= ⟨S|

X
x∈Gi

|x⟩ ⟨x| ⊗ In−k

|S⟩ −

X

X

1
(i)

j=1

(i)
x,y∈Yj

|Yj |

⟨S| (|x⟩ ⟨y| ⊗ In−k ) |S⟩.
(17)

Plugging Equation (17) and {0, 1}|J(Ci )| = Bi ⊔ Gi into set-unsat(Ci , S) =
P|Y (Ci )| |L(i)
(S)|
j
, we then finish the proof.
j=1
|S|

|Bi (S)|
|S|

+
◀
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syndrome extraction, we show an exponential reduction in qubit overhead over the previous best
protocol. For a weight-w stabilizer, we demonstrate that stabilizer measurement tolerating one fault
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overhead needed for distance-three fault tolerance is only logarithmic in the cat state size. These
results could be useful both for near-term experiments with a few qubits, and for the general study
of the asymptotic resource requirements of syndrome measurement and state preparation.
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Introduction

A critical component of quantum error correction is syndrome measurement: a set of circuits
used to pinpoint which qubits have errors. This process of error identification is itself
susceptible to noise and may fail. To make this process robust, extra (ancilla) qubits can
be used to identify damaging mid-circuit faults and mitigate the spread of errors. The
objective of this paper is to reduce the overhead of ancilla qubits used in imparting this
fault tolerance. In particular, we focus on optimizing the flag technique for distance-three
fault tolerant stabilizer measurement. We also reduce qubit overhead in distance-three
fault-tolerant cat state preparation. Cat states [11] have applications in many areas of
quantum computing, including communication [9], information processing [12], and error
correction [13, 14]. Besides practical applications, our results on cat state preparation are
theoretically interesting since: i) we introduce the study of asymptotic estimates of qubit
overhead for the fault-tolerant preparation of cat states of arbitrary size, and, ii) ideas
developed for cat state preparation may provide clues for the fault-tolerant preparation of
logical states of more complex codes.
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Figure 1 Functioning of a flag scheme. (a) Flag qubits interact with a non-fault-tolerant circuit
to catch faults. Upon measurement, flag qubits yield a pattern of 1s and 0s. Based on the flag
pattern, a correction is applied onto the data qubits. (b) Measurement of stabilizer X ⊗10 in the
slow reset model, CSS fault-tolerant to distance three, using a = 4 ancilla qubits. Colored qubits
and gates are used to impart distance-three fault tolerance.

We strive for low qubit overhead since quantum computers with limited qubits count
resources preciously, and even minor improvements can free up extra qubits for other tasks.
In topological codes where stabilizers are localized in space and low-weight, only a few flag
qubits close to each stabilizer suffice to impart fault tolerance [16, 2, 3]. It has also been
shown that with adaptive control and quickly resetting qubits, only four ancillas are needed
for the universal fault-tolerant operation of some distance-three codes [4, 5]. In this paper, we
present a general fault-tolerant protocol that works for a stabilizer of any size. If qubits are
connected well enough, we show that only logarithmic overhead is required for fault-tolerant
stabilizer measurement, an exponential space improvement over the previous linear overhead.

The general model of flag-based fault-tolerance is displayed in Figure 1a. Here, a set
of flag ancilla qubits monitor operations in a non-fault-tolerant circuit and when measured
at the end, produce flag patterns which uniquely identify mid-circuit faults. Based on the
observed flag pattern, a correction is applied to the data to minimize the spread of errors.
As an example, Figure 1b measures a stabilizer on 10 data qubits while tolerating one fault.
The three colored qubits are the flag ancillas and the measured flag patterns each imply
different corrections. Also note that the sequence of flag patterns (100, 110, 111, 011, 001) is
a path on the hypercube and also corresponds to the order of the flag CNOTs (edge between
100 and 110 implies a CNOT is applied onto flag qubit 2).

In this paper, we restrict discussion to the measurement of individual stabilizers of a
quantum code, as in Shor-style fault-tolerant stabilizer measurement [13]. We do not focus on
other methods which measure multiple stabilizers in parallel. Figure 2 displays improvements
made over the years to Shor’s method. Note that Shor’s method can tolerate any number of
faults by increasing the fault tolerance of the ancillary cat state preparation. The subsequent
schemes forgo this property and are only fault-tolerant to distance three. DiVincenzo and
Aliferis first make the circuit deterministic by removing the need for cat state verification [7].
This ensures that a circuit designer need not wait for a fault-tolerantly prepared cat state
before measuring the stabilizer. Subsequent improvements were made in [15], [16] and [5] to
reduce ancilla count by coupling each ancilla qubit to two data qubits instead of one.

With our flag method, the ancilla cat state is prepared and unprepared while collecting
the stabilizer. As in Figure 1b, an X fault occurring anywhere on the |+⟩ qubit may spread
into the data, but will also leave its imprint on the flags. This is then measured out as a flag
pattern. Due to the particular chosen arrangement of the flag CNOTs, any fault that can
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(a) [13].

(b) [7].

(c) [15, 16, 5].

(d)

Figure 2 Historical progression of stabilizer measurement circuits. A weight-10 X stabilizer
measurement circuit is provided as an example. CNOTs in black have targets on the 10 data
qubits, collectively represented by the black wire. In (b)(c)(d), fault-tolerance is only guaranteed
to distance-three and Pauli corrections (or Pauli frame updates) are applied to the data based on
the Z basis measurements. (a) Shor’s method uses w + 1 ancillas and requires a fault-tolerantly
prepared cat state. (b)(c) The following two methods use unverified cat states with subsequent error
decoding. Non-deterministic cat state verification is replaced with a deterministic circuit, allowing
for uninterrupted circuit operation. (d) The flag method prepares and unprepares an ancilla cat
state while collecting the stabilizer. Exponentially more flag configurations can thus be accessed for
fault diagnosis.
Table 1 Distance-3 cat state preparation: Weight-w cat states can be prepared fault-tolerantly
to distance-3 with m measurements of ancilla qubits. Slow reset requires m ancilla qubits whereas
with fast reset, only one ancilla qubit is required.
Type
Deterministic error correction
Theorem 5
Adaptive error correction
Theorem 6

Bounds
w ≤ 3 (2m − 2m + 2)
w ≤ 3 (2m − 2m + 3)

spread to a high-weight data error triggers one of the five shown flag patterns. Each flag
pattern then applies a unique correction that ensures that there is at most one data qubit in
error. This satisfies the condition for fault tolerance, which states that k faults in a circuit
should cause no more than k qubits to have errors.
For the distance-three fault-tolerant measurement of a weight-w stabilizer, we propose
two methods based on the speed of qubit reset. With fast qubit reset, Theorem 3, only
three flag ancillas are required in total, but each flag needs to be measured once per four
data qubits. If more flags are used in parallel, the number of accessible flag patterns grows
exponentially and the number of measurements per ancilla converges to one. This is the
regime of slow qubit reset, Theorem 4, which uses at most ⌈log2 w⌉ flag ancillas measured
only at the end.
Table 1 contains bounds on the ancilla overhead for preparing weight-w cat states faulttolerantly to distance-three. If the flag qubits can reset quickly, Theorem 5 states that only
one flag qubit is required and it needs to be reset and measured m times. Since the flag
qubits operate independently, it is also possible to use m flag qubits, with each one being
measured once. We further show how to use an adaptive circuit in Theorem 6 to marginally
increase the number of flag patterns in use.
The rest of this paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 details the construction of
the two paths on the hypercube that we use as flag sequences. Section 3 describes how to
use these sequences for distance-three fault-tolerant syndrome measurement, and Section 4
deals with cat state preparation.
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Flag sequences

A flag pattern or flag configuration is a string of 1s and 0s that arises from measuring out
the flags. If a flag ancillas are used, then the a-bit flag configuration labels a vertex of the
a-dimensional hypercube. We show how to construct two paths on the hypercube to produce
maximal-length sequences of flag configurations. Since they are paths, only one bit is flipped
between subsequent flag configurations. This bit flip corresponds to the application of a flag
CNOT from the syndrome ancilla to the flag qubit indexed by the flipped bit, thus providing
a blueprint to construct the fault-tolerant circuit.
The first type of sequence just requires a maximal-length traversal of the a-dimensional
hypercube. A simple choice for this is the Gray code [10, 8].
▶ Lemma 1. For a ≥ 1, the Gray code creates a length-2a Hamiltonian path in the adimensional hypercube.
Proof. We provide a quick construction of the sequence. For a = 1, use the sequence 0, 1.
For a > 1, construct the sequence inductively. First, run the sequence for a − 1 with a 0
prepended, then run it backwards with a 1 prepended.
◀
For example, for a = 2, the sequence is 00, 01, 11, 10. For a = 3, the sequence is 000, 001, 011,
010, 110, 111, 101, 100.
In this paper we use a piece-wise definition of fault tolerance. Fault tolerance to distanced implies that for all k ≤ t = ⌊ d−1
2 ⌋, correlated errors of weight-k occur with k-th order
probability. For distance-three CSS fault-tolerant syndrome bit measurement, any single
fault should result in a data error with X and Z components having weight zero or one.
In order to ensure that the circuit is distance-three fault-tolerant, we need to ensure that
a measurement fault does not trigger corrections of weight greater than one. Hence the
second maximal-length sequence requires that there are no weight-one strings except at the
start and end. As shown in Figure 1b, we may assign weight-one corrections to these two
configurations, but for all others there exist multi-qubit corrections.
▶ Lemma 2. For a ≥ 2, in the a-dimensional hypercube {0, 1}a there exists a path v1 =
10a−1 , . . . , vn = 0a−1 1 such that all intermediate vertices v2 , . . . , vn−1 have weight at least
two, and each vertex appears at most once; with length n = 2a − 2a + 3.
Proof. Figure 3 illustrates the inductive construction of maximal-length flag sequences
satisfying the above constraints. With a = m − 1 flag qubits, the sequence has length
2a − 2a + 3. The a-flag sequence is constructed by first running the previous flag sequence,
on a − 1 flags, up to the second-to-last element (which for a ≥ 4 is χ{2,a−1} 1 ), and with 0
appended at the end. Then run the sequence backward, except with 1 appended at the end,
and with the 2 and a − 1 coordinates swapped (the red and blue rows in the figure). Finally,
finish the sequence from χ{1,a} by walking through χ{3,a} , χ{4,a} , . . . , χ{a−2,a} , χ{2,a} , with
the appropriate weight-three sequences (shown in gray) interposed.
To ensure that no vertex is visited more than once, one need only check that the last 2a−5
sequences are distinct from those that came before. For this, one can track by induction the
2a − 3 hypercube vertices that are not visited by each walk: 0a , the a − 2 weight-one strings
χ2 , . . . , χa−1 , and the a − 2 weight-two strings χ{1,3} , χ{3,4} , χ{4,5} , . . . , χ{a−1,a} .
◀
1

χ{x,y} implies bits at positions x and y are set to 1.
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Figure 3 Flag sequences for distance-three fault-tolerant syndrome bit measurement, using a
flag qubits, each measured once (the slow reset model). These sequences are walks through the
a-dimensional hypercube, from 10a−1 to 0a−1 1; passing through each vertex at most once and no
other weight-one vertices. Flag configurations are stacked vertically and ordered initially left to
right, with solid and empty squares representing 1 and 0, respectively, e.g.,
represents 10, 11, 01.
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5:6
FT Syndrome Extraction and Cat State Preparation with Fewer Qubits

Distance-three syndrome measurement

In this section, we outline two protocols for distance-three CSS fault-tolerant syndrome
measurement. They differ based on the speed of qubit measurement and reset.
For w ∈ {4, 5, 6}, flag-fault-tolerant circuits are constructed the same way regardless of
qubit reset speed. We show in Figure 4a that for w = 6, only two flag ancillas are required.
Lower-weight stabilizers can be measured by removing data CNOTs and making appropriate
changes to the Pauli corrections. For 7 ≤ w ≤ 10, the different methods of construction yield
the same circuits. It is only for w > 10 that the effects of qubit reset speed are pronounced.

Fast reset

▶ Theorem 3. If qubits can be measured and reset quickly, then for any w, four ancilla
qubits are sufficient to measure the syndrome of X ⊗w , CSS fault-tolerantly to distance three.
Moreover, the number of measurements needed is ⌈ w+2
4 ⌉ + 1.
Proof. For w ∈ {4, 5, 6}, the circuit using two flag ancillas is shown in Figure 4a. It
runs through a sequence of three flag configurations and a multi-qubit correction is only
applied for the flag configuration 11. For w > 6, the general construction is shown in
Figure 5. Each repetition of the highlighted region adds the X parity of four more data
qubits, while measuring and quickly reinitializing one flag qubit. In terms of the number
of measurements m, the construction achieves up to w = 4 (m − 1) − 2. It is fault tolerant
because X faults on the control wire cause flag configurations of alternating weights two or
three, that localize the fault to three possible consecutive locations along the control wire:
before, between or after two CNOT gates. The appropriate correction is for a fault between
the CNOT gates.
◀

Theorem 3 may be optimal; it does not appear to be possible to use fewer than three flag
qubits. With just one flag qubit, one can detect that an error has occurred, but not where.
As illustrated in Figure 6, either the control wire is unprotected at some point or for w ≥ 4
there is no consistent correction rule.
By a similar argument, two flag qubits are not enough. Any correction based on a single
flag can have weight at most one, since the flag measurement itself could be faulty. However,
if at some point in the middle the control wire is protected by just a single flag, a weight-one
correction will not suffice. On the other hand, if both flags are used to protect the control
wire across the entire sequence of CNOT gates, we are unable to locate faults well enough to
correct them.

±Z
±Z

(b)
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F gure 5 D stance-three au t-to erant syndrome measurement on y requ res three flag qub ts
The h gh ghted reg on can be repeated to fit the we ght o the stab zer be ng measured

a±Z

F gure 6 D stance-three error correct on s not poss b e w th on y one flag qub t E ther ( e t)
the contro w re s unprotected at some po nt ⋆ rom wh ch an X au t can propagate to an error o
we ght at east two or (r ght) au ts at a b c caus ng respect ve errors I X1 Xw have no cons stent
correct on

We wou d ke to po nt out that th s construct on can a so be used to prepare a w-qub t
cat state au t to erant y to d stance three The convers on to th s c rcu t o ows three steps
Remove one data qub t In t a ze the data qub ts as 0⟩ Remove the syndrome anc a
measurement so as to reta n the qub t n the support of the stab zer An examp e of th s
convers on s shown or w = 6 n F gure 4b In Sect on 4 th s method w be subsumed by a
better protoco that uses just one anc a qub t

Slow reset

▶ Theorem 4 The syndrome o X ⊗w can be measured CSS au t-to erant y to d stance three
using m ≥ 3 measurements, provided that

w ≤ 2 (2m−1 − 2(m − 1) + 3)

Proof. Two examp es are shown n F gure 4a for w = 6 and F gure 1b for w = 10 As
n these figures n genera we co ect the syndrome two qub ts at a t me nto a syndrome
qub t that s n t a zed as +⟩ Between each of these pa rs of CNOT gates a CNOT s
app ed from the syndrome qub t nto one of m − 1 flag qub ts Th s eads to a sequence
of flag configurat ons e g 100 110 111 011 001 for the w = 10 examp e Based on the
observed flag configurat on a correct on s app ed as an X au t had occurred between the
correspond ng pa r of flag CNOT gates
Observe that the flag sequence changes one b t at a t me t can be thought of as a
path on the hypercube It beg ns and ends w th we ght-one configurat ons but otherw se
the configurat ons a have we ght at east two Th s s mportant for d stance-three fau t
to erance because a fau t cou d affect the flags and on y the first and ast data correct ons
have we ght one A so the flag configurat ons a ong the sequence are d st nct so each s
assoc ated w th on y one correct on The theorem then just fo ows from the flag sequence
construct on n Lemma 2
◀

TQC 2021
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sha1_base64="i/ajBpi3bzppoBv7nRnpLUAlntw=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="dz7uZYxJIdWZN51uCSSg8MIFF0g=">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</latexit>

<latexit

X3 X6
sha1_base64="gSiQsbFIycKXtwnMQyZ8cI7g8Lc=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="dXoFlCPpa6a5dBQo00EetHRNUP4=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="wnHS9JRltzxnFxKvDJCzRx6w54M=">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</latexit>

<latexit

Correction:
<latexit

sha1_base64="+r+cAIZnYi1SpGqafBwyXMeYrLA=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="hNq4DD5oOdcVsg/ziKakCBsgv+8=">AAAHaXicbVVdb9xEFHULZEv4aENfELw4WEEl3Vj2bqtWqIKg8FEkogY1SSvtRNF49q4zij3jjMdkV6P5GbzC7+I38MJP4I73o2t7LVsan3vmnHuvr+2kyHipo+ifO3ffe/+Drd69D7c/+viTT+8/2PnsvJSVYnDGZCbV24SWkHEBZ5rrDN4WCmieZPAmuT5y8Td/gCq5FKd6VsBFTlPBJ5xRjdDoSCoFzC2/vXwQRGFUH353ES8Wwff/efVxcrmz9ZKMJatyEJpltCxHcVToC0OV5iwDu02qEgrKrmkKps7U+nsIjf2JVHgJ7ddog0fzspzlCTJzqq/KdsyBm2KjSk+eXxguikqDYHOjSZX5WvqubH/MXZ3ZzKeMYb4V1ZgHu6KKMo3t2W4YpYoWV5xNsQQuWFaNwdwwrljFNUICbpnMcyrGhmiq0qqwZt+Q6cy8iCDv4/XdvrE+oco/NP6Bb/3HL8Ini8g6fLAZflzLuFCLXcNDhG1/HyWf44pMVG6kJSDG0xl63tza7T2ioJ2jXaWKlY5hQq5B+0FsCM6GWxBFRVo/MxdMFK2DWQ26sKPZ1c55PBgYd2OC2JJdt8cEA7sglVVSK+xe4ubdBUiTci67Ml2TFVLl8+j5Mno+j/4IOF0KjvGZvypAUS0VVqOsOVV2zxC5wATNwUGuwvXyEy5kzmlmR4MLg40qKwVuftAJJvoRSSDlwuBkZRnCik9tEPuE+MHAd21tRIji6ZX+puVBCmXQZ+KbE7tsQJFRBnWTgqEheYmjBa4/JKfXkMjpqH5VsO28dLcmGFrXSLukHtS9bExlUeoDTAXR2gJf+Pr1MUd0BkKANSpNrInCp/2oH9km55iPhUt9SXKU8GmLdJJVeVOlQzkFbORKw5E6lKNM4mNtktrZUCWlaFkN2kKvGFCxpjPY5HaKIwqKr8qPNxq+1oreJqDU7B1tg9jPoN5lNbfrSP1wU9FGcXG7OFmWrRZ1SjuW+OlZr792a5F+g3zVpLgfdzPBSVE0rcqGUFfnF/yaNaejnfKvamUUDvv12WkgwPLBh0/69dmi/JSmOPRiOWKuojDqd3r8mmbrZc2V8N8Tt/803cX5IIyH4eD3QXD49fwn5N3zvvS+8h55sffMO/Reeifemcc86f3p/eX9vfVvb6f3ee+LOfXuncWeh17j6AX/A90wgv0=</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="wnHS9JRltzxnFxKvDJCzRx6w54M=">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</latexit>

X[3] X[6] X[9]
<latexit

sha1_base64="ppR0pbLlcMwo+JLxMVFyOTwJizs=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="SAtzdv3ZV84i5JcXSL3OpP6iWYQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="WA24Acg/RQGtwJtNBN7LSDuCOrk=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="gBYRsxl6WxSYt9umSIY0RhnO9RU=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="WA24Acg/RQGtwJtNBN7LSDuCOrk=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="mr4eqT1gS9mGyFe8XRYH5Zi2AIw=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="mr4eqT1gS9mGyFe8XRYH5Zi2AIw=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="WA24Acg/RQGtwJtNBN7LSDuCOrk=">AAAHZHicbVVdb9xEFHVbyJZQoKXiCQk5WJFKurHs3VT0oYKg8FEkogY12VbKRNF49q4zjT3jzIzJrkbzH3iFf8Yf4JmfwMzsR9f2WrY0Pvf4nnvPXNtZVVCpkuSfO3fvffDhVu/+R9sfP/jk088ePvp8JHktCJwRXnDxNsMSCsrgTFFVwNtKAC6zAt5k10cu/uYPEJJydqpmFVyUOGd0QglWFhqha1BhcvkwSuLEH2F3kS4W0ff/Bf44uXy09RKNOalLYIoUWMrzNKnUhcZCUVKA2Ua1hAqTa5yD9kWacNdC43DChb2YCj3a4OFSylmZWWaJ1ZVsxxy4KXZeq8nzC01ZVStgZC40qYtQ8dB1HI6pAKKKWYgJsfXWWNk6yBUWmCjrzHZDKBe4uqJkalugjBT1GPQNoYLUVFmIwS3hZYnZWCOFRV5XRu9pNJ3pFwmUfXt9t6dNiLAID3W4H5rw6Yv4YBFZh/c3w099GhdqsT08tLDp79mUz+0KTUSpuUHAxtOZ1by5Ndu7SEC7RrMq1XY6honf8ijVyI6FWyCBWe73zAUzgX2w8KALO5pZPTmPRwPtbnSUGrTjntHRwCxIss58hp1L+/DOAsSZnKddia6lZVyU8+hoGR3Noz+CnS4Bx3bPX1UgsOLCdiOMPhVmVyO+wBguwUGuw/X2M8p4SXFhzgcX2holawFufqwSTNQTlEFOmbaTVRQWFnRqojREKIwGobO1EUGC5lfqm5YGqoS2OpNQn5ilAVWBCXiToqFGpbSjBc4fVOJryPj03L8q1nYq3a2OhsYZaZbUfe9lYyorqfZtKRb1EvZd96+PPsIzYAyMFnlmdBI/6yf9xDQ5x3TMXOlLkqPEz1qkk6Ium1k6lFOwRq5yOFKHclRwu61NUrsaLDhnLalBO9ErApit5RlsUju1IwqCrtpPNwq+VgLfZiDE7D1tQ7KfQbyvai7XSfXDTY0bzaXt5riULYs6rR1z++lZ79+rtUi/QbkyKe2n3UrspAic17KRqJvnF/s1a05Hu+RfxUooHvb92TEQYLnx8UHfny3KT3luh54tR8x1FCf9jsevcbHe1jyT/fek7T9NdzEaxOkwHvx+EB3uzX9Cwf3gy+Dr4EmQBt8Gh8HL4CQ4C0jwLvgz+Cv4e+vf3oPe494Xc+rdO4tnHgeNo/fV/1e6gG8=</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="mr4eqT1gS9mGyFe8XRYH5Zi2AIw=">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</latexit>

<latexit

|0i
m=3
ancilla qubits |0i
|0i
<latexit

sha1_base64="xGk/HexZPCrrLzZ6ZTTcV31U2/M=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="dz7uZYxJIdWZN51uCSSg8MIFF0g=">AAAHZ3icbVXbbtw2EFXS1pu6lyQNUBToi1zBQOqsF9LaQfIQtC7cSwrUiIvYTgrTNSjurExYImWSqndB8Cv62n5YP6Fv/YQOtZespBW0APfM4Tkzw5GUljnXJo7/uXP3vfc/2Ojd+3Dzo48/+fT+g4efnWlZKQanTOZSvU2phpwLODXc5PC2VECLNIc36fWhj7/5A5TmUpyYaQkXBc0EH3NGDUK/kWswNv596C4fRPEgrq+wu0jmi+jb/4L6Or58uPGSjCSrChCG5VTr8yQuzYWlynCWg9sklYaSsmuaga3zdOE2QqNwLBX+hAlrtMGjhdbTIkVmQc2Vbsc8uC52Xpnx8wvLRVkZEGxmNK7y0MjQFx2OuAJm8mlIGcN8K2owD3ZFFWUGm7PZMMoULa84m2AJXLC8GoG9YVyxihuEBNwyWRRUjCwxVGVV6eyOJZOpfRFD0cffNzvWhYSq8MCGu6ELn7wY7M8jq/DuevhJLeNDLXYN7yHs+jso+RxXZKwKKx0BMZpM0fPm1m1uEwXtHN0yVax0BGN/6mGUWIKT4RdEUZHVZ+aDqaJ1MK9BH/Y0t9w5i0dDWw9PlDiy5ffYaOjmJF2ltcLWJW7emoM01TPZpemKrJCqmEXPFtGzWfR7wOlScIRn/qoERY1UWI1y9kS5bUvkHBO0AA/5ClfLT7mQBae5Ox9eWGyUrhT4+UEnGJvHJIWMC4uTlecIKz5xURISEkbD0Le1ESGKZ1fm65YHKZVFn3Foj92iAWVOGdRNivYsKTSOFvj+kIJeQyon5/Wjgm3n2v+10Z7zjXQL6m7dy8ZUltrsYiqI1hb4uNePjz2kUxACnFVZ6mw8eNqP+7Frco74SPjUFyRPGTxtkY7zqmiqdCgngI1canhSh3KYSzzWJqmdDVVSipbVsC30igEVKzrDdW4nOKKg+LL8ZK3ha6PobQpKTd/R1oj9COpdVjO7jtR3NxVtFJe0i5Nat1rUKe1I4qtntf7arUX6BYplk5J+0s0EJ0XRrNINoa7OT/g2a05HO+Wf1dJosNev704DARYHP9jv13eL8kOW4dCLxYj5igZxv9Pj1zRfLWumhN+epP2l6S7OhoNkbzD8dT862Jl9hIJ7wZfBV8HjIAmeBQfBy+A4OA1YUAR/Bn8Ff2/827vf+7z3xYx69858z6OgcfW2/gewp4H1</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="HGEq2f4eTJXnx0Zv+kxkTXGz2fk=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="bwoaypXJ0lzqCJO0zYSJ3VvCN1Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="BCcCQGnjR27wmcUl5pqyt0i8Dg8=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="bwoaypXJ0lzqCJO0zYSJ3VvCN1Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="40FUDOP1KdkyVChMFoMaT5a1zOs=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="bwoaypXJ0lzqCJO0zYSJ3VvCN1Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="8lVCk2Cj2clWYH4d5v1bBMh6hI8=">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</latexit>

<latexit
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FT Syndrome Extraction and Cat State Preparation with Fewer Qubits
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The construction of Lemma 2 gives flag sequences of maximal length, 2a − 2a + 3. Indeed,
this follows since the number of vertices with odd weight greater than one is 2a−1 − a, and
vertices must alternate between odd and even weight.
Note that the approach of Theorem 4, with slow reset, is different from the fast reset case
of Theorem 3, in that a flag qubit is active and able to detect faults in more than one region
of the circuit.

4

Distance-three cat state preparation

Next we turn to the question of distance-three fault-tolerant preparation of cat states.
For preparing a two- or three-qubit cat state, any preparation circuit is automatically
fault-tolerant, because every error has weight zero or one. For example, on three qubits
XXI ∼ IIX, since XXX is a stabilizer. Fault tolerance becomes interesting for preparing
cat states on w ≥ 4 qubits.
The ideas of Theorems 3 and 4 can also be applied to cat state preparation. For example,
just as in Figure 4 a circuit for measuring X ⊗6 with three ancilla qubits corresponds to a
circuit to prepare a six-qubit cat state with two ancillas, similarly adapting the construction
of Theorem 4 allows preparing a 2(2a − 2a + 3) qubit cat state with a ancilla qubits each
measured once. However, we can do better.
▶ Theorem 5. For m ≥ 2, one ancilla qubit, measured m times, is sufficient to prepare a
cat state on w qubits fault-tolerantly to distance three, for

w ≤ 3 2m − 2m + 2 .
Proof. Figure 7 illustrates our construction for the cases m = 3 and m = 4. In general, we
prepare a w-qubit cat state using CNOT gates from the first qubit, so that the possible
X errors from a single fault are 1, X1 , X[2] , X[3] , . . .. (Here we are using the notation
Q
[m] = {1, 2, . . . , m} and XS = j∈S Xj .) We then compute parities of subsets of the qubits
into the ancillas, following the flag sequence from Lemma 2 and Figure 3. Although for
clarity Figure 7 shows the m parity checks being made in parallel, they can also be made
sequentially with just one ancilla qubit.
With the given correction rules, errors due to single faults are corrected up to possibly a
weight-one remainder. (For example, in Figure 7a, errors X[5] , X[6] and X[7] all result in the
parity checks 111, for which the correction X[6] is applied.) The circuit also tolerates faults
within the parity-check sub-circuit, because a single fault here can flip at most one parity,
and no correction is applied for the weight-one configurations.
◀
By this method, the cat state is prepared in depth w − 1. The depth of the parity check
circuit, however, increases exponentially as 2m−2 for m ≥ 3 if we consider slow reset (a = m).
This is evident from the flag sequences in Figure 3 as the maximum number of times any
flag bit is switched. The total depth of the circuit is then (w − 1) + 2m−2 .
Note that the construction from Theorem 5 does not help for syndrome measurement,
because the parity checks would in general become entangled with the data.
We can do slightly better if we allow an adaptive circuit, in which the parity checks are
chosen based on the outcome of a flag qubit measurement. For example, Figure 8 gives
a circuit to prepare a 15-qubit cat state using m = 3 measurements. Here, the result of
measuring the red ancilla determines how the other two ancillas are used.
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5:10
FT Syndrome Extraction and Cat State Preparation with Fewer Qubits
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Figure 8 Circuit to prepare a 15-qubit cat state by adaptive error correction, fault-tolerant
to distance three. Labels on the thick black wire indicate which data qubit in the block is being
addressed as the control or target of the CNOT. If a fault occurs while preparing the cat state on
the |+⟩ qubit, it is partially localized by the red flag ancilla. The measurement result of this flag
then determines a set of parity checks to completely localize a possible fault. After all the ancilla
qubits have been measured, corrections are applied based on Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2 Parity checks and correction rules when the red flag ancilla in Figure 8 is measured as 1.
Correction
X1
X[4]
X[7]
X[10]

▶ Theorem 6. Using an adaptive circuit, for m ≥ 2, one ancilla qubit, measured m times,
can be used to prepare a cat state on w qubits fault-tolerantly to distance three, for

w ≤ 3 2m − 2m + 3 .
Proof. Our construction will follow the same basic structure as the circuit in Figure 8.
Prepare the w data qubits as |+0w−1 ⟩, then apply CNOT1,w , CNOT1,w−1 , . . . , CNOT1,2 to
get a cat state. Let k = 3 · 2m−1 − 2. Just before CNOT1,k+1 and just after CNOT1,2 , apply
CNOTs into the first ancilla qubit, the red qubit in Figure 8, and measure it.
The remainder of the circuit depends on the measurement result. If it is 1, then a fault
has been detected. The error on the cat state can be one of

X[k−1] , X[k] , X[k+1] .

The correction procedure needs to determine in which of the above 1 + k−1
3 groups of three
the error lies; then for any error in {X[3j] , X[3j+1] , X[3j+2] } the correction X[3j+1] works.
Perhaps the easiest way to locate the error is by binary search using the Gray code in
Lemma 1, e.g., by computing parities between qubits 3j for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 1 + k−1
3 }. Since
the measurement of the red ancilla could have been incorrect, it is important that the all-0s
outcome of the binary search correspond to the 1, X1 , X[2] error triple, as in Table 2. Using
m − 1 measurements, we can search 2m−1 possibilities, which indeed is 1 + k−1
3 . (The search
circuit can also be made nonadaptive, as in Figure 8.)
Next consider the case that the first measurement result is 0, so no fault has been detected.
The error on the cat state can be one of X[k+1] , X[k+2] , . . . , X[w] ∼ 1. We again use the
remaining m − 1 ancilla qubits to measure parities of subsets of cat state qubits. Since there
is no guarantee of a fault having occurred yet, we use flag sequences from Lemma 2, where
the length of the weight-at-least-two flag sequence is J = (2m−1 − 2(m − 1) + 1). The parity
checks are now done between qubits {k, k + 1 + 3j, k + 2 + 3J} for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , J }, as shown
in Figure 9 and Table 3. We do not allow weight-one flag configurations to be able to correct
any errors since they can be triggered by a measurement fault on any one of the data qubits
involved in the parity check.
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<latexit

Active
flags:

sha1_base64="hNq4DD5oOdcVsg/ziKakCBsgv+8=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="mr4eqT1gS9mGyFe8XRYH5Zi2AIw=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="th4LC0HDxXt6/Wujz5TlFrVWG5Y=">AAAHZHicbVXtbtxEFHULZEsotKXiFxJysIJKurHs3VTtjwoFhY8iETWoybZSJorGs3edaeyxMzMmuxrNO/AX3owX4Dm44/3o2l7LlsbnHt9z75lrOykzrnQU/Xvn7kcff7LVu/fp9mf3P//iwcNHX45UUUkGZ6zICvkuoQoyLuBMc53Bu1ICzZMM3ibXRy7+9k+QihfiVM9KuMhpKviEM6oRGpFr0H50+TCIwqg+/O4iXiwCb3GcXD7aekXGBatyEJplVKnzOCr1haFSc5aB3SaVgpKya5qCqYu0/i5CY39SSLyE9mu0waO5UrM8QWZO9ZVqxxy4KXZe6cmLC8NFWWkQbC40qTJfF77r2B9zCUxnM58yhvVWVGMd7IpKyjQ6s90QSiUtrzibYgtcsKwag7lhXLKKa4QE3LIiz6kYG6KpTKvSmj1DpjPzMoK8j9cPe8b6hEr/0Pj7vvWfvgwPFpF1eH8z/LRO40Itdg0PEbb9PUz5AldkInNTWAJiPJ2h5s2t3d4lEto12lWp2OkYJvWWB7EhOBZuQSQVab1nLphIWgezGnRhR7OrJ+fxYGDcjQliS3bcMyYY2AVJVUmdYecSH95ZgDRR87Qr0bW0opD5PDpaRkfz6E+A0yXhGPf8dQmS6kJiN9KaU2l3DSkWmKA5OMh1uN5+wkWRc5rZ88GFQaNUJcHNDyrBRD8hCaRcGJysLENY8qkNYp8QPxj4ztZGhEieXunvWxqklAZ1Jr45sUsDyowyqE0KhobkCkcLnD8kp9eQFNPz+lVB27lytyYYWmekXVL3ay8bU1kqvY+lIFpL4Ltevz7miM5ACLBGpok1UfisH/Uj2+Qc87FwpS9JjhI+a5FOsipvZulQTgGNXOVwpA7lKCtwW5ukdjVUFoVoSQ3aiV4zoGItz2CT2imOKEi+aj/eKPhGS3qbgJSzD7QNyX4B+aGquVwn1Y83FW00F7ebK5RqWdRp7bjAT896/7Vai/Q75CuT4n7crQQnRdK0Uo1E3Ty/4tesOR3tkn+TK6Fw2K/PjoEAy40PD/r12aL8nKY49GI5Yq6jMOp3PH5Ds/W25pnw3xO3/zTdxWgQxsNw8MdBcPjd4i90z/va+9Z74sXec+/Qe+WdeGce8957f3l/e/9s/de733vc+2pOvXtn8cxjr3H0vvkfQ0F/PA==</latexit>

<latexit

a 1 = 2 |0i
ancilla qubits |0i

<latexit

sha1_base64="wnHS9JRltzxnFxKvDJCzRx6w54M=">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</latexit>

X[12]
<latexit

sha1_base64="th4LC0HDxXt6/Wujz5TlFrVWG5Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="gBYRsxl6WxSYt9umSIY0RhnO9RU=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="th4LC0HDxXt6/Wujz5TlFrVWG5Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="c5fwXYNEUdcA35KRGlX+naNdPAE=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="cmR9GA7DA/ta9xl+0tLzahzBkN0=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="/dXnZNkjU6SfjHbhvgveduOQ4rA=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="th4LC0HDxXt6/Wujz5TlFrVWG5Y=">AAAHZHicbVXtbtxEFHULZEsotKXiFxJysIJKurHs3VTtjwoFhY8iETWoybZSJorGs3edaeyxMzMmuxrNO/AX3owX4Dm44/3o2l7LlsbnHt9z75lrOykzrnQU/Xvn7kcff7LVu/fp9mf3P//iwcNHX45UUUkGZ6zICvkuoQoyLuBMc53Bu1ICzZMM3ibXRy7+9k+QihfiVM9KuMhpKviEM6oRGpFr0H50+TCIwqg+/O4iXiwCb3GcXD7aekXGBatyEJplVKnzOCr1haFSc5aB3SaVgpKya5qCqYu0/i5CY39SSLyE9mu0waO5UrM8QWZO9ZVqxxy4KXZe6cmLC8NFWWkQbC40qTJfF77r2B9zCUxnM58yhvVWVGMd7IpKyjQ6s90QSiUtrzibYgtcsKwag7lhXLKKa4QE3LIiz6kYG6KpTKvSmj1DpjPzMoK8j9cPe8b6hEr/0Pj7vvWfvgwPFpF1eH8z/LRO40Itdg0PEbb9PUz5AldkInNTWAJiPJ2h5s2t3d4lEto12lWp2OkYJvWWB7EhOBZuQSQVab1nLphIWgezGnRhR7OrJ+fxYGDcjQliS3bcMyYY2AVJVUmdYecSH95ZgDRR87Qr0bW0opD5PDpaRkfz6E+A0yXhGPf8dQmS6kJiN9KaU2l3DSkWmKA5OMh1uN5+wkWRc5rZ88GFQaNUJcHNDyrBRD8hCaRcGJysLENY8qkNYp8QPxj4ztZGhEieXunvWxqklAZ1Jr45sUsDyowyqE0KhobkCkcLnD8kp9eQFNPz+lVB27lytyYYWmekXVL3ay8bU1kqvY+lIFpL4Ltevz7miM5ACLBGpok1UfisH/Uj2+Qc87FwpS9JjhI+a5FOsipvZulQTgGNXOVwpA7lKCtwW5ukdjVUFoVoSQ3aiV4zoGItz2CT2imOKEi+aj/eKPhGS3qbgJSzD7QNyX4B+aGquVwn1Y83FW00F7ebK5RqWdRp7bjAT896/7Vai/Q75CuT4n7crQQnRdK0Uo1E3Ty/4tesOR3tkn+TK6Fw2K/PjoEAy40PD/r12aL8nKY49GI5Yq6jMOp3PH5Ds/W25pnw3xO3/zTdxWgQxsNw8MdBcPjd4i90z/va+9Z74sXec+/Qe+WdeGce8957f3l/e/9s/de733vc+2pOvXtn8cxjr3H0vvkfQ0F/PA==</latexit>

<latexit

14
w = 15

sha1_base64="yMNYyhkGSeA7yWisyBWp1Jkc5vY=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="wnHS9JRltzxnFxKvDJCzRx6w54M=">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</latexit>

Correction:
<latexit

sha1_base64="ppR0pbLlcMwo+JLxMVFyOTwJizs=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="+UsNWjrHgjLfoI8Y0y7QAuQIJzs=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="yK6InXK/60eF45dUfRW4F9i8ujo=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="A/RmTdtcDu2UdR3EATvYxGETcpg=">AAAHY3icbVXbbtw2EFXS1ps6vSRp34oCcgQXqbNeSLsOmoegcOFeEqBGXMR2gpiGQXFnZcISKZNUvQuC39DX9tP6Af2PDrWXrCQLEkCdOTwzczSS0jLn2sTxv3fufvTxJxu9e59u3v/s8y++fPDw0amWlWJwwmQu1buUasi5gBPDTQ7vSgW0SHN4m14d+PjbP0FpLsWxmZVwXtBM8Aln1CB0QsoifH/xIIoHcX2E3UWyWETB4ji6eLjxkowlqwoQhuVU67MkLs25pcpwloPbJJWGkrIrmoGta3ThNkLjcCIVXsKENdrg0ULrWZEis6DmUrdjHrwtdlaZyfNzy0VZGRBsnmhS5aGRoW84HHMFzOSzkDKG9VbUYB3skirKDBqz2UiUKVpecjbFFrhgeTUGe824YhU3CAm4YbIoqBhbYqjKqtLZHUumM/sihqKP14871oWEqnDfhruhC5++GOwtIuvw7u3w01rGh1rsGh4h7Po7KPkcV2SiCisdATGezjDn9Y3b3CYK2jW6VanY6Rgm5ApMGCWW4FT4BVFUZPUz88FU0TqY16APe5pb7ZzHo6H1NzZKHNnye2w0dAuSrtJaYesCN28tQJrquewq6ZqskKqYR0+X0dN59GfA6VJwiM/8dQmKGqmwG+XssXLblsgFJmgBHvIdrrefciELTnN3Njy3aJSuFPj5wUwwMU9IChkXFicrzxFWfOqiJCQkjIaht7URIYpnl+b7Vg5SKot5JqE9cksDypwyqE2KRpYUGkcLvD+koFeQyulZ/aqg7Vz7WxuNnDfSLam7tZeNqSy12cVSEK1T4Ktevz72gM5ACHBWZamz8eBZP+7Hrsk55GPhS1+SPGXwrEU6yquiqdKhHAMaudLwpA7lIJf4WJukdjVUSSlaqYZtodcMqFjTGd6W7RhHFBRftZ/cmvCNUfQmBaVmH2i3iP0K6kNV83QdqZ+uK9poLmk3J7VuWdRp7VDip2e9/zpbi/Q7FCuTkn7SrQQnRdGs0g2hrs5v+DVrTke75FdqlWgw6tdnx0CA5YMf7PXrs0X5Jctw6MVyxHxHg7jf8fgNzdfbmivhvydp/2m6i9PhIBkNhn/sRfvfLf5C94JvgsfBkyAJfgj2g5fBUXASsIAHfwV/B/9s/Ne733vU+3pOvXtnseeroHH0vv0fbPx+9Q==</latexit>

sha1_base64="A/RmTdtcDu2UdR3EATvYxGETcpg=">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</latexit>

<latexit
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FT Syndrome Extraction and Cat State Preparation with Fewer Qubits

Table 3 Parity checks and correction rules when the red flag ancilla is measured as 0.
11 ⊕ 15
0
1
1
0

10 ⊕ 14
1
1
0
0

Possible errors
Flag/data qubit error
X[11] , X[12] , X[13]
X[14] or flag/data qubit error
1

Correction
None
X[12]
None
None

Consolidating, we are allowed up to 3J + 1 CNOTs before the red ancilla is initialized,
and up to k CNOTs in the monitored region of the red ancilla. In total we can create a cat
state on up to

w ≤ 3J + k + 2 = 3 2m − 2m + 3
qubits, with m total measurements.

◀

We also tested protocols where multiple flags are used for the initial partial localization
of a fault (in place of the red flag qubit). We found no improvement to our bounds on ancilla
overhead. It appears that ancillas are better used in the parity checks than for partial fault
localization.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we optimize the overhead of distance-three fault tolerance for stabilizer
measurement and cat state preparation. If the circuit on w qubits must tolerate one fault,
we show that only ∼ log w extra qubits are required. We detail the construction of a
maximal-length path on the hypercube and show that it can be used to greatly increase the
ability to catch and distinguish faults.
We describe two circuits for stabilizer measurement based on the speed of ancilla qubit
reset. With slow reset, a weight-w stabilizer can be measured fault-tolerantly to distancethree using only ⌈log2 w⌉ flag qubits for fault tolerance. With fast reset, only three flag
qubits are required, but the number of times they are measured and reset grows as ∼ w4 .
In our circuits for fault-tolerant cat state preparation we check for errors after the cat
state is non-fault-tolerantly prepared. We show, using a deterministic and an adaptive circuit,
that the overhead for fault tolerance can be as low as logarithmic in the size of the cat state.
In fact, only one flag qubit suffices, as long as it can reset quickly.
There are numerous avenues for further improvements. The circuits detailed in this
paper are only fault-tolerant to distance-three. Using more complex designs, flag-based
fault tolerance can be used to effect fault tolerance to arbitrary distance [1, 6]. It may
be interesting to try to develop higher-distance circuits for stabilizer measurement with
logarithmic overhead.
From the perspective of stabilizer algebra, a cat state is a CSS ancilla state. A future
avenue of research might look to extend these flag techniques to the fault-tolerant preparation
of general CSS ancilla states.
In order to execute the circuits in this paper, one qubit needs to be connected to all the
other qubits used. This does not bode well for architectures with limited connectivity. But
by mixing flag and transversal gate concepts for fault tolerance, it is possible to construct
stabilizer measurement circuits that can measure arbitrarily large stabilizers using only
local interactions, fault-tolerantly. This can be especially useful in technologies such as
superconducting qubits, where qubits only talk to neighbors on a 2-D lattice.
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Abstract

In the claw detection problem we are given two functions f : D → R and g : D → R (|D| = n,
|R| = k), and we have to determine if there is exist x, y ∈ D such that
We
 show
 f (x) = g(y).
1
1
1
1
that the quantum query complexity of this problem is between Ω n /2 k /6 and O n /2+ε k /4 when
2 ≤ k < n.
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1

Introduction

In this note we study the Claw problem in which given two discrete functions f : D → R
and g : D → R (|D| = n, |R| = k) we have to determine if there is a collision, i.e., inputs
x, y ∈ D such that f (x) = g(y). In contrast to the Element-Distinctness problem, where
the input is a single function f : D → R and we have to determine if f is injective, Claw is
non-trivial even when k < n. This is the setting we focus on.
Both Claw and Element-Distinctness have wide applications as useful subroutines
in more complex algorithms [5, 12] and as a means of lower bounding complexity [10, 1].
were first tackled by Buhrman et al. in 2000 [8] where
Claw and Element-Distinctness

they gave an O n3/4 algorithm and Ω n1/2 lower bound. In 2003 Ambainis,
introducing a

novel technique of quantum walks, improved the upper bound to O n2/3 in the query model
[4]. It was soon realized that a similar approachworks for Claw [9, 13, 15]. Meanwhile

Aaronson and Shi showed a lower bound Ω
n2/3 that holds if the range k = Ω n2 [2].

Eventually Ambainis showed that the Ω n2/3 bound holds even if k = n [3]. The same lower
bound has since been reproved using the adversary method [14]. Until now, only the Ω n1/2
bound based on reduction of searching was known for Claw with k = o(n) [8].
We consider quantum query complexity of Claw where the input functions are given
as a list of their values in black box. Let Q(f ) denote the bounded error quantum query
complexity of f . For a short overview of black box model refer to Buhrman and de Wolf’s
2n
survey [7]. Let [n] denote {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let Clawn→k : [k] → {0, 1} be defined as
(
Clawn→k (x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) =

1,

if ∃i, j xi = yj

0,

otherwise

.

Our contribution is a quantum
algorithm for Clawn→k with quantum query

 complexity
Q(Clawn→k ) = O n1/2+ε k 1/4 and a lower bound Q(Clawn→k ) = Ω n1/2 k 1/6 . In section 2
we describe the algorithm, and in section 3 we give the lower bound.
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2

Results


▶ Theorem 1. For all ε > 0, we have Q(Clawn→k ) = O n1/2+ε k 1/4 .
Proof. Let X = (x1 , . . . , xn ), Y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) be the inputs of the function. We denote
k = nκ .
Consider the following algorithm parametrized by α ∈ [0, 1].
1. a. Select a random sample A = {a1 , . . . , aℓ } ⊆ [n] of size ℓ = 4 · nα · ln n and query the
variables xa1 , . . . , xaℓ .
Denote by XA = {xa | a ∈ A} the set containing their values. Do a Grover search for
an element y ∈ Y such that y ∈ XA . If found, output 1.
b. Select a random sample A′ = {a′1 , . . . , a′ℓ } ⊆ Y of size ℓ and query the variables
ya′1 , . . . , ya′ℓ .
Denote by YA′ = {ya′ | a′ ∈ A′ } the set containing their values. Do a Grover search
for an element x ∈ X such that x ∈ YA′ . If found, output 1.
2. Run Claw4b ln n→k algorithm (with the value of b specified below) with the following
oracle:
a. To get xi : do a pseudorandom permutation on x1 , . . . , xn using seed i and using
Grover’s minimum search return the first value xj such that xj ∈
/ XA .
b. To get yi : do a pseudorandom permutation on y1 , . . . , yn using seed i and using
Grover’s minimum search return the first value yj such that yj ∈
/ X A′ .
′
Let B = {i ∈ [n] | xi ∈
/ XA }, B = {i ∈ [n] | yi ∈
/ YA′ } be the sets containing the indices of
the variables which have values not seen in the steps 1a and 1b. We denote |B| = b = nβ .
Let us calculate the probability that after step 1a there exists an unseen value v which is
represented in at least n1−α variables, i.e., v ∈
/ XA ∧ |{i ∈ [n] | xi = v}| ≥ n1−α . Consider
∗
an arbitrary value v ∈ [k] such that |{i | xi = v ∗ }| ≥ n1−α . For i ∈ [ℓ], let Zi be the
P
1−α
event that xai = v ∗ . ∀i ∈ [ℓ] Pr[Zi ] ≥ n n . Let Z = i∈[ℓ] Zi . Then E[Z] = ℓ · E[Z1 ] ≥
4 · nα · ln n ·

n1−α
n

= 4 ln n. Using Chernoff inequality (see e.g. [11]),


1
Pr[Z = 0] ≤ exp − E[Z]
2


≤ exp(−2 ln n) =

1
.
n2
κ

The probability that there exists such v ∗ ∈ [k] is at most nn2 = o(1). Therefore, with
probability 1 − o(1) after step 1a, every value v ∈ XB is represented in the input less than
n1−α times. The same reasoning can be applied to step 1b and the set B ′ . Therefore, with
probability 1 − o(1) both b and b′ are at most k · n1−α = nκ+1−α .
Similarly, we show that with probability 1 − o(1) each x ∈ B appears as the first element
from B in at least one of the permutations of the oracle in step 2. Let Wix be the event
that x ∈ B appears in the i-th permutation as the first element from B. E[Wix ] = 1b .
P
Let W x = i∈[4b ln n] Wix . E[W x ] = 4b ln n · 1b = 4 ln n. Pr[W x = 0] ≤ exp(−2 ln n) = n12 .
Pr[∃x ∈ B : W x = 0] ≤ nn2 = n1 = o(1). The same argument works for B ′ . Therefore, if there
is a collision, it will be found by the algorithm with probability 1 − o(1).
We also show that with probability 1 − o(1), in all permutations the first element from
B appears no further than in position 4 nb ln n (and similarly for B ′ ). We denote by Pi,j
the event that in the i-th permutation in the j-th position is an element from B. E[Pi,j ] =
P
b
1
j∈[4· n ·ln n] Pi,j . E[Pi ] = 4 · ln n. Pr[Pi = 0] ≤ exp(−2 ln n) = n2 .
n . We denote Pi =
b

Pr[∃i ∈ [4b ln n] : Pi = 0] ≤ 4bnln2 n ≤
pn
will use at most Õ
queries.
nβ

4n ln n
n2

= o(1). Therefore, the Grover’s minimum search
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√
The steps 1a and 1b use Õ(nα ) queries to obtain the random sample, and O( n) queries
to check if there
is a colliding element on the other side of the input. The oracle in step 2
pn
uses Õ
queries
to obtain one value of xi or yi .
nβ
Therefore the total complexity of the algorithm is


1
1
1
Õ nα + n 2 + Q(Claw4b ln n→k ) · n 2 − 2 β .

By using the O n2/3 algorithm in step 2,
1

1

2

1

1

Q(Claw4b ln n→k ) · n 2 − 2 β = n 3 β+ 2 − 2 β
1

1

1

1

= n2+6β
≤ n 2 + 6 (κ+1−α)
=n

4+κ−α
6

,

and the total complexity is minimized
by setting α = 4+κ
7 . However, we can do better

2/3
than that. Notice that the O n
algorithm might not be the best choice for solving
Claw4b ln n→k in step 2.

Let A0 denote the regular O n2/3 Clawn→k algorithm. For i > 0, let Ai denote a
version of algorithm from Theorem 1 that in step 2 calls Ai−1 . Then we show that for all n
and all 0 ≤ κ ≤ 32 ,


Q(Ai ) = Õ nTi (κ) ,
(2i −1)κ+2i+1
.
where Ti (κ) =
2i+2 −1

The proof is by induction on i. For i = 0, we trivially have that Q(A0 ) = Õ n2/3 . For
the inductive step, consider the analysis of our algorithm. Let us set α = Ti (κ). First, notice
that Ti (κ) is non-decreasing in κ and Ti 23 = 23 for all i. Thus for all κ ≤ 23 , we have
κ
2i −1
Ti (κ) ≤ 23 , hence α ≤ 23 and 1−α+κ
≤ 32 . Second, since the coefficient of κ is 2i+2
−1 ≤ 1 the
function Ti (κ) is above κ for κ ≤ 23 , establishing α − κ ≥ 0. This confirms that α = Ti (κ)
is a valid choice of α.

It remains to show that the complexity of step 2 does not exceed Õ nTi (κ) . By the
inductive assumption and analysis of the algorithm, the complexity

(up to logarithmic factors)
κ
of the second step is n to the power of (1 − α + κ) · Ti−1 1−α+κ
+ α−κ
2 . Finally, we have
to show that


κ
Ti (κ) − κ
(1 − Ti (κ) + κ) · Ti−1
+
≤ Ti (κ).
1 − Ti (κ) + κ
2
By expanding Ti−1 (κ) and with a slight rearrangement, we obtain
(2i−1 − 1)κ + 2i (1 − Ti (κ) + κ)
Ti (κ) + κ
≤
.
2i+1 − 1
2
We can further rearrange the required inequality by bringing Ti (κ) to right hand side and
everything else to the other. Then we get
i+1


(2i−1 − 1 + 2i − 2 2 −1 )κ + 2i
1
2i
≤ Ti (κ)
+
.
2i+1 − 1
2 2i+1 − 1
After simplification we obtain
Since limi→∞

2i −1
2i+2 −1

=

1
4

(2i −1)κ+2i+1
2i+2 −1

and limi→∞

≤ Ti (κ), which is true.
2i+1
1
2i+2 −1 = 2 , the result follows.

◀
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3

Lower Bound


We show a Ω n1/2 k 1/6 quantum query complexity lower bound for Clawn→k .

▶ Theorem 2. For all k ≥ 2, we have Q(Clawn→k ) = Ω n1/2 k 1/6 .
Proof. Let pSearchm : (∗ ∪ [k])
pSearchm (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) =

m

→ [k] be the partial function defined as

(

xi ,

if xi ̸= ∗, ∀j ̸= i : xj = ∗

undefined,

otherwise

.

Consider the function fn,k = Clawk→k ◦ pSearch⌊n/k⌋ . One can straightforwardly reduce
fn,k (x, y) to Clawn→k+2 (x′ , y ′ ) by setting
(
x′i

=

xi ,

if xi ̸= ∗

k + 1,

if xi = ∗

yi ,

if yi ̸= ∗

k + 2,

if yi = ∗

and
(
yi′

=

.



p

Now we show that Q(fn,k ) = Ω k 2/3 n/k = Ω n1/2 k 1/6 . The fact that Q(Clawk→k ) =

Ω k 2/3 has been established by Zhang [16]. Furthermore, thanks to the work done by
Brassard et al. in [6, Theorem 13] we know that for pSearchm a composition theorem holds:
√
Q(h ◦ pSearchm ) = Ω(Q(h) · Q(pSearchm )) = Ω(Q(h) · m). Therefore,
r 





n
2/3
1
1
Q(Clawn→k ) ≥ Q Clawk−2→k−2 ◦ pSearch⌊ n ⌋ = Ω k
= Ω n /2 k /6 .
k−2
k
◀

4

Open Problems



Can we show that Q Clawn→n2/3 = Ω n2/3 ? In particular, our algorithm struggles with
2/3

instances where there are n 2 singletons only two (or none)
of which are matching and

the remaining variables are evenly distributed with Θ n1/3 copies each, such that none are
matching. Thus our algorithm then either has to waste time sampling all the high-frequency
decoy values or have most variables not sampled by step 2. If this lower bound held, it would
imply a better lower bound for evaluating constant depth formulas and Boolean matrix
product verification [10, Theorem 5].
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Motivation

Quantum state tomography is the task of reconstructing a classical description of a quantum
state from experimental data. This problem has a long and rich history [5] and remains a
useful subroutine for building, calibrating and controlling quantum information processing
devices. Over the last decade, unprecedented advances in the experimental control of
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(local)

(global)
···
···
ρ

..
.

U1
..
.

U ∼E
···
···

U2
ρ
U3
U4

Figure 1 Basis measurement primitive. Global measurements (left) require implementing a
global unitary that affects all n qudits prior to measuring in the computational basis. A k-local
measurement primitive only allows for unitaries that affect groups of k (geometrically) local qudits;
see the left-hand side for a visualization with n = 8 and k = 2.

quantum architectures have pushed traditional estimation techniques to the limit of their
capabilities. This is mainly due to a fundamental curse of dimension: the dimension of state
space grows exponentially in the number of qudits, i.e. a quantum system comprised of n
d-dimensional qudits is characterized by a density matrix ρ of size D = dn . The impact of
this scaling behavior is further amplified by the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics
(“wave-function collapse”). Information about the state is only accessible via measuring the
system. An informative quantum measurement is destructive and only yields probabilistic
outcomes. Hence, many identically prepared samples of the quantum state are required to
estimate even a single parameter of the underlying state. Characterizing the full state of
a quantum system necessitates accurate estimation of many such parameters. Storing and
processing the measurement data also requires substantial amounts of classical memory and
computing power – another important practical bottleneck. To summarize: the curse of
dimension and wave-function collapse have severe implications that necessitate the design of
extremely resource-efficient protocols.
In this work, we focus on reconstructing the complete density matrix ρ from single-copy
measurements. This is an actual restriction, as it excludes some of the most powerful
tomography techniques known to this date [34, 19]. While very efficient in terms of state
copies, these procedures are extremely demanding in terms of quantum hardware – an actual
implementation would require exponentially long quantum circuits that act collectively on
all the copies of the unknown state stored in a quantum memory.
We also adopt a measurement primitive that mimics the layout of modern quantum
information processing devices. Apply a unitary U to the unknown state ρ 7→ U ρU †
and perform measurements in the computational basis {|i⟩ : i = 1, . . . , D}. Fixing U and
repeating this procedure many times allows for estimating the associated outcome distribution:
[pU (ρ)]i = ⟨i|U ρU † |i⟩

for i = 1, . . . , D.

(1)

This outcome distribution characterizes the diagonal elements of U ρU † . In general, access to
a single diagonal is insufficient to determine ρ unambiguously. Instead, multiple repetitions of
this basic measurement primitive are necessary. We refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration. Different
ensembles E of accessible unitary transformations give rise to different basis measurement
primitives. When employed to perform state tomography – i.e. reconstruct an unknown state
ρ up to accuracy ϵ in trace distance – the following fundamental scaling laws apply to any
(single-copy) basis measurement primitive and any tomographic procedure:
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Table 1 Resource scaling for state tomography protocols based on global measurements (single
copy): Here, D denotes the Hilbert space dimension, r is the rank of the target state and ϵ is
the desired precision (in trace distance). We have suppressed constants, as well as logarithmic
dependencies in D and r. The first row summarizes known fundamental lower bounds, while the
label “unknown” indicates a lack of rigorous theory support.

lower bounds
CS [40]
CS [27]
PLS [18]
this work
this work

meas. primitive
arbitrary
Haar
Clifford
2-design
4-design
Clifford

basis settings
≥r
r
D2/3 r
D
rϵ−2
r3 ϵ−2

state copies
≥ Dr2 ϵ−2
unknown
unknown
Dr2 ϵ−2
Dr2 ϵ−4
Dr4 ϵ−4

runtime
≥ Dr2 ϵ−2
D4
D4
D3
2 5/2 −5
D r ϵ
D2 r6 ϵ−5

memory
≥ Dr
D3
D3
D2
Drϵ−2
Dr2 ϵ−2

(i) The number of basis measurement settings M must scale at least linearly with the
(effective) target rank r = rank(ρ): M = Ω(r). This corresponds to estimating a total
of DM = Ω(rD) parameters [21, 25].
(ii) The sampling rate N , i.e. the number of independent state copies required to obtain
sufficient data, must depend on rank, dimension and desired accuracy: N = Ω Dr2 /ϵ2
[19].
(iii) The classical storage S is bounded by dimension times target rank: S = Ω(rD).
Constraint iii. follows from a simple parameter counting argument – specifying a general
D ×D-matrix with rank r requires (order) rD parameters – while i. and ii. reflect fundamental
limitations that have only been identified comparatively recently. These bounds cover three
of the four most relevant cost parameters. For the last one we are not aware of a nontrivial
rigorous lower bound:
(iv) The classical runtime associated with processing the measurement data to produce an
estimated state σ⋆ should be as fast as possible.
The last decade has seen the development of several procedures that provably optimize
some of these four cost factors up to logarithmic factors in the ambient dimension. We refer
to Table 1 for a detailed tabulation of resource requirements. For now, we content ourselves
with emphasizing that existing procedures have been designed to either minimize the number
of measurement settings (compressed sensing approaches [17, 32, 28]) or the required number
of samples per measurement (least-squares approaches [37, 18]). Neither of these approaches
seems to be well-suited for optimizing classical postprocessing memory and time. Finally,
we point out that currently available quantum technologies are not perfect [35]. Practical
tomography procedures should be robust with respect to imperfections, most notably state
preparation and measurement errors.

2

Overview of results

In this work, we develop a robust algorithm for almost resource-optimal quantum state
tomography from (single-copy) basis measurements that comes with rigorous convergence
guarantees. The theoretical results are closely related to quantum state distinguishability
[23, 22, 3, 33] and strongest for global measurement primitives (Fig. 1, left) that are sufficiently
generic. In the regime of low target rank r, the proposed method improves upon state-of-the
art techniques at the cost of a worse dependence on target accuracy ϵ. The actual numbers
are summarized in Table 1. The required number of basis measurement setting matches
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results from compressed sensing [17, 32, 28] – a technique that has been specifically designed
to optimize this cost function – while the required number of state copies is comparable
to projected least squares [37, 18] – which is known to be (almost) optimal in this regard.
Classical runtime and memory cost are also reduced substantially. We also obtain rigorous
results for k-local measurement primitives (Fig. 1, right), but the obtained theoretical
numbers only become competitive if the locality parameter k is sufficiently large. We believe
that this shortcoming is an artifact of poor constants and refer to App. B.4 of the extended
version [9] for details.

2.1

Algorithm and theoretical runtime guarantee

The tomography algorithm – which we call Hamiltonian updates – is based on a variant
of the versatile mirror-descent meta-algorithm [38, 10], see also [7]. Mirror descent and
its cousin, matrix multiplicative weights, have led to considerable progress in algorithm
design across several disciplines. Prominent examples include fast semidefinite programming
solvers [20, 4, 31, 39, 8, 6, 7], quantum prediction techniques like shadow tomography [1],
the online learning methods of [2] and the tomography protocol of [41]. The algorithm design
is summarized in Algorithm 1. The key idea is to maintain and iteratively update a guess
for the unknown state. The sequence of guess states is parametrized by Hamiltonians
σt =

exp(−Ht )
tr(exp(−Ht ))

for

t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(Gibbs / thermal state)

and initialized to an infinite temperature state σ0 = I/D (maximum entropy principle).
At each subsequent iteration, we choose a unitary rotation U ∼ E at random from a fixed
ensemble, estimate the outcome distribution (1) of the rotated target state U ρU † and compare
it to the predicted outcome distribution U σt U † of the current guess state. If the two outcome
distributions differ by more than mere statistical fluctuations, σt is an inadequate guess for
ρ.
We then update the guess state σt 7→ σt+1 by including a small energy penalty in the
associated Hamiltonian that penalizes the observed mismatch and repeat. Heuristically, it is
reasonable to expect that this update rule makes progress as long as each newly selected basis
provides actionable advice, i.e. discrepancies in the outcome distributions. As we prove in
App. A of the extended version [9] that we indeed make progress in relative entropy. Things
get more interesting when this is not the case. Predicted and estimated outcome distribution
can be very close for two reasons (i): the current iterate σt is close to the unknown target ρ
(convergence); (ii) the current basis measurement cannot properly distinguish between σt
and ρ, even though they are still far apart (false positive). It is imperative to protect against
wrongfully terminating the procedure due to the occurrence of a false positive. Hamiltonian
Updates (Algorithm 1) suppresses the likelihood of wrongfully terminating by checking
closeness in (up to) L additional random bases. The required size of such a control loop
depends on the measurement primitive. Broadly speaking, generic measurement ensembles –
like Haar-random unitary transformations – are very unlikely to produce false positives; while
highly structured ensembles – like mutually unbiased bases – can be much more susceptible.
The following relation introduces two ensemble-dependent summary parameters that capture
this effect:
PrU ∼E [∥pU (ρ) − pU (σt )∥ℓ1 ≥ θE (ρ, σt )∥ρ − σt ∥2 ] ≥ τE (ρ, σt ).

(2)

The parameter θE (ρ, σt ) relates an observed discrepancy in outcome distributions (measured
in ℓ1 distance) to the Frobenius distance in state space. As detailed below, it captures the
minimal progress we can expect from a successful update σt 7→ σt+1 . The second parameter
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Algorithm 1 Hamiltonian Updates for quantum state tomography.

Input: error tolerance ϵ, number of loops L.
Initialize: t = 0, Ht = 0, convergence=false
while convergence=false do
compute σt = exp(−Ht )/tr(exp(−H
▷ current guess for the state ρ
 t ))
select random basis measurement U |i⟩⟨i|U †
compute outcome statistics [pi ] of σt
▷ classical computation
estimate outcome statistics [qi ] of ρ
▷ quantum measurement
check if [pi ] and [qi ] are ϵ-close in ℓ1 distance
P
if no then set P = pi >qi |i⟩⟨i|
▷ collect outcomes for which pi > qi
1
Set η = 8 ∥p − q∥ℓ1
Ht+1 ← Ht + ηU † P U
▷ energy penalty for mismatch (in this basis)
update σt+1 = exp(−Ht+1 )/tr(exp(−Ht+1 ))
t←t+1
▷ update counter of number of iterations
else if yes then
▷ current guess may be close to ρ
check L additional random bases
▷ suppress likelihood of false positives
if ℓ1 distance is always < ϵ then
▷ current guess is likely to be close
set convergence=true
end if
end if
end while
Output: Ht

τE (ρ, σt ) lower bounds the probability of observing an outcome discrepancy that appropriately
reflects the current stage of convergence. This parameter controls the size of the control loop.
It is desirable to choose both parameters as large as possible, but there is a trade-off (making
θE (ρ, σt ) larger necessarily diminishes τE (ρ, σt )) and both depend heavily on the measurement
ensemble. One of our main theoretical contributions is a rigorous convergence guarantee
for Hamiltonian updates (Algorithm 1) that only depends on the ambient dimension D, the
target rank r = rank(ρ), as well as the worst-case ensemble parameters
θE (ρ) = max θE (ρ, σ)
σ state

and

τE (ρ) = max τE (ρ, σ).

(3)

σ state

▶ Theorem 1 (informal statement). Fix a measurement primitive E, a desired accuracy
ϵ and let ρ be a rank-r target
state. With high probability, Algorithm 1 requires at most

T = O r log(D)/(θE (ρ)ϵ)2 steps – each with a control loop of size L = O(log(T )/τE (ρ)) –
to produce an output σ⋆ that obeys ∥ρ − σ⋆ ∥1 ≤ ϵ.
This convergence guarantee is also stable with respect to imperfect implementations. In
particular, we only need to estimate
measurement outcome statistics to a certain degree

of accuracy: O Dr/(θE (ρ)ϵ)2 measurement repetitions suffice for each basis. This implies
that the total number of measurement settings and state copies are bounded by
M =T L ≃ O r log(D)/(τE (ρ)θE (ρ)2 ϵ2 )

N ≃O Dr2 log(D)/(τE (ρ)θE (ρ)4 ϵ4 )



(measurement settings),

(4)

(sample complexity).

(5)

To increase readability, we have suppressed the logarithmic contribution in T .
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2.2

Connections to quantum state distinguishability

The bounds for M in Eq. (4) and N in Eq. (5) are characterized by worst-case ensemble
parameters (2). These are intimately related to quantum state distinguishability: how good is
a fixed measurement primitive E at distinguishing state ρ from state σ in the single-shot limit?
Ambainis and Emerson [3] showed that the optimal probability of successful discrimination
is given by psucc = 12 + 14 EU ∼E ∥pU (ρ) − pU (σ)∥ℓ1 and achieved by the maximum likelihood
rule, see also [33]. It is possible to relate this bias to the Frobenius distance in state space:
EU ∼E ∥pU (ρ) − pU (σ)∥ℓ1 ≥ λE (ρ, σ)∥ρ − σ∥2 .
The proportionality constant λE (ρ, σ) measures how well the measurement primitive is
equipped to distinguish ρ from σ. It is closely related to the ensemble parameters defined in
Eq. (2) and has been the subject of considerable attention in the community. Tight bounds
have been derived for a variety of measurement primitives, such as Haar random unitaries
and approximate 4-designs [3, 33], random Clifford unitaries [29] and k-local (approximate)
4-designs [30]. Simple probabilistic arguments allow for converting these assertion into lower
bounds on both θE (ρ) and τE (ρ). Inserting these bounds into Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) then
implies the measurement and sample complexity assertions advertised in Table 1. We refer
to Appendix B of the extended version [9] for a detailed case-by-case analysis and content
ourselves here with an overview. We start with the strongest measurement primitive: Haar
random unitaries and approximate 4-designs achieve θE (ρ), τE (ρ) = const for any target state.
Hence, M = O(r log(D))/ϵ2 ) basis settings and N = O(Dr2 log(D)/ϵ4 ) state copies suffice.
1
Clifford random measurements achieve θE (ρ) ∼ r− 2 , τE (ρ) ∼ r−2 . That is, they only have
a worse dependency on the rank, but perform as well as Haar measurements in terms of
the ambient dimension. On the other hand, more local measurement settings defined by
unitaries acting on at most k qubits have θE (ρ) ∼ exp(−O(n/k)), τE (ρ) ∼ exp(−O(n/k)),
showing an (exponentially) worse dependency on the number of qudits when compared to
Haar measurements. Empirical studies below do, however, suggest a much more favorable
performance in practice.
This scaling highlights both a core strength and a core weakness of Hamiltonian updates.
In terms of dimension D and rank r, these numbers saturate fundamental lower bounds on
any tomographic procedure up to a logarithmic factor. However, the number of measurement
settings also depends inverse quadratically on the accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracy enters
as ϵ−4 , not ϵ−2 in the sample complexity. Thus, high accuracy solutions do not only require
many samples, but also many basis measurement settings. This drawback is a consequence
of a “curse of mirror descent (or multiplicative weights)”. These meta-algorithms are very
efficient in terms of problem dimension, but scale comparatively poorly in accuracy [4].
However, inverse polynomial scaling in accuracy ϵ is an unavoidable feature of quantum
state tomography. Hence, tomography is a reasonable setting to apply algorithms that trade
dimensional dependency for accuracy. Moreover, for most applications, it suffices to recover
the state up to precision ϵ = O(polylog(D)−1 ).

3

Summary and comparison to relevant existing work

We propose a variant of mirror descent [38, 10] to obtain resource-efficient algorithms for
quantum state tomography. In recent years, mirror descent and its cousins have been
extensively used to obtain fast SDP solvers [20, 4, 31, 39, 8, 6, 7], to develop prediction
algorithms like shadow tomography [1], the online learning methods of [2] and the tomography
protocol of [41]. Key advantages are resource efficiency, as well as intrinsic resilience towards
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noise. Empirical studies summarized in Fig. 2 confirm these theoretical assertions. A
downside is, however, that the number of iterations may depend on the desired target
accuracy ϵ. We focus on obtaining a ϵ-approximation in trace distance of a D-dimensional
state ρ from (random) basis measurements on i.i.d. copies (global classical description).
Our goal is to optimize the different resources required for that task. These include the
number of state copies (sample complexity), the cost for processing measurement data
(classical postprocessing), as well as the associated memory cost. The multipronged resource
efficiency of our results becomes particularly pronounced if the underlying target state has
(approximately) low-rank r ≪ D. This is a natural assumption in most applications, but can
also be relaxed to states with low Rényi entropy, see App. G of the extended version [9].
Thus, our results are similar in spirit to the tomography algorithms based on compressed
sensing (CS) [17, 32, 14, 36, 28], or projected least squares (PLS) [37, 18]. These also focus
on rigorous and (nearly) optimal sample complexity in the low-rank regime combined with
efficient postprocessing. Table 1 summarizes the resources required for these protocols, as
well as our new results. These compare favorably with existing methods. We note that for
approximate 4-design measurements, both sample complexity and memory – as functions
of D and r – are essentially optimal [34, 19]. Compared to existing approaches, we obtain
significant savings in both runtime and memory. Moreover, as pointed out in [41], there are
also qualitative advantages.
Current schemes that minimize the number of basis settings [40, 27] are only known to do
so with perfect knowledge of the underlying measurement outcomes. This will never be the
case in practice, due to statistical fluctuations. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first to rigorously obtain recovery guarantees with imperfect knowledge of outcomes
and basis settings that only scale logarithmically with the ambient dimension and linearly
with rank (albeit with the extra ϵ dependency).
The focus of this work differs from other recent applications of mirror descent to quantum
learning [2, 1, 6]. Broadly speaking, these works focus on obtaining a classical description
of the state – a shadow – that approximately reproduces a fixed set of target observables.
This is a different and weaker form of recovery. Moreover, these works prioritize sample
complexity, not necessarily classical postprocessing resources. Minimizing these classical
resources is a core focus of this work.
Having said this, the idea of using (variants of) mirror descent for quantum state (and
process) tomography is not completely new. Similar ideas were proposed in Refs. [13, 16]
and have been experimentally tested [11, 24]. More recently, Youssry, Tomamichel and Ferrie
proposed and analyzed state tomography based on matrix exponentiated gradient descent [41].
They focused on the practically relevant case of local (single-qubit) Pauli measurements and
established convergence to the target state as the number of samples goes to infinity. They
also pointed out conceptual advantages, such as online implementation and noise-robustness.
The results presented here add to this promising picture. We equip (a variant of) mirror
descent with rigorous performance guarantees in the non-asymptotic setting, optimize actual
implementations and establish robustness in a more general setting. Moreover, our results
apply to any measurement procedure that is capable of distinguishing arbitrary pairs of
quantum states.
We also want to point out that the method presented here could also be implemented
on a quantum computer. This would result in substantial runtime savings – a quantum
speedup for quantum state tomography. Suppressing polylogarithmic terms, a runtime of
3
order Õ(D 2 r3 ϵ−9 ) suffices to obtain a classical description of the target state. We refer to
App. E of the extended version [9] for details and proofs. To the best of our knowledge, this
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Figure 2 Convergence of Algorithm 1 for different noise models. We consider Haar-random
global measurements of a 8-qubit pure target state with target accuracy ϵ = 0.04. Different colors
track convergence for different noise models: (blue) amplitude damping noise with parameter ϵ/4;
(red) white noise with standard deviation ϵ/4 that mimics one-shot noise; (orange) zero noise. All
logarithms are base 10 and the shaded areas indicate 25% and 75% quartiles, estimated from 20
samples.

is the first quantum speedup for low-rank tomography beyond the results of Kerenidis and
Prakash [26] which cover pure, real target states (r = 1) exclusively and work under the
stronger assumption of access to a controlled unitary that prepares the state.
Finally, we want to emphasize that the proposed reconstruction procedure can be empowered by advantageous measurement structure. Storage-efficiency stems from the fact
that we can keep track of the Hamiltonian – not the associated Gibbs state – which inherits
structure from the underlying measurement procedure. Runtime savings are achieved by only
exponentiating the Hamiltonian approximately and exploiting fast matrix-vector multiplication. We refer to App. D of the extended version [9] for details and content ourselves here
with a vague, but instructive, analogy: View Algorithm 1 as an adaptive cool-down procedure.
We start with a Gibbs state at infinite temperature and, at each step, we cool down the
system in a controlled fashion that guides the thermal state towards the unknown target.
Importantly, each update is small and the number of total cooling steps is also benign. Hence,
we never truly leave the moderate temperature regime and avoid computational bottlenecks
that typically only arise at low temperatures. In turn, the output of our algorithm is in the
form of a Hamiltonian whose Gibbs state is close to the target state. A list of Gibbs state
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors can be obtained by block Krylov iterations, see
App. F of the extended version [9]. Runtime and memory cost of this conversion procedure
can never exceed those of Algorithm 1.

4

Numerical experiments

We complement our theoretical assertions with empirical test evaluations for systems comprised of up to 10 qubits. The results look promising and may establish Algorithm 1 as a
practical tool for quantum state tomography. We remark that our numerical implementation
has two additional details when compared with the one described in Algorithm 1. Although
these modifications do not change the asymptotic runtime analysis of the algorithm, they
can substantially reduce runtime and sample complexity in practice.
The first alteration we do is to recycle the last measurement data after a successful
update. More precisely, after each update σt → σt+1 , we then check if the new iteration
σt+1 is still distinguishable from ρ under the previous measurement basis. Only if this is
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Figure 3 Convergence of Algorithm 1 for different measurement localities. Different colors track
convergence (in logarithmic trace distance) for 8-qubit basis measurements with different localities
and target accuracy ϵ = 0.04. Individual basis measurements are subject to white noise with standard
deviation ϵ/4. (Left) Reconstruction of a generic pure target state. (Right) Reconstruction of a
highly structured target state (EPR/Bell state). All logarithms are base 10 and the shaded area
indicate 25% and 75% quartiles, estimated from 20 samples.

not the case, we move on to sample a new measurement setting. Otherwise, we re-use the
already known measurement basis to drive another update in the same direction. We observe
empirically that this minor modification has very desirable consequences. It leads to a much
faster convergence throughout early stages of the algorithm and, by extension, reduces the
number of required measurement settings significantly.
What is more, this recycling procedure cannot change the asymptotic scaling of the
algorithm. To see this, note that the modification can only affect postprocessing complexity.
Indeed, it clearly does not require us to sample more states or measurement settings.
Finding another violation can only bring us closer to the state in relative entropy. And the
postprocessing time can only double in the worst case. This worst case scenario happens
when after updating every basis once, we have already converged in that basis and checking
again does not lead to further convergence. We will refer to this variation as the last step
recycling strategy. It is explained in detail in the appendix (Algorithm 2 of the extended
version [9]).
Other variations of this basic principle come to mind. For instance, we need not stop at
testing the current iteration against the previous measurement basis. We can also test it
against all measurements that have already accumulated. This variation can further reduce
the (total) number of basis settings required to converge. Fig. 4 confirms this intuition.
However, this strategy comes at the expense of an increase in the computational complexity
of the postprocessing. We refer to this strategy as the complete recycling strategy.
Apart from these practical improvements, we have also tested desirable fundamental
properties of Algorithm 1. Chief among them is noise resilience. As advertised in Sec. 2
and proved in App. C of the extended version [9], the performance of the algorithm under
arbitrary noise of bounded intensity is indistinguishable from the noiseless case. This
feature is empirically confirmed by Fig. 2. For detecting a random pure state on 8 qubits,
different noise sources – such as shot noise and amplitude damping – affect convergence in a
very mild fashion only (robustness). It is also interesting to note that the convergence in
trace norm appears to be polynomial for the first measurements and then switches to an
exponential phase.
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Another interesting figure of merit is measurement locality. The assertions that underpin
Algorithm 1 do, in principle, extend to local measurement primitives. But, as detailed in
App. B.4 of the extended version [9], the resulting numbers look rather pessimistic and scale
unfavorably with measurement locality k. Empirical studies do paint a much more favorable
picture, see Fig. 3. The two subplots address reconstruction of a typical 8-qubit target state
(left), as well as a highly structured one (right). A direct comparison lends credence to a
conjecture voiced in App. B.4 of the extended version [9] below: generic or typical states are
easier to reconstruct with local measurements than highly structured ones.
Quality of recovery under noise
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Figure 4 Comparison between Algorithm 1 (HU) and compressed sensing (CS) tomography.
(Left) Reconstruction of a random n-qubit pure state from 15 globally random basis measurements
corrupted by amplitude damping noise (p = 0.005). Different colors track the logarithmic trace
distance error achieved by either CS (blue) or variants of HU (orange and red) for ϵ = 0.01. Shaded
regions indicate the 25 − 75 percentiles over 20 independent runs. (Right) Empirical runtime for
executing (naive implementations of) the three different reconstruction procedures on a conventional
laptop. CVX [12] – a standard solver for semidefinite programs – could not go beyond 7 qubits.

Last but not least, we compare Algorithm 1 against the state of the art regarding
tomography from very few basis measurements. Compressed sensing (CS) [17, 14, 27, 28] has
been designed to fit a low rank solution to the observed measurement data by also minimizing
the trace norm over the cone of positive semidefinite matrices (X ⪰ 0):
XM
minimizeX⪰0 tr(X) subject to
∥p̂Ui (ρ) − pUi (X)∥2ℓ2 ≤ ϵ.
(6)
i=1

Fig. 4 compares Algorithm 1 with compressed sensing (CS). CS is contingent on solving a
semidefinite program. We used CVX [12], a standard SDP solver, in Python. Algorithm 1
has also been implemented in Python. Open source code is available at [15]. We see that
Hamiltonian Updates is more noise-resilient than CS. The rightmost plot also underscores
the importance of memory improvements. A high-end desktop computer already struggles
to solve SDP (6) for 8 qubits (even though the extrapolated computation time Fig. 4 still
seems reasonable), while 10 qubits (and more) have not been a problem for Algorithm 1.
We believe that Fig. 4 conveys both quantitative and qualitative advantages of Hamiltonian
Updates over CS methods. This seems particularly noteworthy, because we compared both
procedures for pure target states (rank(ρ) = 1) – a use-case tailor-made for CS approaches.
We also stress that the implementation of the algorithm used to generate this data was not
optimized, there is room for further improvements.
Let us conclude with the most important take-away from Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The theoretical
assertions from Sec. 2 carry over to practice. Moreover, recycling of data ensures that the
number of measurement settings remains small even if we try to characterize the state up to
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high precision. Our theoretical results suggest that order 105 algorithm iterations, and thus
also measurement settings, might be required to obtain a ϵ = 10−2 -approximation of a pure
state in dimension D = 210 . But our numerics demonstrate that already order 101 suffice to
achieve convergence. The main theoretical drawbacks of Algorithm 1 – most notably, the
poor scaling in accuracy – may be a non-issue in practical use cases. These findings establish
our algorithm as a rare instance of a method that is provably (essentially) optimal and has a
competitive performance in practice.
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1

Introduction

A major challenge in the analysis of engineered quantum systems is estimating and modeling
noise. The most standard theoretical model for noise in the study of quantum error correction
and fault tolerance [20] is the n-qubit Pauli channel:
ρ 7→

X

†
p(C) · σC ρσC
.

(1)

C∈{0,1,2,3}n

Here σC = σC1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σCn is a tensor product of the Pauli operators σ0 , σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , and p
is a probability distribution on {0, 1, 2, 3}n . The numbers p(C) are referred to as the Pauli
error rates. Additional motivation for the Pauli channel model comes from the practical
technique of randomized compiling [13, 22], which converts a general noise channel Λ (with
potentially coherent errors) to a Pauli channel ΛP having the same process fidelity as the
original channel. We refer to the p(C) values for ΛP as the “Pauli error rates” of the original
general channel Λ.
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Given an experimental setup (possibly with randomized compiling), a natural challenge
is to diagnose errors in the system via Pauli error estimation. Here the goal is to estimate
the large Pauli error rates of an unknown channel by preparing states, passing them through
the channel, and measuring them. The main desideratum is to minimize the number of
measurements; additionally one would like to use simple state preparation and measurement
processes and minimal computational overhead. We remark that full tomography for arbitrary
n-qubit channels requires at least 4n /ϵ2 measurements, with more practical methods requiring
at least 8n /ϵ2 .
In this work, we give very simple and efficient algorithms for learning all of the large
Pauli error rates of an n-qubit channel. Our first main result is the following:
▶ Theorem 1. There is a learning algorithm that, given parameters 0 < δ, ϵ < 1, as well as
access to an n-qubit channel with Pauli error rates p, has the following properties:
n
It prepares m = O(1/ϵ2 ) · log( ϵδ
) unentangled n-qubit pure states, where each of the mn
1-qubits states is chosen uniformly at random from {|0⟩, |1⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩, |i⟩, |−i⟩};
It passes these m states through the Pauli channel.
It performs unentangled measurements on the resulting states, with each qubit being
measured in either the {|0⟩, |1⟩}-basis, the {|+⟩, |−⟩}-basis, or {|i⟩, |−i⟩}-basis.
It performs an O(mn/ϵ)-time classical post-processing algorithm on the resulting mn
measurement outcome bits.
It outputs hypothesis Pauli error rates pb in the form of a list of at most 4ϵ pairs (C, pb(C)),
with all unlisted pb values treated as 0.
The algorithm’s hypothesis pb will satisfy ∥b
p − p∥∞ ≤ ϵ except with probability at most δ.
2
e
Note that our “sample complexity” of O(1/ϵ
) is optimal up to the logarithmic term: The
task of estimating Pauli error rates strictly (and vastly) generalizes the problem of estimating
the bias of an unknown coin to additive precision ϵ (and confidence 1 − δ), and this is
known to require Θ(1/ϵ2 ) · log(1/δ) coin flips. For comparison of our bounds with previous
work [8, 10, 11], see §1.2.
When the channel is modeling quantum noise, one hopes and expects that the nontrivial
error rate, η = 1 − p(0n ), is small. In this case, a natural and more ambitious goal is to first
estimate η, and then to estimate all other Pauli error rates to multiplicative precision 1 ± ϵ;
i.e., additive precision ±ϵη. (This ambition was also pursued in [8, 10].) Here the ideal
sample complexity would be O( ϵ21η ).1 If one uses our Theorem 1 as a black box, it would
e 21 2 ) measurements. The extra factor of 1/η here is quite undesirable (as one might
use O(
ϵ η

imagine a typical parameter setting to be something like η = 10−2 , ϵ = 10−1 ). We show that
it can be eliminated:
▶ Theorem 2. In the setting of Theorem 1, suppose the overall error rate is η = 1 − p(0n ).
One can augment the algorithm so that, given in addition a “noise floor” parameter 0 < η0 < 1,
it has the following properties:
It first makes at most m0 := O(1/η0 ) · log(1/δ) measurements (as in Theorem 1).
It does O(m0 n)-time classical processing, then either outputs “η ≤ η0 ” and halts, or
proceeds.

1

Again, one can compare the task to the vastly simpler one of estimating the face probabilities of a
6-sided die that comes up “1” with probability 1 − η. When rolling many times, one obtains a non-1
outcome roughly every 1/η rolls. Thus the task becomes very similar to estimating the face probabilities
of a 5-sided die to additive precision ϵ, but with a 1/η “slowdown”.
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n
It then operates as in Theorem 1, but makes m := O( ϵ21η ) · log( ϵδ
) measurements.
Its outputs are correct, with a guarantee of ∥b
p − p∥∞ ≤ ϵη, except with probability at most δ.

Finally, we show that our algorithm can be made impervious to a limited amount of
measurement noise. Specifically, suppose that our measuring devices have the following
property: When measuring a 1-qubit state from {|0⟩, |1⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩, |i⟩, |−i⟩} in one of the
bases {|0⟩, |1⟩}, {|+⟩, |−⟩}, or {|i⟩, |−i⟩}, the device fails (reading out “?”) with probability ν,
and otherwise behaves ideally. We assume that the failures are independent, and that the
algorithm may know the parameter ν (thanks to prior estimation). In this case, we will see
that it is almost automatic to obtain the following extension:
▶ Theorem 3. Theorem 2 continues to hold for any any constant ν ≤ 14 .
For the more challenging task of handling general SPAM (state preparation and measurement)
error, see the discussion in §1.2.

1.1

Techniques

Our algorithm employs a novel reduction from Pauli error estimation to the task in classical
unsupervised learning known as Population Recovery. Population Recovery was introduced
by Dvir, Rao, Wigderson, and Yehudayoff in 2012 [7], and has been studied in numerous
subsequent works [3, 16, 14, 23, 6, 15, 19, 2, 1, 5, 17]. A Population Recovery problem is
specified by a classical channel S – i.e., a stochastic map S : Σ → Γ for some finite alphabets
Σ, Γ. The task is to learn an unknown probability distribution p on Σn to ℓ∞ -error ϵ, with
the twist being that samples are mediated by the channel. That is, when the learner requests
a sample, first x ∈ Σn is drawn according to p, but then only y = Σ(x1 )Σ(x2 ) · · · Σ(xn ) is
revealed to the learner. The most well-studied cases are the binary symmetric channel and
the binary erasure channel, the former being noticeably more challenging; lately, the deletion
channel has also begun to be studied. (Each of these channels also requires specifying the
crossover/erasure/deletion probability r.)
Our work shows how to efficiently convert the Pauli error estimation task to that
of Population Recovery with respect to the so-called binary Z-channel with crossover
probability 13 . This is the channel with Σ = Γ = {0, 1} in which 0’s are “transmitted”
correctly, but 1’s are flipped to 0 with probability 13 . We observe that the known methods for
Population Recovery with respect to the binary erasure channel with erasure probability r
also apply equally well to the Z-channel with crossover probability r. We then use the
fact that there is a known, highly efficient Population Recovery algorithm for erasures with
probability at most 12 . [7, 16, 5, 19] (Indeed, the fact that even probability 12 can be tolerated
is the reason our Pauli error estimation algorithm can handle additional measurement noise
as in Theorem 3.)

1.2

Previous work

The problem of Pauli error estimation was first studied in depth in work of the first author
and Wallman [8]. It is not possible to directly compare those results with ours, for several
reasons. The most immediate reason is that their complexity bounds typically include a
e
factor of O(1/∆),
where “∆” is another parameter, the spectral gap of the Pauli channel
being learned. We have ∆ ≤ 2η, where η = 1 − p(0n ) is the nontrivial error rate, and this is
saturated in the most favorable case. However, in general ∆ may be arbitrarily small, or
even zero, for relatively simple channels. In practice, a user of the algorithm in [8] would
set a spectral cutoff ∆0 and allow estimation errors for channel eigenvalues in the interval
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(1 − ∆0 , 1], but no analysis is done in [8] of the extra error incurred by this cutoff. Thus, in
the worst case, their results as formally stated do not give any guarantee.
On the other hand, the results of [8] are impervious to a much more challenging model
of measurement error (“SPAM”). This model imposes that before the learner measures the
channel’s output, an additional unknown channel Ξ is applied to the state. (It is assumed
that Ξ satisfies the extremely mild condition that its nontrivial error rate is bounded away
from 1.) It might seem impossible to disentangle Ξ from the main channel Λ to be learned,
but the authors of [8] use the fact that one is at liberty to pass a state ρ through Λ several
times (say, k times) before it is subjected to Ξ; i.e., the learner may obtain ΞΛk ρ for ρ and
k ∈ N of the learner’s choosing. By carefully choosing k values up to O(1/∆), the authors
of [8] show that Ξ can essentially be expunged. (Note that, in practice, multiple uses of the
channel are often far less costly than even a single measurement.)
Finally, the first algorithm in [8] judges its hypothesis with respect to the ℓ2 -norm, rather
than the ℓ∞ norm as in this paper. This distinction is relatively minor, however, as the
1/2
norms are roughly equivalent for probability distributions: ∥b
p − p∥∞ ≤ ∥b
p − p∥2 ≤ ∥b
p − p∥∞ ,
and one may refine this further to take into account dependence on η = 1 − p(0n ).
With these caveats, we state (simplifications of) the relevant main results in [8]:
e n log(1/∆))/ϵ2
▶ Theorem 4 ([8]). There exists a SPAM-tolerant algorithm that makes O(2
measurements, with O(1/∆) channel-uses per measurement, and with high probability outputs
an estimate pb of the channel’s Pauli error rates p satisfying ∥b
p − p∥2 ≤ ϵη.
In the favorable case of ∆ = Θ(η), this is somewhat comparable to our Theorem 2; the above
theorem has much better SPAM-tolerance, but a complexity that is greater by roughly 2n .
The authors of [8] also present a heuristic for identifying a set S corresponding to large
Pauli error rates with the following guarantee.
▶ Theorem 5 ([8]). For any set S ⊆ {0, 1, 2, 3}n , there exists a SPAM-tolerant algorithm that
e
|S|) log log(1/∆)/ϵ4 measurements, with O(1/∆) channel-uses per measurement,
makes O(log
and with high probability outputs estimates pb(C) for each C ∈ S satisfying |b
p(C) − p(C)| ≤ ϵη.
However, no guarantee is proven that the set S will contain the |S| largest error rates.
The results in [11] are also somewhat incomparable to the present paper. The authors
analyze Pauli channels with a recovery guarantee in the ∞-norm, but under the assumption
that the Pauli channel has sparse and random support, and that the nonzero error rates are
not too small (greater than some fixed ϵ0 ). While the sparsity assumption is not critical
in that analysis (the algorithm will approximate error rates smaller than ϵ0 as zero with
high probability), the random support assumption is used in an essential way. This is an
undesirable assumption since it is very unlikely to hold in practice. 2 The sample complexity is
also not stated directly in terms of quantum measurements, but rather in terms of queries to a
“noisy eigenvalue oracle” with Gaussian noise. While this noisy oracle can be approximated by
quantum measurements and finite sample complexity, quantum noise is not exactly Gaussian,
so no direct comparison with the present work is possible without further analysis.
We remark that the techniques used in [8, 11] are Fourier-based, and the heuristic from [8]
described above is similar to the Goldreich–Levin learning algorithm [9]. In §7, we give an
alternate Fourier-based approach to Pauli error estimation, one that is equivalent to our

2

Perhaps surprisingly, the algorithm performs well on real data despite grossly violating this
assumption [11].
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Population Recovery method “in disguise”; in fact, the Goldreich–Levin algorithm becomes
equivalent to the Individual-to-Population Recovery reduction!
It is our belief that these Fourier techniques can actually be used to provide a common
generalization of the results of this paper and of [8]; i.e., efficient SPAM-tolerant Pauli error
estimation with no dependence on ∆. We leave this for future work.

2

Notation

▶ Notation 6. The 1-qubit Pauli matrices are the unitary, hermitian matrices








1 0
0 1
0 −i
1
0
σ0 =
, σ 1 = σx =
, σ 2 = σy =
, σ 3 = σz =
.
0 1
1 0
i
0
0 −1
As operators on the Bloch sphere, σ1 , σ2 , σ3 act as rotations by π about the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
axis (aka x-, y-, z-axis), respectively. More generally, an n-qubit Pauli matrix, indexed by
Nn
string A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n , is σA = j=1 σAj .
▶ Notation 7. For a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, there is some c ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that σa σb = σc , up
to a global phase. We introduce the notation a ⊕ b (equivalently, b ⊕ a) for this c; so, e.g,
1 ⊕ 3 = 2, 0 ⊕ b = b, etc. We extend the notation coordinate-wise: if A, B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n ,
then A ⊕ B = (A1 ⊕ B1 , . . . , An ⊕ Bn ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n (and so σA σB = σA⊕B , up to a global
phase).
▶ Notation 8. We write the orthonormal eigenbasis for the Pauli operator σx as |χ1+ ⟩, |χ1− ⟩.
On the Bloch sphere these are the two unit vectors pointing in the positive (respectively,
negative) direction along the 1st (x-)axis; they are often called |+⟩, |−⟩. We use similar
notation |χ2+ ⟩, |χ2− ⟩ (often called |i⟩, |−i⟩) and |χ3+ ⟩, |χ3− ⟩ (often called |0⟩, |1⟩) for σ2 and σ3 .
▶ Notation 9. For a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} we have that σb |χa+ ⟩ is (up to a phase) |χa± ⟩, with the
subscript being + if σa and σb commute, and − if σa and σb anticommute. To capture this,
it will be convenient to introduce the following notation:
(
0 if |{a, b, a ⊕ b}| < 3, i.e., σa , σb commute;
a⋆b=b⋆a=
1 if |{a, b, a ⊕ b}| = 3, i.e., σa , σb anticommute.
Thus σb |χa+ ⟩ = |χa(−1)a⋆b ⟩ (up to a phase). We extend this notation coordinate-wise, writing
A ⋆ B = (A1 ⋆ B1 , . . . , An ⋆ Bn ) ∈ {0, 1}n for A, B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n . For example, (0, 0, 3, 2, 1) ⋆
(3, 1, 1, 2, 2) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
▶ Fact 10. If we identify {0, 1, 2, 3} with F22 by writing numbers in base 2, then ⊕ corresponds
to the usual vector addition in F22 , and ⋆ corresponds to the “symplectic” product: a ⋆ b =
(a1 , a2 ) ⋆ (b1 , b2 ) = a1 b2 + a2 b1 . This lets us see that a ⋆ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⋆ b) + (a ⋆ c) mod 2.
▶ Notation 11. For a quantity x, we
(e.g., A) to denote a random variable.
by A ∼ p, and let A denote a concrete
vectors) modulo 2 is denoted +2 . The

3

denote an estimate of x by x
b. We use boldface font
If A is drawn from the distribution p we denote this
assignment to the variable A. Addition (of scalars or
Fourier transform of f is denoted f˜.

Learning a Pauli channel

In this section we describe the basic setup for learning a Pauli channel. Learning the Pauli
error rates of a general channel will end up being just a minor extension, discussed in §6.1.
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As described in Equation (1), an n-qubit Pauli channel is determined by a probability
distribution p on {0, 1, 2, 3}n . This probability distribution induces the mixed unitary channel
in which σC is applied with probability p(C). An n = 5 example:
p(00321) = 2/10, p(01300) = 3/10, p(11323) = 2/6, p(30000) = 1/6, p(C) = 0 otherwise.
We anthropomorphize by imagining a character Charlie who operates the channel; on receiving
a state ρ, Charlie first (secretly) draws C ∼ p, then outputs the state σC ρ σC .
Alice the Learner would like to estimate the probability distribution p via interactions
with Charlie. Alice has the ability to prepare n-qubit states, to “query” Charlie (i.e., pass an
n-bit state through his channel), and to measure states that she receives back. Her goal is to
learn a precise approximation to p (with high probability), while minimizing the number of
queries to Charlie.
▶ Definition 12. We say that Alice performs a nontrivial probe if she does the following:
She chooses a string A ∈ {1, 2, 3}n .
A
She prepares the (unentangled) n-qubit state |ψA ⟩ in which the jth qubit is |χ+j ⟩.
She passes |ψA ⟩ through Charlie, obtaining σC |ψA ⟩ with probability p(C).
She does a (non-entangled) measurement on the resulting n-qubit state, measuring the
A
jth qubit in the basis |χ±j ⟩.
Continuing our n = 5 example, if Alice does a nontrivial probe with the string A = 31122,
this entails preparing and passing to Charlie the state


|ψ31123 ⟩ = |χ3+ ⟩|χ1+ ⟩|χ1+ ⟩|χ2+ ⟩|χ2+ ⟩
= |0⟩|+⟩|+⟩|i⟩|i⟩ ,
and then measuring the 5 returned qubits in the bases |χ3± ⟩, |χ1± ⟩, |χ1± ⟩, |χ2± ⟩, |χ2± ⟩,
respectively.
Now suppose that Charlie drew C = 00321 (which occurs with probability 2/10 in our
example). Then the state returned to Alice would be
(σ0 ⊗ σ0 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1 )|ψ31122 ⟩ = (σ0 |χ3+ ⟩) ⊗ (σ0 |χ1+ ⟩) ⊗ (σ3 |χ1+ ⟩) ⊗ (σ2 |χ2+ ⟩) ⊗ (σ1 |χ2+ ⟩)
= eiθ · |χ3+ ⟩|χ1+ ⟩|χ1− ⟩|χ2+ ⟩|χ2− ⟩
for some phase eiθ (θ ∈ R) that we did not bother to compute. Now when Alice measures in
the bases |χ3± ⟩, |χ1± ⟩, |χ1± ⟩, |χ2± ⟩, |χ2± ⟩, her readout will, with probability 1, be
|χ3+ ⟩|χ1+ ⟩|χ1− ⟩|χ2+ ⟩|χ2− ⟩.
The subscripts +, +, −, +, − here are the 5 bits of information conveyed to Alice by the
readout, and we may think of instead labeling them as 00101 in accordance with Notation 9.
With this relabeling convention, we obtain:
▶ Fact 13. Suppose Alice performs a nontrivial probe with string A ∈ {1, 2, 3}n , and suppose
the random string drawn by Charlie is C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n . Then when Alice measures, she
obtains the readout R = A ⋆ C ∈ {0, 1}n .
▶ Remark 14. So far we have pictured Alice as first choosing A, and then Charlie as drawing
a random C. It is useful now to make a slight shift in perspective: for each interaction
between Alice and Charlie, we will equivalently think of Charlie as first (secretly) drawing C,
and then Alice gaining some partial information about this C by “probing” it using an A
of her choice. We emphasize that Alice must make her choice of A without knowing the
channel outcome C.
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We now describe a trick that Alice may employ in probing the channel:
▶ Definition 15. For a channel distribution p on {0, 1, 2, 3}n , and any fixed B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n ,
define the B-altered channel distribution p⊕B on {0, 1, 2, 3}n via p⊕B (C) = p(B ⊕ C).
For any string B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n of her choosing, Alice can effectively simulate access to
the B-altered channel: If she wishes to simulate passing |ϕ⟩ through the B-altered channel,
she could instead simply pass σB |ϕ⟩ through Charlie’s actual channel. (This may introduce a
“wrong” global phase, but it doesn’t matter for any measurement behavior that we consider
here.) But in fact, something even simpler is true:
▶ Observation 16. Given B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n , if Alice wants to perform a nontrivial probe of
p⊕B based on string A, she can pass |ψA ⟩ to Charlie as always. Then, when she measures and
obtains A⋆C, she can “reinterpret” this readout by adding in, mod 2, the string A⋆B ∈ {0, 1}n
(which she knows). Recalling Fact 10, this gives her (A ⋆ B) +2 (A ⋆ C) = A ⋆ (B ⊕ C). Thus
the reinterpreted readout is indeed distributed as what she would get by probing p⊕B with A.
A natural strategy for Alice is to make random nontrivial probes. It is easy to see the
following:
▶ Fact 17. Fix a draw C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n for Charlie. Now if Alice performs a nontrivial probe
with a uniformly random A ∈ {1, 2, 3}n , then the coordinates of her readout R = A ⋆ C ∈
{0, 1}n will be independent, with the following distribution for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
If Cj = 0 then Rj will be 0 with probability 1.
If Cj ̸= 0 then Rj will be 0 with probability 13 and 1 with probability 32 .
We can state this more succinctly by introducing some additional terminology:
▶ Notation 18. For B, C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n , define the string C ̸=B ∈ {0, 1}n by
(
1 if Cj ̸= Bj ,
̸=B
(C )j =
0 if Cj = Bj .
▶ Definition 19. Recall from information theory the so-called Z-channel with crossover
probability r: it is the binary channel that leaves 0 untouched and flips 1 to 0 with probability r.
Now Fact 17 can be restated as follows:
▶ Fact 20. Fix a draw C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n for Charlie. Now if Alice performs a random
n
nontrivial probe, her readout is the result of passing C ̸=0 through a Z-channel with
crossover probability 13 .
▶ Observation 21. By combining Observation 16 with Fact 20, we obtain the following: Fix
a draw C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n for Charlie and suppose Alice performs a random nontrivial probe.
She can then – for any fixed B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n – interpret her readout as C ̸=B passed through
a Z-channel with crossover probability 13 . Warning: these reinterpretations are completely
dependent; she of course cannot get the result of independent channel applications for
various B’s, unless she makes multiple probes.

4

Population Recovery

With Observation 21 in hand, we have effectively reduced the problem of learning a Pauli
channel to a “Population Recovery”-type problem (with a quantum-free definition). To recap:
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there is an unknown probability distribution p on {0, 1, 2, 3}n , a learner may request samples,
and when a sample C is drawn from p, the learner receives a binary string which can be
interpreted as “C ̸=B passed through a Z-channel with crossover 13 ” for any B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n
of the learner’s choosing.
In this section we will give a solution to this problem that has optimal sample complexity
(except possibly up to a logarithmic factor) using techniques from the field of Population
Recovery. Our solution will immediately imply Theorem 1 in the special case where the
channel to be learned is indeed a Pauli channel. The case of learning a general channel’s
Pauli error rates is treated in §6.1. We remark that our Pauli channel algorithm only uses
nontrivial probes, and thus only involves preparing the states |0⟩, |+⟩, and |i⟩. The other
three states |1⟩, |−⟩, and |−i⟩ are only used for the extension to general channels.

4.0.0.1

Idea of our solution

Using known techniques from Population Recovery, one can first reduce to the simpler task
of “Individual Recovery” (estimating a single p(B) value) via a coordinate-by-coordinate
learning algorithm. Then one can further reduce to just recovering p(0n ), using the alteredn
channel trick. As for learning p(0n ), we first observe that the replacement of C by C ̸=0
1
changes nothing for this problem, so we effectively have the same task just for the 3 -crossover
Z-channel on binary strings. This is similar to the erasure channel with erasure probability 13 ,
and in fact the known solutions for erasure probability-r [7, 16, 5, 19] only use the locations of
the 1’s in the received word. Thus these known solutions work equally well for the Z-channel.
Indeed, as noted in [7], the solution is particularly simple when r ≤ 21 (as it is for us); the
full method of “robust local inverses” is not needed, and one can use the “natural inverse”
(as we implicitly do in the proof of Theorem 22 below).

4.1

Individual Recovery

Although the proof of the below theorem is self-contained, we remark that it implicitly follows
the Individual Recovery routine of [7] for the 13 -erasure channel.
▶ Theorem 22. For any fixed B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n , a version of Theorem 1 holds in which the
learner only computes an estimate pb(B) of p(B) satisfying |b
p(B) − p(B)| ≤ ϵ0 except with
probability at most δ0 . The number of samples used is m = O(1/ϵ20 ) · log(1/δ0 ) and the
classical post-processing time is O(mn).
▶ Remark 23. The reader may wish to verify the proof just in the case B = 0n , where it is
simpler; the general case then follows from Observation 16.
Proof. Alice obtains m probe/readout pairs (A, R), with A ∼ {1, 2, 3}n uniformly random
and R = A ⋆ C, where C is a random channel outcome drawn from p. The estimate pb(B)
that Alice will output is the empirical mean of the random variable
H = (−1/2)

|A⋆B+2 R|

= (−1/2)

P
t

((A⋆B)+2 R)t

=

n
Y

(−1/2)yt ,

y t := (At ⋆ Bt ) +2 Rt .

t=1

As seen in Observation 21, for a given outcome C = C, the random binary string (A⋆B)+2 R
is distributed as C ̸=B passed through a Z-channel with crossover probability 13 . In particular,
its coordinates y t are independent random variables, with conditional expectation given by
(
(−1/2)0 = 1
if Ct = Bt ,
yt
E[(−1/2) | C = C] = 1
2
0
1
3 (−1/2) + 3 (−1/2) = 0 if Ct ̸= Bt .
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Thus
n
Y


E[H | C = C] =
E (−1/2)yt | C = C =
t=1

(

1 if C = B,
0 if C ̸= B,

and hence indeed E[H] = p(B).

4.2

◀

Population Recovery

Theorem 22 allows Alice to estimate p(B) for any particular string B ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n . But
also, for any shorter string β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}ℓ , Alice can estimate the marginal
p(β) :=

X
γ∈{0,1,2,3}n−ℓ

p(βγ) = Pr [(C1 , . . . , Cℓ ) = β],
C∼p

simply by ignoring all data in positions ℓ + 1, . . . , n. (She is obviously not limited to
marginalizing contiguous blocks, but this is all we will need for our purposes.) Alice can
thus learn all of p to good ℓ∞ -precision with the straightforward, coordinate-by-coordinate
branch-and-prune approach common in Population Recovery (see, e.g., [19, App. A]). We
repeat this approach here; the following algorithm achieves our main Theorem 1 for Pauli
channels, except for the claim about the running time of the post-processing algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set ϵ0 = 4ϵ , δ0 = 4ϵδ
9n and draw a single batch of m samples, where m is as in Theorem 22.
Define “support sets” Ω1 = {0, 1, 2, 3} and Ω2 = · · · = Ωn = ∅.
For round j = 1 . . . n − 1:
For each prefix β ′ ∈ Ωj and each b ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}:
Run the Individual Recovery algorithm on β := β ′ b to estimate the marginal p(β).
If the estimate is at least 2ϵ0 = 2ϵ , then place β into Ωj+1 .
Output as pb the collection of strings in Ωn , together with their estimated probabilities.

The correctness of the algorithm, that ∥b
p − p∥∞ ≤ ϵ with failure probability at most δ, is
straightforward and is explicitly proven in [19, Lem. 18]. The proof also establishes that when
there is no failure, |Ωj | ≤ 4ϵ holds for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Thus for running time purposes (and
without impacting the correctness claim) we may have the algorithm abort if ever some Ωj
gets cardinality more than 4ϵ . It only remains to obtain the post-processing running time of
O(mn/ϵ) claimed in Theorem 1.

4.2.0.1

Running time analysis

As it stands, the running time of the above algorithm is O(mn2 /ϵ), since it may do up to
O(n/ϵ) executions of the O(mn)-time Individual Recovery algorithm. But since all executions
of the Individual Recovery algorithm are on the same batch of samples, it’s not hard to see
that information from the jth round of the algorithm can be used to speed up the (j + 1)st
round. More precisely, we show that each round can be done in O(m/ϵ) time, leading to the
overall claimed running time of O(mn/ϵ).
Let R ∈ {0, 1}m×n be the measurement outcome bits that the algorithm processes, and
let R1...j denote the submatrix formed by the first j columns. Also, for β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}j , let
R(β) ∈ {0, 1}m×j be the (hypothetical) matrix whose tth row is the same as R1...j ’s but with
(At1 , . . . , Atj ) ⋆ β added in mod 2, where At is the tth probe string used by Alice. Given β,
the algorithm can look up entries of R(β) in O(1) time.
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Recall that when the algorithm does Individual Recovery on the prefix β, it computes
the fraction of rows of R(β) that have Hamming weight i, multiplies this number by (−1/2)i ,
and sums the results. In particular, this estimate can be computed in O(m) time given the
vector h(β) ∈ Nm whose tth entry is the Hamming weight of the tth row of R(β) – just add
(β)
up (−1/2)ht /m across all t.
We can now modify the above Population Recovery algorithm so that whenever a prefix
β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}j is added into Ωj , the algorithm retains the vector h(β) that went into
estimating p(β). It is easy to see that in the subsequent round, we can compute each of
h(β0) , h(β1) , h(β2) , h(β3) from h(β) (and hence the marginal estimates) in O(m) time, and
retain them as needed. Thus indeed each round only requires O(m/ϵ) time, since at most 4ϵ
prefixes are processed in each round.

5

Multiplicative error

In a practical scenario we would would hope that the “nontrivial error rate” of the Pauli
channel,
η := 1 − p(0n )
is very small. This motivates writing p as a mixture distribution, as follows:
mixing weight 1 − η on 0n ,

p:

mixing weight η on perr ,

(2)

where perr is a distribution on {0, 1, 2, 3}n \ {0n }. Now a natural goal is to learn with
multiplicative error ϵ, meaning producing estimates ηb, pberr with
(1 − ϵ)η ≤ ηb ≤ (1 + ϵ)η,

∥b
perr − perr ∥∞ ≤ ϵ.

As described in §1, the ideal sample complexity to strive for now is O( ϵ21η ).

5.0.0.1

Adaptivity, and a floor on η

Let us make two more technical remarks. First, if η is extraordinarily small (or even 0), we
won’t want to make 1/η measurements. Thus we assume the algorithm is given a floor η0 , and
when η ≤ η0 we are satisfied just to certify that this is the case. Second, we cannot hope to
have (as before) a completely nonadaptive algorithm achieving sample complexity on the order
of 1/(ϵ2 η) because the algorithm does not know η, or even an approximation to η, in advance.
Thus our algorithm will first need to find a preliminary constant-factor approximation ηest
to η in an online probe-and-measure fashion; then it can proceed nonadaptively.

5.1

Roughly estimating the error rate

Here we describe the (mildly) “adaptive” algorithm that handles the error floor and
obtains ηest , a factor-5 approximation of η before subsequently finding a good approximation
to all the error rates (including p(0n ) = 1 − η).
▶ Lemma 24. There is a randomized learning algorithm that, given input 0 < δ0 , η0 < 1, as
well as access to an n-qubit Pauli channel defined by distribution p with nontrivial error rate
η = 1 − p(0n ):
repeatedly prepares a state, passes it through the Pauli channel, and measures, as in
Theorem 1;
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halts after some number of repetitions ( always at most O(1/η0 ) · log(1/δ0 )) and outputs
either: “η ≤ η0 ” or else an estimate ηest that is within a factor of 5 of η;
runs in classical time that is linear in the number of measurement readouts.
Except with probability at most δ0 , the algorithm’s output is correct and it halts after at most
O(1/η) · log(1/δ0 ) repetitions.
Proof. Recall Fact 20: by doing random nontrivial probes, an algorithm can get samples
from a random string that is non-0n with some probability η ′ between 23 η and η. In order
to find the factor-5 approximation ηest of η, it suffices for the algorithm to estimate η ′
up to a factor of 3 or else certify η ′ ≤ η0 . This is now a completely standard problem:
estimating the bias of an η ′ -biased coin up to a factor of 3 using on the order of 1/η ′ flips,
despite not knowing η ′ in advance. The algorithm is the obvious one: repeatedly flip until
getting “heads” (but never more than O(1/η0 ) times), convert the number of flips G into the
estimate 1/G, then take the median of O(log(1/δ)) estimates. We omit the straightforward
classical analysis.
◀

5.2

Individual Recovery with multiplicative error

We henceforth assume the algorithm from Lemma 24 succeeded and that ηest is a factor-5
approximation of the true error rate η. We now describe how the algorithm can do “Individual
Recovery” with multiplicative error. A note: the sample complexities are stated in terms
of the parameter η; formally, the algorithm does not know η, but it can use 5ηest (which it
knows) in its place, and the O(·) bounds are not affected.
We first show that the algorithm from Theorem 22 already achieves the desired multiplicative-error/sample tradeoff in the case of estimating η:
▶ Proposition 25. Given ηest within a factor 5 of η = 1 − p(0n ), a version of Theorem 22
holds in which, for B = 0n , the estimate pb(0n ) satisfies |b
p(0n ) − p(0n )| ≤ ϵη except with
failure probability at most δ0 , and the number of samples used is m = O( ϵ21η ) · log(1/δ0 ).
▶ Remark 26. The success event here is equivalent to the estimate ηb = 1 − pb(0n ) satisfying
the inequality (1 − ϵ)η ≤ ηb ≤ (1 + ϵ)η.
Proof. The algorithm used is the same as the one in Theorem 22 (with B = 0n ); only the
analysis changes. Recall that the algorithm’s estimate is the empirical mean of H = (−1/2)|R| ,
a random variable whose true mean is p(0n ) = 1 − η. Equivalently we may consider the
random variable H = 1 − H, which has true mean η and which is supported in [0, 2]. But
now a standard multiplicative Chernoff bound shows that the empirical mean ηb of H after
O(1/(ϵ2 η)) · log(1/δ0 ) samples indeed satisfies (1 − ϵ)η ≤ ηb ≤ (1 + ϵ)η.
◀
▶ Proposition 27. A trivial modification of Theorem 22 also achieves, for any B =
̸ 0n , an
estimate pb(B) satisfying |b
p(B) − p(B)| ≤ ϵη except with failure probability at most δ0 , using
m = O( ϵ21η ) · log(1/δ0 ) samples.
Proof. Rather than empirically estimating the mean of H = (−1/2)|A⋆B+2 R| , the algorithm
instead empirically estimates the mean of H ′ = H −(−1/2)|A⋆B| , a random variable bounded
in [−2, 2]. (Note that Alice knows B and also each probe string A, hence can compute
(−1/2)|A⋆B| herself.) It is easy to see that E[(−1/2)|A⋆B| ] = 0 using B ̸= 0n . Thus H ′
remains an unbiased estimator for p(B); i.e., E[H ′ ] = p(B). But furthermore note that H ′
is almost always 0; specifically, whenever the channel outcome C is 0n (probability 1 − η), we
have R = A ⋆ 0n = 0n and hence H ′ = (−1/2)|A⋆B| − (−1/2)|A⋆B| = 0. Thus using |H ′ | ≤ 2
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we trivially conclude E[(H ′ )2 ] ≤ 4η. But now it follows from the Bernstein inequality (see,
e.g., [21, Ch. 2, Prop. 2.4]) that to estimate the mean of a random variable H ′ that is
bounded in [−2, 2] and has E[(H ′ )2 ] = s, it suffices to use s+2γ/3
ln(2/δ0 ) samples to achieve
γ2
additive error γ except with probability at most δ0 . Thus taking γ = ϵη and using s ≤ 4η
indeed completes the proof.
◀

5.3

Population Recovery with multiplicative error

Combining the results from the previous section on Individual Recovery with the reduction
in §4.2 immediately proves our Theorem 2 (in the case of Pauli channels).

6

Further extensions: general channels and measurement noise

6.1

Pauli error rates of general channels

With very minor effort we can now upgrade our algorithm to learn the “Pauli error rates” of
a general quantum channel, thereby fully establishing our Theorem 1.
We recall the following definitions/facts (see, e.g., [4, Lem. 5.2.4]):
▶ Definition 28. Let Λ denote an arbitrary n-qubit quantum channel. Its Pauli twirl ΛP is
the n-qubit quantum channel defined by
ΛP ρ =

E

T ∼{0,1,2,3}n

[σT† (ΛσT ρσT† )σT ].

The channel ΛP is itself a Pauli channel; the associated probabilities p(C) are called the Pauli
error rates of Λ.
P
▶ Fact 29. Suppose we write Kj for the Kraus operators of Λ, so Λρ = j Kj ρKj† . Further
P
suppose that Kj is represented in the Pauli basis as Kj = C∈{0,1,2,3}n αj,C σC . Then Λ’s
P
Pauli error rates are given by p(C) = j |αj,C |2 .
It’s easy to see that, given access to a general channel Λ, a learner Alice can simulate
access to its Pauli twirl ΛP : whenever Alice wishes to pass ρ through ΛP , she instead chooses
T ∼ {0, 1, 2, 3}n uniformly at random, passes σT ρσT† through Λ, and replaces the channel
output τ with σT† τ σT .
In our context of learning Pauli error rates, this simulation becomes particularly simple.
Recall that our algorithm for Pauli channels only ever passes pure states of the form
A2
An
n
1
|χA
+ ⟩|χ+ ⟩ · · · |χ+ ⟩ through the channel, for A ∈ {1, 2, 3} . Further, the channel output is
always measured in the associated Pauli bases, the jth qubit of the output measured in the
n
basis |χA
± ⟩. The effect of simulating the Pauli twirl with σT is simply to replace the input
Aj
Aj
|χ+ ⟩ to qubit j with the input |χ(−1)
Aj ⋆T j ⟩, and to add A ⋆ T to the measurement outcomes.
Thus we may deduce the full version of Theorem 2 (concerning learning Pauli error rates of
general channels) from the already-established special case of learning Pauli channels.

6.2

Tolerating measurement errors

It is also straightforward to see that our algorithm can tolerate a mild form of measurement
error. Suppose that we have an imperfect 1-qubit measuring device that is used to implement
the three Pauli-basis measurements. More precisely, we assume it has the following property:
When applied to a qubit in a Pauli eigenvalue state, the measuring device “fails” (say, reads
out “?”) with probability ν, and otherwise behaves ideally. Here ν is a parameter that
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we assume is known to the learner through estimation, and that measurement failures are
independent events.
As discussed in the paragraph just preceding §4.1, our algorithm for estimating any
p(B) is effectively performing the standard “Individual Recovery algorithm” for the binary
erasure channel with erasure probability 13 . (Recall that we actually have the Z-channel
with crossover probability 13 applied to the binary string C ̸=B , but that the erasure channel
algorithm only uses the locations of the 1’s in the received string, and thus works equally
well for the Z-channel.) The effect of measuring device failures is to replace the erasure
probability 13 with r := ν + (1 − ν) 13 . So long as r ≤ 12 , the standard recovery algorithm
for probability r-erasures works just as well [7]: the only change needed is that the factor
“(−1/2)” appearing in Theorem 22’s definition of H needs to be replaced by −r/(1 − r).
(Note that this quantity has magnitude bounded by 1 if and only if r ≤ 12 .) But the condition
r ≤ 12 is equivalent to ν ≤ 14 , and this justifies our Theorem 3.
(In fact, for erasure probability 12 < r < 1, much more sophisticated algorithms [5, 19]
can succeed at Individual Recovery, at the expense of increasing the sample complexity
from the order of 1/ϵ2 to the order of 1/ϵ2r/(1−r) ; but for simplicity, we ignore pursuing this
extension.)

7

An alternative, Fourier approach

Here we give an alternative algorithm for learning Pauli channels, using a perspective from
Boolean Fourier analysis; see [18, Chaps. 1, 3] for background and notation.
For Pauli channels, the F2 -Fourier transform relates the error rates and the channel
eigenvalues. The Pauli operators themselves are the eigenvectors of a Pauli channel, and we
can easily compute the eigenvalue associated to σA using the relation σA σC = (−1)A⋆C σC σA
via
Pn
X
X
†
σA 7→
p(C) · σC σA σC
=
p(C) · (−1) i=1 (A⋆C)i σA = λA σA ,
C∈{0,1,2,3}n

C∈{0,1,2,3}n

Pn


so that λA = EC∼{0,1,2,3}n 22n p(C) · (−1) i=1 (A⋆C)i . This clearly resembles an F2 -Fourier
transform.
To make this connection more explicit, in the remainder of this section we will identify
the elements of {0, 1, 2, 3} with their base-2 representations in F22 . Let us use overline to
denote the swapping operation on two bits; i.e., a1 a2 = a2 a1 for a1 , a2 ∈ F2 . We extend the
∼ 2 n
notation n-fold to vectors A ∈ F2n
2 = (F2 ) . (Equivalently, we have 0 = 0, 1 = 2, 2 = 1,
3 = 3, and we extend the notation coordinate-wise to A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n .) Now define the
symplectic dot product
⟨A, C⟩ = A · C =

n
X

(A ⋆ C)i

mod 2,

i=1

where A · C denotes the usual dot product on F2n
2 . A Pauli channel eigenvalue is now
equivalently written in two ways as




λA = E 2n 22n p(C) · (−1)⟨A,C⟩ = E 2n 22n p(C) · (−1)A·C .
C∼

F2

C∼

F2

Let us write φ for the probability density (vis-a-vis the uniform distribution) associated to p;
i.e., φ(C) = 22n p(C). Then the Fourier transform f = φ̃ is given by
f (A) = φ̃(A) =

E 2n [φ(C)(−1)A·C ] = E [(−1)A·C ] = λA .

C∼

F2

C∼p

(3)
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˜
Observe that f (and equivalently λ) are functions f : F2n
2 → [−1, 1] and that p = f . Such
group character averages were considered in the context of quantum noise estimation in [12].
While we can talk interchangeably about the Fourier coefficients of the density φ and the
channel eigenvalues λ (as they are related by f (A) = λA ), we will focus on f in what follows.
We see from Equation (3) that
P
f (A) = E [(−1)⟨A,C⟩ ] = E [(−1) t (A⋆C)t ],
(4)
C∼p

C∼p

and as we now describe this means Alice can straightforwardly estimate f (A) for any A of
her choosing.
Let’s extend Definition 12 of “nontrivial probe” to allow not just for A ∈ {1, 2, 3}n but
any A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n ; we omit the adjective “nontrivial” in this more general case. To handle
coordinates j where Aj = 0, Alice can simply put any qubit |χ⟩ into the jth position of her
state |ψA ⟩, ignore the jth position coming out of the channel, and automatically treat the
jth readout bit as 0. In this way, Fact 13 still holds: for any probe A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n and any
string C ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n drawn by Charlie, the readout is R = A ⋆ C ∈ {0, 1}n . It follows that
Alice can empirically estimate the right-hand side of Equation (4) by repeatedlyP
probing the

channel with A and averaging the following function of R, the readout: (−1) t Rt . This
yields f (A) to additive precision ϵ with confidence at least 1 − δ, using O(1/ϵ2 ) · log(1/δ)
probes; we refer to this as “efficient estimation”.
We now see that Alice has (noisy) query access to f : F2n
2 → [−1, 1], and her goal is to
estimate the large values of p = f˜. This task is highly reminiscent of the task solved by
the Goldreich–Levin learning algorithm [9]. The minor differences are that Goldreich–Levin
typically assumes perfect query access to some f : F22 → {−1, 1}, and has the normalization
P
P
P
that C f˜(C)2 = 1, rather than our normalization of C f˜(C) = C p(C) = 1. Still, if one
“unrolls” the Goldreich–Levin algorithm in this context, one gets almost the same solution
for learning Pauli channels as described in §4.2: reduction from Population Recovery to
Individual Recovery.

7.1

The Goldreich–Levin approach

In a typical exposition of the Goldreich–Levin algorithm (e.g. [18, Ch. 3.5], which we’ll
follow), one assumes Alice has perfect query access to an f : Fn2 → {−1, 1}. Herein we sketch
the alterations to this exposition that are needed for learning Pauli channels.
One basic subroutine in the Goldreich–Levin algorithm (akin to “Individual Recovery”)
is using query access to f to efficiently estimate f˜(B) for various B. This is done (see [18,
Prop. 3.30]) via straightforward empirical estimation:
f˜(B) =

E 2n [f (A)(−1)A·B ].

A∼

F2

(5)

Recall that in our setting, Alice can only access f (A) by empirically estimating it via
Equation (4). Inserting this into the above, we get
P
f˜(B) = E 2n E [(−1) t (A⋆C)t +A·B ].
A∼

F2

C∼p

Thus as needed in Goldreich–Levin, Alice can efficiently estimate this for any B of her
choosing by picking uniformly random A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n ,P
probing the channel with A, and
averaging the following function of R, the readout: (−1) t Rt +A·B . Indeed the reader will
note that this method is almost the same as the one used in Theorem 22! The essential
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difference is that A is uniform on {0, 1, 2, 3}n rather than {1, 2, 3}n , which effectively makes
1/3
the “crossover probability” 12 instead of 13 , and hence the factor (−1/2) = − 1−1/3
becomes
1/2
(−1) = − 1−1/2
. Note that this difference implies that the Goldreich–Levin approach does
not immediately tolerate measurement failures as in §6.2.
As mentioned earlier, Goldreich–Levin typically assumes f : Fn2 → {−1, 1} and hence we
P
have C∈Fn f˜(C)2 = 1; its goal is to find all B with |f˜(B)| ≥ ϵ, knowing that there are
2
automatically at most 1/ϵ2 such B. It accomplishes this via a “branch-and-prune” strategy
P
that relies on the ability to estimate C ′ ∈Fn−k f˜(β, C ′ )2 for any prefix β ∈ Fk2 . In our setup,
2
P ˜
˜
with f : F2n
2 → [−1, 1], we instead know a priori that p = f satisfies
C f (C) = 1, and our
˜
goal is to find all B with |f (B)| ≥ ϵ. Thus the search is even easier than in Goldreich–Levin,

as the same branch-and-prune strategy works with non-squared Fourier coefficients. Following
the strategy gives the same Population-to-Individual Recovery algorithm as in §4.2.

7.2

Final remarks

As mentioned earlier, the techniques used in the previous works [8, 10, 11] on Pauli channel
estimation are Fourier-based. The paper [8] achieves SPAM tolerance, and manages to
trade some measurement complexity for channel-reuse; on the other hand, its bounds have a
dependency on the channel eigenvalue gap ∆ = minA̸=0n {1 − |λA |}, which may be arbitrarily
small. As shown in the previous section, one can recover our (SPAM-less) Pauli estimation
results via the Fourier approach with no dependence on ∆ and without assumptions about
the noise or the support.
We believe that it is possible to obtain a common generalization of the results in [8]
and the present paper that achieves the best of both worlds via this Fourier approach:
SPAM-robust and efficient Pauli channel estimation with no dependence on ∆. We leave
this for future work.
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1

Introduction

A central challenge when working with random processes is the estimating of the probability
of some event occurring from a bunch of samples. An example from classical computer science
is Monte Carlo methods, which try and estimate a value that is hard to compute using a
random sampling process. To estimate the probability p of an event occurring using classical
samples we can simply sample many times and use the fraction of the outcomes
where
the


ln(1/δ)
event occurred as our estimate. It follows from the Chernoff bound that O
samples
ε2
suffice to get an ε accurate estimate with failure probability at most δ. In fact, it can be
shown that this is optimal for classical samples [3].
If we however have access to “quantum samples”, that is a unitary that prepares a state
that upon measuring would return 1 with probability p, than we can improve the number
of “samples”
 needed. The amplitude estimation algorithm by Brassard et al. [2] show that
ln(1/δ)
O
applications of the unitary and it’s inverse suffice. This already lays the ground
ε
work for numerous general speedups, including for many Monte Carlo methods [9].
Sometimes estimating a single probability is not enough, and we are actually interested in
finding a full (discrete) probability distribution. We write ∆n := {x ∈ Rn : x ≥ 0 ∧ ∥x∥
 1 = 1}

for the set of all probability distributions on n elements. Let p ∈ ∆n , if we take O ln(n/δ)
ε2
classical samples than for each element pi we get an estimate p̃i such that |pi − p̃i | ≤ ε
with error probability at most δ/n. Hence by the union bound over all i ∈ n it follows that
∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε with probability at least 1 − δ.
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This paper considers the problem of recovering an estimate for a distribution p ∈ ∆n
using “quantum samples”:
▶ Definition 1 (Quantum probability oracle). Let p ∈ ∆n be a probability distribution. We
say that Op is a quantum probability oracle for p if
Op |0⟩ =

n
X
√

pi |i⟩|ψi ⟩

i=1

for some quantum states |ψ1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψn ⟩. That is, applying Op to the |0⟩ state and measuring
the first register is the same as sampling from p.
Throughout the paper we will assume that if we can apply Op , then we can also apply Op−1 ,
and we can do both in a controlled way. Note that this is the case if Op comes from a
randomized classical or quantum algorithm.
We generalize the result of amplitude estimation
 to n-dimensional distributions, showing
e 1 queries to a quantum probability oracle.
that an ε-ℓ∞ -estimate can be obtained with O
ε
We do so using a multidimensional version of quantum phase estimation, in a similar manner
as the quantum gradient estimation algorithm by Jordan [6, 4]. In fact, we consider estimating
the gradient of the function f (x) = ⟨x, p⟩.
We also consider
 √  ℓ1 -norm (or total variation distance) and ℓ2 -norm estimates. We get

n
e n and O
e
O
query algorithms respectively using norm equivalence. In the second
ε
ε
part of the paper we give lower bounds that matches the upper bounds up to logarithmic
factors for ℓ1 -norm and ℓ2 -norm. An ℓ∞ -norm lower bound follows from known lower bounds
on amplitude estimation. We end the paper with some open questions.
Table 1 Comparison of known classical sampling bounds and our quantum results for estimating
e (· · · ) hides polylogarithmic factors
a distribution p ∈ ∆n up to ε error in a certain norm. Here the Θ
√
⋆
in n and 1/ε. The ℓ2 -norm quantum lower bound only holds when ε < 1/(3 n).

2

ℓ∞

Known Classical

e 12
Θ
ε
LB:[3] UB:Chernoff

ℓ2

e
Θ

ℓ1

LB:[3] UB:[7]

e n2
O
ε
UB:[7]

1
ε2



Quantum

e 1ε
Θ
LB: [1]1 UB: Theorem 9



e min(
O

√
n 1
, ε2 )
ε



,Ω

 √ ⋆
n
ε

LB: Corollary 12 UB: Corollary 10

e nε
Θ
LB: Lemma 11 UB: Corollary 10

Upper bound

We show our main result in two steps. First we prove the base result, Theorem 5, which has
an almost optimal query complexity but lacks in a few other areas. We then add several
improvements to obtain our main result, Theorem 9.

1

A lower bound on normal amplitude estimation follows from the lower bound on parity given in [1].
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Main algorithm



In this section we will show how to obtain an ε-ℓ∞ -approximation of p ∈ ∆n using O ln(n)
ε
queries to a quantum probability oracle for p. To do so we consider the linear function
f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] : x 7→ ⟨x, p⟩. We will show how to construct a specific type of oracle for
this function, use known results to convert this to a phase roacle for the function, and then
apply multidimensional phase estimation to obtain the gradient p.
We will use the following two oracle definitions:
▶ Definition 2 (Oracles for functions). Let f : D → [0, 1] be a [0, 1] valued function from a
discrete domain D. A probability oracle for the function f is a unitary Uf that acts as
p

p
Uf |x⟩|0⟩|0⟩ = |x⟩
f (x) |1⟩|ψ1x ⟩ + 1 − f (x) |0⟩|ψ0x ⟩ .
A phase oracle for the function f is a unitary Uf that acts as
Uf |x⟩ = eif (x) |x⟩ .
We start by constructing a probability oracle for f (x) = ⟨x, p⟩
▶ Lemma 3. Let Up be a nquantum probability
oracle for a distribution p ∈ ∆n . Let k ≥ 1
o
k
be an integer and let D = 0, 21k , . . . , 2 2−1
be a discretization of [0, 1]. Then a probability
k
oracle U ˜ for a function f˜ can be constructed such that f˜ is an additive µ-approximation of
f

e (npolylog (1/µ)) two-qubit gates.
f (x) : Dn → [0, 1] : x 7→ ⟨x, p⟩ using 2 queries to Up and O
The gate count can be improved to polylog (n/µ) when the input is stored in a QRAM2 .
Proof. We start in a state |x⟩|0⟩|0⟩|0⟩|0⟩. First we apply Uf ⊗ I to obtain
!
n
X
√
|x⟩
pi |i⟩|ψi ⟩ |0⟩|0⟩ .
i=1

Now, for each i ∈ [n] we do the following conditioned on i being in
the second register:
√ 
1. In the last register, compute an approximation of 2arcsin xi /π such that the approximation is in [0, 1).
2. Conditioned on the first bit of the approximation rotate the second to last register from
|0⟩ to |1⟩ over an angle π/4.
3. Continue for the other bits: rotate over an angle π/8 conditioned on the second bit, then
π/16, and so on.
4. Uncompute the last register.
Note that we can approximate the arcsin very efficiently, only introducing a logarithmic
overhead in terms of the precision. In the end the second to last register will be rotated over
an angle very close to 2arcsin (xi ) /π × π/2 = arcsin (xi ). We finish the analysis as if the
angle was exact. We end up with (after dropping the last register which is now |0⟩ again)
|x⟩

n
X
√
i=1

2

pi |i⟩|ψi ⟩

√

xi |1⟩ +

√



1 − xi |0⟩ = |x⟩

n
X
√

pi xi |i⟩|ψi ⟩|1⟩ + . . . |0⟩ .

i=1

A QRAM allows us to store values in such a way that we can recover them conditioned on an index
register using a single QRAM query. While a physical QRAM requires many gates to build, the
implementation can likely be highly parallel in a similar manner to classical RAM. When we consider a
model with a QRAM we abstract the details of the QRAM away, and count a QRAM query as a single
gate, similar to how a classical RAM query is normally counted as a single operation for a classical
computer.
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qP
p
n √
The ℓ2 -norm of the |1⟩ part of te state is
pi xi 2 = ⟨x, p⟩. We conclude that the
i=1
state can be written as
p
p
⟨x, p⟩ |x⟩|ψx,0 ⟩|0⟩ + 1 − ⟨x, p⟩ |x⟩|ψx,1 ⟩|1⟩ ,
and hence we have implemented a probability oracle for f .
The steps taken for each i can be performed at the same time when x is stored in a
QRAM, as this allows us to query xi in superposition on |i⟩.
◀
For our purposes we will require a phase oracle, not a probability oracle. Luckily, in [4] it
was shown that a phase oracle can be constructed from a probability oracle with minimal
overhead:
▶ Lemma 4. [4, Corollary 4.1 (Rephrased)] Let Uf be a probability oracle for a function
f : D → [0, 1] acting on q qubits. Let T > 0. An phase oracle with η-additive error for
T · f (x) can be constructed using O (|T | + log (1/η)) applications of Uf and its inverse, and
O (q|T | + qlog (1/η)) two-qubit gates.
We could directly apply quantum gradient calculation [6, 4] now to obtain p, but since we
have a linear function the result can be obtained using a slightly simpler proof, so we include
it for completeness.
▶ Theorem 5. Let p ∈ ∆n and let Up be a quantum probability oracle acting on q qubits for
p. Let ε > 0. An approximation p̃ such that ∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε can be found with error probability
e (ln(δ)qn/ε) two-qubit gates. The
at most δ using O (ln(n/δ)/ε) applications of Up and O
e
gatecount can be improved to O (ln(δ)q(n + 1/ε)) by using a QRAM.
Proof. Let k = ⌈log (4/ε)⌉. Consider the following algorithm:
1. Start in a n-register all zero state, where each register as k qubits:
0k . . . 0k
2. Apply Hadamard gates to all qubits to obtain


k
n
2X
−1
O
X
1
1
√
|xi ⟩ = kn/2
|x⟩
2
2k xi =0
i=1
x∈{0,2k −1}n
3. Make a phase query for an 1/6-approximation of f (x) = ⟨x, p⟩ using Lemma 3 with
µ < 1/(96ε) and Lemma 4 with T = 2k and η ≤ 1/12 to obtain a state 1/6-close in
ℓ2 -norm to
P
X
X
1
1
i
xi pi
i⟨x,p⟩
i
e
|x⟩
=
e
|x⟩
kn/2
2kn/2
2
x∈{0,2k −1}n
x∈{0,2k −1}n
!
n
X
Y
1
ixi pi
e
|x⟩
= kn/2
2
x∈{0,2k −1}n i=1


k
n
2X
−1
O
1
√
=
eixi pi |xi ⟩
k
2
xi =0
i=1

4. Apply the k-qubit inverse QFT to each of the n registers and measure each register.
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Note that this algorithm applies Up a total of O 1ε times as per Lemma 4. The gate cost of
e (qn/ε) (or O
e (q ln(n)/ε) when using QRAM), and the
the phase oracle implementation is O

n inverse QFTs require O n ln2 (1/ε) gates3 .
If we ignore the ℓ2 -error due to the imperfect phase oracle than it would follow from the
analysis of phase estimation that we end up with a vector p̃ such that |pi − p̃i | ≤ 4/2k ≤ ε
with probability at least 5/6 per coordinate. Since we incurred at most 1/6-ℓ2 -norm error
we conclude that |pi − p̃i | ≤ ε with probability at least 2/3 per coordinate. By repeating
O (ln(n/δ)) times and taking the coordinate wise median, the error probability can be reduced
to δ/n. Taking the union bound we get the result from the theorem.
◀

2.2

Improvements and tweaks

In this section we give three improvements on the main algorithm. We start by removing
the dependence on n, leaving only the implicit dependence via q in the gate-complexity. We
then show how to get a better query bound when only considering part of a distribution.
Finally we show that the algorithm can be tweaked to always return an estimate from ∆n .

2.2.1

Removing the dependence on n

While the main algorithm requires few queries, the time complexity grows linear in n. Since
the classical algorithm has no dependence linear dependence on n we would hope the same
for the quantum algorithm.
The high gate count in the quantum algorithm is due to the fact that we consider
all coordinates of p, even those with very small or 0 entries. However, to get an ε-ℓ∞ approximation we can ignore all coordinates where the probability is less than ε. This leaves
at most 1/ε coordinates to run the algorithm on. To find relevant coordinates we simply use
classical samples:
▶ Lemma 6. Let p ∈ ∆n , and ε, δ ∈ (0, 1/3). O (ln(n/δ)/ε) classical samples suffice to, with
error probability at most δ, find all i ∈ [n] such that pi ≥ ε.
Proof. Consider a single entry i such that pi ≥ ε. After T samplesthe probability
that we

ln(1/(δε))
ln(δε)
T
have not seen i yet is at most (1 − ε) . Letting T = ln(1−ε) = O
ensures that
ε
this error probability is at most δε. Union bounding over the at most 1/ε coordinates gives
the result from the lemma.
◀
The lemma shows that the number of coordinates we have to consider in our main algorithm
is independent from n. As we can simply look at the inner product on those entries, we
only get a dependence on n implicitly as q ≥ log (n). In fact, the classical algorithm can be
improved using the same method.

2.2.2

Learning part of the distribution

Often we will not be interested in all coordinates of p, the method from the previous section
is an example, but there might be other cases as well. One example is a binary distribution
(p, 1 − p), where we only need to estimate the first
 √entry. If we know a pmax such that
pmax
p ≤ pmax , then amplitude estimation [2] requires O
applications of Up .
ε

3

The square can be removed by approximating the QFT using standard techniques.
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Similarly, if we know that pi ≤ pmax for all i, then the classical algorithm can be improved
√
by a factor pmax . Sadly our main algorithm can not be improved by pmax to our knowledge,
but we may get a dependence on the sum of the entries in the part of p that we want to
estimate.
P
▶ Lemma 7. Let p ∈ ∆n , ε ∈ (0, 1/3) and let S ⊆ [n]. Let pmt ≥ i∈S pi be the maximal
total probability onS. We can
 construct a quantum probability oracle for a distribution
p
′′
n+2
p ∈∆
using O
1/pmt applications of Up , membership queries for S, and two-qubit
gates such that a estimating p′′ up to O (ε/pmt )-ℓ∞ -error gives an ε-ℓ∞ error estimate of p.
Proof. The main idea is to amplify the probabilities by a factor of a = Θ (1/pmt ) using
√
O ( a) iterations of amplitude amplification. This allows us to take ε′ = ε · a as a larger
error tolerance. However, we need to be careful as we do not know the original ℓ2 norm of
√
the “good” part of the state, and hence we do not know the exact amplification that O ( a)
iterations of amplitude amplification would give, only that it is Θ (1/pmt ).
We consider a new distribution p′ with dimension n + 2. The first n coordinates are
equal to p/2, while the last to coordinates are pmt /2 and (1 − pmt )/2. We can construct a
quantum probability oracle Up′ for p′ using a single controlled application of Up .
Using amplitude amplification we can create an quantum probability oracle Up′′ for
a distribution p′′ that is equal to ap′ on the indices in S ∪ {n + 1} for some unknown
√
a ∈ Θ (1/pmt ). This requires O ( a) applications of Up′ and membership queries for S.
Note that p′′n+1 = apmt /2 = Θ (1), and in particulair let L be a (constant) lower bound
so p′′n+1 ≥ L. Now, let p̃′′ be a 8pεL
-ℓ∞ -estimate of p′′ . It follows that p̃′′n+1 is an (1 ± 8pεmt )
mt
′′
multiplicative estimate of pn+1 , and hence it gives such a multiplicative estimate ã of a.
Let p̃i = 2p̃′′i /ã. We know that p̃′′i = p′′i + e1 for some error term e1 with |e1 | ≤ Lε/8pmt .
We also know that ã = a(1 + e2 ) for some error term e2 with |e2 | ≤ ε/8pmt . Hence we know
that
2p̃′′i
ã
2(p′′i + e1 )
=
a(1 + e2 )
2( ap2 i + e1 )
=
a(1 + e2 )
pi + 2e1 /a
=
(1 + e2 )

p̃i =

= (pi + 2e1 /a)(1 + e3 )
= pi + 2e1 /a + pi e3 + 2e1 e3 /a
where |e3 | ≤ 2|e2 | ≤ ε/4pmt . We can therefore bound the final error by
|2e1 /a + pi e3 + 2e1 e3 /a| ≤ |2e1 /a| + |pi e3 | + |2e1 e3 /a|
Lε
ε
Lε2
+ pmt
+2
4pmt a
4pmt
32p2mt a
Lε ε
Lε
≤2
+ +2
8L 4
64L
≤ε
≤2

Where we used that ε ≤ pmt , as otherwise the problem is trivial, as well as

1
pmt a

≤

1
2L .

◀
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Returning a probability distribution

Our main algorithm does not always return a p̃ ∈ ∆n , all we are promised is that ∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε.
The following Lemma shows that we can always convert such a p̃ into a good approximation
inside ∆n .
▶ Lemma 8. Let p ∈ ∆n and let p̃ be such that ∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε/8. Then a min(n, 8/ε)-sparse
p̃′ can be constructed from p̃ such that p̃′ ∈ ∆n and ∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε.
Proof. Let p̃′ be defined by setting all elements in p̃ that are below ε/4 to zero and all
elements above 1 to 1, this introduces at most ε/4 extra error in ℓ∞ -norm so ∥p − p̃′ ∥∞ ≤ ε/2.
Now, for an element in p̃′ to be non-zero, the corresponding element of p should be at
least ε/8, hence p̃′ has at most 8/ε non-zero elements. Let k ≤ min(n, 8/ε) be the number of
non-zero elements in p̃′ . Let S be the sum of the entries in p̃′ , so
max(0, 1 − nε/2) ≤ S ≤ 1 + kε/4.
If S = 1 then p̃′ ∈ ∆n so we are done.
If S > 1, then we decrease each of the non-zero elements by (S − 1)/k ≤ ε/4. This
introduces at most ε/4 extra error, so the total error is less than ε/2 + ε/4. Now all elements
are non-negative and they sum to 1.
If S < 1 and there is an element larger than 1 − ε/4, return the distribution that is 1 on
the corresponding index and 0 everywhere else. Otherwise we consider two cases, n ≤ 8/ε
and n > 8/ε. For the first case, the ℓ1 -norm error in p̃′ is at most nε/2, so 1 − S is at
most nε/2. Hence, by increasing each coordinate by at most ε/2 we can ensure that the
resulting vector is in ∆n . For the second case we pick 2/ε entries in p̃′ , giving preference to
the non-zero entries, and increase the picked entries by ε(1−S)
≤ ε/2.
2
Finally, we note that this construction can be implemented in time linear in the input or
output sparsity, whichever is larger, times log (1/ε).
◀

2.2.4

Putting it all together

We can now combine these improvements with our base algorithm to get the following result
as a corollary.
▶ Theorem 9. Let p ∈ ∆n and let Up be a quantum probability oracle acting on q
P
qubits for p. Let ε > 0. Let S ⊆ [n] and let pmt be an upperbound on
i∈S pi . An
n
e
O (1/ε)-sparse p̃ ∈ ∆ such that ∥p − p̃∥∞ ≤ ε can be found with error probability at most
√
δ > 0 using O ln(1/εδ) pmt /ε applications of Up (and membership queries for S) and


√
e q ln(δ) pmt /ε2 two-qubit gates. The gatecount can be improved to O
e q ln(δ)√pmt /ε
O
using QRAM.
We note that the query complexity matches that of normal amplitude estimation (the query
complexity of which is known to be optimal as it can solve the parity problem for a 1/ε-bit
long string [1]) up to logarithmic factors.
Using the equivalence of norms we can also get upper bounds on the query complexity
for ℓρ estimates.
▶ Corollary 10. Let p ∈ ∆n and let Up be a quantum probability oracle acting on q qubits
P
for p. Let ε > 0 and ρ ≥ 1. Let S ⊆ [n] and let pmt be an upperbound on
i∈S pi .

1/ρ
n
e
An O n /ε -sparse p̃ ∈ ∆ such that ∥p − p̃∥ρ ≤ ε can be found with error probability

√
at most δ > 0 using O ln(1/εδ) pmt n1/ρ /ε applications of Up (and membership queries
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e q ln(δ)√pmt n2/ρ /ε2 two-qubit gates. The gatecount can be improved to
for S) and O

e q ln(δ)√pmt n1/ρ /ε using QRAM.
O
We note that this might not always be optimal, in particular in the low-precision
regime. For

e 1/ε2 samples as shown
example, classical sampling can produce an ε-ℓ2 -estimate using O
by Kamath et al. [7].

3

Lower bounds

In this section we will prove lower bounds on the number of applications of Up that are
required to approximate p in different norms. Since the ℓ∞ -norm bound follows from known
lower bounds on amplitude estimation that can be obtained from the lower bound on parity [1],
we focus on the ℓ1 and ℓ2 norms. We start by proving a lower bound on ℓ1 -norm estimation.
▶ Lemma 11. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/3) and n ≥ 2. Any algorithm that (with success probability at
least 2/3) for every p ∈ ∆n outputs a p̃ for
 which ∥p − p̃∥1 ≤ ε using queries to a quantum
probability oracle for p, uses at least Ω nε such queries.
Proof. We assume that n is even as we can always add an extra zero entry. Let k = Θ (1/ε),
where µ will be defined later. Let x(1) , · · · , x(n/2) ∈ {0, 1}k be such that for all i we have
|x(i) | ∈ {k/2, k/2 + 1}. Finding the Hamming weight of a single x(i) solves the majority
problem and hence requires Ω (k) quantum queries to a standard (binary) oracle for x(i) [1].
We further note that any algorithm that recovers a n/2-bit string requires Ω (n) quantum
queries. Since quantum query complexity is multiplicative under composition [8] it follows
that finding all of the n/2 Hamming weights requires Ω (nk) = Ω (n/ε) quantum queries.
Standard techniques can be used to show that finding a constant fraction of the Hamming
weights would still require Ω (n/ε) quantum queries, as Grover search can be used to find
the “mistakes”.
We now reduce this problem to finding an ℓ1 -approximation of a probability distribution.
(i)
(i)
|
Let p ∈ ∆n be given by pi = 2 |xnk | for i ≤ n/2 and by pi = 2 k−|x
otherwise. Let p̃ be an
nk
1
i
ε approximation of p. If |pi − p̃i | < nk than we can find |x | from p̃i . As p̃ is an ε-ℓ1 -norm
estimate, it can only be off more than 1/kn = Θ (ε/n) on a small constant fraction of the
indices, allowing us to find the Hamming weight for all the others.
Finally we show how to implement a quantum probability oracle for p. We can sample
from p using a classical algorithm as follows:
1. Pick a uniformly random i ∈ [n/2].
2. Pick a uniformly random j ∈ [k].
(i)
(i)
3. If xj = 1 return i, if xj = 0 return i + n/2.
By replacing the uniformly random picks by the creation of a uniform superposition we get a
quantum probability oracle for p.
We conclude that Ω (n/ε) queries to a quantum probability oracle for p are required to
obtain an ε-ℓ1 -approximation.
◀
As a corollary we get a lower bound for ℓ2 -estimates in the high precision regime:
√
▶ Corollary 12. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/3 n) and n ≥ 2. Any algorithm that (with success probability
at least 2/3) for every p ∈ ∆n outputs a p̃ ∈ ∆n for
 which ∥p − p̃∥2 ≤ ε using queries to a
quantum probability oracle for p, uses at least Ω 1ε such queries.
√
Proof. This follows from the fact that ∥p − p̃∥1 ≤ n ∥p − p̃∥2 combined with Lemma 11. ◀
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Open questions

Estimating the expectation value of stochastic variables
We can identify a stochastic variable over a finite probability distribution p ∈ ∆n with a
vector a ∈ Rn . Here ai is the value of the stochastic variable on outcome i. Hence, the
expectation value of the stochastic variable is equal to ⟨a, p⟩. If we have m stochastic variables
a(1) , . . . , a(m) then we can write these as the rows of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n . This leads to the
following problem:
Let A ∈ [−1, 1]m×n be a known matrix, let ε > 0 be an error parameter, and let p ∈ ∆n be
a unknown probability distribution, accessible via a quantum probability oracle. Output
a vector q̃ ∈ Rm such that ∥Ap − q∥∞ ≤ ε.
Here we take A ∈ [−1, 1]m×n for normalization purposes.


Classically this problem can be solved using O ln(m/δ)
samples. The argument is similar
ε2
as before: each expectation value can be estimated with error probability δ/m, and union
bounding gives the result. However, our quantum algorithm does not generalize as easily.
One way to solve the problem is to apply amplitude estimation n times, but this would use
e (n ln(1/δ)/ε) applications of Up . In fact, we can proof the following lower bound:
O
√
▶ Lemma 13. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/(3 n)) and let n be a positive integer power of two. There
n×n
exists a matrix A ∈ {−1, 1}
, such that any algorithm that for every p ∈ ∆n (with success
√ 
probability at least 2/3) outputs a q̃ ∈ ∆n , for which ∥Ap − q̃∥∞ ≤ ε, uses at least Ω εn
queries to a quantum probability oracle for p.
√
n×n
be nH ⊗log(n) , the rescaled n-fold Hadamard, so √1n A is
Proof. We let A ∈ {−1, 1}
unitary. Now let p ∈ ∆n be an unknown probability distribution given by a quantum
probability oracle. Let A be an algorithm that uses T queries to a quantum probability
oracle for p, and outputs an estimate q̃ such that ∥Ap − q̃∥∞ ≤ ε. This ℓ∞ −norm estimate
√
also gives an ℓ2 -norm estimate ∥Ap − q̃∥2 ≤ nε. Applying the unitary √1n AT gives
1
√ AT Ap − AT q̃
n

2

≤

√

nε,

and using that AT A = nI we get
np − AT q̃

2

So p − n1 AT q̃

2

≤ nε.

≤ ε, hence from q we can recover an ε-approximation of p in ℓ2 -norm, which,
√ 
by Corollary 12 requires at least Ω εn queries to a quantum probability oracle for p. ◀


e ln(m/δ)
We note that the proof, combined with the O
classical algorithm for estimating
ε2
the expectation value of stochastic variables, gives an alternative proof to that of [7] of the
e ln(n/δ)/ε2 samples suffice for an ε-ℓ2 -estimate.
fact that O
Although the lower bound is disappointing, it still leaves open the possibility of an
improvement over applying amplitude estimation n times. In particular, when A = I the
problem is simply that of ℓ∞ -norm estimation, and hence we know that there is an improved
algorithm. Slightly more general, if A can be decomposed as A = RC for matrices R and C
such that R has a maximal row sum
 of r, and C has a maximal column sum of c, then the
e rc queries, by first applying C/c as a leaky Markov chain
problem can be solved with O
ε
step, estimating the result in infty norm up to error ε/b, and then applying R. It is however
unclear for which matrices a good decomposition exists.
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Improvements for partial distributions
While our improved algorithm from Theorem 9 works better when the total probability of
seeing a sample we are interested in is low, there is still a discrepancy between the classical
√
dependence on pmax and the quantum dependence on pmt .

Lower bound for low precision ℓ2 -norm estimates
√
Our lower bound for ℓ2 -norm estimates only works for the high precision (ε ∈ O (1/ n))
regime. A Ω 1ε lower bound for the ε > √1n regime follows from the lower bound on

amplitude estimation, but it is an open question whether this may be improved to Ω ε12 .

Circuit depth
Recent work by Giurgica-Tiron et al. [5] addresses a big disadvantage of amplitude estimation
on near term hardware: the circuit depth. While classical probabilities
can be estimated by

2
e
a highly parallel system of logarithmic depth using O 1/ε processors, quantum amplitude
e (1/ε). Giurgica-Tiron et al. give
estimation is inherently sequential and takes depth O
algorithms that interpolate between
 these two cases, keeping the depth times the number of
e 1/ε2 . It would be interesting to achieve a similar trade-off in
oracle queries constant at O
the multidimensional case.

Applications
A natural question is of course that of applications. Since the algorithm works when samples
from p are generated by a quantum algorithm, inherently quantum outputs like that of the
HHL algorithm, Hamiltonian simulation, or quantum Gibbs sampling might be a good fit.
Our new methods allow a lower dependence on the error ε when performing quantum state
tomography on the resulting states than the classical method of simply measuring does.
Another application might lie in distribution learning theory, or more broadly learning
theory in general. Here we are given an unknown distribution and are asked to learn certain
properties of the distribution. Our estimation algorithm might serve as a new tool to design
quantum improvements in this area.
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1

Introduction

Post-selection. Post-selection is the power of discarding all runs of a computation in which
an undesirable event occurs. This concept was introduced to the field of quantum complexity
theory by Aaronson [1]. While unrealistic, post-selection turned out to be an extremely
useful tool to obtain new and simpler proofs of major results about classical computation,
and also prove new results about quantum complexity classes. The most celebrated result is
arguably the identity PostBQP = PP proved by Aaronson [1], which shows that the class of
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problems that can be solved by a bounded-error polynomial-time quantum algorithm with
post-selection (PostBQP) is equal to the class of problems that can be solved by unboundederror polynomial-time classical algorithms (PP), and thus makes possible to bridge quantum
complexity classes and classical complexity classes.
Space-bounded quantum complexity classes. The study of space-bounded quantum Turing
machines was initiated by Watrous [16]. Watrous showed in particular that any quantum
Turing machine running in space s can be simulated by an unbounded-error probabilistic
Turing machine running in space O(s). This result implies the identity PQL = PL, where
PQL denotes the class of problems that can be solved by unbounded-error logarithmic-space
quantum Turing machines, and PL denotes the class of problems that can be solved by
unbounded-error logarithmic-space classical Turing machines. The main open question of the
field is whether bounded-error quantum Turing machines can be simulated space-efficiently
by bounded-error classical Turing machines.
A major step towards establishing the superiority of space-bounded quantum Turing
machines over space-bounded classical (bounded-error) Turing machines has been the construction by Ta-Shma [14] of logarithmic-space quantum algorithms for inverting well-conditioned
matrices (it is unknown how to perform the same task classically in logarithmic space). While
Ta-Shma’s quantum algorithm used intermediate measurements, a version of this quantum
algorithm without measurement was later constructed by Fefferman and Lin [6] (see also [5]
for a related result on space-efficient error reduction for unitary quantum computation).
Very recent works [7, 8] have further showed that many other problems from linear algebra
involving well-conditioned matrices can be solved as well in logarithmic space by quantum
algorithms, and additionally showed that intermediate measurements can be removed from
any space-bounded quantum computation.
Our results. In view of the impact of the concept of post-selection to quantum complexity
theory and in view of the surge of recent activities on space-bounded quantum complexity
classes, a natural question is investigating the power of post-selection for space-bounded
quantum complexity classes. To our knowledge, this question has not been investigated so
far in the literature (while the notion of post-selection was previously studied in quantum
automata theory [21]). In this paper, we tackle this question and obtain the following
result (here PostBQL denotes the class of problems that can be solved by a bounded-error
polynomial-time logarithmic-space quantum Turing machine that uses post-selection – see
Section 2 for a formal definition):
▶ Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). PostBQL = PL.
This result thus gives a space-bounded version of the result PostBQP = PP mentioned
above for polynomial-time complexity classes. This enables us to bridge quantum complexity
classes and classical complexity classes for space-bounded computation as well, and thus
suggests that post-selection may become a useful tool to analyze space-bounded (quantum
and classical) computation as well. Actually, as a by-product of our main result, we
also obtain the fact that PL coincides with the class of problems that can be solved by
bounded-error logarithmic-space quantum algorithms that has no time bound (namely, the
bounded-error logarithmic-space quantum algorithms are as computationally powerful as the
unbounded-error ones under no time restriction).
We additionally present several results about logarithmic-space quantum computation
with post-selection in Section 4.
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Overview of our techniques. As for the result PostBQP = PP proved by Aaronson [1], the
nontrivial part of the proof of our main theorem is the simulation of a probabilistic machine
by a post-selecting quantum simulation machine. The simulation technique given in [1]
requires a polynomial amount of qubits, and thus cannot be used in our setting since we
are limited to a logarithmic amount of qubits. Therefore, we propose a different simulation,
which is composed of three parts. First, we show how to simulate the computation of a
logarithmic-space probabilistic Turing machine by a logarithmic-width probabilistic circuit K
P
(Section 3.1). Note that the computation process of K is represented by a mixture j pj Cj ,
which means that the configuration is in Cj with probability pj . (It can be written as
P
j pj |Cj ⟩⟨Cj | when the mixed state formalism [11] is used.) Here, we can assume that there
are unique accepting and rejecting configurations Ca and Cr . Thus, the final mixture of K
can be represented in the form of pCa + (1 − p)Cr , where p > 1/2 if the input is a yes-instance,
and p < 1/2 if it is a no-instance. Second, we give a simulation of the probabilistic circuit
K by a logarithmic-space quantum Turing machine M with post-selection (Section 3.2).
Note that this simulation is done in a coherent manner. Namely, if the mixture of K
P
at some step is j pj Cj , the quantum state of M at the corresponding simulation step
P
should be the normalized state of j pj |Cj ⟩. Thus, M produces the normalized state of
|ψ⟩ = p|Ca ⟩ + (1 − p)|Cr ⟩ as the final outcome. In fact, we use the power of post-selection
for this simulation, and the final outcome can be obtained after post-selection with an
exponentially small probability. Then, the third part is fairly similar to the approach used
in [1]: using polynomial number of states constructed from the same number of copies of
|ψ⟩, we use repetition and post-selection to increase the success probability of the simulation
(Section 3.3).

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Space-bounded probabilistic Turing machines

A classical space-bounded Turing machine has an input tape and a work tape. Both tapes
are infinite and their cells are indexed by integers, each of which contains the blank symbol
(#) unless it is overwritten with a different symbol. The input tape has a read-only head
and the work tape has a read/write head. Each head can access a single cell in each time
step and, after each transition, it can stay on the same cell, move one cell to the right, or
move one cell to the left.
The input alphabet is denoted Σ and the work tape alphabet is denoted Γ, none of which
contains the blank symbol. Moreover, Σ̃ = Σ ∪ {#} and Γ̃ = Γ ∪ {#}. For a given string x,
|x| represents the length of x.
Formally, a (space-bounded) probabilistic Turing machine (PTM) M is a 7-tuple
M = (S, Σ, Γ, δ, si , sa , sr ),
where S is the set of states, si ∈ S is the initial state, sa ∈ S and sr ∈ S (sa =
̸ sr ) are the
accepting and rejecting states, respectively, and δ is the transition function described below.
At the beginning of the computation, the given input, say x ∈ Σ∗ , is placed on the input
tape between the first cell and the |x|-th cell, the input tape head and the work tape head
are placed on the cells indexed by 0s, and the state is set to si . In each step, M evolves with
respect to the transition function and the computation is terminated after entering sa or sr .
In the former (latter) case, the decision of “acceptance” (“rejection”) is made. It must be
guaranteed that the input tape head never visits the cells indexed by −1 and |x| + 2. The
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formal definition of δ is as follows:


1
δ : S × Σ̃ × Γ̃ × S × Γ̃ × {−1, 0, 1} × {−1, 0, 1} → 0, , 1 .
2
Suppose that M is in s ∈ S and reads σ ∈ Σ̃ and γ ∈ Γ̃ on the input and work tapes,
respectively. Then, in one step, the new state is set to s′ ∈ S, the symbol γ ′ ∈ Γ̃ is written
on the cell under the work tape head, and the positions of the input and work tape heads are
respectively updated with respect to di ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and dw ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, with probability
δ(s, σ, γ, s′ , γ ′ , di , dw ),
where the input (work) tape head moves one cell to the left if di = −1 (dw = −1) and one
cell to the right if di = 1 (dw = 1). Remark that any transition with zero probability is never
implemented. To be a well-formed PTM, for each triple (s, σ, γ),
X
δ(s, σ, γ, s′ , γ ′ , di , dw ) = 1.
s′ ∈S,γ ′ ∈Γ̃,di ∈{−1,0,1},dw ∈{−1,0,1}

For a given input x ∈ Σ∗ , M can follow more than one computation path. A computation
path either halts with a decision or runs forever. A halting path is called accepting (rejecting)
if the decision of “acceptance” (“rejection”) is made on this path. The accepting (rejecting)
probability of M on x is the cumulative sum over all accepting (rejecting) paths.
A language L is said to be recognized by PTM M with unbounded error if and only if
any x ∈ L is accepted by M with probability more than 1/2 and any x ∈
/ L is accepted with
probability less than 1/2. A language L is said to be recognized by PTM M with error bound
ε < 1/2 if and only if any x ∈ L is accepted by M with probability at least 1 − ε and any
x∈
/ L is rejected with probability at least 1 − ε. When ε > 0 is a constant (independent of
the input), it is said that L is recognized by M with bounded error. As a special case, if all
non-members of L are accepted with probability 0, then it is called one-sided bounded-error.
A PTM making only deterministic transitions (i.e., such that the range of the transition
function is {0, 1}) is a deterministic Turing machine (DTM).
The range of the transition function can also be defined as [0, 1] ∩ Q, and thus the
PTM, called rational valued PTM, can make more than one transition with rational valued
probabilities in each step. Remark that all results presented in this paper are also followed
for rational valued PTMs. A nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM) can be defined as a
rational valued PTM and a language is said to be recognized by a NTM if and only if for any
member there is at least one accepting path and for any non-member there is no accepting
path (or equivalently any member is accepted with nonzero probability and any non-member
is accepted with zero probability).
A language is recognized by a machine in (expected) time t(n) and space s(n) if the
machine, on a given input x, runs no more than (expected) t(|x|) time steps and visits no
more than s(|x|) different cells on its work tape with non-zero probability.
The class PL (L and NL) is the set of languages recognized by unbounded-error PTMs
(DTMs and NTMs) in logarithmic space (with no time restriction). It is shown that each of
these classes coincides with the subclass such that the running time of the corresponding
machines is polynomially bounded (note that the proof is nontrivial for PL [10]).
The class BPL (RL) is the set of languages recognized by bounded-error PTMs (onesided bounded-error PTMs) in polynomial time and logarithmic space. On contrary to the
above three classes PL, L, NL, it is unknown that these two classes are the same as their
corresponding classes such that the underlying machines have no time restriction, which we
denote by BPL(∞) (RL(∞)).
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Any language L is in C= L [2] if and only if there exists a polynomial-time logarithmicspace PTM M such that any x ∈ L is accepted by M with probability 12 and any x ∈
/ L is
accepted by M with probability other than 12 .

2.2

Turing machines with post-selection

A postselecting PTM (PostPTM) has the ability to discard some predetermined outcomes
and then makes its decision with the rest of the outcomes, which is guaranteed to happen
with non-zero probability (see [1, 21]). Formally, a PostPTM is a modified PTM with three
halting states. A PTM has the accepting state sa and the rejecting state sr as the halting
states. A PostPTM has an additional halting state sn called the non-postselecting halting
state. In this paper, we require that a PostPTM must halt its computation absolutely, i.e.,
there is no infinite loop.
For a given input x, let pacc,M (x) (prej,M (x) and pnpost,M (x)) be the probability of
PostPTM M ending in sa (sr and sn ). Since M halts absolutely, we know that
pacc,M (x) + prej,M (x) + pnpost,M (x) = 1.
Due to post-selection, we discard the probability pnpost,M (x) and then make a normalization
on pacc,M (x) and prej,M (x) for the final decision. Thus, the input x is accepted (rejected) by
M with probability


pacc,M (x)
prej,M (x)
p̃acc,M (x) :=
p̃rej,M (x) :=
.
pacc,M (x) + prej,M (x)
pacc,M (x) + prej,M (x)
The postselecting counterparts of BPL and RL are PostBPL and PostRL, respectively.
(For instance, L is in PostBPL if and only if there are a polynomial-time logarithmic-space
PostPTM M and a constant ε < 1/2 such that p̃acc,M (x) is at least 1 − ε when x is in L, and
p̃rej,M (x) is at least 1 − ε when x is not in L). Let PostEPL denote the class of languages
recognized with no error (or exactly) by polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostPTMs (i.e.,
L is in PostEPL if and only if there is a polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostPTM M such
that pacc,M (x) > 0 and prej,M (x) = 0 when x is in L, and pacc,M (x) = 0 and prej,M (x) > 0
when x is not in L).

2.3

Space-bounded quantum Turing machines and complexity classes

The initial quantum Turing machine (QTM) models (e.g., [4, 3, 16]) were defined fully
quantum. While quantum circuits have been used more widely in literature, QTMs are
still the main computational models when investigating space bounded complexity classes.
However, their definitions have been modified since 90s (e.g., [17, 15, 14, 6]). The main
modifications are that the computation is governed classically and the quantum part can be
seen like a quantum circuit. This paper follows these modifications. To be more precise, our
QTM is a PTM augmented with a quantum tape. Here, the quantum tape is designed like a
quantum circuit, i.e., it contains a qubit (or qudit) in each tape cell and it can have more
than one tape head so that a quantum gate can be applied to a few qubits at the same time.
We remark that the result given in this paper can also be obtained by the other spacebounded QTMs defined in literature [18, 17, 20, 15, 14], where algebraic numbers are used
as transition values. The main advantage of the aforementioned modifications in QTMs is to
simplify the proofs and the descriptions of quantum algorithms.
Formally, a (space-bounded) QTM M is a 9-tuple
M = (S, Σ, Γ, δq , δc , si , sa , sr , Ω),
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where, different from the PTMs, the transition function is composed by two functions δq
and δc that are responsible for the transitions on quantum and classical parts, respectively,
and Ω is the set of contents of a classical register storing quantum measurement outcomes.
(Similarly to the PTMs, S is the set of internal states, Σ is the input alphabet, Γ is the
work tape alphabet, and si , sa , and sr are respectively the initial state, the accepting state,
and the rejecting state.) As the physical structure, M additionally has a quantum tape
with l heads, and the classical register storing a value in Ω = {1, . . . , m}, where l, m > 0 are
constants (independent of the input given to M ). The quantum tape heads are numbered
from 1 to l. For simplicity, we assume that the quantum tape contains only qubits (with
states |0⟩ and |1⟩) in its cells. Each cell is set to |0⟩ at the beginning of the computation.
For a given input x ∈ Σ∗ , the classical part is initialized as described for PTMs. The l tape
heads on the quantum tape are placed on the qubits numbered from 0 to l − 1.
The overall computation of M is governed classically. Each transition of M has two
phases, quantum and classical, which alternate. We define the transition functions δq and
δc different from the transition functions of PTMs. Suppose that M is in s ∈ S and reads
σ ∈ Σ̃ and γ ∈ Γ̃, respectively. For each triple (s, σ, γ), δq (s, σ, γ) can be the identity
operator, a projective measurement (in the computational basis), or a unitary operator. If it
is the identity operator, the quantum phase is skipped by setting the value of the classical
register to 1 (in Ω). If the quantum operator is unitary, then the corresponding unitary
operator is applied to the qubits under the heads on the quantum tape, and the value in the
classical register is set to 1 (in Ω). If it is a measurement operator, then the corresponding
projective measurement is done on the qubits under the heads on the quantum tape, and the
measurement outcome, represented by an integer between 1 and m′ ≤ m (in Ω), is written in
the classical register, where m′ is the total number of all possible measurement outcomes of
the measurement operator.
After the quantum phase, the classical phase is implemented. For each quadruple
(s, σ, γ, ω), δc returns the new state, the symbol written on the work tape, and updates of all
heads, where ω ∈ Ω.
The termination of the computation of M is the same as the PTMs, i.e., done by entering
the accepting state sa or the rejecting state sr . One time step corresponds to a single
transition. We add the number of qubits visited with non-zero probability during the
computation (as well as the number of cells visited on the classical work tape) to the space
usage.
Remark that any QTM using superoperators can be simulated by a QTM using unitary
operators and measurements with negligible memory and time overheads, i.e., by using extra
quantum and classical states, any superoperator can be implemented by unitary operators
and measurements in constant steps (e.g. [11, 13]).
Since the computation of the QTM defined above is controlled classically, a postselecting
QTM (PostQTM) can be defined similar to PostPTMs: the PostQTM has an additional
classical halting state sn , and any computation that ends in sn is discarded when calculating
the overall accepting and rejecting probability on the given input.
The quantum counterparts of BPL (BPL(∞)), RL, PL, NL, PostBPL, PostRL, and PostEPL
are BQL (BQL(∞)), RQL, PQL, NQL2 , PostBQL, PostRQL, and PostEQL, respectively, where
QTMs use algebraic numbers as transition amplitudes.
The following relations on logarithmic space quantum and classical complexity classes

2

Note that NQL is the quantum counterpart of NL based on the criterion by the accepting probabilities
of the underlying machine, not the certificate-based counterpart (QMAL).
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are already known [9, 16, 17, 7]:
L ⊆ NL = coNL ⊆ coC= L = NQL ⊆ PL = PQL.
L ⊆ BPL ⊆ BQL ⊆ PL = PQL.

3

Main Result

In this section, our main theorem (PostBQL = PL) is proved. We start with the easy inclusion.
▶ Theorem 2. PostBQL ⊆ PQL = PL
Proof. Any polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostQTM M can be easily converted to a
polynomial-time logarithmic-space QTM M ′ such that M ′ enters the accepting and rejecting
states with equal probability when M enters the non-postselecting halting state. Thus
the balance between accepting and rejecting probabilities is preserved, and the language
recognized by M with bounded-error is recognized by M ′ with unbounded error.
◀
In the rest of this section, we give the proof of the following inclusion.
▶ Theorem 3. PL ⊆ PostBQL.
As described in Section 1, the proof of Theorem 3 consists of three parts, each of which
will be given in the next three subsections. We start by giving an overview of the first part.
Let L be a language in PL. Then there exists a PTM M recognizing L with unbounded error
such that M on input x halts in |x|k steps by using at most d log(|x|) space for some fixed
positive integers d and k.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that M always splits into two paths in every
step, the work tape alphabet of M has only two symbols 0 and 1, and M halts only when
the work tape contains only blanks and both tape heads are placed on the 0-th cells, i.e.,
there exist a single accepting and a single rejecting configurations. Let m be the number of
internal states.
We fix x as the given input with length |x| = n. Any configuration of M is represented
by a 4-tuple of binary strings
(s, hin , w, hwk ),
where s is the internal state, hin is the position of the input head, w is the content of the
work tape, and hwk is the position of the work tape. (We also assume that w is always a
binary string, which does not contain any blank symbol.) The set of all configurations is
denoted by C x , i.e., C x = {C1 , . . . , CN } for some N polynomial in n. The length of any
configuration is
l = ⌈log m⌉ + ⌈log n⌉ + ⌈d log n⌉ + ⌈log(d log n)⌉ ∈ O(log n).
Based on C x , we define a stochastic matrix Px , called the configuration matrix, whose
columns and rows are indexed by configurations and its (j, i)-th entry represents the probability going from Ci to Cj . Then, the whole computation of M on x can be traced by an
N -dimensional column vector, called configuration vector:
vl+1 = Px vl ,
where 1 ≤ l ≤ nk and vl represents the probability distribution of the configurations after
the l-th step. Here, v0 is the initial configuration vector having a single nonzero entry, that is
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1, corresponding to the initial configuration, and vnk is the final configuration vector having
at most two nonzero entries that keep the overall accepting and rejecting probabilities:
k

vnk = Pxn v0 .
Since the computation is split into two paths in each step with equal probability, the overall
accepting (A) and rejecting probabilities (R) are respectively of the forms
A′
R′
and
,
k
2n
2nk
k

k

k

where 0 ≤ A′ , R′ ≤ 2n , A′ + R′ = 2n , and A′ ̸= 2n −1 .
We present a simulation of the above matrix-vector multiplication in logarithmic space. It
is clear that keeping all entries of a single configuration vector separately requires polynomial
space in n. On the other hand, a single configuration can be kept in logarithmic space.
Therefore, we keep a mixture of configurations as a single summation for any time step. In
other words, we can keep vi as
vi [1]C1 + vi [2]C2 + · · · + vi [nk ]Cnk ,
where each coefficient vi [j] represents the probability of being in the corresponding configuration Cj . The transition from vi to vi+1 can be obtained in a single step by applying Px .
However, in our simulation, we can do this in nk sub-steps. The idea is as follows: In the
j-th sub-step, we check whether our mixture has Cj or not. If it exists, then Cj is evolved to
Cj′ and Cj′′ that are the configurations obtained from Cj in a single step when the outcome
of the coin is respectively heads or tails. In this way, from the mixture corresponding to vi ,
we obtain the next mixture:
vi+1 [1]C1 + vi+1 [2]C2 + · · · + vi+1 [nk ]Cnk .
Then, the final mixture is
ACa + RCr ,
where Ca and Cr are the accepting and rejecting configurations, respectively.
We present the details of this simulation in the following subsection.

3.1

Probabilistic circuit

In this subsection, it is shown that we can construct, in deterministic logarithmic space, a
logarithmic-width and polynomial-depth probabilistic circuit KM,x that simulates M on x.
Note that a logarithmic-space DTM can easily output each element of C x . Moreover, for
any Cj ∈ C x , it can also easily output two possible next configurations Cj′ and Cj′′ such that
M switches from Cj to Cj′ if the result of the coin flip is heads and it switches from Cj to
Cj′′ if the result of the coin flip is tails.
A logarithmic-space DTM D described below can output the desired probabilistic circuit
KM,x with width l + 3 where (i) the first bit is named as the random bit that is used for coin
flip, (ii) the second and third bits are named as the block control bit and the configuration
control bit that are used to control the transition between the configurations in each time
step, and (iii) the rest of the bits hold a configuration of M on x.
The circuit KM,x consists of nk blocks, and D outputs the nk blocks. Each block
corresponds to a single time step of M on x:
block1 , block2 , . . . , blocknk ,
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where each block is identical, i.e., each block implements the transition matrix Px operating
on configurations. Remark that, after blocki , we have the mixture representing vi .
Before each block, the random bit is set to 0 or 1 with equal probability and the block
control bit is set to 1. As long as the block control bit is 1, the configurations are checked
one by one in the block. Once it is set to 0, the remaining configurations are skipped.
Any block is composed by N parts where each part corresponds to a single configuration:
part1 , part2 , . . . , partN .
Here, partj implements the transitions from Cj in a single step. In partj , we do the following
items:
1. If the block control bit is 0, then SKIP the remaining items. Otherwise, CONTINUE.
2. SET the configuration control bit to 1 (here we assume that M is in Cj ).
3. It checks whether M is in Cj .
If M is not in Cj , SET the configuration control bit to 0 and SKIP the remaining
items. (Remark that the block control bit is still 1 in this case, and thus the next
configuration Cj+1 will be checked in partj+1 .)
Otherwise (i.e., if M indeed is in Cj ), CONTINUE.
4. SWITCH from Cj to Cj′ if the random bit is 0 and SWITCH from Cj to Cj′′ if the random
bit is 1.
5. SET the block control bit to 0.
After all nk blocks, D outputs the last block called decision block. In the last block, it is
checked whether the last configuration is Ca or Cr . If it is Ca (resp. Cr ), then the first bit of
the decision block is set to 1 (resp. 0).
For the above operations, we can use some gates operating on no more than four bits that
are the first three bits and one bit from the rest in each time. With l sequential gates, we can
determine whether we are in Cj or not. Similarly, with l sequential gates, we can implement
the transition from Cj to Cj′ and, with another l sequential gates, we can implement the
transition from Cj to Cj′′ . Here, using l sequential gates allows us to keep the size of any gate
no more than 4 bits as shown in Fig. 1 (where H1 , . . . , Hl denote the l sequential gates).
random bit
block control bit
configuration control bit
1st
j-th

Hj

Hj+1

..
.

(j+1)-th
l-th

..
.

Figure 1 Two sequential gates operating on the first three bits and one bit from the rest.

When physically implementing the above circuit KM,x , before each block, the circuit will
be in a single configuration, and during executing the block, only the part corresponding to
this configuration will be active, and thus the circuit will switch to one of the two possible
next configurations. After the decision block, we will observe the first bit as 1 and 0 with
probabilities A and R, respectively.
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Remark that the set of all possible gates which can be used in the above circuit is
finite and independent of the input x. The only probabilistic gate is a single bit operator
implementing a fair coin toss. The rest of gates are deterministic and basically they are
controlled operators with maximum dimension of 16.
Before continuing with the quantum part, we make further simplifications on KM,x . As
2-bit AND and OR gates3 and 1-bit NOT gate form a universal gate set for classical circuits,
each deterministic gate (operating at most 4 bits) can be replaced by some finite numbers
of NOT, AND, OR, and some 1-bit resetting gates with help of a few extra auxiliary bits
used for intermediate calculations, which are appended to the bottom part of the circuit.
Let G = {G0 , G1 , . . . , Gt } be the new set of our gates, where G0 implements the fair coin
by outputting the values 0 and 1 with equal probability, and the values are used by the
deterministic gates whenever it is needed.
′
We denote the simplified circuit as KM,x
or shortly as K ′ . Let l′ be the width of K ′ (note
′
that l = l + O(1) = O(log n) ). Thus, we have K ′ such that the probability of observing 1
(resp. 0) on the first bit is A (resp. R).

3.2

QTM part

In this subsection, we give a logarithmic-space postselecting QTM that simulates the computation of K ′ in a coherent manner, as described in Section 1.
A logarithmic-space (postselecting) QTM can trace the computation of K ′ on its quantum
tape by help of its classical part. Since the circuit K ′ is deterministic logarithmic-space
constructible, the classical part of the QTM helps to create the parts of K ′ on the quantum
tape whenever it is needed. Moreover, any mixture of the configurations in K ′ is kept in a
pure state of l′ qubits (described below).
The QTM uses l′ + 2 active qubits on the quantum tape for tracing K ′ on the input. The
last two qubits are auxiliary, and the first l′ qubits are used to keep the probabilistic state of
K ′ . We consider the quantum tape as a logarithmic-width quantum circuit simulating K ′ .
For each gate of K ′ , say Gj , we apply a unitary gate (operator) operating on at most 4
qubits, say Uj . Therefore, we use 4 tape heads on the quantum tape.
During the simulation, the first l′ qubits are always kept in a superposition and after each
unitary operator the last qubit or the last two qubits are always measured. If the outcome is
0 or 00, then the computation continues. Otherwise, the computation is terminated in the
non-postselecting state.
In the probabilistic circuit K ′ , G0 is applied on the first qubit. For each G0 , we apply


1
1
1
1
1 1
1 −1 −1 

U0 = 
1 −1 
2  1 −1
1 −1 −1

1

on the first and the last qubits, measure the last qubit, and continue if |0⟩ is observed:

3

U0 |00⟩ =

1
1
1
1
1
post-selection 1
|00⟩ + |01⟩ + |10⟩ + |11⟩ −−−−−−−−−−−→ √ |0⟩ + √ |1⟩.
2
2
2
2
2
2

U0 |10⟩ =

1
1
1
1
1
post-selection 1
|00⟩ − |01⟩ + |10⟩ − |11⟩ −−−−−−−−−−−→ √ |0⟩ + √ |1⟩.
2
2
2
2
2
2

We assume that these gates are represented by 4 × 4 matrices.
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Thus, coin-flipping operator can be easily implemented.
For the other operators (including the ones given below), we use the techniques given in
[12]. For any Gj (1 ≤ j ≤ t), we apply unitary operator Uj acting on four qubits. Before
applying Uj , the quantum part is in
X
αa,b |ab00⟩,
a,b∈{0,1}

since the last two qubits are measured before and any outcome other than |00⟩ is discarded
by entering the non-postselecting state. Thus, only 4 × 4 = 16 entries of Uj affects the above
quantum state. We construct Uj step by step as follows. These 16 entries are set to the
corresponding values from Gj . Thus, the probabilistic state, which is kept in the pure state,
can be traced exactly up to some normalization factor.
Without loss of generality, we assume that (by reordering the quantum states) these 16
values are placed in the top left corner. Then, Uj is of the form


1
Gj G′j G′′j 0
,
∗
∗
∗ ∗
e
where e is the normalization factor and all Gj , G′j , and G′′j are 4 × 4 matrices.
The entries of G′j are set in order to make the first four rows pairwise orthogonal:


1
0
0
0
 γ1,2
1
0
0 
,
G′j = 
 γ1,3 γ2,3
1
0 
γ1,4

γ2,4

γ3,4

0

where the values are set column by column. The values of γ1,2 , γ1,3 , and γ1,4 are set to the
appropriate values such that the first row becomes orthogonal to the second, the third, and
the fourth ones, respectively. Similarly, we set the values of the second and third columns.
Since Gj is composed by integers, G′j is also composed by integers.
The entries of G′′j are set in order to make the first four rows with equal length, say e,
which is a square of an integer:


γ1 0 0 0
 0 γ2 0 0 

G′′j = 
 0 0 γ3 0  ,
0

0

0

γ4

where diagonal entries are picked as the square roots of some integers. Remark that the
entries of G′′j does not change the pair-wise orthogonality of the first four rows. Moreover, at
this point, the first four rows become pair-wise orthonormal (due to normalization factor e).
One can easily fill up the rest of the matrix with some arbitrary algebraic numbers in order
to have a complete unitary matrix.
Since the set of G depends on the transitions of the PTM M , each Uj can be kept in the
description of the QTM.
By using the above quantum operators, we can simulate K ′ with exponentially small
probability. Only note that, due to normalization factors, the computation is terminated in
the non-postselecting state with some probabilities after applying each unitary gate.
At the end of the simulation of K ′ , we separate the first qubit from the rest of qubits,
each of which is set to |0⟩. Then, we have this unnormalized quantum state in the first qubit:


1−A
(1 − A)|0⟩ + A|1⟩ =
.
A
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1/2
3/2
1/2 −1/2

The operator


1
2

+A

|ũ⟩ = 


maps the above quantum state to


.

1
2

−A

Since this operator can be also implemented with post-selection by using an extra qubit, the
new unnormalized quantum state is set to |ũ⟩.
If A = 0, then the quantum state |u⟩, that is the normalized version of |ũ⟩, is identical to
√
|+⟩ = |0⟩+|1⟩
. If A < 21 , then the quantum state |u⟩ lies between |+⟩ and |0⟩, and thus it is
2
√
closer to |+⟩ compared to |−⟩ = |0⟩−|1⟩
. If A > 12 , then |u⟩ lies between |0⟩ and |−⟩, and
2
thus it is closer to |−⟩ compared to |+⟩.
After making a measurement in {|+⟩, |−⟩} basis, we can easily distinguish the cases
whether A is close to 0 or A is close to 1 with bounded error. In the case of when A is
close to 12 , the probability of observing these basis states can be very close to each other.
In Section 3.3, we use a modified version of the trick used by Aaronson [1] to increase the
success probability. Actually, we will need to use the above QTM O(nk ) times sequentially
in logarithmic space.

3.3

Executing a series of QTMs

Let p be our integer parameter from the set {0, 1, . . . , nk }. For each p, we consider a QTM
M [p] as follows. First, we execute the above QTM in Section 3.2, and then transform |ũ⟩ to


1
2 +A


|ũp ⟩ = 


k
2n −p 12 − A
in (nk − p) iterations. In each iteration, we combine the first qubit with another qubit in
state |0⟩, apply the quantum operator
√


3 0 0
√1

1
 3 −1 0 0  ,
0 2 0 
2 0
0
0 0 2
and then the second qubit is measured. If the measurement outcome is |0⟩, then the
computation continues. Otherwise, the computation is terminated by entering the nonnk −p steps
postselecting state. (By induction, we can easily see that |ũ⟩ −−−−−−−−−−−→ |ũp ⟩.) Note
that for each p, the QTM M [p] can be done in logarithmic space as the QTM described in
Section 3.2 is done in O(log n) space, and the counter for the iteration for creating |ũ⟩ needs
O(log n) space as well.
′
By substituting A = Ank , the quantum state |ũp ⟩ can be rewritten as
2

1
2



|ũp ⟩ = 

2n

k

−p

+


It is easy to see that

1
2

′

A
2n k

−


A′
2n k



 

 =

1
2

2n

k

−p

+

A′
2n k



nk

2

−2A
2nk +1





 
=


′

1
2

+
k

A′
2n k

2n −2A′
2p+1



.
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A′ <

k

2n
2

⇒ 2A′ < 2n
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, the normalized state |up ⟩ of |ũp ⟩ lies in the first

quadrant, andthus it is closer to |+⟩,and
nk
k
when A > 21 A′ > 2 2 ⇒ 2A′ > 2n , |up ⟩ lies in the fourth quadrant, and thus it is
closer to |−⟩.
|y⟩ |u ′ ⟩
p
|+⟩

′

|y ⟩

|−⟩
|up′′ ⟩

Figure 2 The visualization of |y⟩ and |up′ ⟩ when A < 12 , and |y ′ ⟩ and |up′′ ⟩ when A > 21 .

Case A < 12 : As A ≤ 12 − n1k (recall that A is the accepting probability of the PTM M
2
on input x that halts in nk steps),
k

2n − 2A′
2
≥ p+1 .
p+1
2
2
Thus, there exists a value of p, say p′ , such that
k

2n − 2A′
∈ [1, 2].
2p′ +1
Then, since

1
2

≤

1
2

+

A′
2n k

k

and 2 ≥

2n −2A′
,
2p′ +1

the quantum state |y⟩ =

′

nk

√2
17



1/2
2


lies

′

between |1⟩ and |up′ ⟩, and since 12 ≤ 12 + Ank < 1 and 2 ≥ 2 2p−2A
≥ 1, |up′ ⟩ lies between
′ +1
2
|y⟩ and |+⟩ (see Fig. 2). Thus, the probability of observing |+⟩ after measuring |up′ ⟩ in
{|+⟩, |−⟩} basis is always greater than
25
7
>
34
10
since |⟨y|+⟩|2 = 25
34 .
1
Case A > 2 : The case is similar to the previous case. There exists a value of p, say p′′ ,
such that
k

2n − 2A′
∈ [−2, −1].
2p′′ +1

1/2
Then, the quantum state |y ⟩ =
lies between −|1⟩ and |up′′ ⟩ and |up′′ ⟩ lies
−2
between |y ′ ⟩ and |−⟩ (see Fig. 2). Thus the probability of observing |up′′ ⟩ when measuring
in {|+⟩, |−⟩} basis is always greater than
′

√2
17



25
7
>
.
34
10
Now the overall quantum algorithm is as follows:
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1. Prepare counter C to 0. For each p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nk − 1}, the following steps are implemented.
a. We execute the above QTM M [p], and make the measurement at the end in {|+⟩, |−⟩}
basis. (Note that the execution can be discarded by entering the non-postselecting
state in the procedure of Section 3.2.)
b. If the measurement result corresponds to |+⟩, then we reset the quantum register to
all |0⟩ (note that this is possible using the classical control since all the non-|0⟩ qubits
are induced only by post-selection, and thus we know what states they are in), and
add +1 to C.
c. If the measurement result corresponds to |−⟩, then we reset the quantum register to
all |0⟩, and add −1 to C.
2. If C = nk (namely, we observe |+⟩ in all executions), then the input is rejected.
3. If C = −nk (namely, we observe |−⟩ in all executions), then the input is accepted.
4. Otherwise (namely, if we observe the outcomes |+⟩ and |−⟩ at least once in some
executions), the computation is terminated in the non-postselecting state.
Note that the overall quantum algorithm is implemented in logarithmic space since the
counter is clearly implemented in O(log n) space, and M [p] is also implemented in O(log n)
space, and each iteration of step 1 is done by the reuse of the classical and quantum registers.
The analysis of the algorithm is as follows:
When A < 12 , the probability of observing |+⟩ is always greater than |−⟩ in each execution
and at least once it is 73 times more. Thus, if x ∈
/ L, the probability of observing all |+⟩’s
is at least 73 times more than the probability of observing all |−⟩’s after all executions.
When A > 12 , the probability of observing |−⟩ is always greater than |+⟩ in each execution
and at least once it is 73 times more. Thus, if x ∈ L, the probability of observing all |−⟩’s
is at least 73 times more than the probability of observing all |+⟩’s after all executions.
Therefore, after normalizing the final accepting and rejecting postselecting probabilities,
it follows that L is recognized by a polynomial-time logarithmic-space postselecting QTM
3
with error bound 10
. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. (The error bound can easily
be decreased by using the standard probability amplification techniques.)

3.4

Additional result

Additionally, we can show that PostBQL is contained in the class of languages recognized by
logarithmic space bounded-error QTMs that halt in expected exponential time.
▶ Theorem 4. PostBPL ⊆ BPL(exp) and PostBQL ⊆ BQL(exp), where BPL(exp) (BQL(exp))
is the class of languages recognized by logarithmic space bounded-error PTMs (QTMs) that
halt in expected exponential time.
Proof. Let M be a polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostPTM. By restarting the whole
computation from the beginning instead of entering the non-postselecting state, we can obtain
a logarithmic-space exponential-time PTM M ′ from M , i.e., (i) the restarting mechanism
does not require any extra space, and, (ii) since M produces no less than exponentially
small halting probability in polynomial time, M ′ halts with probability 1 in exponential
expected time. Both machines recognize the same language with the same error bound
since the restarting and postselecting mechanism can be used interchangeably [19, 21],
i.e., the accepting and rejecting probabilities by M and M ′ are the same on every input.
Thus, we can conclude that PostBPL ⊆ BPL(exp). In the same way, we can obtain that
PostBQL ⊆ BQL(exp).
◀
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As BQL(exp) ⊆ BQL(∞) ⊆ PQL by definition and Watrous showed PQL = PL [17], our
main result (PL = PostBQL) leads to the following equivalence among BQL(exp), BQL(∞)
and PL.
▶ Corollary 5. PL = PQL = PostBQL = BQL(exp) = BQL(∞).
We leave open whether BPL(exp) is contained in PostBPL.

4

Related Results

In this section, we provide several results on logarithmic-space complexity classes with
post-selection. The first result is a characterization of NL by logarithmic-space complexity
classes.
▶ Theorem 6. NL = PostEPL = PostRL.
Proof. We start with the first equality NL = PostEPL. Let L ∈ NL. Since NL = coNL [9],
L is also in NL. Then, there exist polynomial-time logarithmic-space NTMs N1 and N2
recognizing L and L. Based on N1 and N2 , we can construct a polynomial-time logarithmicspace PostPTM M such that M executes N1 and N2 with equal probability on the given
input. Then, M accepts the input if N1 accepts and rejects the input if N2 accepts. Any other
outcome is discarded by M . Therefore, (i) any x ∈ L is accepted with nonzero probability
and rejected with zero probability by M , and, (ii) any x ∈ L is accepted with zero probability
and rejected with nonzero probability by M . Thus, L is recognized by M with no error, and
thus L ∈ PostEPL.
Let L ∈ PostEPL. Then, there exists a polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostPTM M
recognizing L with no error. Based on M , we can construct a polynomial-time logarithmicspace NTM N such that N executes M on the given input and switches to the rejecting
state if M ends in the non-postselecting halting state. Thus, N accepts all and only strings
in L. Therefore, L ∈ NL.
Now we are done with equality NL = PostEPL. It is trivial that PostEPL ⊆ PostRL. To
complete the proof, it is enough to show that PostRL ⊆ NL. If a language is recognized by a
polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostPTM M with one-sided bounded-error, then it is also
recognized by a polynomial-time logarithmic-space NTM M ′ where M ′ is modified from M
such that if M enters the non-postselelecting state, then M ′ enters the rejecting state. ◀
By using the same argument, we can also obtain the following result on quantum class
PostEQL (note that the first equality comes from NQL = coC= L [16, 7]).
▶ Theorem 7. C= L ∩ coC= L = NQL ∩ coNQL = PostEQL.
As will be seen below, the relation between PostEQL and PostRQL seems different from
the relation between their classical counterparts since C= L and coC= L may be different
classes. Remark that it is also open whether NL is a proper subset of C= L ∩ coC= L or not.
By using the quantum simulation given in Section 3, we can obtain the following result.
▶ Theorem 8. coC= L = PostRQL.
Proof. It is easy to see that PostRQL ⊆ NQL. Let L be a language in PostRQL and M be a
polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostQTM recognizing L with one-sided bounded-error.
By changing the transitions to the non-postselecting state of M to the rejecting state, we can
obtain a polynomial-time logarithmic-space NQTM recognizing L, and thus PostRQL ⊆ NQL.
Since NQL = coC= L [16, 7], we obtain PostRQL ⊆ coC= L.
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Now we prove the other direction. Let L be in coC= L. Then there exists a polynomial-time
logarithmic-space PTM M ′ that accepts any non-member of L with probability 12 and any
member with probability different from 12 . Let x be a given input with length n.
We use the simulation given in Section 3. We make the same assumptions on the PTM
′
M except that M ′ accepts some string with probability 12 and M ′ never accepts any string
with probability in the following interval


1
1 1
1
, +
−
2 2nk 2 2nk
for some fixed integer k. This condition is trivial if the running time never exceeds nk , i.e.,
k
the total number of probabilistic branches never exceeds 2n .
Then, we construct a polynomial-time logarithmic-space PostQTM as described in
Section 3 with the following unnormalized final quantum state:
!
2A − 1
,
k
2−n
where A is the accepting probability of M ′ . We measure this qubit and accept (reject)
the input, if we observe |0⟩ (|1⟩). All the other outcomes are discarded by entering the
non-postselecting state.
It is clear that for any non-member of L, A is always equal to 12 , and thus the QTM
accepts the input with zero probability and rejects the input with some non-zero probability.
Therefore, any non-member of L is rejected with probability 1.
On the other hand, for any member, the amplitude of |0⟩ is at least twice of the amplitude
of |1⟩, and thus the accepting probability is at least four times more than the rejecting
probability. Thus, any member is accepted with probability at least 45 . The success probability
can be increased by using the standard probability amplification techniques.
◀
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